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EMENDATIONS AND EXPLANATIONS 

HESYCHIUS ed. Schmidt 

I 

57 afarai: véat cai dradrai. Read dradai (Hom. Xd 39). 
This error is frequent in Hesych., e.g. 11 535 «pifov for xpiror, 
257 :rava for tirdva. Here, on the next page, is Z for T: 

58 afaia: POovepd. Read dyata. P.12 dyaiov: pOovepor. 

78 direiv: Owmreve. Out of the order. Read aixddrev. 
P. 77 aixader: caiver. Owrever. (xadreiv accounts for the 

accent.) 

131 adradaiov: ayarnrov. Read arr(v)aréov. Persae 
985 Batavwyou raid’ addx(v)iorov. 

192 dvewas: oixtpds. Read avnreds, as p. 199. 

204 aviypodérns: Bupoodéyns. Perhaps from Hipponax. 
In Herodas vil 37 we should probably read @yiypodéac or of 

ypwodéyrat or of pivodéyrat. 

232 amepéow: pataiw. For adxewdtr@? Theocr. xv. 4 

@ Tas addeudto yuyas.—pdraos is the regular explanation of 
HAE MATOS. 

Journal of Philology. vou. xxxt. 1 
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252 dwévoiov: aroyipvocw. This looks like a conflation 

of two glosses: 

arévermov: avdyvobs (schol. Pind. Isth. ii. 68, dd8os 
Bekk. An, 432). 

arro(y)vovav : atroyvec.y as on p. 244, 

273 dpyi\An Ww: yh wr) Bracravovcd tt. Read dpyitiy: 
which is itself a v. 1. of aiyiAuw: p. 69 aiyidura tTpnyetav 

(Hom. B 633). 
> , c , ee > , €--% 

312 ateipys: 0 oTEpEds. KA’ ATPwWTOS, OV TELPOMEVOS UTTO 

"Apews. Read dtpuros. Eust. 1517. 12 é« 8& rod tpvw Kai 
“drputos év movois” NéyeTas dv Tovot ov TeipovaL. 

377 Braddv: vwOpas. This would be the adjective, as 378 

Braddv: adivatov. Read Brdéay, the adverb; from Brdfew, 

whence comes BAd&, whence comes Braxeverv. On p. 378 
we have the adj. Brabdeis: addvvator. é& advvatwv (? read 
éEaduvatev), and p. 6 dBradéws: déws. On p. 141 we 
have auBSadéws: adpovtictas. atpovontws, which looks like 
a v. 1. of the same word: and this makes it tempting to read 

nreas for 7deds: but though we read dédocna pr) TravTatact 
Brak tis Kai HriOvos yévopar in Xen. Cyr. i. 4. 12, Hreds 

would hardly be a possible word for a grammarian to use, Be 

this what it may, if we merely had a@BXadéws without ex- 

planation, we should reasonably take it to be the negative of 
Brabdéws or Badass, which means (in the grammarians’ words) 

voOpas, popes, avontas, palipws, odrAvywp@s: and I will 

suggest the possibility of reading it in Hom. H. Herm. 83 
in place of d8XaBéws b70 Tocaiv édnocato Kara wédiXa, Where 
aBdaBéws has generally seemed unsuitable. evAaBéws would 
give an excellent sense, and evAa 7s and aBrAafy7s are confused 

in many places besides Ayam. 1009; so too, would edppadéws, 
which might easily become ad(p)adéws. 

428 ynyevérar: ys aipetai. Read ys épyarac (Tzetz. 

chil. viii. 848, and again p. 511 Kiessling oxutevs, tapexeds, 
SvoTvx7s <yiis> épydrns as I correct it). Compare below, 
ynyevov:: TOv TA yéiva epyalopévwv «TE, 
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437 yAwooas ove éumnketar: ove av Siadayoto, ovK av 
yevooto (Nauck Trag. Frag. p. 881). The middle dcadayorro 
is due, as often, to the middle in the lemma; and yevcorro 
is the form of optative late writers use. Otherwise Cobet is 
likely enough to be right in correcting the lemma to yAdooar 

(Meineke) ov« éumntere. But the explanation cannot be the 
true one, for the tongue is never spoken of as the instrument 
of eating, nor the teeth as the instruments of speech. If 

éumnéere is right, it is a peremptory command in the Greek 
interrogative form: yAdooav ove gumntere ; hold your tongues ! 

or stop his tongue! as Eur. Hec. 1261 ovd« épé€ere ordua ; IO. 

éyrelere. Cf. Hesych. u p. 496 (Nauck p. 884) xvarreww 
(xamrew Wecklein) Kedkevw yAdooav: cuvéyew évTis TaV 
dddvT@r KeXevw THY yAOooav. Alciphron iii. 57 tiv mporeTh 
yra@ttrav Stapacdpar. Eur. fr. 5 ef wn xabéfeus yrdooav.— 
I now find that Lex. Sabbait. (Nauck’s Jndex p. XXvitl) gives 

yA@ooa ei ove éumiferat. adndov et jovydoerat. 

456 SaxpuTrA@ew: TAnupipew Tois Sdxpvor. Read dax- 
put oer, as épwtrotAoeiv. 

535 dpacrnv: xodwov. Read Spoirnpr. 

535 Spdotives: Oepdrovtes Sidxovor Sodrot Cyrill. 

536 Spynotivar: Siaxova, Oeparrawat. 

iW 531 x«paorivar: Sucixovot yuvaixes. 

These are taken to be errors for dpacrihpes and dpacteipar, 

Spynoteipa. May there not have been a form dpactives 
with feminine dpacrivat or Spactiva: (cf. épyacrtivar) ? 

II 

7 éyxados: <dcoy> éyxaras, €XaxvoTor. 

20 0a: mwaduv. Read 0 a: waduv. P. 214 ére: radu. 

41 éxdiav: onay. nai xépapov cvytetpippévoy. The origin 

of this was @AAAIAN :—@radcav: ody (in the sense o7a- 

dwva or Oradiav troveiv) as 1V 247 pradiav: Oradiav, warartrecy, 
turtew. And Oradlav: xépapoyv cvytetpiupeévov (Herodas iii 
44 6 Képapos OrATat, Babrius 125 rdv Képapov Oda). 

1—2 
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55 éxpavdnv: avepms. 1 éEevtety. 
y 

we remove 7 or not. 

éfeurov, whether 

87 évavrov: véav éyov tiv evepyeciav. Read ry évap- 
yetav. Lucian i. 8 dvetpos évapyis odTos .... Te yoov % 
gwvr) Evavros. 

160 écripecta: mApyn, tovtécti él Keparis Kai py 

ate wnpéva.—oTrép ceparss as Theocritus vill. 87 brép Keharis 
aiel Tov adporyéa mAnpot? or éemiyetAH, or wmepyerH ? 

Cf. Bekk. Anecd. 432 <aopépEar>: Aéyouor 5é "Attixol Kal 
TO aTraitjoat (read aro noat) THY wéTpaV TO UTTEpKetrés. 

180 ériotny: éEerraynv. Read érronOny. 

202 és iwmay: és kompava. This may be a euphemism; 

but I should not wonder if the true reading were és yaviav: 
cf. Plut. Mor. 516 D os yap dps eis yoviav Kkatadica 

, Pre} , , Pal a , / aes 
oxanrevet, “ &vOa yé Tov Katahaivel’, a7 év KoTpin, pia KpLOn”. 

209 éogutat: eiorréurrerar. Readéadoita. P. 56 éxpoira 
has av. 1. é«pura. 

257 Enrpeiov: To Tov SovrNwY epyacTipLoy. 

Entpov: Tov Synoxovov. 

The derivation of these words is not, I venture to assert, from 

tevaé spelt, which is the prevailing view. The root is DVA, 

Svo two; and from this comes Sanskrit dydmi, to tre, that is 
join twain together, twine. In Greek from this root we have 

Sv0, Cuyov, Sedryos, Séw, Cavy (like youn, ovy), Covvups, COcar: 

and as defy means to put in prison, so fntpos means a gaoler, 
and Syrpevov (like iatpetov, waryerpetov) means a gaol, or decpo- 
tnptov. All difficulty now disappears from the variety of forms 
we find—{nrtpeiov, Coarpiov, Corprov ete. 

There are several obscure words which come, I fancy, from 
this root fa- or fe-; as Ceupd; d-felpov: afdorov. 1) modv- 

feortov Hesych.; afdrn: édevOepia ibid.; Cayma: wvia. 

369 ipicew: éxwdvVovto, The explanation suits el/puadev: 
or, as some accented this Aeolic form, efpvo@ev: as p. 22 

- eipvoato: éxwAVoaTo. 
¢ / 

445 KaTnryuIp: pecodun. pecotorxov. SdKos. 1 Ud TuVOS 
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Baorafovea tov dpodov. Read d0xos, 7) irotTovos ‘or main- 
beam’. E. M. 567. 16 uédraOpov Kupiws Aéyerar Td péoov Ths 
oréyns EvNov TO bTépTovoy Kadovpevorv, where other Mss. and 

Zonaras have 7d brorovov. Of. datovos, mporovos, émritovos, 

avtitova, Tadivtova.—This mistake reminds me in Simonides 
Ep. 147. 3 Zewodirov 8€ ris vids ’Apioreidyns éyopryyer (Sé Toe 
Hemsterhuis, 8 és Schneidewin, 5¢ 76? Bergk) to suggest 

_ Bewodirou & érds vids. 

499 Kywova xddXa: Ta Opuntia. Read ta opynpatixa,— 
the Cretan hyporcheme. Soph. Aj. 699 Kvoov’ dpynuatra. Ath. 
181 b 60ev kai Kpntixa xadrodor. ta btropynuata. Eustath. 

137. 40.—In schol. Eur. Hec. 100 yopos Svarpetrar eis tpia, 
eis oTagyLA, eis TrapodiKa, Kal eis K@MLKa read KommaTLKa: 

see schol. Aeschyl. p. 70. 12, 114. 5 and the argument to the 
Persae. 

III 

52 Avyyavopevov: AVLovta év TO Kdaiewv (sobbing). Read 
AvYYavepevoy, as Kpavyavopevov (Hdt. i. 111), Bpvyave- 

pevov (Nicand. Alex. 221). 

63 pafovta: Tov pattovra tas patas. I think, wafava. 
These seldom-occurring words in -wy were very apt to be 

corrupted in this way: eg. I 216 dpyéovres for opyedves, 
1332 dappaxor{tjas, 11 469 (cf. Phot. s.vv. cépkwrres, Képxwy) 

orevrwv for amatewvwv. Cod. A of Athenaeus 329 b gives 
Kopakiar[ Tas; in 352 b however it preserves tods dé ‘Podéious 
oTataN@vas kal Jepporotas Gewpav,for which Schweighaeuser, 

with the approval of the Dictionaries, wished to substitute 

omatado@vras. But the substantive is evidently right. In 

Hesych. 111 384 I propose to read mpom(p)edu[r]es, IV 48 
oxnveves for oxnvovtes, and 1V 186 tumdves for TuTadrTes. 

113 perpéov: morkirov. Read pitpaitov. 

185 olikwv pwotopyvivar: Tév oikwv pécov opvivar.—Read 

olkov mécat’ dpvivat. 

245 ob xaOédpa: od dpovtis. The lemma has dropped out 
as Meineke saw, who suggested <ody pas épyov>. But 
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dpovtis would not be used to explain épyov : it isthe scholiasts’ 

word for dpa. The lemma therefore was ody &pas wpa or 
ovy édpns wpn, and this critic took the wrong alternative, for 

no doubt he should have explained by xatpds, as above ody 
&0s: od xaipos KabéfecOa. Cf. Aesch. heb, 13 and schol. 

381 mpoxpocaov: ov KaSapodr, kXiwaxwTov. “Pro caBapody 
scribendum xata pody: quia naves eo modo dispositae avTu- 

Képado. iacent; ergo non sunt aptae ad navigandum, neque 

xara podv” Heinsius in Stephanus. Read ov« dOpodv. 

384 mpore@vtes: tpoecotates. Read wpom(p)edves. See 

above on pafovta, and my note on Pind. Nem. vii. 86. 

397 mpopaves: tpoOtpws.—Written on mpoppoveas. 

412 cupwifew: sine expl. Read rupyviferv: meaning 

(properly) to stone, éxmupnvifew: cf. Koxxifew, éxxoxniter, 
exyuyaptigew. 

IV 

24 oxaro: oxaraBe. Read cxaro: cxartadB (or cKa- 

Addo)? Cf. Phot. cxadrds: dv eis orddaxa: which might 
be defended by Aoyés =Aeyo. But possibly these are traces 

of a form oxadro. ’ 

43 oxnvovtes: cioKnvot. Réyerat S€ Kal oKNVwTAiIS. 

oKnvevtTes: atoKnvot. Réyovtar Sé Kal oxnvwrai Musurus. 
That should at least be oxnvodvtes or cuvaKnvodvtes: and 

perhaps cxnvwtais points to <ov>cxnvetai. But I think it 
possible the true reading was oxnv@ves: see my note on 

Il p. 63. 

63 omatayyifew: tapdocev. Read oratayifew: ef. 

matayeiv, wAatayeiv, Bratayifovea, appabdynoev, éBpara- 
ynoev, €xrXaTayelv, Kapayos. 

157 tipndés. evraBés. “ Timidus confert Thes. Detortum 
puto ex (€)mipnOés vel (€)riperés” Schmidt. TZimidus! But, 

as I have pointed out on Herodas U1 95, ésrinOys is the 

contrary of mpopmOns, and so of evraBys. Probably adp|riundés, 
as e.g. p. 156 ri@eov for av]rideor. 
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186 tuma@vtes: xopot tives. I should think, tur@ves: cf. 

udbav. 

249 groyodeprvar: dvOpaxes. Read groyddevrva. Ce. 

Callimachus in schol. Aesch. P. V. 384 srorapoi upos 
Samtovtes aypias yvabois] évOev 6 KadXjipayos tupiderrvov 

dyer. 

253 dopBavra: iatpixa dappaxa. Rather dopa: ta i. d. 
as p. 254 dopBia: dappaxa. of Sé PopBa. But what shall 

we do now with the following ? 

254 ghopBov: aravova. The previouS glosses might suggest 
hopSava: maéva. But they would use éatpéyv as an explana- 

tion, not mar@va. No, amavova is for dméXX ova, and probably 
we should read gotSov: dmodXwva, as in Suid. dotBos : azrod- 

Rev, and schol. Eur. Or. 28 p. 349. qouBas and dopBas seem 

to have been anciently confused as an epithet of Cassandra. 
Perhaps then in the previous glosses the true readings were 

poiBa and doiBea (as yopyeva, TWupeia, oTUTTEIia). 

280 yedsdovos Sixnv: tos BapBapovs yediboow ateKka- 
fover dia THY dovvOeTov Aadiadv. So it is still quoted by the 
editors of Aeschylus on Agam. 1034. Read davverov, which 
was the established definition of a BapSapos. Only two lines 
below we rightly have BapBapa xai acvvera. There is the 

same mistake in 11 413 xapixy: aovvOetos, which Heinsius 
corrected. davvOeros is wncompounded, a grammarians’ word. 

291 yoivxes: ai Babeiar wéda. Read Bapetar. No 
confusion is more common. In Aesch. Supp. 24 we should 
read with Hermann Sa@v’timot yOdvioc: no such compound of 

-Tijos has an active sense: cf. evpdtipos, modv-, weya-, weyado-, 

peyoto-. In Eustath. Opusc. 322. 80 read mdnovacrav 
BadvorBov svtar, i.e. BaburdovTwv, and remove BapvorSos 

from the Dictionaries. 
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SOPHOCLES 

Fragments, ed. Nauck 1889 

11 Read 7d ypvoeov Sé¢ tas Aixas | dé5opxev dupa, Tov 
adixov & apeiBetac for tov 8 adcxov. 

168 ov« otda THv ov Teipav: év 8 éerriotapat’ 
Tod Twaidos dvTos TODS éyw SvodArAvMAL. 

For év & Suid. has the error ové’. I suspect in Aj. 1141 we 
ought to read 

M. & co dpacw: tovd éotiv odxi Oamréor. 

T. év 8 avraxovce, todtov, ws Tebaeras. 
“And you shall hear one thing in return,—that this man shall 

be buried”. The mocking repetition of the & is natural in a 
retort: ef. Theb. 1034, 241, Hum. 730, P. V. 70, Med. 1359—62, 

Acharn. 1097—1135, Herodas vii. 67, and Soph. 0.7. 547—551, 

beginning 

KP. rodr’ avto viv pov pat dKovaov, ws Epa. 
OI. todr adto pn poe ppat’, drws ovK ei KaKos. 

The reading of A is od 8 avtaxotoe todrov and a second 

hand in L has written yp. od &, but L’s text is aX’ dvta- 

xovoe TovTov. How did this variety arise? I suggest that 
év & was corrupted to ové’, and that aX was a deliberate 

alteration. Valckenaer on Phoen. 1651 had urged év rodré x’, 
saying “ Menelai dictum & cot dpacw poscebat mea sententia 
Teucri responsum od 8 avtaxov év todTo y'”. But I think 

that todrov gives a better balance here than év 8 dvtaxovces 
TovTo y, ws TeOdrperat. 

220 Thamyras (Ath, 175 f) 

@OXWKE yap KpoTnTa TnKTid@v pédn 

AUpat povalADLs TE YELMLOVTEDS 
vaoooTEpnLakwpacaone 

povavror were used in the «cépuos (Ath. 176), and the other 
equipments for it were garlands and torches: since, too, 

xkopacaono looks as though it had been caused by the 
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influence of a genitive, I conjecture S¢8ds 7’ épijun modda 
Kopacaca Xeip: 

246 aredkj: addrava. It was in this sense that dterns 

was used when Horace translated it by immunis aram si tetigit 

manus. 
257 tpaxds © yerovns Képyvos eEaviotatar: the @ is an 

error for @s, which the grammarians commonly add in such 

a case; e.g. Aesch. Hum. 159, Theb. 820. 

335 Kadoi cdtupo. The name, I imagine, refers to their 
condition before their eyes were opened by Prometheus: 

of mpara pev Prérovtes EBreTOv pathy, KAvOYTES OvK HKOVOD. 

Compare Aesch. fr. 207. Soph. fr. 609 AnOnv Se thv wavT 
(wavtwy?) amectepnuévnv, Kodyv dvavdov from the “TBpis 

gatupixy suggests that there was the same reference there: 
it was Prometheus who gave pryyunv. The Ma@pos catupixos 

might probably deal with the same date. 
459 Bonv Kux«virw.— Boy corruptum videtur” Nauck. 

No, it is just like Pindar’s Ki«veca pwaya (of the other Kvx«vos). 

774 (Plut. Mor. 625 D): there is an omission here; <“and 
the old man cannot read, or see things, at a short distance”>, 

Toppw dé Nevoowv: éyyvOev SE Tas TUPAds. 

786 Plut. Artax. 28 xadorov pév ody tows, TO Lopoxdeiov, 

“rayeia Tel0wm TaY KaKa@v ddoLTOpEt”. ela yap Tes } 
Topela Kal KatavTns éml TO Bovdopevov. You could not have 

a better illustration of Aesch. Agam. 485 muOavos ayav o 
Onrus Epos emivéemetat TaxvTopos. The absurdity of the 

MS. reading épos I have shown in Class. Rev. 1902 p. 441 

note 30. 

864 ov« gore yipas Tov copav év ols oO vods 
Oeia Edvertiv hpépa TeOpappévos. 

écovor vovds Heimsoeth conjectured, Blaydes dcois 6 voids, 

supposing Tov copay to mean ‘of wise men’. It is the genitive 

of ta coda (Hum. 434, Soph. fr. 696, Trag. adesp. 509, Eur, 
Supp. 904, A. P. vii. 79). “v. 2 graviter corruptus necdum 

sanatus” Nauck. I do not think so. Compare Agam. 106, 
and 0.7. 868 (of the eternal laws), o¥5é vw @vata vars 
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dvépwv éruxtev'.... péyas év TovTois Oeds, ovdé ynpacKet. 

jjuépa, for which many conjectures have been made, is sound : 

it means life, as in Herodas iv. 68 Sony Brérovew Hmepny. 

Indeed it is Sophocles’ own phrase elsewhere: Aj. 622 4 ov 
Tarad pev cvvtpodos adwépa reve@ Te ype pytnp. Such 
is a human being under the normal conditions of mortality ; 

ov pévtor ToUTOLS ynpdoKer TA Toda, év ols dv Deia gUYTpOpos 
HEPA O VOUS TUYXAVN WY. 

173 (in Nauck’s Indes p. X1) xavo féper | THY Yetpa TpOs 

<T0> daraxpor, 750 SuayeA@y : as Herodas vi. 76. 

LIBANIUS (ed. Reiske) 

I p. 311. 14 ’Avtvoyixds: “Reges Syriae dicuntur Antio- 
chiam alii aliis templis exornavisse: 6 pév Tus MIN@OC Lepov © 
érroinaev, 0 5é Anuntpos, ddXos ‘Hpaxdéous. Cui fit credibile 
Syriae regem Minoi templum posuisse? Nihil reperio unde 

proclivi errore min@oc nasci potuerit. Proximum est *Azo)- 

Aewvos, sed permirum accidit quo pacto id in Mivwos potuerit 

depravari ” Cobet Coll. Crit. p. 103. The scribe wrote Miv@os 
because he had had occasion to write Mivas a few lines before 

(v. 3); but what Libanius of Antioch had written here is 

Mynvos. The god My is more familiar to us now than he was 

in Cobet’s time, and his temple at Antioch is known from coins 

as well as from Strabo 557 éyes dé «al 7d iepoy Mryvos 
Papvdkov xadovpevor ... éripnoay § oi Bactreis TO lepov ToUTO 
ottws eis wTepBorny wate TOV BacidiKoy Kadovpevov SpKoV 

robTo amépynvav “Tixnv Baciiéws kal Miva Papvaxov”. 

gore 86 Kal ToUTO THs Lernvns lepov, KaOdtrep To év "AXBavois 
Kal Ta ev Dpvyia TO Te TOD Mnvos ev TO duavdpp TOM Kal TO 
tod “Apxaiov to mpos ’Avtioxeia tH mpos Luodia (p. 577) 
kai To év TH xopa Tov ’Avtioxéov. Salmasius on Lamprid. 
Heliogab. 7 corrected a similar absurdity in one of Gruter’s 

inscriptions, ATTIDI MINOTAVRO for MHNOTVRANNO. 
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ARISTIDES (ed. Dindorf) 

I p. 79 fin. d@s Grote KuvetoOar ererat. v. 1. and Canter 

xwvetoOe. v. 1. and Dindorf xivoicbe. Read xivijc? av 
1 756 fin. cat pav ov8 6 Kaipos taidevovtToy adda 

mavovtav, et pev BovrAecGe, 0 Tav Atovuciwr, ei 5€ BotrAca Oe, 
6 Tay cdpov Tov iepdv Kal Tév Tavyvxidov. For caper 
Stephanus and Jebb read Sayéwv, and Reiske remarks 
“e mentione Samiorum apparet hance orationem Sami esse 

habitam”. Read 6 tév yapev tov iepar, the season of ‘epoi 
ya pou. 

I 472 iy et tis Scaipnoer TS NOY, TL ypHoeTar Oavpacar 

Nourrov ; Read ti yphotac or xpiorac? 
Il 608 aioyurdeis tHv Te ypetay... Kai THs mpeaBeias THY 

Opav vuKta tTavTnv i) Kal dotpa TavTi Kai Oeovs ... Read vinta 

TauTnvi Kat dotpa tavTi...On. p. 610. 22 he has ravrnvi 
dhépers tiv Wihhor, but ovtoai, being ‘deictic’, does not need the 

article. 

ARTEMIDORUS Oneirocrit. ed. Hercher 

v 69 p. 267 od phy arevato ye Tis pavTiKis ovdSé Tod 

Topiapov* 7 yap yun avTov KataTpodovca atréoTtpeev, WaoTE 
tm aidods petaothivac. Beyond remarking that amwéorpewer is 
corrupt, Hercher records no suggestion, The true word must, I 

think, be adwéotep£ev: Philostratus Vit. Soph. p. 266=610 

Thy pntépa améotepEcv ert SovrAov Epwrt. There are two other 

places where I find the same corruption : in quoting Terpander 
5 tetpdynpuv amootépEavtes aowdav Strabo gives azootpé- 
raves: and in Theocritus’ epigram 4. 14 edye’ droorépEat rods 
Aadvidos pe moOovs the Anth. Pal. ix. 437 gives ebyou 
amo otpéyrat. 
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ARISTOPHANES Vespae 

taya 8 ap 

dia Tov xOkivov avOpwrov, bs pas Svedver’ 
éEarratav éreyév 8 ws pidaOyvaios Hy, 

Kal Tay Lauw@ TpeTos KaTeEiTroL,— 

283 +d:a Todr’ dduvnbels 
eit lows Keitat mupéTT@V 

The line to which 283 should correspond gives no suspicion of 
unsoundness, ei7’ épdréy-unvev avdtod, an epitrite, as is the 

preceding line and the line following, only with a syncopation, 

which is common in that metre. One thing is certain, that to 

scan, there must have been a prodelision or a crasis of the 6 in 

oduynGeis: for example, oftw odvvnbeis. If the original were 

dca TO TOVTOV OduvyNOeis ‘on account of his behaviour’, it would 

be according to a common practice of scribes in dealing with 
crases to write it dua To TtovT ddvvnOeis. This would be good 
Greek ; but it is very unusual in this metre that a tribrach in 

oue line should correspond to a trochee in the other; and it 

was the regular scholiastic habit to explain such an accusative 

as tovT odvrvnGeis would be by supplying dca, e.g. schol. 

Pers. 162, 168. I think therefore with Madvig that 8a should 
be ejected; and this leaves a word to be supplied which will 

form a crasis with ddvvnGeis and account for the omission of 

itself: the word would seem to have been todto 8<#ov 
6d>vynGeis. 

ACHILLES TATIUS 

ii. 27 ovte yap vov 
ili. 1 ypovov pév twa SvataXavtovpévyny ovtw Thy vadvy 

Tois KUpacw €madaiomev eis TO aYTippoTov Kabedeiv-... 
aipvidiov Sé... Tod pev Téws eis Kdpa KAOEVTOS avabopdvToS 

ofeia poy. The metaphor is from a balance ; besides, they 
could not struggle to pull down the ship, but to weigh it down, 

that is, cab érXKecv. 

iii. 8 78n pwev <ody> avewypéevny 
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CHARITO 

i. 7 Onpwv yap jv tis, Tavodpyos avOpwros, éE aédiKias 
mréwy tiv Oaraccav Kxai AnoTtas éExywv, whose design is 
mrouTijca at one stroke, which will make them all wAovcious. 
But €& adicias wreiv thy Oadaccayp is not a Greek expression. 
€& adixias can only be ‘from unjust sources,’ ‘by dishonest 

means’: e.g. Democritus (Stob. Flor. 94. 25) ypyjyata ropifew 

fev ovK axpeiov * €E adixins Sé wavtos (MSS. waytas or ravtwr) 
xaxiov, Muson, tb. 85. 20 od yap av topiceé tis €& adiKias 

moddra, Liban. Iv 61. 27 wrodTov aouvArAreywv EF adixias, 
Alciphron iii. 70 Anotais exowarvnoa, EvOev 6 Bios por dpyos 
€& adixias topiferas (‘1 am now a tropiotys’) ; and the cul- 

lections of Hemsterhuys and Blaydes on Ar, Plut. 755 ot« éx 
Scxaiov tov Biov Kxextymevos (schol. add’ é& adixias). There 
is a lacuna of this nature: é& adicias <mXovToy cuArNEeyoV 

or ropifwy ypyyata, or TAEOvEKTOY, ETL ...... > TrEwv TV 
@araccar ...... ‘procuring wealth by dishonest methods, and 

sailing the sea for the sake of unjust gains.’ 

PROCLUS 

Hyman. 1 12 (Brunck Analecta U 443) undé pw’ dro ayEccev 

SecovBéwy yévos avdpév: the Dictionaries quote this as an 
example of deicifeos, but metre and sense show it should be 
aderaOewv. 

WALTER HEADLAM., 



PLUTARCH CEBES AND HERMAS, 

by the late J. M. Correritn and C, Tayior. 

The late Dr J. M. Cotterill has left Papers of “extended 
notes upon the Tabula of Cebes and the Pastor of Hermas,’ in 

the first of which he gives reason to think that the 7abula was 
one of the main sources of the Pastor. In the next he writes 

as below, chiefly upon Plutarch’s Moralia as a source of the 

Tabula and the Pastor. At the beginning he shews from 
Plato’s Phaedo that the author of the Tabula was apparently 
a pseudo-Cebes, All the citations from Plutarch in A and B 

being from vol, 1i., he is quoted there by page simply. 

A. PLATO AND OTHERS. 

1. Platonis Phaedo. 
I come now to the second part of my inquiry, and the most 

important part if the indebtedness of ‘Hermas’ to Cebetis 

Tabula is to help in determining the date of Hermae Pastor. 
When was the Tabula written? Hitherto critics have had 

nothing certain to say. In Mr Jerram’s edition (Clarendon 

Press, 1878) the reasons on which he relies for believing that 

the author of the Tabula was not the Theban Cebes are set 
forth, and I need not refer to them. Although not the Theban 

Cebes, the author, he holds, must have lived long before 

Lucian’s time. He seems however to have only one reason for 

this, namely the use of éxeivos in Lucian’s domep 0 KéBns 

éxeivos in De Merc. Cond. 42. Lucian, he says, in a note on the 
ascription of the Tabula to a Cebes of Cyzicus, a Stoic philo- 

sopher of the second century A.D., “would not have spoken of 

the author as 6 Ké8as éxeivos, that famous Cebes, had he been 

referring to a contemporary who may even have been his 
junior.” This is simply to read into the word the meaning 
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which it is desired to read out. Lucian sometimes uses €xeivos 

in a satirical sense, and for anything we know to the contrary 

he may have used it so when he wrote 6 KéBns éxeivos. 
To the reasons given by Mr Jerram for rejecting the Theban 

Cebes as the author of the Tabula, I will add some others which 

seem to me conclusive. 

Cebes was a friend of Socrates, and the part taken by him 

in the conversation with Socrates on the immortality of the 

soul is set forth in Plato’s Phaedo. The coincidences in thought 

and diction between the Yabula and the Phaedo are far too 
numerous to have arisen accidentally. When we find Cebes in 
the Tabula speaking of “all the Virtues” again and again, and 

enumerating among them dydpeia, Sicatcocvvn and cwdpocvrn, 
we recognize a relation to cali avdpeia Kai cwdpocvrvn kai 

edixavoovyn Kal EvArxHBSnv arnOjs apeTi H pEeTA Hpovncews 

(i. p. 69). This in itself proves nothing, for such coincidences 

must needs be found if the Tabula was.written by the Theban 

Cebes. If however we find that these coincidences occur not 
simply in the body of the Tabula and the Phaedo, but in the 
preliminary matter which in each document precedes the actual 
teaching, this will shew that the Cebes concerned with the 

Tabula was not the Cebes of Plato but'a mere falsarius seeking 

to pass himself off as the famous Theban. This is exactly what 
we do find. 

At the very beginning of the Phaedo Echecrates asks 

Phaedo whether he was present at the death of Socrates, and 

explains that he had himself not heard the details, but wished 
to do so. 

p. 57] EX. ...7d€és yap dv axovcayu. Kai yap ote TOY 
TodiTav Prraciwv ovdeis wavy te éemyapiazer (p. 59 TaN émi- 
xopian) ta viv "AOjvake, obte tic Znoc Adiktal xpdvov cvyvod 
éxeiBev, doris dv npiv cadpés te ayyetdat olds te Hv ep TovTwY, 
aAHv ye 82) «Tr. 

p. 58] tadta 8) ravta rpobvpnOnts os cadéctara Hyiv 
amaryyeidat, ci MH Tic col AcyoAia TYTYANE! OYCA. 

@AIA. *AdXa cyoralw ye Kai reipdcopar bpiv Aumpricacbar 

kal yap TO peuvioOar Swxparovs Kai abroy Néyorta Kai ddrou 
axovovTa éwovye adel TavT@Y HoicTor, 
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p. 61] & pév ody Tuyxdv@ aKnKows, PObNOC oYAEiC NéyeLr. 

Kai yap tows Kal wadiota mpérer wédXOVTA éxeice atrodnpeiVv 
SuacKotrety TE Kal MYOOAOLEIN K.T.A. 

In the Tabula (§§ 1—3), as some strangers are walking in 
the temple of Cronos, they observe a certain ITivaé the meaning 

of which they cannot understand. An old man present volun- 

teers the necessary information, and a dialogue follows between 
the IlpesBvrns and a Bévos. 

§ 2] II. ...0d8é yap TON émywpion moAXAol oldact, Ti mote 
altn 1%) myodoria S¥vatas: ovdéE yap eats TodLTLKOY ANABHMA* 

adda ZéNoc Tic marae Tore Adixeto Sedpo, dvip eEudpov Kat 
deivds mepi codiav, Oyo Te Kal Epyw LvOayopeov twa kat 
Tlappevidevov ézHAmKac Biov, ds TO TE lepdvy TodTo Kal THY 

ypagyv avéOnxe TO Kpodvo...xai éOavpaca ye, &bn, adtov 
TOAVYXPOVL@TATOY VEwTEpOS WY, TOANA yap Kal omovdaia SvE~ 

Aéyeto: Kal mepi tavtns 5é THs mMyOO0AOriac ToAXaKIG avTOD 

nknkoev SreELovTos. 
§3] &. ampos Avos roivuv, pny éyo, ei mH Tic col weyaAn 

ACYOAIA TYFYANEl OYCA, AIHPHCAl Nuly' Tavy yap ériOvpodper 

axovoa. Ti tot éativy 6 pvOos. 

II. oyAeic pednoc, & E€vor, Edn. 

It would thus appear that ‘Cebes’ read and used Plato's 

Phaedo, and that consequently he could not be the Cebes 

referred to by Plato, 
Carolus Praechter in his critical edition of the text of the 

Tabula (Lips. 1893) reads trodvyporviwratroy vewtepos @y, from 
Cod. A moAyyponiwt...cn. Jerram (p. 47) prefers ToAYN YpONON 

vewtepos wv, on the ground that “odvxporios is not common 
in prose, and is applied rather to things than persons.” But 

Plutarch in Consol. ad Apollonium (p. 119) has ov« a0davatov 

ovdé Todvypéviov yevécOar por Tov vidv, with zHAdcai almost 

directly on the same page. The use of this tract in the 

Tabula will be shewn presently. In a revised abridgement of 

his Cebes Jerram reads wodvypowwtator (1898). 

2. Sextus Empiricus. 

I shall begin my comparison of the Tabula with later 

writings by pointing out a coincidence which it has with Sext. 

Emp. M, vii. 323 [p. 260, ed. Bekker 1842] mapa dé THY TON 
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TIOAA@N Kal EiKAIOTEPON YEYAOAOZIAN EvavTiws eye bTrEeAnHOy 
To mpaypa. Of. Tab. § 11. ...7ddw wravatar bd ths Yeyao- 
Aotiac. § 12. ...ravrny toivur (se. Vevdorradeiav) 01 TOAAOI Kai 
eikaiol Tov avdpav LIlawWeiav kadodow. “Cebes is clearly a 
copyist, but not necessarily from Sextus,’ who may himself 
be quoting the language of some earlier writer. “The coin- 
cidence proves little as to the date of the Tabula, but it is 

very significant as to the way in which our Cebes used his 

authorities. WVevdodoFia is a late word, so also is efxaios save 

for one example (Soph. Fragm.).” 
. 3. Diodorus Siculus. 

In § 26 Cebes says that his pilgrim at last reaches a stage 
when nothing of the evils which once troubled him troubles 

him any more, xaOdrep of éyiodnxtor. Ta yap Onpia Syrov, Ta 
mdvtTas Tos ddXous KaKoTroLODYTA péxpt BavadTov, éxeivous ov 

Autre’, Sud Td Exewy ANTIPAPMAKON AUTOUS. OUTw Kal TODTOV OvKETL 
ovdev Avrei, Sud TO Eveww ANTIpapmakon. The last word is a late 
one, and few examples are found. (The same may be said of 
éxodnxTo.) Compare Diod. xvii. 90, where he speaks of a 
place infested with snakes, which Osa tay AxrMdtwn d€e%s 
Pavarous areipyafovro. But the Macedonians, when they had 
learned from the natives tiv antipdpmakon pifav, were freed 

from their troubles. This is seemingly the earliest example of 
the use of the word which illustrates the language of Cebes. 
Later examples would not do so. 

This is not the only place where the language of Cebes 

suggests the use of Diodorus. In § 15, when describing the 

way to Iladeia, he has ovxodv Kat Bovvds tis bWnros Soxet 
elvat, Kai avaBaots ote Tavu, Kal Kpnuvods Exouca...Kal dvw 
émi Tod Bovvod opds TwéTpay Tiva weyadny Kal indy Kal KUKN@ 
amoxpnpvov ; In iv. 78 Diodorus says of a city that it could not 

be taken, the founder having made ctenHin Kat oKxodsav tiv 
SNABACIN avTHS, So that three or four men could defend it; and 
a little below he speaks of ro THs métpac AmdKpHMNON. The 
language of Cebes is excellently chosen to express the difficulty 
of the Way. 

Journal of Philology. vou, xxxi. 2 
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B. PLUTARCH. 

1. Plutarch and the beginning of the Tabula. 

Ido not pretend to have made an exhaustive examination 
of the Tabula with respect to later writings, nor is this at all 

necessary for the purpose I have in hand. I have already 

shewn that Hermas used Cebes. If I go on to shew satis- 

factorily that Cebes used Plutarch, this will suffice to give a 

date prior to which Hermae Pastor could not have been written. 

And if I shew further that Hermas himself used Plutarch, and 

not that simply, but that Hermas used not only the same 
treatises as Cebes but often even the same pages and passages, 

the proof will be still more satisfactory. I have shewn the use 
of Plato’s Phaedo, including its introduction, in the opening 

remarks of Cebes. I have now to shew that the opening 
sentences in each of three of Plutarch’s treatises meet in Cebes’ 

opening sentence. 

a. De Sera Numinis Vindicta. 

p- 548] ...da7rep EtyryANomen pmo 
B. De Soovahie Genio. 

p. 575] APX. ZLonypapov TLVOS, @ Kagevoia, oe wept TOV 

Dewpévar Tovs yeypappévous TINAKAC AOyov ov havrAov aKkovaas 

év eiKove NENEYMEVOP. 

p. 577] ...1inaz yaAKeos Eyov ypdupata ToAAA OavpacTa 

@s TAMTIAAAIA’ ~yvovar yap €E adtav ovddév Tapeiye, Kaitrep 
éxpavévta Tov yarKod KataTAvbévTos, aAN idibc Tis O TUTOS 

kai BapBapixos Tov Xapaxripev K.T.A. 
p- 578] Aeyorrat yap oi kat’ Aiyutrrov iepeis Ta ypdupata 

CYMBAAEIN TOU Tivaxkos...el TL CYMBAAAO! TOY FETPAMMENON. 

y. De Pythiae Oraculis. 

p. 394] BAX. ‘Eomépay éroujoate Babeciavy, & Pirive, 
Sud TOV ANAOHMATWN TapaTréwmovTes TOV ZENON. eyo yap buas 

dvapévoy annyopevoa. PIA. Bpadéws ydp wédevopev...rods 
yap treiatous éwpwv adOis eis TO Keopykion to Eévw Kai Th 

Avewpiay cynanaBainontac (Herm. Sim. ix. 16. 7 cuvaveSnoay).— 

With all this compare in the Tabula: 
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$1] *Eryryénomen nepimatofntec (sc. sets of Zéno1) ev TH TOD 
Kpovou icp, €v & modda pev Kal adda dnadHmata EOewpodper" 
avéxeito Sé Kal Tina? Tis Eumpoobev Tod vew, ev & Hv ypady 
ZéNH Tic Kal pwdOous éyovea idioyc, ods ovK Hduvyapea CYMBAAEIN 

tives Kai Tote joav. ovTE yap Tors eddKEL Hiv Eelvar TO 

TEPPAMMENON &.T.D. . 
—— «§ 2] ...adrd Eévos tis TAAaI... THY ypadiy avéOnxe TH Kpdvg. 

§ 26] “Ereddy ody Ocwpjon wavta, ti Tovet 4 Tod ért 

Babdifer; “Orrov av BovAntat, én. tTavtayod ydp éotw ai’tTo 
acddrea dotrep TO 10 KwpyKion ANTPON éyorTe. 

2. De Pythiae Oraculis. 

Plutarch’s De Pyth. Orac. has not very much in common 
with Cebes. There is however one coincidence well worth 
consideration. Hermas in Vis. ii. 4. 1 mistakes the Church for 
the Sibyl, the author of the Pastor borrowing the idea from 
the corresponding mistake of Wevdoraideia for Tadeta in 
Tab.§ 12. Cebes’ Tasdeia is the Church of Hermas. In the 
description of Ilavdeia in Tab. § 18 is the following: yuv7 tus... 

péon Sé Kai KeKpIMéNH HAH 77 1)ALKia, oTOANY 8 Exouca aTrAHY 
Te Kai dkadrXwoTicTOov. That dxaddwrc Tor here (Praechter) is 

the night reading is proved out of Lucian Piscat. 16, i. p. 587 

*Apet) péev 7) avdpwdns aitn....H 8& rponyoupévn Uardeia... 
Tiv axaddoriotov éexeivny ovy opas...; The word is very rarely 

found, but it occurs in De Pyth. Orac. of the Sibyl herself. 
Plutarch writes : : 

p- 397] XiBvarra Sé mainoménw ordpati, kal’ ‘Hpaxdecror, 
ayékacta Kai AkdA\AwTICTA Kal apupiota POeyyopévn, yor 
érav eEixveirar TH pwvy did Tov Pedr. 

Hermas calls the Church rpeoSvurépa, and goes on at once 

to explain the title by the long continuance of the Church. 
Cebes uses pacvopévn in his description of Tiyn (§ 7). 

3. De Socratis Genio. 
Cebes’ kexpimény HAH (§ 18) is found in De Socratis Genio, 

Thy dé Wuynv Hon Kexprwévny (p. 585). Hermas has 75 ceavt@ 
xéxpexas in Mand. xii. 3. 6. One lays no stress of course on a 

small coincidence of this kind, but it is different with the 

following passage found in the very middle of the quotation 
from this tract given above on p, 18 in connexion with Cebes : 

2—2 
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p. 578] ...oy7 eiddtec ovdév, ote = * * Tadra rod 

@coxpitov réyortos, 0 Acovtidns €Ener peta Tov pirwv: Heis 

5 eiceAOGnTec HcTIAzOmeda TOY Vipplav ETT) TAC KAINHC KABEZOMENON, 
ov KaTaTETEVYOTA THs AEHCEWC, Oluat, Mada ovVoUY Kal bia- 

NeAVTrNEVOY. 
Compare in Hermas : 

Vis. iv. fin] ...radra elrraca amirOev, Kal o¥k eiAON Tol 
tém@ amnrOev: Wodos yap éyéveto, Kayw ereatpadny eis Ta 
oTricw poBnbeis, Sox@v Sti TO Onpiov Epyerar. 

Vis. v. init.| TIpoceyzaménoy pou év TO olk@ Kai KABICANTOC 
€ic THN KAINHN, eco AOEV avnp Tis EvdoEos TH OYret...Kal HCTIACATO 

He, KaY® avTnoTacapny avTov...cal PoBos pe EXaBev, Kat 

dos cuveKoTHY aTrO THS AVirns. Hermas’ last words here read 
almost like an explanation of Plutarch’s dcsaXeAumnpévov, which 
seems to be a aza€ Ker. 

From the foregoing pages it appears that, explain it as we 

may, Cebes and Hermas meet, so to speak, in Plutarch’s De 

Socr. Genio. The like is of common occurrence, and consequently 
I shall simply point out coincidences as I come across them, 

without attempting a formal and separate comparison of each 

writer with Plutarch. But the fact that Cebes and Hermas do 

meet in the same treatises, pages, and even passages of Plutarch 

must needs have some special significance. I shall have more 
to say on De Socratis Genio when I come to my third paper, 
which is specially on Vis. iv. . 

4, Consolatio ad Apollonium. See also A § 1, p. 16. 
Plutarch’s Consol. ad Apoll. is more closely related to the 

Tabula than any other writing, whether early or late, that I 
have been able to discover except Hermae Pastor. I have 

shewn that Hermas used Cebes’ language referring to the 
Sphinx and her enigma. Cebes has an enigma of his own (§ 3), 
ti ayabov, ti Kaxov, Ti ote ayabov ovTE KaKdyv év TO Biw. 
When the Tabula proper is concluded, Cebes and his friends 

make inquiry concerning this and ask an explanation (§ 36). 
The argument both before—cf. Plato Apol. Socr. § 17 (i. p. 29), 

quoted by Jerram, Jntr. p. xxx. and in Plut. p. 108—and here 

(Tab. § 36f) is founded upon statements which occur in this 
treatise of Plutarch, 
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Step by step the argument proceeds in Cebes until the 
following is found in § 38, Ovdxodv ovdé TO arobaveiv Kaxov 

éortwv, eimep aipeTwTepov ete ToddaKts To atoOaveiy tod Shp. 

As may be supposed much is said by Plutarch on this point 

by way of consolation to Apollonius. Out of many state- 

ments connected therewith, for my present purpose I select 

this : 
p- 115] Kaxetvos iroraBov, ‘Os dpa pi yiverOar pév, Edn, 

adpiotov mavrwv, TO dé TeOvdvar Tod Cv éate Kpeittov...Kai TL 
TO TAVTWV AIPETWTATON...dpioToy yap Tact Kal macats TO MH 

TENEcOal K.T.A. 
The point did not escape the observation of Hermas, for in 

the explanation of his enigma he writes in Vis. iv. 2. 6, 3.1 

OYAl Tois akovoact TA PHuaTa TaVTAa Kal TIAPAKOYCACIN’ aipe- 
T@TEPON Hv avTois TO pry yevvnOAvar. Kal jpwernca adtny 

Tept TOV Tecodpwv YpwpdTwv wy elye TO Onpiov eis THv 
Keparnv. 1% dé amroxpieiod pou réyers [ladw Tepiepyos ef 
«.T.r. His oyai shews that he noticed in Plutarch and Cebes 

the resemblance to Matt. xxvi. 24 which editors of the Pastor 
duly point out. At the back of the language of Hermas as 

just quoted is Tab.§ 32 tadrd éotw & mpoctatre TO Aarpoviov. 
doTLs TolvUY Tap avTa TL TroLEt 7H) TAPAKOYEl ATOANUTAL KAaKOS 
Kkaxo@s, with which the Tabula proper ends. 

Cebes’ xaxds kaxes apparently comes from Plato Protag. § 30 
(i. p. 345). The particular use of wapaxoveww is found also in 
the Protagoras and is plainly borrowed by Hermas. Plato 

writes, elroy’ av éywrye GTi Ta ev GAA OpOAs iKoveas, OTe SE 
Kal €ue ole. eitrety TovTO, TapyKovaas’ Ilpwrayopas yap de 

tabdta atexpivato, éyo dé npwtwv (p. 380 f.). There are various 
points of interest relating to Hermas in the Protagoras, but 
which are nothing to my present purpose. I quote this particular 

because it seems to shew, that as the language of Cebes and 
Plutarch called up Matt. xxvi. 24 (Mark xiv. 21), so here the 
language of Cebes in like manner called up Plato. 

To return to Plutarch. He says that we ought not to 

mourn the young as though they were deprived of good things: 
p- 115] rodro ydp adnXov, doc TOAAAKIC Ei TIOMEN, elt’ ayab av 

aTeoTEepnuévor TuyXdvovaty, elTe KaKOV. TOAAW yap Teiova 
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Ta KaKd. Kal Ta wev poyts Kal did TOAADY HporTidwv KkT@peba, 

ta d€ Kaka Tavu padiws. LZtporryAa yap elvat hac TadTa Kai 
auvexh Kal mpos GAAnAa Hepopeva Kata ToddAds aitias: Ta be 
ayaba Suey te Kal SvoeKddr\ws cvvepxopeva mpos avTois TOU 
Biov trois Tépwacwv. *EmAeAncménoic [al. ’Emidedaveropévors] obv 

SER ® \ , ef 9 / \ , > ’ 
€oikapev. ov yap pmovov (ds dyow Evpuridns), Ta ypnuat ove 
» 7 4 > ark fal fal b / 97 ‘\ 

ila KexThvTat Bpoto., AAN atr@s TOV avOpwTrivar ovdév. 10 

Kal eri TavT@v reyev Xp" 

Ta trav Ocdv éyovtes éripedrovpcba’ 

"Orav 5€ xpnfwo’, avt’ abaipodytar tadw. 
b} a = a Sf A » e n \ > / fol 

ov det odv Suvodopeiv eadv, a Eypnoay Hiv mpos odAtyov, TaUTA 
b] a > \ \ e / 77 A 

aTaiT@ow. ovdé yap oi tpamelirat (kabdrep ci@Papev NEeyew 

ToAAAKLS) aTratToupévwY Ta Oéwata Svoyepaivovow emi TH 

atrobocel, €dvTrEep EVYVWpoVaoL. TMpos yap TOUS OUK EvMAPS 
aTroo.oovTas eiKOTwS av TLS elmrou “Emeddboy OTe TadT édXaBes 

éml TO atrodovvat; TovTo 62) Tois Ovntois amact cupBéByxev. 

éyouev yap To Sv, ®omep Tapaxatabepévors Ocois €& avayxKns, 
Kal TovTOU xpovos ovdels @pLapévos THs aToddcEws, WaTeEp OVbE 

cal U fol r ' > on ” , e \ 

Tots Tparelitats THS TOV Oewatwy, adr adynrov Tote oO Sovs 
> ag ipoe. eee > \ b 5) s EY , > 
aTALTHTEL. 0 OUV 7) AUTOS MéAAWY aTrOOYHETKELY, 7) TERXVOV ATTO- 

Pavovtwv, YTIEPArANAKT@N, TOS ov KaTapavas EMIAEAHCTAI, OTL 

Kal avTos avOpwriros éott, Kal TA TEKNA OvnTa eyévvnoer ; 
Plutarch’s orpoyyvAa xaxa attract one’s attention. Round. 

things roll about. Cebes accordingly pictures Tuyn as standing 

émt iOov Tivos aTpoyyvrAou (§ 7). She goes about everywhere, 

taking away from some and giving to others; mapa dé Tov 
avTov Tadw apatpeitat Tapayphwa ad Sédwxe. The rolling stone 

indicates her nature, for ob« dodadns ode BeBaia éotiv } Tap 

avTns Soats. 
Senex points again to fickle Fortune on her round stone in 

Tab. § 30, and he goes on to say (§ 31), that the Deity, Tavry 
Kerever wy) TiaTeveLv Kal BéBavov pndey vouifey unde aapares 
3 oe * > . A , 4 e ” rf cr 

elvat, 6 TL av Tap avThs Tis N4By, myde ws idla HyetoOan. 
ovdey yap KeAEvEr TIAAIN TadTa ddedécbal Kal éErépm Sodvat 

TOAAAKIC yap TOTO ciwbEe Toveiv...dua TOTO odv TO Aatpovvoy 
ce ‘ / 3 

Kerever py Oavpdlew 6 Te av mpattyn abtn, pnde yryverOar 
opoious Tots Kaxois tpametitras. These when they receive 
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money on deposit rejoice, cal ison vouifovow eivar. Stav be 

@TaT@vTat, APANAKTOYCI,...0¥ MNHMONEYONTEC, OTL él TovT@ 

édaBov ta Oéuata, eb @ pndéev K@drAVELW TOV Oéuevoy Tai 

xopicacOar. Men should remember that it is the nature of 

Tux to give and take away at random. They should receive 
what she gives, and go off at once mpds tHv BeBaiav xai 

dopary Soar, the true "Ervotyun which they may have from 

Tlasdeia (§ 32), who stands od« emi otpoyytXov AiBov, adn’ eri 
TETPAr@NOY, doparas Kewmévou (§ 18). 

From the foregoing it appears that Cebes and Plutarch are 

not independent of one another, and that Cebes is the later 
writer. Not only does Plutarch’s formal citation of the lines of 

Euripides (Phoen. 565 f.) prove this, but also, and indeed still 

more, the moAAakic rap ceiwee of Cebes, which refers to Téyn, 
whereas Plutarch’s xa@azrep ci@amen TIOAAAKIC A€yetv refers to 
himself. Various examples of the same mode of speech may 

be found in Plutarch, cf. p. 2 Aéyew efoOapev. On Tdyn in 
Plutarch, instead of of @coi as in this tract, see below (B § 5, p. 25). 

Hermas in Vis. iii and Sim. ix, following the example of 
Cebes, contrasts round and square stones in a symbolical way ; 

and in Mand. iii., with reference we may suppose to Cebes, 
Philo and others, he discourses on the spirit of man as a sort of 

deposit which should be returned dyrevorov as it was received. 
In his note on Tab. § 19 averAjoOn (p. 35) Jerram quotes 

from Plato Phaed. § 11 (i. p. 66), and on Tab. § 35 (Introd. 
p. xxx.) from Apol. Soc. § 17 (i. 29). The two passages of Plato 
come together in Plutarch (p. 108). This in itself of course 
makes a note of connexion between Cebes and this treatise of 

Plutarch. Plutarch uses avazriuadnpe twice—once in quoting 
Plato, and once just before the quotation. Cebes in § 19 seems 
to combine both uses. Diogenes in Plut. p. 107 being at the 

point of death, the datpos rouses him and asks, yy Te epi 
avtov ein yaderrov. He replies, and the passage continues thus : 

p- 108] ...76 yap pr SeSovrABcOar [al. TO yap adovAwTov 

TH| capKi Kal trois 7abecr TavTns Siayew, bp dv KaTaoT@peEvos 
6 vods THs Ovntis ANaTimTrAatal PAvapias, EYAAIMON TI KAI MAKAPION. 

Hupias yap piv, dynoiv o TWratov...und anatimmdAwmeda Tis 
TovTov dicews, dAXka xa0apevwpev am’ avTod, éws dv oO Oeds 
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autos dwodvcn Huads. Kal ovTwS pev KaOapol atradraTTOpEvoL 

THS TOD T@pLATOS A:ppOCYNHC K.T.A. 
The quotation from Apol. Socr. follows directly. 

Cebes in § 14 speaks of agpoodvn and 1 our) Kakia as 
imbibed from ’Awdrn. So long as men remain with Wevdo- 

matdeia, ovdérrote atroAvOncovtat x.T.rX. In § 19 he compares 
aman diroTiwws Kduvwv and attended by an iatpos, who makes 

it his business to get rid of ta vocorowbvta by means of 

cathartics. So [lasdeta must dose a man with her dvvapus and 
purge him of a@yvova and all the other evils ov AnemAHicOH ev 
TO TpaTo TepiBor(o. “Otay odv kabapO4, mot avtov arro- 
atédre; “Evdov, pn, mpos tHv ’Emiotnuny Kal mpos Tas adXas 
‘Aperds (§ 20). These lead him to Evédamovia (§ 21), and 
€YAAIMODN yiyverat Kal Makapioc (§ 23). 

I shall give one more illustration out of Plut. Consol. aa 
Apolloniwm. I have shewn in my first paper how closely 

Herm. Vis. ii. 8 is connected with Tab. §20. There are three 

other points of interest belonging to Vis. iii. 8 which seem to 
me to owe their origin to Plutarch. 

(1) Hermas in Vis. iii. 8. 9 says of Ecclesia: 

errepwotov 5é adTnv Trepl TOV KAIPAN, ef Hn cUVTEAELa EoTLD. 

4 Sé AnNéxpare cbwnt mMeradH Aéroycar “Acuvete dvOpwrre, ov» opds 

TOV TUPYoV ETL OiKOdOMovpEVOY ; WS €av OdV GUVTEAET OH O TUPYOS 

oixodopovpevos, EXE! TEAOC. 
Compare in Plutarch : 

p. 105] Onpapévns b€...cupmrecovens TAC oikiac... moves 

cwbeis, Kai Tpos TavT@v evdarpovitopevos, ANAP@NHCAC MEFaAH 

TH doontis "OQ téyn (eimev) eis Tiva pe KaAIlpON apa pvaAdaTTes; 

feT ov Trodvy S€ ypovoy KaTtacTpEeBAWOels...eTENEUTHTED. 
This singular coincidence from Plut. p. 105 follows, in this 

paper, one from p. 107 f., in which Cebeés seems to have used 
Plutarch in § 19. 

To get a suitable sense out of éyes réXos Harmer translates 
it, “the end cometh”; but that is not according to the usage 

of the expression, cf. Mark iii. 25, 26. So Herm. Vis, iii. 3. 2 

ai yap atroxaduwets avtat TéXOS exovow. 
(2, 3) On the other two points in Vis. ili, 8 see B S| 6, 7 

(pp. 27, 28). 
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5. De Liberis Educandis. See also B § 10, p. 34. 
In Plut. p. 115 quoted above (B § 4, p. 21f.) there is no 

mention of Tv. The @eot there give and take away again. 

But see in De Liberis Educandis : 

pp. 5, 6] Suverav toivuy eyo pnpt, ...d7t Ev mp@tov Kai 

pécov Kal TeXcuTaiov év TovToWs Kepadaioy aywy) oTovdaia 
Kal TAIAciA voprpos éote’ Kal TadTa dopa Kal ouvepya Tpdc 
APETHN Kal TIpOc EYAAIMONIAN Gynt. Kai ta wév adda TOV aya0ar 

dvOperiva kal pixpa...Kvyévera...dodros 5€ tipsov pév, dddra 
TUXNS KTHpa* erred) TOV ev EXOVT@V TIOAAAKIC AdeEiAETO, K.T.A. 

Adéa...Maideia dé taév év jpiv povov éotiv abavator Kai Oeiov... 

0 d€ Aoyos...TUYN Mév avadwTOS,...vic@ § ddlApOopoc, yypa 
& &Aymantoc...cal 6 ypovos TaAXA TavTa Adalpan, TO ynpa 

mpootiOnat Tiyv ETICTHMHN. 
“O ye pny Todenos yerwappou Sixny TavTa cvpwr Kal TdavTa 

dépov, uovnv ov Svvatac naideian wrapedéo Oar... =Tidrav...cizre, 
TorEMOS yap OV Aadupaywryel apeTnv. Liydhwvos é...7) Loxpa- 

TOUS ATOKPLCLS...€pwTHTAaVTOS AUTOV..., EL EXOL TrEpl TOY METAAOY 
BaciAéwe vmreAnwuv Kal ei vopifor todTov evdaipmova civat, OvK 

olda, epynoe, THs apeThs Kal matdelas exer’ ws THs evdarpovias 

€v TOUTOLS, OUK ev Tots TUXNPOts ayaOois KELpmévNs. 
"“Oomep S€ Tapaw®a Ths Taidelas TOV TéxvaV pynd€ev TroLeic Oat 

mpoupytaitepov, oUTws av Tradw dnp Seiv THs Adiapedpoy Kal 
THs Uytawovons eyed Oat, K.T.r. 

Maprupei 5é pov T@ Ady Kal Evpi7ridys, AEyor, 

"Eyo & dkoprvos eis dyXov AofNal AdrON, 

els MALKas S€ K.T.X. 

Here then are the lines of Euripides connected with Tiyn 

as in Cebes; here Ilasdeta leads pds apethy Kal mpos evdac- 
poviav ; here "Excotipum is a gift bestowed, while in Cebes it is 
a gift from Iasdefa and also a handmaid, who with her 
associates leads the way to Evdarpovia nal ai dddXac 'Aperai 
maoat; and here are the first three of the gifts ascribed to 
Tvyn by Cebes in § 8, [dodros Snrovdti, nai Sofa, Kal 
evyévera, Kal Téxva, Kai tupavvides Kai Bactdeiat Kai Tadda boa 

Tovtols TapatAnova. Téxva is specially applicable to Plutarch’s 

line of argument in p. 115. 
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The saying of Socrates on the ‘Great King’ is from Plato 

Gorg. § 26, i. p. 470...00 yap olSa matdeias bras Eyer Kal 
dixaroovyns «7A. In the Gorgias traida...d1Kasioc éKopéyac 

follows. Compare in Herm. Vis. iii. 9. 1, 8, 10, "Axovoaré pou, 

téxva. éyw bpas €EéOpewra...Tv AIKAIOCYNHN, iva Sixar@re... 
iva oxnte EXeos Tapa TOD Bacidéws TOV peyddov...Tadevely... 

TIAIAEIAN ;- TravdeveTe...iva NOYOV A7T0b@ K.T.A. 

Note inter alia the use of repiroveta Oax in the same tract of 
Plutarch : 

p. 12] ...«ai rapOéevwv Epwres Kai yuvaixdv oixopOopiat 

yapetov...Aei toivuy tods Euppovas tatépas rapa TodTov 

padtota Tov KaLpov pudaTTELV...Tapacelypata SexvivTas, TOV 
pev dia girndoviay cuudopais trepitecovtwy, dua S€ KapTEpiaN 

érawvov kai dd£av ayaOny repirommoauévwv. Avo yap tadra 

@oTrEpel TTOLYELAa THS apeTHs elow, eAtris Te TIMAC Kal Hoos 
Tipwpias...0 Mey yap ROoyos Tpopy Svavoias éati: TovTov 8 
AKADAPTON 7) TIONHPIA Totes TOV avOpwTrear. 

p. 13] Tadta pév ody Kara Kai cupdépovta: & A MEeAAOD 

Aérein, dvOpw@mwa. Ovdé yap ad madi tods tatépas éywye 
a&i@ TeX€ws CKAHPOYC KA! Tpayeic (Herm. Sim. ix. 8. 6) eivac THv 

vow, adda TOAAXOD Kal cVyYwpHoai Twa TO vewTépo TOV 

apapTnuatov, Kal éavTovs avapipynoKe OTL eyévovTO véot. 
Kai xa0amep iatpoi ta mixpa tov phapudKov Tois yAuKEeot 

YXupois Katapvyvdytes THY Tépirw eri TO cuUpdépov TAPOAON 

eDpov, olTm Set Tovs Tatépas K.T.r. WS TO ye Suapeves Kal 
AYCKATAAAAKTON [LLOOTEKVLAS OU [LLKPOV TEKMNPLOV eoTL. 

Compare in Hermas: 

(i) Mand. iv. 4. 1f] ...unTe aqwapraver 6 yapav; Ody 

apaptavet, pnoiv: éav S€ éf éEavT@ peivyn tis, Teptocotépay 
€avT@ TIMHN Kal peyddrnv So€av TepiTotetrar trpos TOV Kupuov... 

TavTa dot doa AAXW Kal MEAAW AdAEIN, HUAATCE ATO TOD VOD... 
tots 6€ mpoTépos Gov TmapaTTo@pacw adeois éotat, éav K.T.X. 

He has been speaking of what is to be done in the case of 
adultery. . 

Sim. v. 2. 1, 3. 3] ...7nv mapaBornv, nv MEAAG Col AEreEIN 
...€av 6€ Tt ayabov Trojans exTds THs évTOAIS TOD Ocod, ceavT™e 

mepitroinon Sofav Tepicaotépav Kal éon évdokdtepos Tapa TH 
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@e@ ob Ewerres civar. dv ody x.t.r. The use of words here 
shews that his mind has gone back to Mand. iv. 

(ii) Vis. i. 1. Gf] ...@ coe méAAw A€reIN...7d pou KaTa- 
Wevdyn, @ yuvat, Ta TONHPA TadTa Kal AKAOdPTA; YeXaoacdd por 

Aéyet...0 yap Sixatos dvip Sixara BovreveTtar. év TO odv dixara 
BovreverOar avtov xatopOodrar 1) doa avtod €v Tois ovpavois... 

of d€ mrovnpa Bovdcvopevot...uadiora oi Tov ai@va TodTOY TeEpt- 

TOLOUMEVOL...01TLVES OVK EXOVTLY EATIIAA K.T.A. 

(iii) Sim. vi. 5. 3f.] % 5 tywwpia x.7.r. abn odv 4 Tpud? 
... Cony mepitoeitar TO avOpdr@ TO ToLovT@ ai dé BraBepai 

Tpvpai ai mpoeipnuévac Bacavouvs kal Tiwpias avtois TePpI- 
TOIWYNTA €ay S€ erripévw@or Kal py pETavonawot, OavaTov 

EaUTOIs TIEPITIOIOYNTAI. 

(iv) Stm.ix.26.2] ...«ai Scapracavtes ynpav Kal oppavev 
Tv ZWHN Kal EéauTois TepiTromnoapevoe Ex THS SiaKovias 7s 

éraBov Staxovjcas. 

In De Lib. Educ. notice also: 

p. 7] tov S€ Ths Wuyhs appwotnudtov Kai talav 7 

pirocodia povn pappaxov éott. Sia yap tTavTyv éote Kai 

peTa TaUTNS yvoOvat, TL TO KaNOV, Ti TO alaypov: TL TO Sixacop, 
Ti TO Gdtkov' Ti TO TVAANBOSny aipetov, Ti hevertov (cf. De Stoic. 

Rep. p. 1042)...7d S€ péytorov, unre ev tais edtpayiats Tept- 
YAPEic, wate ev Talis cupdhopais TepiAytoyc Urapyxeww. 

Herm. Vis. iii. 8. 1, 12. 2 wepsyapns, 10. 6, 7 wepiduTos... 
pnrore TONKA aiTovpevos BAdyHc cov THY cdpxa, cf. Plut. p. 12, 
where he expounds the Pythagorean pu) éo@iew Kkapdiav by uy 

Brarrew Wrynr, tais ppovticw avTiy KaTaTpUxorTa. 

6. De Stoicorum Repugnantiis. 
In Herm. Vis. 11. 8, Ecclesia and Hermas being the speakers, 

we read, @éders GAXO ideiv; KateTiOvpos dv Tov OeacacOar 
TIEPIYAPHC éyevounv Tod Ldety. EMBAEYacd pot YTIEMEIAIACEN Kal 
Aéyer poe Brérrecs Eta yuvaixas K’KAM Tod TUpyouv; Brera, 
dni, xvpia. Of these Christian Aperai, as we may call them, 

she says, ...cpatodvtas 5é bm’ ddd jAwY ai Suvdpers avTav Kal 
AkoAoGo¥cin AAAHAaic. Compare in Plut. De Stoic. Repugn. : 

p- 1046 £.] Tas dpetas gnow &ntakakodoydein ddAAHAaIC, ov 
povoyv TO THY lay Exovta Tacas Exe, dAAA Kal TO TOV KaTa 
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pilav oTLoby evepyovvta Kata twacas évepyeiv: ovT avdpa pyat 

TéAevov Elva TOV mr) Tacas éxovTa Tas apeTas, ovTe mpakw 

TeAElLaY TLS OU KATA TaGaS TPATTETAL TAS apETas...ANdAPIZECOAI 
.. .AEIAAINEIN.. .el7rep obv TO avdpitea Oa ToLODTO eo TLV olov avdpela 
xphoOar, Kai TO SevNaivery olov Seria ypnaOas K.7-d. 

Hermas calls "Eyxpareca, one of his seven Virtues, anapt- 

zoménH, and in Sim. ix. 1. 3 he uses AeiAainein (here only 

apparently in Plutarch), writing wndév SecAawopevos @s Kal TO 

mportepov, with reference to the previous manifestation to him 

dua tHS “Exxdrnotas of the building of the tower, which is the 

chief subject of Vis. iii. and is specially referred to in § 8. 

7. Quomodo possit Adulator ab Amico internosct. 
Herm. Vis. iii. 8. 2 émBAéyack mot Ytremeldiacen. The question 

is asked (Gebh. & Harn.), Quid sibt vult risus? Plutarch shall 

explain this. In De Adulatore et Amico he writes: 

p. 62] 6 yap tod didov tpotres, domep o THS adnOcias 
BOs, ATAOfc eats Kat Evpiidny Kal adedrs Kai AtAactoc... 

@oTrep ovv év Tails atravTnoeclw oO péev hiros EoTL STE pHTE 

eiT@V pnte akovaas pndév, GAA TpogBrkWas Kal pesdtacas, 

TO evpeves Kat TO oiKelov évdobev Sid0vs Tats dWeor Kal dSeEa- 

pevos, TapHrAGer,...oUTws ev Tails mpakeot TONKA TapareltrovalW 
of pidor K.T.X. 

p- 69] Plutarch quotes Eurip. Jon 732, 

Eis dupat’ evvov dawros éuBr&yrau yAvKv. 

Compare Tab. § 20 Ovy opas, én, gow THs mvAnsS Kopov 

YUVALKOY, WS...cTOAHY aTpYepoy Kal ATTAAN eyouaw: ere be ws 
AniAactoi ecot...; These women are ’Emiornun and her ‘sisters,’ 
’Eyxparecva and the rest, and ‘the Mother’ is Edéacpuovia (§ 21). 

Two of the seven women in Herm. Vis. iii. 8 are "Ey«pareva 
and "Emory. "“Eyepdareva is Ovyarnp ris Ulorews, the 

others are Ouyatépes adAjAwr, and Gray Ta Epya THs MHTPOC 

avTav Tavta Troijons, Sivacar Choar. 
In Hermas, as quoted at the beginning of B §6 (p. 27), 

note the stress laid upon seeing by repetition of the idea 

five times. 

On the former page in Plutarch, and before and after it, there 

is another characteristic of a friend which Hermas adopts: 
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p- 61] 6 pév Piros ael tT Kpeittove Tapeate CYMBOYAOC K.T.A. 

p. 62] érevta ray pev pidrwy ovdels yivetas cynepréc, ed 7) 
yévntat cYMBoyAoc poTepor. 

p. 64] cyneprein yap Se? tH Hide, pur) cymmTanoyprein’ Kal 
CYMBOYAEYEIN K.T.X. 

Hermas in Sim. v. has tods dirovs ods eye supBovrovs 
(2. 6); cal trav didrwv Tav cymBoYAwn (4. 1); of Sé Hiroe Kai 

cymBoyAo! (5. 3); cymBoyAon tov Tidv Kal tods aryyédous bis 

(6. 4, 7), and cuyxomiacacay Kai cynepricacan between (6. 6). 
The Church in Hermas does not always wear a smile, but 

often plays the part of the “faithful” friend. Plutarch’s 

cuptavoupyeiv is not in Hermae Pastor, but in Sim. v. 5. 1 she 
says, Eimdv co, pnoi, cal dpre, OTe TANofproc ef Kal avOadns, 

émepwtav «.T.r. In Sim. v. 4. 2 she says, AvOadns et Aiav eis 

TO émepwtav x.t.A. By the word av@dédns there hangs a tale. 
It is not found again in Hermas except in Sim. ix. 22, where it 
occurs along with av@adeca. This word occurs in Plutarch’s 

treatise now in hand. Using Plato’s Epist. iv. p. 321, he says: 

p. 69] ...mapaxedevopévov hurattecOar Kal Sediévar THv 
avOddeav as épnuia Evvoixov. Plutarch uses av@adeva again 
in p. 808 with the same reference, see B § 8, p. 31. 

I began the examination of this treatise of Plutarch with 
p- 62, and I have quoted the opening sentence of Herm. Sim. 

ix. 22. Just before, near the end of chap. 21, I notice, ...dca 

THY AEIAIAN aUT@Y cidwAoNaTpOvGL Kal TO SvOMa ETAICYYNONTAI 

tod Kupiov a’tav. I return to Plutarch: 
p. 62] ...60ev, ef pn AavOadvoper EavTods éemiOvpodrtes, 

ANAICYYNTOFNTEC, ATIOAEIAIDNTEC, OV AnaETAL Huds 6 Kora€. 

Cebes in § 16 says that "Ey«pateva and Kaprepia exhort the 
climbers yu) dmoaeiWidn, and in § 27 of 5é dmoAeAeiAlaKoTec «.T.X. 
The reason of a man’s failure is that, Ov« axpiBas yde...dAN’ 
évedoiate x.7.r. (§ 25).- In the language of Hermas he was 

dinpuyos. So in Cebes as in Hermas of dipuyou dia tv 
deiA/av avroy fail in endurance. 

On p. 61 of Plutarch I observe another passage worth 
putting side by side with Cebes. Tab. § 9 shews four women, 
*Axpacia, Acowria, AmAnotia, Koraxeia, who, when men have 
received anything from Tvy7, pounce upon them «ai koAakeyoyci 
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kat akwodor wap’ avtais péverv, Aéyouoar bre Biov EEovew 
Hdvv Te Kal aTrOovoy Kal KAKOTIADEIAN ExovTAa ovdeuiay. éay odY 

Tus TEICOH Ua’ avTav eiaeNOerv eis THY HAYTIABEIAN, EXPL MEV TLVOS 
Hodeia Sone? civac % SiatpuBy Ews av rapradizH Tov avOpwTroy, K.T.r. 

Compare in Plutarch : 
p 56] év &€& tats Kodakeiaic opav xp) Kal mapadvdatrew 

ACWTIAN MéV...KaL Seidiav...urxpodoyiay 5é, K.T.r. 
p. 61] 6 8 Koraé 76 TabynTiKd Kal ddoyw TapaKxabnrat, 

kal TodTO Kva Kal fapradizel Kal AnaTieibel Kal apiotnar Tod 

Aoyia LOD, UNYaVOLEVvos aVT@O Tovnpds Twas HAyTIAGEIAC. 

p. 186] ...wécor HAymadeiac Kal KaKoTIAseElac. 

From this comparison it appears that the evil women of 

Cebes are the xoXaxes of Plutarch. I have shewn that Cebes 

and Hermas are connected at this point. Is there anything, 
we may ask, to suggest that the passage from Plut. p, 61 just 

quoted passed under the eye of Hermas? I think this can 
hardly be disputed. The passage begins 6 Aé «édafé. This 

responds to 6 Men idos del TO KpeitTove TapeaTL cvuBovXos, 
words which I have just shewn (p. 29) to have been used by 

Hermas. In truth the «ora€ of Plutarch is the d¢aBoros (the 

word stands here in Plutarch) of Hermas. - With the passages 

from Herm. Mand. v., xii. quoted below compare in Plutarch : 

p- 61] AldBodon...6 8€ Kodak...dom7eEp...pTe NeYpoic TINA 

TONON...1pooTiOnow...poBH ; pvyopmer. 

pp. 60, 74] eds mikpodAorian...miKpodoriac Kal pudrapyupias. 
p. 59] ...o0rTm Tov KdXaKa, Tois TOU dirov...morny THY 

mappynoiav, dotep éEaipetov Bactaypua dirias, “ Bod, méra, 

cTiBapon ” (Iliad xvi. 141), catradureiv dOtxTov...oiwar dé, bomep 

év eopwdia Mevavdpov Vevdnpaxrys Tpdcetor, poTradov Kopuitwv, 
oY cTiBapdn, oy’ icyypOnN, GAAA yadvov TL mAdoTpMa Kal AIAKENON, 

oUTw TV TOD KoAaKoS Tappynoiav daveicbaL...cal TONON OYK 

EYOYCAN...@a7Tep 7) KiBSHAOS avTH Tappnaia KENON EYOYCA...OyKOV 
HH perv yap adrnOns Kal pircxn wappynoia...damep TO MEM TA 
nrKopéva Saxvovea kai Kabaipovea, TaAXa 8 GEedimoc OY CA Kai 

rAykela, mept Hs iios éotar Adyos* Oo O€ KOAAE mp@Tov pév 
évdeixvuTat TO TIKpOc eival...cal AIdBOAOC €v TH TMpos dpyny 

érépous trapokbvew...éreita Sé Tov pev AXnOwwav Kai weydXov 

dpapTnuatwv ovdéev ciAéNal MpocToioymeNoc «.T.rA. (Cp. Tab. § 35 
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ov mpooro.odyTas erriatacOat & ovK oidacw...5 TpoaToLodyTal 

ye €rrictacBat ovK oldacw.) 
Much of this reappears mutatis mutandis in Herm, Mand. v., 

Xll., as indicated briefly below: 
xii. 4. 7] 6 AldBodoc povoy PoBov Eyer, 6 S€ PoBos avtod 

TONON OYK €Xel’ MH POBHOHTE...ceyzZeTal. 

xii. 6. 2] ...TOF AlaBGAoy...ATONOC fap EcTIN ddcTIep NEKpOY 

NEYpa. 

v. 2. 2—4] xal...€v. mxpia yiverac [al. mixpaiverac]...7 

TEpl...MIKPOAOPIAC TLVOS...TaDTAa yap TavTa...Kkeva Kal appova 

Kal davpopa Tois Sovdois TOD Beod. 1) Sé paxpoOvpia peyady 
+ kal ace Sivayuv Eyovoa Kai oTiBapap K.T.D. 

1. 3—5] ...€v b€ TH d€vyodla 6 diaBonros...€av yap 
tins. apivOiov pixpov Niav eis Kepdpiov MEAITOC K.T.X, 

There are a few more points in this treatise of Plutarch 

which might be noticed. I think however the foregoing pages 
suffice to shew that Cebes and Hermas made use of it. 

8. Praecepta gerendae Reipublicae. 

In his Praecepta gerend. Reipubl. Plutarch recurs to the 

Platonic saying on avdadera (B § 7, p. 29), thus: 
p- 808] aitn yap 1 mpos tors dirous thesis ody rTov 

CMLKOT MEL TON ETTAINOMENDN TOYC ETTAINOYNTAC’ 7 dé avOddeva 

(dnaiv o Tdatwv) eprmia 2YNoIKOc. ier rae 

Plato himself writes at the end of Epist. iv.: : 

npeis Sé...70ANA aKovovTes Tept TOV THdE OYAEN ICMEN. 
évOvpod S€ Kai bti Soxeis ticiv évdeeatépws Tod TpoonKorTos 
Oeparrevtixos elvat. ji) odv NavOavérw ce Sti Sid Tod dpécKeIN 
Tois avOpwrrow Kal TO TmpatTew éativ, 7 Se ayedrdeia EPHMId 

Zynoiwoc, EKvdruyer. 

Compare in Herm. Sim. ix. 22. 1f.: 
.. Ouopabeis dé kal ayeddeic Kal éavtois apéoxovtes, OéXovTes 

TavTa yweoKkev Kal ovdev dros ywweoKovor. Sid Se Thy 
AYOAAEIAN aUTOV TavTHY aréoTn at adTov 1 avec, Kal 
elanrGev eis adtods appoctyn pwpa. émainofci A€ EayToyc... 
dia ravryy ovv THY inynroppociyyy ToAXol EKENWOHCAN UWoodvTes 
éavTovs' péya yap Saimovioy éotiv 1% ayOddeia Kal 1 Kev?) 
merrolOnats...tives Sé...bmétra~av éavtods Tois éyovor svvecry, 
yvovtes tiv éavT@V appoovyny. 
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I think I may say without hesitation that Hermas used 
Plato. “Notice the laboured way in which he brings out the 
thought of 7 8é av@adeva épnuia Evvouxos.” But now look back 
to Sim. v. 4. 2f. quoted above (p. 29), where avOadns first 

appears, ayOdanc ef Alay eis TO eTrEepwTay...déyw adTo, Kupre,... 

atv Evomar Ewpakas aVTA MH NOON TI ECTIN...e¢¢ waTHY Ecopat 

aKnkows TL Tapa cov. oO dé madw amexpiOn por Aéyov “Os 
dy...aiteitat Tap avtod avveow «.7.r. Here he takes up 
Plato’s 7roAXa axovortes ovdév icpev...avOddeva, and glances at 
the line of thought worked out in Sim. ix. But inasmuch as 

Sim. v. lc. immediately follows his rév ditav tév cupBovror, 
borrowed as it seems from Plutarch, we must needs conclude 
that Hermas reached Plato through the instrumentality of 

Plutarch. The one inference of course strengthens the other. 
9. De tuenda Sanitate Praecepta. 
Plutarch’s De Sanitaté supplies parallels to some things in 

the Tabula and the Pastor : 

p. 135] 6 pév ody “ldowy, ov oida 6 Te Tabav, Ta piKpa 

deiy AAIKEIN, EXeveV, Evexevy TOD TA éyaNXa AIKAIOTIPArEIN. weds 

& dp etrdoywos TO TOAITLKO Trapawwécaev TA miKpa Pabvpeiv 
kal oyoralew, Kat anatiayeln (p. 136 Aianatayoyc!) avTov ép 

€xetvols, ef BovrNeTaL pos Tas KA\dC TmpdEes Kai peyddas fn) 
Sidtrovoy éxew TO TOpma K.T.r. | 

Cebes writes in § 41, ’AAX’...008€ AikaioTiparein ovK ote 

KkTnoacOar éx KaK@v épyov, @cavTas Sé ode TO AAIKEIN...eK 

xarav épyov. And in § 16 ...y) drodevdadv, Néyoveat...cita 
Kedevovaly avTOdDS AIANATIAYCACBAI. Kal pweTAa piKpov Siddacw 

icxvv...cat Sexvbovow avrois tTHv oddv, @s ETL KAAH K.T.D. 
In the parallel in Sam. ix. 5, 1 Hermas has dvazravOfvac. 

Jason’s dictum is quoted again by Plutarch (p. 817 f.). It is 
quoted by Aristotle (het. i. 12. 31), who however does not use 

Sixavomrpayeiy there. Cebes applies Plutarch’s precepts De 

Sanitate Tuenda to the mind instead of the body. We shall 
presently see that Hermas does the same, If we turn back a 
page from Tab. § 41 we find several references to health and 

disease which, with § 31f., should be placed alongside the 

language of Plutarch : 
p. 135] adda Kal érépais erripereiais Aiacwctéon eotl TH 
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copate Thy Kata diow tiv, ds TavTds Biov Kal NécoN Sexo- 

Hévou Kal Yrieian...o} TIAAT@N TrapHNel TOIC NéoIC. éxeivos yey 

yap Aéyeuw ek Thc AlaTpIBAc AmaAAaTTOMENOC e@Oerr “Aye, Srws 
eis KadOv TL KaTAOnceaOe THY YON}, @ Taides. 

p. 137] oY mnumoneyontec, te Tois Uytewots Kai w@peripors 
% dycic ASovnvy drvTov Kai AMETAMEAHTON TrpoaTiOnotW. Gadra 

kai tadra Sei mnymoneyein, TA ovpdvra Kal tpochopa Te 

ToOpaTt, Kal TOYNANTION év Tais Kal’ Opay petaBonrais, Kal Tais 
@Xaus TepictAcecin, e(Sotas oikelws TpocappoTTew ExaoT@ TIV 
Siacrav. 

The parallels in Cebes are: 
Tab. § 31] od mnumoneyontec...d@cavtws Toivuy KEdevet...70 

Aaipoviov...cai MNHMONEYEIN, OTL TOLA’THY exer MYCIN 4 THy7... 
kal...ameeiv éxovtas pos THY BeBaiay Kai aopars Soow. 

1b. § 32] ...ijv Ayrovtat wrapa Tis Masdeias, jv AiacwOAcin 
éxelt...7) GXnOns ’Emvotnyn, Eby, TOV cvudhepovTor, Kal aogarijs 

ddatg Kai BeBaia Kai dmetaméAntoc... Axpacia Kat ‘Hdurdbea 

---KENEVEL TUVTOM@S ATIAAAATTECOAI...YpOvOY TLVa ENAIATPIYAl, Kal 

AaBeiv... | 

1b.§ 33] ypaypata w.t.r. & Kat Thatwn gyoly woavei 
Xadivod Tivos Svvauiv Exew ToIc NEoIc. 

ib. § 38] ovKody 6 adtos AOyos Kal Tept TOD YrIAiNeIN Kai 

NOCEIN. ToAAaKis yap ov cuudéeper Hytaivery, AANA TOYNANTION, 
Stav 7} 1) Mepictacic ToLavTn. 

See lastly in the De Sanitate: 

p. 184] ...rais wAnopovais ovy Hrtov 4 tais évdeias 
avi@pevot, padrov && bros THY ev TANPwCW aS KoAVOL 

amoratvcews Bapuvopevor, thy 8 Evderav ws yopay del tais 
ndovais mapackevalovtes. TO yap BAaBEpON ev TOUTOLS TPODTTOY 
€oTt. Tapayds Te yap audhotepa TO cwpate TapéxeTat... 
yivovtas yap ai tewai x.t.d. Svvapers addas AcyrKpiToyc 
(= dcyrpAtoyc in the judgment of some critics)...obrws of pera 
pappdkwv EweTor AYMAINONTAI TA CMATA KAI AlAdOEIPOYCIN. 

And compare in Herm. Vis. iii. 9. 3—8: 
of wey yap aro TOY TOANOY eSecuaTav acbéveay TF capKi 

avtav émicra@vrat Kal Avpaivovta: Tiv cdpKa ad’tav: Tav Sé 
pr éxovtev edéopata Aymainetat ) odpE abta@v...cai \iadbeipera 
TO COMA AYT@N. airy ody 7 AcyrKpacia (4m. ey. apparently) 

Journal of Philology. vou, xxxt. 3 
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BAaBepA dyiv...BréareTe THY KPICIN...of dappaxol pev ody Ta 
(PApMAKA...Kal cyrKEpacal Duar THY ppdvnow «.7.r. (Cf. Plut. 5 

voow & ddideopoc yypa & AdYmantoc, quoted on p. 25.) 
His use of xpiowv and ovyxepdcar is to be noticed. In 

Mand. vii. 1. 1 he uses aovyxpetos, and he follows it with 
dvvapis over and over again. His language above shews that — 

he had pharmacy in mind, 

10. Conclusion. 
I shall conclude my comparison, so far as this paper is 

concerned, of Cebes and Hermas with Plutarch by shewing two 

more examples of Hermas’ seeming use of Plutarch, one of 
which is of more than common interest I think. The passages 

of Plutarch are as below, the former from the tract De Liberis 

Educandis, the latter from De Alex. Magni Virtute aut 

Fortuna: 

p. 2] Karapabous & dv, os avicwov mpdyya Kal Tede- 

aloupyov émipérera Kal Trovos éaTiv, emt TOA TOV yuyvo“évav 
émiBréwras. rardnec MEN FAP YAATOC TIETPAC KOIAaINoycI* ciOnpos 

5é kal yadxds tails éradais tav yeipov éxtpiBovtat... Ayah 

yh mébuKev> AXN AmeEAHGEICA yEpceyeTal (p. 10 yAv Keyepca@rmeNHN), 

kai dow TH Gvoer Bertiov éoti, ToroUTM padrov, éEapynleioa, 

Ar AméAelan €EamroAdvTat... ota 5€ dévdpa ov, dAvywpnbevra pév, 

otpeBra pvetat, Kai adxapra Kabiotata, TvyovTa be opOAs 

Tmatdaywryias K.T.r. 

p- 338] <Avoipayos...eis tocovtov wtepoias épOace... 
wate eitreiv? Nov Bufdvtioe mrpos ewe Heovow, bte TH OYYN 
TOY OYpaNnoy attomal. trapov Sé€ Laciddys 6 Bufavt0s, “Trayo- 
pev, Eby, wn TH Emredopatids TON OYpANON TpUTIACD. 

(i) Compare Herm. Mand. xi. 18—20: 

"Axovaov ovv THY TapaBornjv, iv wédrw cor éyew" AdBe 
AlOov Kai Bare eis Tov ovpavor, iSe ef Sivacar &yacbat avrod: a7] 

mar NaBE cipwna bdaTos Kai oipovicor eis TOY OUpavor, ide et 
Svvacat TpYMIACal TON OYpANON...AaBe viv Thy Sivamuy THY dvwber 
épxouerny, n yarala...n wadw Ade ctarona, H amd TOD KEpdpov 
THTITEL YAMAL KAI TPYTIA TON AIGON. 

(ii) For éxtpiSew in Hermas see Mand. x. 1. 2—3, 2. 1—-2; 

Sim. vi. 1. 4 
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(iii) With Plut. p. 2 compare also in Hermas: 

Mand. x.1.4f.] ...«al eatapOeipovrat kai yivovras Keyepcu- 
MENOI Ka0@s of dumedd@ves oi Kadol, Stay apedeias TUYw~sI, 

_ YEpoovvTat K.T.d. 

Sim. ix. 26. 3f.] ...dddad yepcwoéntec Kal yevopevor épy- 

podses K.TA. as yap duTeros ev Ppaype tin KatareOcica, 

amedelac TyryANoyca, KataPOelpetas...oUTw Kal oi ToLodToOL av- 
Opwrrot...yivovrat dypnoto. TH KUpip avTav aypiwbérTes. 

There are few passages in Hermas more thoroughly illus- 
trative of my whole subject than the foregoing. The conclusion 
previously reached that Hermas used Plutarch is confirmed and 
can hardly, I think, be escaped. There is the use also of Cebes, 
and this in a most interesting way. 

“What are the real relations between the Tabula and the 

Pastor? Why do they meet in the same pages of Plutarch ? 
The answer seems to me to be evident enough. Nevertheless 
I wish for further consideration of this interesting point before 
giving a definite answer.” 

[J. M. COTTERILL.] 

Nores ON A AND B. 

A §1, p. 16] Tab. § 33...4 nai Wradtav gdnolv dcavei 
Xarwod Tivos Sivapmww éyew Tots véous, iva py «.7.X. This being 
“from Plato’s latest work the Laws” (Jerram, p. x f), the 

author of the Tablet was presumably not the Theban Cebes. 
Cotterill gives reason to think that he used the Phaedo as a 
‘falsarius’ who knew, used and imitated Plato’s works might 
have done. 

A §2, p. 17] Under wevdodokia the lexicons refer to 
Strabo 680 ov xaOupevovtwr tis wept Tdv “Ad:Savev evdo- 
So€ias. The personified Pseudodoxy being so suitable in the 

Tabula, it was only natural that the author should adopt the 

word. If it had not been already in use he might have coined 

3—2 
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it for his own purposes, as (probably) he coined WevSoraideia. 

The parallel in Sextus does not seem to me to throw any light 
upon Z'ab. §11f., which may on the contrary have led up to 
the later writer’s 7oAA@y Kai eixavotépwy ~evdodokiar. 

But here again our Cebes may have used Plutarch, who 
writes in ii 716 B Of 8€ tiv wavoupyiay Sewornta, Kal ppdvycw 

Hryovpevoe THY Yevdodoklay Kai averevOepiar, x.t.r. The mistake 

of Pseudodoxy there for its opposite may have suggested that 

of WevSo7raseia for Hasdeda in the Tabula, which Hermas 

again converted into his mistake of the Church for the Sibyl, 
the true [lavdeia for the false. 

A §3, p.17] If avtipapyaxov had been found in Arist. 

Mirab. 86 only, its use with @npia in the Tabula would not have 

been very surprising; but it may have been familiar in con- 

nexion with the éyiodn«ror. (On the reading see Praechter.) 

Having regard further to its association with od Avumel...ovdév 
Avre?, I would suggest that in Tab. §26 we have again an 
allusion to Plutarch’s Consol. ad Apollonium, Kpdtietov 84 

mpos adutriav Pappaxov o oxyos (§ 6, 103 F), Pappaxov adutrias 
(§ 25, 1140), mpos adruriay happaxas (§ 32,118 Cc). A dap- 
paxoy advtrias is an avTipdppaxoy to AUT. 

B§ 3, p. 20] Plut. «a@efouevorv..., Herm. xabicavtos xré. 

Cotelier on Herm. Vis. v. 1 cites Tertullian on the puerility of 

making this a precedent; Pindar and Plutarch as witnesses 
with him to a heathen custom of sitting down after prayer; 

and Jerome as remarking that some were over curious to find 
scriptural authority for all their doings, From Pindar, in this 
connexion, he quotes Isthm. 6, 

ws apa eita@yv, avtixa | &€ero. 
In Plutarch he refers to an ordinance of Numa of the ‘ Py- 
thagorean’ sort, Ut sedeatur postquam adoratum fuerit, ant to 
the practice as still prevailing, thus: 

(1) Vit. Num. § 14,1 p. 70 ...«at 1d nabjoba <puuaie 

cavtas...Td 8é KabéSecbar i pollcepuiabea olwvicpov eivat 
Néyouet TOU KTE. 

(2) Quaest. Roman. § 25, ii p. 270°H xaOarrep re viv 
mpocevEapevor Kal TpocKvVnaavTes, ev TOis iepois emupévery Kal 
Kkabilery eioPacw. 
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~B&§4, p. 21f] Ovat...aiper@tepov xré. By this saying 

Hermas alludes to the New Testament (Matt., Mark) and other 

writings. Cf. Menander’s, 

fons movnpas Oavatos aipetorepos, 

and Philo De Post. Caini (M i 233) ris wera aveBav Cwis o 
peta evdocBav aipetotepos av ein Oavatos. For rapaxovew 
see also Tab. § 3...cat un) mapaxovete. — 

The parallels between Plut. i 115 and the Tabula go far to 
shew Cebes’ dependence upon Plutarch. Philo, in agreement 
with Euripides, teaches in De Cherub., on the authority of 
Lev. xxv 23, that all created things belong to God, who lends 

them to men. Men have only the temporary use of them as 
things dd\Xotpra, not excepting their bodily and mental faculties 
and life itself. Cf. 2 Clem. v 6; Clem. Strom. vii 12, P 877; 
Lucret. iii 971; Herm. Sim. i 3 ov voeis 6tt tadta ravra 
adrOoTrpia éote ; Hermas in Mand. iii regards the spirit of man 

as a TapaxataOnxn, to be returned on demand aevorop (p. 23). 
The occurrence of Qéua and other ‘late words’ in the Tabula 

indicates that its author was not the Theban Cebes (Jerram, 

p- Xiil). 
Tvyy is used ‘in this tract’ also (p. 23). In connexion 

with a note on Stiypy (p. 39) Cotterill quotes from Consol. 
ad Ap. §5 (ii 103 fin.)...ov% evOvpovpevor To THs TUXNS doTaTOV 

Kai aBéBacov and the lines which follow there in illustration of 
the ris tUyns petaBorai, 

Tpoxov Tepioteixovtos, aAXOP nrépa 
dxvis tmrepOe yiryver’, a\X0P Hrépa. 

Tab. § 5 worifer rH éavtis Suvaper, §19 wm. tHv...7. TH, 

‘with her dvvauis’ (p. 24). For the dative Praechter quotes 
Plut. Quaest. Conv., cf. Herm. Sim. viii 2. 9 roticOévta bédare. 

Diogenes, in reply to the physician (p. 23 f), Ovédév, Edn, o 
yap adderhos Tov adeApov mporapBaver, 6 brvos tov Pavarov. 
el ye pv avodnpuia mpocéorxev 6 Odvatos ovd obtws éotl Kaxov 
pn tore Sé Kal tovvavtiov, ayaov. td yap adovrAwTOV KTE. 

Plutarch in i 108£, F quotes Socrates as saying to the dicasts, 
that to fear death as knowing it to be an evil oddev ddXo éotiv 
) Soxeiv codov elvax wm dvta, for no man knows whether it is 
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an evil or the greatest ravrwv tév ayabév. Cebes likewise in 
§ 35 alludes to Apol. Socr. (Jerram, p. xxx), and he goes on to 
argue that death may be evil or good according to circumstances. 

Cotterill further remarks, that the language of Cebes in 
respect of ddppoovvn accounts for that of Hermas in Mand. iv 2. 

1f, “...for I understand nothing... give me understanding, 
for I am very foolish and apprehend nothing at all. He 

answered...Seemeth it not to thee, avTd todtTo TO peTtavonoat 

avveow eivar; TO peTavonjaoat, dnoi, aivecis eoTw peyandn.” 

Metavoa in the Tabula is ctveots, an intellectual conversion 

from dppocvvy to understanding. Hermas repeatedly obtrudes 
his ignorance, by way of shewing that he is quite free from the 

apabia of fancying that he knows @ ovx oidev. 

B § 5, p. 25f] For God as the ‘Great King’ (p. 26 anit.) 

see the Psalms, Mal. i (Did. xiv 3), Matt. v 35 the city of the 
Great King, ete. 

With Herm. Vis. iti 9 (p. 26) Cotterill compares Pilato, 

Plut. ii 5 f, and some lines from the Hippolytus of Euripides. 

See Hippol. 525 orafers mo0ov, 854 catayvbévta (‘ xatayx. only 

twice elsewhere in Eurip.’), 947 évaytiov ratpi, 987 Sdodvat 

Aoyov (p. 25), 1078 f wpooBrérew évavtiov | ctav, ws KTE.: 
Vis. ii 9. 1, 2, 10 orakavtos Ti Sixavocvyy...€« KaTAaYUpaTOS 
...Wa Kayo KatTévavTe ToD Tatpos ihapa otabecioa Aoyor aTrObO. 

At the end of Herm. l.c. he writes, “Notice how the three 

utterances—Stilpo, Socrates and Euripides—meet and mingle 

in the language of Hermas.” 

Sim. vi 5. 7 BraBepai (p. 27), Tab. § 37 BraBepov. Among 

the gifts of Fortune which may be wéAua or BXaBepa is TO 
vixap (ib. §§ 36, 41), cf. Plut. De Lib. Educ. § 14 (ii 104) od 
yap TO viKay povoy aXXa Kal TO HTTacOar errictacbar Kado, ev 

ols To vixav BraBepov: Eats yap ws adrnOds Kal vicn Kadpela. 

Looking back upon his four subsections on zepemoveto Pat 
Cotterill notes that the discussion is unfinished: “I had to 

shew that Cebes’ use (§ 20) is founded on Plutarch, and that 
Hermas everywhere in the use of the word has Cebes in mind.” 

(i) Hermas’ applications of d0fav repuroveto Oat with pos 

Kupvov and apd 76 @e@ are reasonably thought to rest upon 
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the simple and primary use of the phrase in Plut. 12. It is 

followed there by éAzis te Tus, and tupHv precedes in Mand. iv. 
With Plut. 13 mwapodov cf. Vis, ii 2. 7, Sim. ix 25. 2 arapodos. 
“The illustration of mixing bitter with the sweet (Plut. 13) 
appears presently in Mand. v in an inverted form, and in like 
manner dovpdopa éote xal movnpa instead of Plutarch’s cada 
Kat cupdépovta.” Plut. 13 dvoxaraddAaxrTov suggests Vis.i 1. 8 
evKaTaANAKTOP. 

(ii) Hermas after his manner disintegrates the phrase 
dofav rwepir., writing 4 d0&a avtod év Tots ovpavois...tév aidva 
TovTov mepitrovovpevor. With Plut. 12 édmis te tyhs Kal 

PoBos tywwpias cf. Vis. i etc. édaida, Sim. vi typwpia. 
(ili) Sim. vi 4. 4 ris tpudis Kai aratns 6 ypovos wpa 

éoTi pia...ddov éviavTov ioyver 1) Hepa THs Bacavov. Compare 
the saying of the xoXaxes urging to tpudy and vice in De Lnb. 

Educ. §17 (ii 13.8), Sriyun ypovov was o Bios éori. In 

Consol. ad Ap. § 6 (ii 104 B) Plutarch quotes from Euripides, 

kat pi’ npépa | ta péev Kabetrev KTé, 

and adds...8éAtvov & ay eiyev ef an) piav nuépav ara oTLypHV 

ele xpovov. Plutarch proceeds to quote Pindar’s Eads dvap 
dv@pwros, which “might easily suggest Jas. iv 13, a writing 

confessedly known to Hermas.” See also Numb. xiv 34 (ef. 
Ezek. iv 6). “On this verse Origen cites Hermas.” 

(iv) 1 Tim. iii 12 f dcaxovot...car@s Scaxovncavtes Babpov 

éavtois Kadov Tepirovovvta. Sim. ix l.c. Svaxovoi eiot Kaxds 
dvaxovncartes Kai SvapTdcavTes...TWEpiToLnTaMeEvol KTE. 

B§7, p. 28] Plutarch inculcates auvnotxaxia in the tract 

Quomodo etc. § 34 and elsewhere (see pvnovx. in Wyttenbach’s 
Index), and Hermas does likewise. 

With zero 07 (p. 30 init.) cf. Sim. ix 13. 8 avereicOnoavr. 

With apparent allusion inter alia to the hollow club in 

Menander’s comedy (p. 30) Hermas has much to say on xevorns, 
ef. Mand. v 2, xii 5 amoéxevos, v 2, xi 3, 11—I17 Kxevos, Sim. ix 

(p. 31) exevdOnoar, ete. 

B§8, p. 31] Plato's épnyia fivoixos may have suggested 
the description of the ninth mountain to Hermas, see Sim. ix 
1. 9 Grov epnuades Fv, 26. 1 Tod épnuwdous...€pnuwders, pu) 
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Kod\rAwpEVoL Tois SoUAOLS TOD Beod (p. 35). For Plato’s saying 
see also Plut. Vit. Dion. §'8 (i 961 Cc). 

B §9, p. 32] Plutarch in De nb. Educ. §13 (ii 90) 
emphasises the necessity of 1) avamavo.s tév rover, which one 

may see ért tov Sowv...Kal emi TOY ayvyear. 
Plut. vocov (p. 33 iit.). Notice the ethical use of the 

word in Sim. vi 5. 5 77 idia voow Kré. 
Tab. § 32 Socrs...dwerapérntos (p. 33). So Praechter (al. 

apetaBrAnros, Plut. ii 1011 A), cf. Rom. xi 29 dperapérnra 

yap Ta Yapiopata Kai 1) KAHoLs TOD Meod. The awetapérnros 
of Cebes (J. M. C.) reminded Hermas of 2 Cor. vii 10 xara 

@cov AUTN...dpeTapéernTtov...7 5€ TOD Kdgmov AVN, see Mand. 
x 1. 2f 4 Avzy...xatapGeiper Tov avOpwrrov, Kal éxtpiBer TO 
TvEevpa TO dyLov, Kal Tadw ower KTE. 

Vis. iii lc. looks like an adaptation of the passage from 

Plut. 134 to the body politic, cf. 1 Cor. xii 24 6 @eds cuverépacev 
70 o@pa. Separateness of rich and poor is BraBepa (Plut. 

BraBepov): in combination they can help one another, as is 

shewn in Sim. i on the Elm and the Vine, cf. Sim. ix 7. 5. 

Herm. dovyxpacia, a word not in the lexicons (Steph., L. & §.), 

may have been suggested by Plut. dovyxparos, here and ii 418 D, 
1112p. Hermas may also have thought of ciyxpacis as used 

in Clem. Cor. § 37 (on which see Jacobson, Lightfoot, ete.), and 
Eurip. Fragm., 

avn’ Eote Tis oUYyKpacts WoT ExEW KArDS. 
B §10, p. 34] On Xrayoves xré. Wyttenbach refers to 

‘H. Junius ad Erasmi Adagia p. 195’ [1599], and ‘ A. Schottus 

ad Metrica Prov. 110’ [[lapotpiar ‘EXAnvixai, 1612]. See also 

A. F. Naeke’s Choerili Samu quae supersunt (Lips. 1817), and 
Kinkel’s Epicorum Graecorum Fragmenta in the Teubner 

series. The saying is best known through the Latin of 
Lucretius (i, iv) and Ovid, cf. the made up line, half Ovidian, 

Gutta cavat lapidem, non vi sed saepe cadendo. 

Naeke’s Fragm. 9 of Choerilus is, 

Ilérpnv Koiraiver pavis tdatos éevderexetn. 

By Choerilus in Plut. Vit. Lysandri (i p. 443.c) “ Choerilus 
intelligendus est Samius” (Naeke, p. 48). Hermas’ tpu7day 
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for xovAaivew is accounted for by Plutarch’s rov ovpavov tpv- 
mon, quoted on p. 34. Note that they have also aareo@au in 
common. But what could have made Hermas think of boring 

the heaven with water from a siphon? To repeat what I have 
written elsewhere on Mand. xi, 

“Dr J. Rendel Harris writes (24th June, 1901) that he was 
looking at some vines to the south of Rome looped and trained 
to the elm trees, which he had previously noticed with Sim. ii 
on the Elm and the Vine in mind, ‘ when the proprietor began 
squibbing the topmost leaves above his head with an old- 

fashioned squirt.’ In the vineyard Hermas may have noticed 
also the destructive force of the hailstone... The question How 

can these things be ? is asked in John iii 9, and the same chapter 
illustrates the contrast between the Spirit coming from above 
and that which is earthly (ver. 31).” 

B § 10, p. 35] Tab. §3 naradpOeciperar xré accounts for 

Sim. vi 2,2 twa peév ets Oavarov tiva 8é eis KatadOopav, and 
the use of carapOeipev by Hermas. His parable of the sheep 
in Sim. vi reproduces Cebes’ story of Deceit and Retribution, 
with angels for women. 

The arrangement and the form of Dr Cotterill’s “extended 
notes” have to a certain extent been departed from in this 
article. The notes were not meant for publication exactly as 
they were written. 

C. TAYLOR. 



ON MARTIAL VII 79 AND: XII 55, 

Upon reading over what I wrote on vil 79 in the last 
number of this Journal, p. 243, I find that it is not explicit 

enough and may even prove ambiguous; for a reader might 
easily suppose that I too, like most of the commentators, take 

‘consulare uinum’ to be a phrase of the same sort as ‘ uinum 

Opimianum’ or ‘Anicianum’. I do not: I doubt if such a 
rendering is even possible; but in explaining or trying to 

explain the Ms text I did the best I could for it, and I adopted 
from the commentators the hardly legitimate interpretation 
which necessity has constrained them to devise. It may be 

well to set forth here the nature of that necessity. 

potaui modo consulare uinum. 

quaeris quam uetus atque liberale ? 

ipso (lege PRISCO) consule conditum; sed ipse 
qui ponebat erat, Seuere, consul. 

In the Ms text the words ‘ipso consule’, as I said, can 

only mean ‘domino consule’, ‘when the host was consul’. It 
follows that ‘ipse qui ponebat erat consul’, since it cannot be 

supposed to mean the same thing over again (‘consul erat tum 
cum uinum conditum est’), must mean ‘consul erat tum cum 

uinum potaui’. This therefore cannot have been said already 

in u. 1, and ‘potaui consulare uinum’ cannot mean ‘I drank 
wine at a consul’s table’: it must have some other sense, and 

the commentators have invented one. 

When the poem is emended the phrase regains its natural 

meaning. ‘I drank wine the other day at a consul’s table. 
How old was it, and how generous, do you ask me? It was 

laid up PRISCO CONSVLE; but my host himself was the consul 

in question’. 
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The family 8, which has here furnished a clue to the 

original text in its title iocus de nomine consulis, presents at 
xil 55 another title which itself is something of a puzzle: de 
Egle mendilingia. Mr Landgraf in the Arch. f. Lat. lex. xi 
p. 456 proposes the singularly inappropriate alteration wendi- 
lingia, which is precisely what Aegle was not: ‘gratis lingere 

non recusat Aegle’ says the text. The form moreover, on the 
analogy of nugiuendus, ought to be linguiuenda. Now in L, 

the best Ms of the family, the title is de Egle mehcli lingia, 
and that signifies menclilingia. The true form would be 
mentulilinga ; but cunnilingius is the usual spelling in the 
titles of B, VI 26, Ix 4, 67, x1 47, 61, 85, X11 85; and the corp. 

gloss. Lat. 11 481 10 has mencla Worn. 

A. E. HOUSMAN. 
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Caesar B. C. 111. 69. ; 
Omniaque erant tumultus timoris fugae plena adeo ut cum 

Caesar signa fugientium manu prenderet et consistere iuberet, 
alit dimissis equis eundem cursum t+confugerent, alit ex metu 

etiam signa dimitterent, neque quisguam omnino consisteret. 
Confugerent seems an error for confwnderent. This would 

explain dimissis equis. A scene seems to be described in which 

foot soldiers and cavalry are in turbid retreat. Some of the 
horse soldiers, in order to be indistinguishable from the main 
body of the flying force, dismount and try to escape on foot. 

Manil. Iv. 802 sqq. 

Magna iacet tellus magnis circumdata ripis 

803 Parthi sew Parthis domitae per saecula gentes 
Bactraque aetherios babilonem et si spimosque 

Nominaque tmnumeris uia amplectenda figuris. 

803 I print after Bechert in the new Corpus. In 804 the 
text printed is G; there are however many variants. Possibly 

the verse should be written thus 

Bactraque Achaemenidos, Babylon et Susa Apameusque. 
Steph. Byz. s. u. ’“Amrayera twice gives the nominative 

"Amrapevs an Apamean. 

Manil. Iv. 45. 

Et Cimbrum in Mario, Mariwmque in carcere uictum, 
Quod consul toties exul, quod de exule consul 

47 Adiacuit Lybicis compar iactura ruinis 

Eque crepidinibus cepit Carthaginis urbem. 

Sen. Controu. vil. 17 (p. 198 Bursian). 

Minturnensis palus exulem Marium non hausit: Cimber 

etiam in capto uidit imperantem ; praetor iter a conspectu 
exulis flexit; qui in crepidine uiderat Marium in sella figu- 
rauit. 
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ib. Controuers. p. 57 Bursian. 
Quis crederet iacentem supra crepidinem Marium fuisse 

consulem aut futurum ? 

Firmicus Mathesis 1. 8. 49. 
Ecce exul in paludibus mittitur nec ibi latitat, eece carceris 

squaloribus premitur: uides ut ad crepidinem dirutae Cartha- 

ginis fugitiuus accedat. 
u. 47 is well explained by Vell. u. 19 fin. cursum in 

Africam direxit inopemque uitam in tugurio ruinarum Cartha- 
giniensium tolerauit, cum Marius aspiciens Carthaginem, illa 
intuens Marium, alter alteri possent esse solacio. 

Sen. Apocolocynt. VIII. 

‘Quare,; inquis, ‘ quaero enim, sororem suam?’ ‘ Stulte, 

stude: Athenis dimidium licet, Alexandriae totum. ‘ Quia 
Romae’ inquis ‘ mures molas lingunt. 

The meaning of molas lingunt seems to be ‘ lick mill-stones, 

not ‘meal’ (Perley Ball). Incestuous connexions of brother and 

sister were not uncommon at Athens, recognized at Alexandria, 

only furtively permitted in Rome. This is thus expressed ‘You 
mean, because at Rome the mice (only) lick the mill-stones 
(where any flour has been left) not venturing on anything 

more open, such as eating the flour where it happens to lie 
seattered on the floor or has been collected in a bag or bin.’ 

Prop. Iv. 8. 58, 
Territa wieinas Teva clamat aquas. 

Possibly amas ‘water-buckets. Juv. xiv. 305 Dispositis 

praediues amis wigilare cohortem Seruorum noctu Licinus iubet. 
It occurs in this sense in Pliny’s Epistles, who combines it 

with siphones and other instrumenta ad incendia compescenda 
(Epp. xX. 33. 2). 

Theogn. 894. 

ws 59 Kuperifov Zeds dr€oeve yévos. 
kuyenrifov A, the best MS (Mutinensis), cuwedrr/fov most 

other MSS (Harrison, Studies in Theognis, p. 40). This might 
represent Kuwere oor. 

Theogn. 897-900. 
Harrison prints these vy. as follows: 
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Kupv’ ei mavt dvdpecou xatabvynrois yaderraive 
yiyvecke ws vody olov Exaatos exet 

avTos évi otnPecot, kal Epypata tov Te dSixaiwv 

tov T adikwv, péya Kev Tha Bpotoicw émijv. 

adding ‘897, 8 are hopelessly corrupt.’ They do not seem to 
me so desperate. If yaderaivey may be supposed a cor- 

ruption of yadén’ jev, and ofov of yoiov, the construction would 
be clear, and the meaning not unintelligible. In 1059, 1060 
Tipayopa, rodr@v opyiy ararepOev opavTe TuyveoKew YyareTor, 

Kaitrep éovte cop@, Theognis allows the difficulty of compre- 
hending men’s characters by distant observation, implying that, 

though difficult, it is not impossible. Here he implies the 

actual possibility of such gradual discernment of what others do 
or think, by the grievousness of the opposite. It is possible to 
make out the minds, and also the acts, of our fellow men; and 

it would be a misfortune for the world we live in, if it were not 

so. ‘If everything had been difficult for mortal men to dis- 

cern, viz. how each man thinks and what kind of thoughts he 
keeps in his own breast, as well as the deeds of just and unjust 
men alike, it had been a sore trouble for human shoulders to 

bear.’ 
Theogn. 1085, 6. 

Anudvak, ad Sé morra héperv Bapis: ov yap ériorn 
Tov? Epdew, & Ti wou pH KaTaOvpLov 7. 

Anpov aot Se todda A. ‘you are resentful at having much 
to bear (or, there are many things you resent having to bear) ; 

for you have no notion of doing anything that is not to your 

fancy. You fret at what is put upon you, because it is habitual 
with you to do what you please, not what others dictate. 

Ennius Ann. 1. 67 Vahlen. 

Brakman Frontoniana p. 36 reports the reading of the 

Fronto Palimpsest as constitis fluuius. ‘Ita euidenter codex.’ 
This seems to be constitit is. (See Naber’s Fronto, p. 160.) 

Horace A. P. 65. 

Regis opus sterilisue diu palus aptaque remis. 

May not the spelling plaus which is found in some very 
early MSS be the real explanation of this seeming false 
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quantity ? PLAVDIBVS for paludibus occurs in Fronto p. 228, 
plaudesque for paludesque in the Oxford MS (Q) of Catullus 
exy. 5. There may have been some peculiarity of pronuncia- 
tion corresponding to this spelling, some slurring of the vowels, 

which allowed Horace to scan the word as he has done. 

Add to the above instances A. L. 395, 6 Riese plaudicolam 

for paludicolam in the 8. Gall. MS 250 of saec. Ix. 

Herond. vit. 53—55. 

Tas wor cauBarovyidas Tacas 
éveyxe, liores Se? wadiot A\INHOEICAC 
bpéas aredOely, @ yuvaikes eis olKov. 

Perhaps pdduot’ iavOeicas ‘cheered.’ 

Troad. 570. 

"ANA. ofS 10001 peydrouw tayéTALa Tade Tacyomev Adyn. 

G. G. A. Murray prints after Burges oyetdia, vocative. 
Rather, I think, oyérdcar. 

[I see from Wecklein’s Appendix that Wakefield had already 

made the same conjecture.] 

Troad. 745 sqq. (Murray). 

@ éxtpa Taya SvaTvyh Te Kal ydpuor 
ois 7AOov eis péAaOpov “Extopos rote, 

ovy as taodayov Aavaidais téEovo’ éuor, 
aX ws Tipavvov *Aatados todvaTropov. 

I believe adayiov to be a corruption of odayia viv, though 
énov at the end of the verse is slightly awkward. Andromache 

is speaking of her infant son Astyanax, and the contrast of his 
original fortune, as the child of Hector and grandson of Priam, 
with the pitiful fate which the capture of Troy brought upon 
him; and this contrast would be suggested by Aavaidais fol- 
lowed by éuov ‘not thinking that I should bear him to be a 
sacrifice to the Greeks, my own child as he was.’ 

Stat. S. v. 3. 117 sqq. 

Nec sine luce genus, quamquam fortuna parentum 
Artior expensis; etenim te diuite ritu 
Ponere purpureos infantia legit amictus 

Stirpis honore datos et nobile pectoris aurum. 
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In vol. x111. 93 I have offered an explanation of this passage, 
reading infantia adegit, on which the meaning would be infans 

coactus es ponere purpureos amictus et bullam. To that I still 

adhere, but it seems more likely that infantis adegit was the 
source of the corruption, the a of adegit attaching itself to 
infanti(s) after s had fallen out, and degit then becoming legit. ~ 

The nominative to adegit is fortuna parentum; and infantis 
depends on purpureos amictus : ‘ for your parents’ poverty forced 
you to lay aside the purple robe you wore as a child and the 
bulla.’ 

Val. Flacc. 111. 670, 671. 

The Vatican MS gives this, according to the latest editor 
Giarratano! (Naples, 1904) as follows 

Et ego et quocunque uoces qua tegmina ferro 
Plura metam. 

It has long been emended, no doubt rightly, thus 

En egomet quocunque uocas sequar, agmina ferro 
+Plura metam, 

Plura however can hardly mean ‘more than your lost 

Hercules’: Baehrens em. Rupta: possibly Pulsa. In 670 the 

indic. wocas is required and is exactly paralleled by Calpurnius’ 

(Ecl. 1.13) Quo me cunque uocas, sequor, Ornite, as H. Schenkl 
edits from the best MSS. The e in woces of Vat. probably rose 

from a confusion of the syllables -as se-. 

Licinianus xxviii. p. 5 ed. Flemisch (Bibl. Teubneriana). 
Graccho iterum cuius paulo ante memini consule 

TUR 1 \oITereRIT nocturno. 
Perhaps stupro interiit nocturno. 

ib. p. 6. 

Has ille METARIOTANTISACRITERGLISCENTISEX- 

TENDIT. 
Perhaps Has ille me(ri)tas in tantis sacrilegiis poenas 

expendit, 

1 Giarratano’s edition of Valerius he may complete it by another volume 
deserves the attention of scholars: his of exegesis. His edition of Hermesianax 

industry is enormous; I can only hope _(‘feubner) is equally full of interest. 
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This is much as Bursian corrected the passage has ille 
poenas tanti sacrilegi expendit; but METARIo looks like a 
corruption of me(7i)tas in and this points to tantis sacrilegiis 

rather than tanti sacrilegi; EXTENDIT as all editors agree 
is for ewpendit; in centis it seems probable that poenas is 
concealed. 

XXXVIII. p. 10 Flem. 

id Demetrio Seleuci filio qui datus obses a patre erat 
petenti FUNGEBAT. 

denegabat Keil: but in IUNGEBAT it seems likely that 
TUNC formed part of the original, followed by negabat or 
perhaps abnuebat. 

ib. 

Aliquot matronae eodem somnio monitae una eademque 
nocte DE! .. IB sacris praestiterunt hocque SACRIFICATU | 
aliquotiens, 

Perhaps DEI LIBERI and SACRI FACTUM. 

XXXvV. p. 15. 

Constabat notari EAGMINECINNASEAC|TRIB’ patria 
pulsis tranquillum otium et securitatem futuram. 

I would write eo carmine CinnaM AC SEX _ tribunis. 
Flemisch quotes Liv. Epit. 79 L. Cornelius Cinna... pulsus 
urbe a Cn. Octauio cum sex tribunis plebis. 

Tac. Ann, vi. 48, 

Sibi satis aetatis neque aliud paenitendum quam quod inter 
ludibria et + pericularia anaiam senectam tolerauisset. 

Pericula Beroaldus; but this does not account for the 
corruption. I believe the original was pericula uaria. 

ROBINSON ELLIS. 

Journal of Philology. Vou. xxx, 4 



VERITATIS PATER. 

In Preuschen’s Zeitschrift fiir die neutest. Wissenschaft &c., 

Jahrg. vit (1906), there is an article by Dr Vernon Bartlet on 

‘The origin and date of 2 Clement’, an ancient homily of 

unknown authorship which used to be called the Second 
Epistle of St Clement of Rome to the Corinthians. In 

vol. XXVIII 201—204 of this JouRNAL I have given reason to 

think that ‘The Homily of pseudo-Clement’ is perhaps alluded 
to in a passage of Irenaeus. I write now chiefly to put forward 
a suggestion about the divine title Ilatjp tis adnOelas in 
2 Clem. iii 1,xx 5. Notes and queries about some other things 

in the homily will be appended. In Band 3 of F. X. Funk’s 

Kirchengesch. Abhandlungen (1907) Dr Bartlet’s article is noticed 

at the end of the section on 2 Clem. In Band 28, Heft 1 

(Apr. 1907) of the Zeitschrift fiir Kirchengeschichte the unity 

of 2 Clem. is called in question by W. Schiissler, and chaps xix, 

xx are made to be of later date than i—xviii. 

1. Plutarch. 

Having come to the conclusion that 2 Clem. is not Roman 

or Corinthian, but was first preached c. 120—140 A.D. im 
Alexandria, Dr Bartlet continues thus (p. 128): 

But let us first test our results a little further by internal criteria. 

Many of the homily’s ideas and phrases claim affinity with the East 

rather than the West. This is notably the case with the final 

Doxology, in which the characteristic theology of its author appears 

to an unusual degree. TO povw Ged dopdtw, rartpi tis adnbeias, 

7@ éLarooreihaytt ypiv tov awrnpa Kal dpxynyov THs dpOapoias, dv ov 

kal epavépwoev ypiv tiv adnbeiav kai tHv erovpaviov Lwyv, aitra y doa 

eis TOvs aidvas Tav aiwvwv: auyv. The whole is as akin to what we 
know of the Alexandrine type as it is unlike the Roman, particularly 

as regards the term 6 warip tis adnfeias (so 3, 1, cf. 19, 1), which 
occurs again and again in Sarapion’s Prayer Book, an Egyptian 

work and no doubt ultimately Alexandrine. Then the conception 

of Christ as the Saviour, especially as inaugurator of immortality 
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and medium of the manifestation of the truth and the heavenly life, 

reminds us at almost every point of Barnabas and the Eucharistic 
Prayers of the Didache, which are both markedly Eastern, Yet it 

is to the general cast of the Doxology that one can appeal most 

confidently. 

In Plutarch’s Quaestiones Romanae (ii 2668, F) it is said 
that the Romans accounted Cronos the Father of Truth. Why? 

Perhaps because they identified him with chronos, time, the 
finder out of truth. Or because the fabled Saturnian age was 

one of righteousness and truth. Plutarch’s words are as follows: 

Quaest. 11. Ara ti rH Kpdv Ovovew atrapaxarvrte Th 
Kepary;....H Sti ris adOeias oddév éerixpudoy 4 éricxior: 

| adGeias Sé vopifover ‘Pwpator marépa tov Kpovor elvas ; 

Quaest. 12. Ara ri 5&é tov Kpovov rarépa ths adnOeias 

vouifover; Ilorepov, domrep Evioi TAY pirtocddpar, ypovoy olov- 
tat tov Kpovoy eivary To Sé adnOés edpioxes ypovos; “H tov 
puvOoroyovpevor emi Kpovou Biov, et Sixardratos Hv, eiKos eote 
padota peréye adnOeias ; 

On this Wyttenbach has the note: 

Magis, credo, a Graecis quam a Romanis Kpovey patrem veritatis 
habitum. Videatur Plutarchus De Isid. et Osir. p. 363 D [dozep 

“EAAnves Kpdvov addAnyopoter tov xpovov], Macrobius Sat. 1. 8. 

Cornutus Nat. Deor. 1. p. 142. Heraclides Allegor. p. 465; alii 

vere pronunciant Kpovov esse Xpovov; nam haec forma invaluit 

postea, reperta litera X. Gellius xm. 11: Alius quidam veterum 

poetarum, cujus nomen mihi nunc memoriae non est, Veritatem 
temporis filiam esse dixit. Sophoclis locum ibi citatum et alia in 

hane sententiam dicta Veterum apposuit Erasmus Adag. p. 925. 

In the homily see i 6 awnpot dvres TH Svavoia mpocKuvodytes 
AiBous Kré. iii 1 Tooodtov ody édeos ToujcavtTos a’tod eis 
jpass wp@tov pév, Ste...tois vexpois Oeots ov Ovopwev Kai ov 

a 2 a > \ ’ > 7 \ , A 
Mpockvvodmev avTois, adra eyvapev St avTodD TOY TaTépa Tis 

GdnGeias. xx 5 watpl rijs adnOeias. Once a pagan, and 

having in mind the old mythology, the homilist may have put 
a phrase of heathen coinage to a Christian use when he wrote 
‘Father of Truth’, or ‘of the Truth’. The phrase would thus 

tell us nothing about the provenance of 2 Clem. It suits 
Rome or Corinth as well as Alexandria. 

4—2 
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2. Acta Thomae. 

In Max Bonnet’s Greek Acta Thomae, ed. 1 (Lips. 1883), 

see §7 (p. 9) eddfacav 8é kai buvnocay oly TH COvTe TvedpaTt 

Tov Twatépa Tihs adrnOeias Kal THhv pntépa Ths codpias. § 26 

(p. 20) odros yap éoriv Kipios Kal Oeds wavtav, Inoods Xpioros 
dv KNpVoTe, Kal ad’TOs TaTHp adnOeias, cis bv buas TioTEvEW 

édidaka, cf. 2 Clem. i 2—4 "Incotds Xpiotos...@3 marnp viods 
Has Tpoonyopevoer, and the following Veritatis Pater (iii, xx). 

For Act. Thom. § 7 see also Preuschen’s Zwei Gnostische 
Hymnen (1904). 

3. Sarapion’s Prayer Book. 

In Texte und Untersuchungen, neve Folg. 1 3b (1899), 
Dr Georg Wobbermin brought out Altchrist. Liturg. Stiicke aus 
der Kirche Aegyptens nebst einem dogmat. Brief des Bischofs 

Serapion von Thmuis. In the same year the fragments were 
reedited as from ‘ Bishop Sarapion’s Prayer Book’ in the S.P.C.K. 

Early Church Classics, in the names Wobbermin and John 
Wordsworth, by the Bishop of Salisbury. As Dr Bartlet has 
noted (10th Oct. 1906), the phrase ‘ Father of Truth’ does not 

occur at all in the fragments: it is ‘God of Truth’ (Ps. xxxi 5) 

which Sarapion uses so often (10 times, W. pp. 28, 100). 
Lightfoot makes the two in 2 Clem. ili, xix, xx mere variants, 

and does not point out that the latter is from the Old Testament. 

In Fragm. 23 choir of the stars, 24 out of the heavens a living 

chorus (W.), there is I suppose a reminiscence of 1 Clem. xx 3 

aotépwv te yopol, which Cyril of Jerusalem also quotes (Journ. 

of Phil. xx1x 188, 198). With the use of carever@as of 
regular movement in 1 Clem. xx init. cf. in Bonnet’s Act. Thom. 
ed. 1, p. 49, cuvéBn éx tod Toddod KavpaTos KexoTTLAKévat Ta 

itroturyia Kal pr) Svvdpeva bdws carevOjva. 

4. Pseudo-Clement and Aleaandria. 

“ Lightfoot, it is true, laid much, indeed undue stress upon 

the phrase eis tos POaptods ayadvas KataT)éovew in 7, 1, as 
though there were only one place, viz. Corinth, where such a 

reference would be fully appropriate. He seems to forget that 

in the second century A.D. there were important games at a 
city like Alexandria” (Bartlet, p. 134). But his geographical 
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inference from xatamdéovew does not stand alone. It is 
confirmed by the allusion in $@aptods aydvas xré to the 
First Epistle to the Corinthians, in which St Paul had argued 

from their games in memorable words. 

Chap. ix 1 Kal pa) Aeyérw tis bpav, bte aby 7) capE ov 
Kpivetat ovdé aviotatar. Thus a preacher at Corinth would 
naturally have taught, having in mind 1 Cor. xv 12, “ Now if 
Christ be preached that he rose from the dead, how say some 

among you that there is no resurrection of the dead?” 

Between 1 Clem. and 2 Clem. there are resemblances which 

seem to prove “that our writer was acquainted with and 
borrowed from the genuine Clement” (Lightfoot on 2 Clem. xi), 
as a teacher at Corinth, where his Epistle was read and 

known, would have done. Both writings being addressed zpos 
Koptv@iovs and preserved at Corinth, it is easy to see how they 

may soon have been put together and described as 1 Clem. Cor. 
and 2 Clem. Cor., whether first at Corinth or elsewhere. Thus 

several things combine to mark the Homily as Corinthian. 

“But the case for a date before 150 and for Alexandrian 
provenance might safely be staked on a single passage in the 
homily, that in which the doctrine of the pre-mundane pneu- 

matic Church (ch. 14) is adduced as a prime motive for éyxpareva 
in relation to sins of the flesh” (Bartlet, p. 125). The Greek 
is given at length with the comments of von Schubert, and 

the discourse here is characterised as “subtle to the point of 

obscurity and passing rapidly from one nuance of the term 

mvetpa to another” (Bartlet, p. 127). Similarly Lightfoot 
points to the preacher’s “confusion in his metaphor in this 

context” as justifying the charge of inconsequence brought 
against him by Photius. But perhaps the critic missed the 

point of the formula of transition e? Sé Néyouev (xiv 4). Gen. 

i 27 (Matt., Mark) male and female is applied in Eph. v 32 to 
Christ and the Church, and the homilist accordingly says, 
“The male is Christ, the female the Church” (xiv 2). If (1) 

He preexisted as wvedya, must not the éxxAnoia mpwrn have 

_ been likewise rvevyatixn? Or (2) if we say that “the flesh is 
the Church and the spirit Christ”, then &c. Either inference 

from such texts would have seemed obvious enough to the 
more or less philosophic theologian, however confusing the 
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result of trying to rum the two notions into one. If some 

things in 2 Clem. be thought to point to Alexandria, why 
should not a teacher elsewhere have learned there or thence ? 

All things considered I still incline to the view of Lightfoot, 

that the homily is Corinthian. The general cast of the 

Doxology (p. 50) is Scriptural. Accounting for Veritatis 
Pater as above, I should turn to the New Testament to 

illustrate the rest of it. 

5. Early Evidence for the Homily. 

To restate briefly what I have said in vol. xxvii 201 f, in 

pseudo-Justin’s Respons. ad Orthodow. 74 we read, that the end 

of the present order is to be % dua trupos Kpiows TOV aceBar, 

Kaba hacw ai ypadali...cabes [Cotel. and as] dnoww 0 waKaptos 

Krnuns év tH pos KopivOiovs émictodkn. When the lost 

endings of 1 and 2 Clem. had been found by Bryennius, it was 
seen (according to Lightfoot) that the allusion was to the end 

of 2 Clem. Why should the same not be alluded to also in 
Cotelier’s quotation from Irenaeus about the Epistle to the 

Corinthians, viz. by the words, qui tgnem praeparaverit diabolo 

et angelis ejus? If not, some other explanation of these words 
is wanted. Lightfoot on Clement at first wrote that “the in- 

sertion of a statement so remarkable could not have been an 

accidental error on the part of Irenzus”, and assumed that it 
alluded to the lost ending of 1 Clem. (1 178, 1890). Afterwards 
he ignored or, perhaps, forgot the words. 

Dr Bartlet argues for the dependence of Hermae Pastor 

upon 2 Clem. I have for a long time thought this probable, 

and have intended sooner or later to write upon the subject. 

6. 2 Clement and the Fourth Gospel. 

Chap.il ‘“Aderdoi, otras Sei uas dpovety epi “Inood 
Xpistod ws tepi Beov, ws Tepi Kpitod CovTwv Kat vexpar. 
2 Incois Xpiotos...4 To aos yap Huiv éxapicato, es TaTip 

viods huas Tpoonyopevoev...6 mnpol dvtes TH Siavola KTé. Kal O 
Bios pav bros GAXO ovdev Hv et ut) Oavatos. To all this there 

are parallels in the Johannine writings. See John v 22 f, x 30 

For the Father...hath committed all judgment unto the Son: | 
That all should honour the Son, even as they honour the Father... 

I and the Father are one. ib. i 4f, ix 5f In him was... 
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light, which, as in the homily (i 4f), He bestowed upon the 

naturally blind. ib. xiii 33, xiv 18 Lnttle children,...I will 

not leave you orphans (E. V. marg.): “Christ presents Himself 
to the disciples as a Father of ‘children’...[pse circa nos 
paternum affectum quodammodo demonstrat (Aug. ad loc.). The 
very word which describes their sorrow confirms their sonship ” 
(Westcott). ib. v 24 (1 John iii 14) from death unto life, 

in the spiritual sense. 
Chap. iii 1 Tov matépa tijs adnOeias, xx 5 ratpi Tis 

arneias, Syr. adds domini nostri iesu christi (in apposition). 

“The Syriac translator takes ‘the Truth’ here to denote 

Christ Himself (John xiv. 6); comp. Orig. c. Cels. viii. 63 b7ro 
Tov @ecod Kai THs povoyevods avT@ adrnOeias. So Papias 

(Euseb. H. E. iii. 39) speaks of Christ’s personal disciples as 
receiving commandments a7’ avtns THs aAnGeias” (Lightfoot). 

This raises the question, Did pseudo-Clement likewise allude 

to John lc. I am...the Truth? ib. vii 44 Ye are of 
your father the devil... When he speaketh wa lie, he speaketh of his 
own: for he is a liar, and the father of it (or When one speaketh 
..for his father also is a liar). The A.V. suggests two 

questions, Did the Evangelist know the old phrase Veritatis 
Pater ? and did pseudo-Clement use it in contrast with ‘ Father 
of Falsehood’, thinking of John viii 44? 

Chap. vi 9 7) tis juev mapaKAntos éorat «ré, cf. John xivf, 
1 John ii 1 we have a paraclete &c. The word is in Philo, and 
(as Heb. pdprp) in the rabbinic writings: see Westcott’s Addit. 
Note on John xiv 16. 

Chap. ix 4 év tH capki érevoecOc. 5 ei Xpiotos o 
Kupios, 6 cdcas Huds, Ov wev TO TPOTOV TVYEDMUA, EyéveTo cape. 
The homilist uses the Johannine phrase come in flesh (plus the) 
in a way of his own. Lightfoot has the note, “The 
doctrine of the pre-existence of the Son, as the Logus, is here 

presented in a somewhat unusual form”, as if mvedwa were a 

variant for Xeyos. But the antithesis Aoyos, odp£ is rather a 
variant for the more primitive rvedua, capé, as in N.T. writings 

earlier than the Fourth Gospel. Given that Christ existed 
before He came or was manifested ‘in flesh’, He must have 

pre-existed as Spirit. This form of teaching would have been 
superseded eventually, but not at once, when the Johannine 
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Logos doctrine had been formulated. The words...avedpa, 
éyéveto cap are remarkable because they connote, what is not 
meant, the transubstantiation of spirit into flesh. The inexact 

phrase ‘became flesh’ may have been adopted from John i 14 

oapé é eyévero, Vulg. caro Sactwm (Terk JSactus) est. 
Chap. xvii 3, 6 (ili 4, vi 7) tas évrords “Incod Xpicrod, of. 

inter alia Herm. Sim. ix 14 5, “such as...bear the name of the 

Son of God and walk in His commandments”. The phrase 

may be accounted for by Matt. xxviii 20 dca évererAdpny, 
but it appears more explicitly in the Johannine writings 

(Ev. xiv 15, 1 Ep. ii 3, &c.). Lightfoot (11 204, 255, 1890) 

suggests that the homilist’s drt od Hs (xvii 5) is a reminiscence 
of John viii 24, 28, xiii 19 dru éyo ety. 

Chap. xix 1 puoOov...fanv...3 tov dBavarov ths dvactacEews 

Kaprov tpuvyyoovow, cf. John iv 36 picOov AapBaver Kal 
ouvaye. Kaptrov eis Swnv aiwviov, Herm. Sim. iv 8 Kapzro- 
pophcar eis Tov aiwva Tov épyopevov. 

So much in 2 Clement being thus explainable by the 
Fourth Gospel, it is a tenable hypothesis that the homilist was 

acquainted with it. 

Of references to Holy Scripture in 2 Clem. note also, 

chap. ii 4 «ai érépa S€ ypady) (cf. xiv 1, 2) Neyer Ore OvK HAOOv 

karéeoa xté (Mark u 17; cf. Matt., Luke). xlu 3 Ta 
Aoyta TOD cod. 4 Aé&yer 0 eos, OV yapis ipiv Kré, “A loose 

quotation from Luke vi 32, 35”. xiv 2 ra BuBXéa (cf. Sir. 

Prol. BiBria; 2 Mace. viii 23 tv iep. BiBXov) Kal oi dreoronXot, 

an expression which may signify or include what Justin calls 

the dmopuvnmovevpata tev atootokwv. Some, as Harnack, 

make 2 Clem. later than Justin. In the Acts of the Scillitan 
Martyrs (ed. J. A. Robinson in 7. & S. i 2) we find the 
phrase libri et epistulae Pauli (p. 114). xix 1 pera 

tov @ecdv ths adrnOeias avaywodokw dipiv, as we speak of 

reading an author, meaning his writings. ‘God’ here, to judge 

from xiii 4 6 @eos, may be the word of God in the Old 
Testament or the New. 

C. TAYLOR, 

CAMBRIDGE, 1907. 



NOTES ON CATULLUS AND LUCRETIUS. 

A. CATULLUS. 

‘Valerius Catullus scriptor lyricus Veronae nascitur Olym- 
piade clxiii [lege clxxiii], anno ante natum Salustium Crispum, 

diris Marii Syllaeque temporibus, quo die Plotinus [lege Plotius] 

latinam rhetoricam primus Romae docere coepit.’ 
So the Vita of the Editio Princeps. The opinion of Huschk 

and others that this ‘Life’ is a genuine relic of antiquity 

hardly needs refutation. I have only transcribed the opening 
sentence of it in order to call attention in the third line to the 
words quo die: and to adduce a parallel. The ingenious Italian 

who compiled this Vita Catulli has placed upon the same day 
events which Jerome = Suetonius assigned to the same year. 
With this compare Donatus = Suetonius, Vita Virgilii, § 6: 
‘uirilem togam...xv anno natali suo accepit, isdem illis consuli- 

bus quibus erat natus, euenitque ut eo ipso die Lucretius poeta 
decederet.. The suspicion at once suggests itself that the 
biographer' who ‘wrote up’ the Vit. Virg. has treated 

Suetonius’ statements about Lucretius exactly as the bio- 

grapher of Catullus in the Ed. Pr. has treated the accounts 
given him of that poet: and that what Suet. wrote was some- 

thing like this: ‘uirilem togam...natus: isdem consulibus 
Lucretius poeta decessit.’ The Vita Catulli belongs, it is true, 

to the fifteenth century: the Vita Virg. (in its purer form) is at 

least as old as the tenth. But human nature in such matters 

1 He need not be older than saec. polated recension) we see continuing 
ix-x. The substance of this lifeisno into the fifteenth century may very 
doubt Suetonius: but the process of well have been at work five centuries 
adding to Suet. which (in the inter- earlier. 
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is much the same in every century. Two notable events which 

happened about the same time are inevitably before long placed 
on the same day. I see no more reason for supposing that 

Lucretius died on Virgil’s fifteenth birthday than for believing 
that Catullus was born on the day on which Plotius ‘latinam 

rhetoricam docere coepit.’ The rejection of this date (Oct. 15) 

for the death of Lucretius is, as I shall shew later, not without 

importance for the problem connected with the publication of 

the De Rerum Natura. 

Carm. i. 2. 

Why does Catullus select Cornelius Nepos? Why not 

Calvus Cinna Cornificius—who would all seem more appro- 

priate persons for the dedication of a volume of nugae? 
‘Namque tu solebas meas esse aliquid putare nugas’: that 
gives one reason no doubt: and no doubt another was that 

Nepos and Catullus were compatriots. ‘Colligere possumus 

Nepotem, aliquanto antea quam primum illud carmen scripsit 

Catullus, Chronica edidisse, in quibus, ut ex uersibus tertio et 

duobus sequentibus conligimus, poetae popularis sui mentionem 

honorificentissimam publice fecerat.’ So Schwabe (Quaest. 

296), whom Ellis follows. But it is surely highly unlikely that 

in a universal history comprising all the great events of the 

world from its mythological beginnings (hence no doubt 
Ausonius’ ‘fabulas, Ep. 16) down to recent times—a history 
compressed into three books each no longer than a book of 

Tacitus'—Nepos would have had space, or inclination, to speak 
of the nugae of Catullus. The true explanation of the dedica- 
tion to Nepos is, 1 fancy, supplied by Pliny Epp. 5. 3. 6. Nepos 
had himself begun life as a poet. Like Virgil and others he 
had commenced his literary career with a volume of nugae: and 
he was thus a fit and proper person to be the patron of 

‘uersiculi parum seueri.’ 

1 The normal papyrus roll (prose) _tribus chartisas merely = paucischartis, 

seems to have contained about 2000 comparing 79. 4 ‘si tria amatorum 
lines: Nepos’ ‘tres chartae’ would (sic) suauia reppererit’: so too Muretus 
thus be about 6000 lines. Achilles ‘breui libello,’ 

Statius, however, strangely interprets 
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wb. 5. unus Italorum: 

Italorum because Nepos, like Catullus, was ‘ Padi incola,’ 

an ‘inquilinus. He was not Romanus: Gallia Transpadana 

possessed till 49 B.c. only the ius Latw*. wnus Italorum: unus 
in contrast with omne aeuum: and we may thus spare ourselves 

the pains of enquiring whether the Chronica of Nepos was 

prior to the Annales of Varro: ‘a single Italian’—‘ the whole 

of history.’ 

ib. 6. ‘explicare’: ‘to set forth in order, says Ellis, 
quoting (after Ach. Stat.) Cic. Brut. 4. 15. No, it means to 
“unrol.’ Just as ‘complicare’ is to ‘do up’ ‘roll up’ (Cic. Q. 

Fr. 3. 1. 17) so ‘explicare chartam’ is to ‘unroll a papyrus,’ and 

by a natural extension ‘ omne aeu. iii. expl. chartis’ is to ‘unfold 

all history over the extent of three papyri.’ 

wb, 8—10. 
quare habe tibi quidquid hoc libelli 
qualecunque : quod <o> patrona uirgo 

plus uno maneat perenne saeclo. 

9. qualecunque quidem ora per uirorum Jovian. Pontanus. 
qualecunque quod o patrima uirgo Scaliger. 

qualecunque quidemst patronei ut ergo Bergk prob. Munro. 

None of these emendations are wanting in cleverness, (The 

first of them I notice because it is passed over by Ellis, who 
passes over very little.) If no better defence were possible 

than is commonly offered of patrona wirgo we should have, I 

think, to accept Bergk’s palaeographically admirable correction. 
But I believe a better defence to be possible. Statius’ in- 
terpretation ‘ Minerva’ will not do (so Scaliger, so Baehrens, 

however). ‘ Mihi patrona uirgo uidetur esse Musa,’ says Ellis. 

Only on one hypothesis could patrona uirgo be = Musa: on the 
hypothesis, namely, that the volume which Catullus here 
dedicates to Nepos bore as its title the name of some one or 
other of the Muses. The custom of prefixing the names of the 

Muses as titles to volumes was familiar to the Greeks at any 
rate before the time of Lucian. See De Conscrib. Hist. cap. 42: 

1 The question is an obscure one, in law, though the ‘ populares’ 
but this seems to have been the fact questioned it. 
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in Act. cap. 1. It was also very early familiar to the Romans. 

See Suetonius, De Gramm. 6: ‘(Aurelius Opilius) composuit... 
uolumina, ex quibus nouem unius corporis, quia scriptores ac 

poetas sub clientela Musarum indicaret, non absurde et fecisse 
et scripsisse se ait ex numero diuarum et appellatione.’ I had 
noted down this latter passage before I found that a part of it 
was quoted by Ellis. If he had quoted the whole, he would 

have perhaps realised that just as Aurelius called his books by 
the names of the Muses in order to shew that the poets ete. 

were the clients of the Muses, so Catullus, if he spoke of the 

Muse as ‘patrona uirgo’ (and so of himself as cliens Musae) 
had not improbably christened his volume after some Muse. 

But which Muse? Not, I feel sure, the Muse in general: but 

a Muse. Thalia? She would doubtless be a good patrona of — 
‘nugae, ‘ineptiae’ (14. 24). But the Muse who was oftenest 
in Catullus’ thoughts was not Thalia. His favourite Muse was 

none of the Nine: but far rather the Muse whom he mentions 
in 35. 16, 17—the tenth Muse. 

And so did he perhaps call his volume ‘Musa Lesbia’? It 

could scarcely have borne a more appropriate title. (For the 

transition from Lesbia the adjective to Lesbia the substantive = 

Clodia, see Munro, Crit. and Eluc. 196. 7.) 

v. 1. uiuamus mea Lesbia atque amemus. 

For uivamus amemus add to Ellis’ note, from an unknown 

poet of Catullus’ time (Baehrens, Fragm. Poet. Lat. p. 327), 

uiuis ludis habes amas amaris, 

the last two words of which, again, recall Catull. 45. 20 amant 

amantur. 

xi. 11—12. 

Gallicum Rhenum horribilem insulam ultim- 

osque Britannos. ; 

So Ellis, of old: to whom Munro is absurdly unjust when he 

objects that ‘what the Romans dreamt of then, as we see from 
Cicero and others, was nothing more dreadful than gold, pearls, 

captives etc.’ (Crit. and Eluc. p. 100). As we see from Cicero! 

From such passages, I suppose, as Q. Fr. 2. 15. 4 timebam 

Oceanum, timebam litus insulae. As for ‘gold, pearls, captives 
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etc.’ see Ad Fam. 7.7 ‘In Britannia nihil esse audio neque 
auri neque argenti.’ 

Ellis now conjectures, horribilem sequi ult-: and so Mr 
Housman. But the elision in this foot of the last syllable of a 

pure iambic is little short of monstrous. No parallel can be 

adduced either from Catullus or from Horace. Even Hor. 
3. 11. 42 &6 allis is harsh and startling: but sequi ultim- is 
surely unthinkable. 

xii. - Munro is pretty certainly right when he says that the 

Asinius of this poem was not a Pollio. Of the cognomen Pollio 
he says: ‘Whence this surname was derived is altogether 

unknown. On the contrary: the name Pollio is pretty 

certainly derived from Judaea. It is a Latinised form of the 

name Abtaljon (so Schiirer: Geschichte des jiidischen Volks, 
vol. i. p. 294). In a recent number of the Classical Review 

(xix. 1. 37-8) I gave reasons for thinking that certain members 
of the gens Asinia were Jews. In 38 B.c. one Pollio, a Pharisee, 

a member of the Sanhedrin, materially assisted Herod the 

Great to establish himself on the throne to which the Roman 

Senate, on the motion of C. Asinius Pollio, had preferred him 
(Josephus, Antig. 15.1.1). This Pollio (Apollyon) the Pharisee 
was perhaps a brother or nephew of Gnaeus Asinius, the father 
of C. Asinius Pollio. When Gnaeus Asinius christened his 
younger son Pollio, he was no doubt paying a compliment to a 

Jewish relative. What was the occasion of this compliment ? 

Perhaps the capture of Jerusalem by Pompey in 63 B.c. Pollio 
the Pharisee was a partisan of the Roman government: and he 

may perhaps in this year have received some power or 
distinction which would give Gnaeus Asinius a motive for 

christening one of his sons by this Jewish cognomen. C. Asinius 

Pollio would be thirteen years old in 63 Bc. In 1. 11 of this 
poem he is called ‘puer.’ If the poem can thus not be earlier 

than 63 it can hardly be much later than 60. 

XXXVL 

Annales Volusi. 

Ellis on the whole inclines to reject the suggested identifica- 

tion of Volusius and Tanusius. I can, I think, add to what he 
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says against the identification a new and very strong argument, 

derived from two passages of Cicero which seem to have been 

passed over by commentators. 
If Volusius and Tanusius are one and the same, then 

Tanusius must have been a Transpadane Gaul: this is clear 

from xev. 7 Volusi annales Paduam morientur ad ipsam. 
Now of the nationality of the Tanusius whom it is sought to 

identify with Volusius we are nowhere told anything. But if 
it can be shewn that the only gens Tanusia of whom we know 

anything were certainly not Transpadanes, but a Roman family 
of some distinction, the identification of the historian Tanusius 

with the Transpadane Volusius will at once be made highly 

improbable. Now the two passages of Cicero which I have 
mentioned do shew this clearly, The first of them is Quintus 

Cicero: Comment. Petit. 2. 9: ‘cuius [Catilinae] primus. ad 

rempublicam aditus in eqguitibus Romanis occidendis fuit: nam 
illis quos meminimus Gallis? qui tum Titiniorum ac Nanniorum 
ac Tanusiorum capita demetebant (demebant codd.) Sulla unum 

Catilinam praefecerat. The second passage exists merely in 

a reference of Asconius to the Oratio in Toga Candida: 
Asconius cap. 74 (Clark p. 84): ‘<Dicitur> Catilina, cum in 
Sullanis partibus fuisset, crudeliter fecisse. Nominatim etiam 

postea Cicero dicit quos occiderit, Q. Caecilium, M. Volumnium, 

L. Tanusium.’ From these two passages it appears that the 

Tanusii were (1) equites Romani, which they could not have 
been called at this time if they had been Transpadanes: (2) a 
family of some notability in Rome. 

As a matter of fact the only strong ground for identifying 
Tanusius and Volusius is Seneca, Epp. 93. 9: ‘Annales Tanusi 

scis quam ponderosi sint et quid uocentur. That quid uocentur 
refers to Catullus’ cacata carta I do not doubt. But I do not 
think that we need therefore necessarily identify Tanusius and 

Volusius. I fancy that this passage of Seneca admits of a 

simple explanation. That there existed both a gens Tanusia 
and a gens Volusia is certain. That both a Tanusius and 

a Volusius should write ‘ Annales’ is no more strange than that 

both Ennius and Varro should do so, I imagine that just as 

1 These Galli must be Gallic bravos hired for the Sullan executions. 
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there existed a gens Volusia and a gens Tanusia so there also 
existed an ‘Annales Volusi’ and an ‘Annales Tanusi.’ The 
ponderosity etc. of the latter earned for it in common speech 
the opprobrious name which Catullus applied to the former. 

Lewis and Short, I notice, give Tanisius, with long u. I do 
not imagine that there is any authority for this. 

xxxvil. 3—5. 
solis putatis esse mentulas uobis, 

solis licere quidquid est puellarum 

confutuere et putare ceteros hircos. 

Ellis wishes to give the word hircos the connotation male 
mentulatos. But no noun, however connotative, can connote 

its opposite, as hircos would in this case have to do. hircos 
must mean either salaces or male olentes. But of these two 
senses either is in the context inept. There is I believe some 

corruption in the text. I had originally thought of curtos for 

hircos’, but (1) though curtus is used of a gelding I doubt if it 
can be applied to a man in the sense of castratus: (2) putare is 

highly suspicious, since the construction must be putatis licere 
putare which it is difficult to believe that Catullus could be 
guilty of. I would suggest stuprare ceteris hircos i.e. putatisne 

solis uobis puellas licere confutuere, ceteris licere tantum hircos 
stuprare? The idea conveyed by hircum stuprare comes out 

more clearly in Plautus, Casina 1017—1018, whence I derived 

my emendation :— 

uerum qui non manibus clare quantum poterit plauserit 
el pro scorto supponetur hircus unctus nautea. 

‘He who does not like my play—hircwm stupret.’ 

xlix. 7. ; 
omnium patronus, 

Cicero, Pro Caelio § 32, calls Clodia ‘omnium amicam,’ 
Had Catullus this stinging phrase in mind ? 

lv. 8—9. 
- quas uultu uidi tamen sereno. 

a uel te sic ipse flagitabam : 

1 Similarly Tibullus 2, 1. 58 the 2? Though Cicero Lex Manil. § 37 
MSS have hircus for curtas. has putamus.. .cogitare. 
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Perhaps quas uultu ut uidi tamen sereno 

auerti sic ete. 

ib, 22. dum uostri (nostri codd. dett.) sis particeps amoris. 
uostri= tri. Perhaps dum wert etc.: ‘so long as you are truly 

and really in love.” Cf. xi. 19 nullum amans were. 

Ixi. 181 = 127 sqq. 

da nuces pueris, iners 
concubine: satis diu 

-lusisti nucibus: lubet 

iam seruire Talasio. 

That the third line is rightly punctuated I cannot believe. 

The point of the lines is that the concubinus shall give nuts on 

the occasion of Mallius’ bridal. He is now to give up his 
connection with Mallius: satis diu lusisti=satis diu stupro 

usus es in Mallio: and, therefore, nucibus iam iuuet seruire 

Talasio, let Mallius be married propitiously: let Talasius have 

his service of nuts. I would, in other words, read :— 

lusisti: nucibus duet 

iam seruire Talasio. 

lxiii, 49. 

patriam allocuta ita uoce miseritus maiestas (magestates 

O, miseritus suprascr. miseriter G), GOR. 

All editors print Avancius’ correction 

patriam allocuta maestast ita uoce miseriter. 

But miseriter has little authority now that R, with O, supports 
miseritus: and in any case it would be nearer to the ductus 

litterarum to read 

patriam allocuta, moesta se ita uoce miseritast. 

ib. 53—4. 

ut apud niuem et ferarum gelida stabula forem 
et earum omnium adirem furibunda latibula. 

For et earum omnium (=oifi) adirem, I would suggest et 

aprum uia<s> adirem, taking furibunda latibula in apposition 
with uias aprum. For aprorum uias cf. 72 ubi cerua siluicul- 
tius, ubi aper nemoriuagus. 
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Ixii, 41. 

quem mulcent aurae, firmat sol, educat imber. 

Cf. Catalepton iii.* 14 

uua pampinea rubens educata sub umbra, 

which suggests here educat umbra. umbra while giving a good 

antithesis to sol develops the idea of in saeptis secretus... 

hortis. 

Ixiii, 24, 

ubi sacra sancta acutis ululatibus agitant. 

Ellis takes sancta as an adjective: ‘a rare collocation.’ It 

should, I think, be regarded as P. P. P. and construed with 

ululatibus : ‘rites hallowed by shrill shoutings.’ 

ib. 32. 
comitata tympano Attis per opaca nemora dux. 

‘Possibly the tambourine with its noise and bells is thought 
of personally’ (Ellis), Possibly the text is corrupt. For the 

barely tolerable ‘ comitata tympano’ I would suggest ‘comitum 
alta tympano ’—‘ Attis by the noise of his timbrels guiding his 
companions through the dark forest depths.’ 

ab. 75. 

geminas deorum ad aures noua nuntia referens. 

I believe that the text here is sound, but that no one has 

rightly interpreted it. geminas deorum aures means, not ‘the 
two ears,’ but ‘the listening ears of the gods. ‘To sleep on 

both ears’ was a proverbial expression both in Greek and in 
Latin for ‘to hear nothing’ ‘not to bother. For the Greek, 
see Aulus Gellius ii. 23. In Latin cf. Terence, Heaut. Tim. 

2. 3.101 in aurem utramuis otiose ut dormias: and Plautus, 

Pseud. 1. 121 

Ps. de istac re in oculum utrumuis conquiescito. 
Ca. oculum anne in aurem ? 
Ps. at hoc peruolgatumst nimis. 

Accordingly when a sound is said to approach ‘the two 
ears of the gods, it is meant that the gods’ ears were listening 
or wide awake: geminas, in other words, = audientes. 

Journal of Philology. vou. xxx1. 5 
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ab. 65. 

| mihi ianuae frequentes, mihi limina tepida. 

Statius interpreted tepida as ‘swarming’ (ef. feruere). 
Most modern edd. render ‘warm with the bodies of my lovers 

lying on the threshold” I would suggest that the expression 
should be interpreted in the light of such passages as Persius 

1. 109 limina frigescunt: and that tepida means ‘kind to 

friends, ‘welcoming friends’: limina quae amicis non friges- 

cebant: and this brings us very near to ‘ thronged.” 

lxiv. 45. . 

candet ebur soliis, collucent pocula mensae. 

Ellis debates whether mensae is gen. or dat. If the 
words mean what I think they mean it can only be dative. 

I do not think that Catullus means merely that ‘the seats are 

of shining ivory, and the table glows with cups. He means 
that ‘the seats are of shining ivory, and the cups and tables 

are of the same glowing substance as one another ie. the 

table is of gold and the cups are of gold.’ 

ab. 103—4. 

non ingrata tamen frustra munuscula diuis 

promittens tacito succendit uota labello. 

Ellis can hardly be right in retaining succendit in 104, 

Some of the codd. dett. read suspendit, which Ellis appears to 

me to misunderstand. He renders “she let her vows hover or 
hang irresolutely: ie. only gave them half utterance.” But 

surely the idea in suspendere uota is that of hanging up a 

votive tablet: and the expression is quite intelligible. A 

tempting, but unnecessary correction, would be tacita... 

tabella. ; 

ab. 109—110. 

illa procul radicitus exturbata 

prona cadit lateque cum eius obuia (omnia) frangens. 

So the MSS: quot editores tot emendationes. I fancy that 
the MS error proceeds from confusion of contractions. The 

archetype had, I believe, in 110, late qe’ uetus (i.e. late 
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quercus uetus) which was mistaken by the parent of GO for 
lateq. ci eius. Apart from the contraction-signs there is in 

fact (save t =i) no difference between the one reading and the 
other. quercus wetus will be semi-parenthetical and will half- 

recall quercum aut conigeram...pinum in 106. That our arche- 
type was full of contractions is everywhere abundantly 

manifested. (Cf. e.g. 78*. 4 loquet? = loquetur.) 

wb. 303—306. 

qui postquam niueis fluxerunt sedibus artus 
large multiplici constructae sunt dape mensae, 
cum interea infirmo quatientes corpora motu 

ueridicos Parcae coeperunt edere cantus, 

In 305 cum interea we have an elision which is without 
parallel in the hexameters of Catullus, and almost without 
parallel in Latin hexameters generally. Virgil has s: ad 
uitulam beginning a line, but in an early poem (Kel. 3. 48). 
Lucretius 4. 1205 has quom interea as the first words of a 

line; but the text is there somewhat disturbed, and in any 

ease Catullus’ hexameters are everywhere much more finished. 

A simple and, I think, an effective, alteration here of cum 

interea would be tum uetera. In 303 I should also be inclined 
to read quis for qui (i.e. quibus postquam constructae sunt dape 

mensae tum... Parcae etc.). 
The objection I bring against cum interea applies a fortiori 

in 350 to Baehrens’ conjecture cum incultum. It is astonishing 
that Dr Postgate should print this emendation in his text. 

It is true that Catullus occasionally elides a monosyllable at 
the beginning of a line in his elegiacs, as e.g. 65, 22: 67. 30: 

68, 14,118. But his hexameters are altogether free from the 
metrical roughness which everywhere characterises his elegiacs. 
In |. 350 instead of Baehrens’ cum incultum (for cum inciuum) 
I would suggest cum lacerum (=lac?um). la-, if the a@ were 
of the open form, would easily pass into Zn: and between 

Ine?um and Inciuuwm (=Inciuti) the difference is very small, 
For lacerwm cf. Seneca Troad. 99, 100 (cited by Ellis) soluimus 

- omnes lacerum multo funere crinem which must surely be an 

echo of this passage. 

5—2 
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wb. 320—321. 

haec tum clarisona pellentes uellera uoce 

talia diuino fuderunt carmine fata. 

In 320 editors have mostly exercised themselves with 
emending pellentes. But no suspicion seems to have fallen 
on the to me meaningless and otiose woce. I believe woce to 
be corrupt and to be a mere stopgap inserted to supply some 

lost word. What that lost word is seems to me to be indi- 

cated (1) by clarisona which (if woce disappears) demands tela, 

(2) by uellera = uella after which tela would easily be lost. 

ab, 330. 

quae tibi flexanimum mentis perfundat amorem. 

So Al. Guarino for flexo animo of MSS—a slighter change 
than any other. mentis amorem: ‘inward love,’ Ellis. Rather 

flecanimum governs mentis, ‘love which subdues the mind’: 
amor qui flectit animum mentis (almost). A parallel to the 

expression may be found in Aesch. Agam. OujoBdpov dpéva 
Avs (Av7rn OupoBopos Ppevds would be a more exact parallel). 

Oupos = animus, dpéva = mentem, 

ab, 353. 
praesternens cultor 

aristas. 
messor 

Ellis still retains the cultor of G. But surely the only 

explanation of the dual lection is to suppose that in the copy 

from which G is derived praesternésmessoraristas had by a 
double haplography (mess- being lost after -nés, and -or before 
ar-) passed into praesternés aristas, cultor being added as an 

intelligent metrical stopgap. In other words given an arche- 
type with messor, a reason can be shewn for the appearance in 

one of its descendants of cultor: given an archetype with 

cultor, messor remains unexplained. 

Ixvi. 53 nutantibus...pennis: surely ‘drowsy,’ as Statius, 
Theb. 1. 340, and often. 

Ixviii. 69—72. 

ad quam communes exerceremus amores : 

quo mea ‘se molli candida diua pede 
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intulit, et trito fulgentem in limine plantam 

innixa arguta constituit solea. 

Of communes amores Ellis rightly says that it cannot mean 
‘a mistress shared by both’: yet on the analogy of Petron. 105 

(communem amicam), Martial 11. 81. 1 (communem Aeglen) 
this is what it should mean. Neither of the other two expla- 
nations he suggests seem possible: (1) communes can hardly 
mean ‘mihi et Lesbiae communes,’ and (2) ‘pursuing their 
loves in common, in the same house’ (so Munro) would require 
not communes but confines: and confines is what I believe 

Catullus wrote. 
In 31 Ellis explains trito not as ‘well trod’ (cf. 115 pluribus 

ut caeli tereretur ianua diuis) but as=&eoros. Rightly no 
doubt, but he does not-adduce what is the strongest support 

of this interpretation. The four lines I have transcribed 
contain several echoes of the sixty-first poem (the Epitha- 
lamium). The coming of Lesbia to the house of Manlius 
(though Lesbia did not come deatra deducta paterna 143) is 
described in the same language as Catullus in lxi uses of the 

bride crossing the threshold. trito limine is thé exact equi- 
valent of rassilem forem in 61. 168=164, Further, comparing 

in 72 arguta solea with 61.10 luteum soccum, 61. 167 =163 
aureolos pedes I have little doubt that for arguta we should 
read here awrata. aurata first became aruta, and the cor- 

rection to arguta was then inevitable. If arguta is retained 
it must denote not either ‘shapely’ or ‘creaking’ (as Ellis and 

edd. generally) but something appealing to the sense of colour 
—something like what is conveyed by Gray’s ‘glance their 
many-twinkling feet.’ 

ab. 143. 

nec tamen illa mihi dextra deducta paterna. 

But the fathers in Rome did not escort the brides to their 
new homes. For deducta we ought, I fancy, to read depacta,— 
of the pactio nuptialis. See Plaut. Trin. 1183 

Ch. haec tibi pactast Calliclei filia. Ze. ego ducam, 

pater. 
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Ixxxi. 4, 

hospes inaurata pallidior statua. 

inaurata ‘composed of wood or some similar material and 
then coated with gilding, says Ellis. This I believe to be a 

very incorrect account of what the Romans understood by a 
statua inaurata. I only comment upon the words because 
I am not sure that there is anywhere to be found a respectable 
account of the meanings of inauratus. The account given in 

Lewis and Short is quite inadequate. I will begin by supple- 

menting the references in that lexicon, and those given here 

by Ellis, by the following passages where I have noted the use 
of the word. 

Cic. Phil. 5. § 41 eique statuam inauratam in rostris... 
statul, 

Auct. ad Herenn. 2. § 34 (quoting Ennius) petebant illam 
pellem inauratam arietis. [Similarly Lactantius Placidus (but 

I cannot recover the reference) uses inaurata pellis of the 
golden fleece. | 

Prop. 1. 16. 3 cuius inaurati celebrarunt limina currus. 
Tib. 4. 1. 15 =3. 7. 15 inaurato taurus cadit hostia cornu. 

Ov. Met. 13. 700, 701 

hactenus antiquo signis fulgentibus aere 

summus inaurato crater erat asper acantho. 

Suet. Jul. 54 tria milia pondo auri furatus e Capitolio 
tantundem inaurati aeris reposuit. 

Digest 18. 14 nam si inauratum aliquid sit, licet ego 
aureum putem, ualet uenditio: si autem aes pro auro ueneat, 

non ualet. 

This last passage is of great importance. The Roman 

lawyers, we learn, held that a man who bought an object that 
was imauratum, thinking it to be awreuwm, must abide by the 

purchase, Contrast with this Digest 18. 41 (where silver is 
in question): Mensam argento coopertam mihi ignoranti pro 

solida uendidisti imprudens: nulla est emptio. It at once 

becomes clear that to the ordinary Roman inauratus meant 
commonly something much more than ‘coated with gilding.’ 
The aliquid inauratum in Dig. 18. 14 is a uiriola, a bracelet, 
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“quae aurea dicebatur...eaque inuenta esset magna ex parte 
aenea.’ The implication is that an object which was inaura- 

tum was something composed mainly of gold with some 
admixture of bronze. Everything in fact seems to point to 
an alloy in which the predominant metal was gold. 

This hypothesis of. an alloy seems also to be the simplest 

explanation of Suetonius, Jul. 54. And if we look at one or 

two passages in which statwae inauratae are mentioned, 

I fancy that this alloy hypothesis will be strengthened. 
Cicero (Phil. 5. § 41) speaks of a statua inaurata as the highest 
honour which the Roman Senate could decree to a citizen. 

He can hardly be thinking, therefore, of a statue, as Ellis 
would have it, ‘composed of wood or some similar material 
and then coated with gilding. Such a statue would have 

been inferior to one ex aere facta. Look eg. at Cic. Verr. 
2. 2.§ 50. In the BovdreuvtHpsov at Syracuse, Cicero there tells 
us, there was a statue of Marcellus ‘ex aere facta. Verres in 

this place caused to be erected to himself ‘statuam inauratam’ 

and another to his son. And Verres was not likely to have 
anything not of the best. And as a matter of fact, do we ever 
read of statues of any material more precious than that of the 

statuae inauratae? The materials in which the best sculptors at 

Rome worked were marble and bronze (Virg. Aen. 6. 848—9). 
Of silver statues I can recall no mention: nor can I find at 

the moment more than one passage where a gold statue is 
mentioned: and that is a merely hypothetical, and a comic, 

statue; Plaut. Curc. 4. 39 sqq.: 

statuam uult dare auream 
solidam faciundam ex auro Philippo. 

And this general absence of references to gold statues 
(some references, no doubt, there are which have escaped me)! 

seems to me to point to the fact that the inauwrata statua is 
practically the equivalent of aurea statua. The less costly 
statues were made of bronze (as e.g. that of Serv. Sulpicius, 

Cic. Phil. 9. § 16, that of Marcellus, Cic, Verr, 2. 2.§ 50). The 

1 While passing these sheets through the press I recall Virgil, Ecl. 7. 36 
(another hypothetical gold statue) and Pliny N. H. 23. 12 (a silver statue). 
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highest honour was that of an inaurata statua which, like an 
inaurata uiriola (Dig. 18. 14), was almost as costly as gold, 

and would more correctly be described as magna ex parte 

aenea (Dig. 18. 14) than as merely magna ex parte aurea. 

I may add (1) that in no passage which I can find does 

inauratus necessarily mean ‘coated with gilding’: (2) that its 

constant use in the poets as a metrical substitute for aureus 
points to the fact that aliquid inauratum was in substance very 
little different from aliquid aureum: i.e. that it was gold so 
alloyed with bronze as to be both workable and durable. 

(‘To coat with gilding’ is extrinsecus inaurare, Cic. De Div. 
§ 48.) Even in Juv. 13.151 I see no difficulty in supposing 

that a solid femur Herculis was ‘pared, just as people pared — 

gold coins before the age of milled edges. 

What I have here said of nauratus hardly applies, I suspect, 
also to auratus: but I have not been able to collect and examine 

the references. Lucretius speaks of gold mines as aurata 

metalla, 

CV. 

Mentula conatur Pipleum scandere montem : 

Musae furcillis praecipitem eiciunt. 

‘Mentula is a bad poet.’ No doubt: but Catullus does not 

write a poem in order to say nothing worse of him than this. 

The mere word ‘ Mentula’ prepares us for something different. 
I have little doubt that scandere has a double entendre, and 

bears the senswm obscenum often found in the Greek avaBaivew, 

and which seems to underlie the descendit of 112. 2: and as 

little doubt that the same is true in 1. 2 of furcillis: for which 

see Petronius 132 furciferae timore mortifero, Musa was a 

Roman proper name, and some persons actually bearing that 

name may here be alluded to. On the other hand, just as 

Clodia = Lesbia = Musa decima, so perhaps Musae = Lesbii 
= Clodii, and the allusion is to Lesbia’s two brothers. Pipleum 
montem then = Lesbiae corpus, 

CXV. | 
Mentula habet instar triginta iugera prati 

quadraginta arui: cetera sunt maria, 
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cur non diuitiis Croesum superare potis sit 
uno qui in saltu totmoda possideat, ' 

prata arua ingentis siluas saltusque paludesque 
usque ad Hyperboreos et mare ad Oceanum ? 

omnia magna haec sunt: tamen ipse est maximus ultor, 

non homo sed uero mentula magna minax. 

It is an ungracious task to rescue from the obscurity to 

which time and accident have consigned them the obscenities of 
a great poet. But, asin 105, so here, this task seems to devolve 
upon me. But first I would wish to correct 1. 5. Catullus 

nowhere in his elegiacs allows himself a bypermetric syllable. 

(At 66.77 no one but Baehrens accepts Heinsius’ expersa | un- 
guentis.) At 64, 298 cum conjuge natisque aduenit, the hyper- 
metric syllable is quite suitable to the epic metre: but just as 
at 64. 305 Catullus could not write, as I believe, cwm interea 

_ at the beginning of a hexameter, though he elides a mono- 

syllable at the beginning of an elegiac line, so it is highly 
unlikely that he would allow himself in elegiacs the hyper- 

metric syllable which is the proper licence of the hexameter. 
In 1. 5, then, I would read 

prata arua ingentis siluas sata tesqua paludes, 

which is near to the ductus litterarum and will, if what I am 

going to say of the saltus Mumurrae be correct, be seen to be a 

necessary change. Saltus is used in Plautus at least twice of 

the female pudenda. See in particular Casina 9221. Anyone 
who cares to investigate the peculiar situation there described 

will see that saltus can also be used of the male pudenda. 
And it is, I think, so used in this poem of Catullus. Mentula 
owes his fortune and vast estates to his saltus = membrum 

uirile. By this he has found favour with ‘cinaedus Romulus’ 

(29): ‘pulcre conuenit improbis cinaedis Mamurrae pathicoque 
Caesarique’ (57). With this interpretation we can at once see 
the meaning of ll. 1, 2, 

cetera sunt maria=cetera sunt stupra in maribus. 

1 I may add here that anyone who __holerum, 
_ wishes to interpret 94 ‘ipsa olera I give the lines of Plautus according 

olla legit’ correctly should note in to the edition of Lindsay. 

this same play 1. 912 non fuit quicquam 
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And just as maria has here a twofold meaning so have pratt 
and arua :—a meaning which may be illustrated from Plautus, 
Truc. 148 sqq. 

Di. uolo habere aratiunculam pro copia hic apud uos. 

As. non aruos hic, sed pascuost ager: si arationes 

habituris, qui arari solent, ad pueros ire meliust. 

hune nos habemus publicum, illi alii sunt publicani, 

With the last line cf. Veneris publicum in 141. 

In 1. 7 no capa hei correction has been proposed: perhaps 
tamen ipse est maximu’ saltus. 

The sense which I have in this passage given to saltus 
I would of course understand it to bear also in cxiv. The 

general drift of that poem is :—Mentula has vast estates: an 

enormous saltus: ‘saltum laudemus dummodo ipse egeat’: 
I would gladly admit that his saltus was fine provided his 
wealth ended there, i.e. provided his master did not give him 

the plunder of Gaul and Britain as a reward for it. dwmmodo 
tpse in 6, however, can hardly stand. Perhaps dum, modo 
dum, ipse egeat. For modo dum = dummodo, see Culex 2380. 

B. LucRETIUS. 

A stranger arriving in Rome about the end of April or the 

beginning of May in the year 55 B.c. would probably have 
found the whole of Rome talking of one of two things— either 

the splendid games which Pompey was shortly to exhibit, post 
hominum memoriam apparatissimi magnificentissimique ludi'; 

or the recent scene in the Senate house in which Cicero had 
answered triumphantly the savage attack made upon him by 

Piso Caesoninus. Piso had just returned from Macedonia. 

Cicero had just come up from Puteoli, where he had been busy 

upon the De Oratore*. The speech In Pisonem would be upon 
everybody’s lips: and copies of it were probably already in 

1 Cic. in Pis. 27. 65: cp. Epp. ad Div. 7. 1. 
2 Ad Att. 4, 13. 
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circulation. At the same time probably upon everybody’s lips 
and in everybody’s hands were two poems of Catullus (xxviii 
and xlvii) written shortly before this date, in which this same 
Piso was vehemently attacked. One of these two poems (xlvii) 

is addressed to ‘ Porcius and Socration, Piso’s right hand men 

at thieving’ The other (xxviii) is addressed to Catullus’ two 
friends, Veranius and Fabullus. The theme of both poems is 
the ill-treatment accorded to these two friends by Piso, of 
whose proconsular staff they had been members. In xxviii 

Catullus compares the treatment they had received from Piso 
with that which he himself had met with at the hands of the 
propraetor Memwmius in Bithynia. This same Memmius is 
also assailed in the tenth poem of Catuilus. He is furthermore 
the Memmius to whom is dedicated the De Rerum Natura of 
Lucretius. Memmius and Piso had a great deal more in 

common than a genius for the disreputable and a brute in- 
competence in the administration of their provinces. Both 
were keenly interested in literature. Both were students of 
philosophy, and of the same system of philosophy—the Epi- 

curean. Cicero addresses Piso? as ‘Epicure noster ex hara 
producte, non ex schola, and his language would no doubt 
have been equally applicable to Memmius. Who Memmius’ 
instructor in philosophy may have been we do not know. The 
most celebrated Epicurean philosophers of the day were Syron, 
under whom Virgil studied, Catius perhaps the master of 
Cassius’, Amafinius, Phaedrus, Patro, and, lastly, Philodemus, 

who was the teacher and friend of Piso. Philodemus, besides 

being a philosopher, was also a poet utriusque linguae*. Up- 
wards of forty of his epigrams (a few of doubtful authenticity) 

are still extant in the Greek Anthology: two of them are 
addressed to Piso. They are chiefly of an amatory character, 
and many of them are not without merit. The mention of 

Philodemus in Horace, Sat. 1. 2. 121, though it adds little to 

1 duae sinistrae Pisonis. he would read them out in the Senate 
? In Pis. 16. 37. if they were a little less indecent. 
5 Ad Fam, 15. 16. These poems therefore must presum- 
* Of his poems on the various ably have been written in Latin. 

debaucheries of Piso Cicero says that 
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his credit, is sufficient to shew that he was a person of con- 
siderable reputation. The evident anxiety of Cicero, in his 

speech against Piso, to shew as much deference as possible to 

Philodemus is very interesting. He everywhere makes excuses 
for him, and mingles with his censure of him a good deal of 

studied compliment to his ability and culture. The only 
possible explanation of this is that certain persons who were 
friends of Philodemus were also friends of Cicero. I would 
suggest—and the grounds for the suggestion will appear later 

—that those persons were Trebatius and Q. Cicero’. 
Another Greek littérateur in attendance upon Piso was— 

probably the Socration of Catullus xlix. Catullus’ two friends, 

Veranius and Fabullus, were also perhaps aspirants in literature. 

Memmius appears to have been the friend not only of Lucretius 

and Catullus, but also of Helvius Cinna. Nor are Memmius 

and Piso solitary examples of aristocratic Romans who combined 

military and administrative offices with the study and patronage 
of literature and of the Epicurean philosophy. Caesar’s general, 

Pansa, and his murderer Cassius, are two other notable 
examples. 

A fashionable literary Rome saturated with Epicureanism : 

the great administrators of the day, Piso, Memmius, Pansa, 

Cassius, the patrons of an Epicurean literature and life: their 
clients men like Lucretius, Catullus, Cinna, Philodemus, Vera- 

nius, Fabullus, Socration, Porcius?:—such was the Latin culture- 

aspect of the years 55-54 B.c.: all this Epicureanism (soon to 

claim Virgil among its adherents) on the one side: a great 
school of revolt: and on the other side Marcus Cicero and 

middle-class respectability. Such was the conjuncture at which 

appeared the poem of Lucretius ‘—libros...quos postea Cicero 
emendauit.’ . 

Prima facie, then, Marcus Cicero would seem to be a very 

unlikely person to edit the poem of Lucretius. To these prima 
facie considerations may be added the facts (1) that in writing 

1 They were persons who were not 2 We may perhaps add Sallust, 
Epictreans. For, while in this speech the author of the Empedoclea (Cic. 

Cicero spares Philodemus, he does not Q. Fr. 2. 9). 

spare Epicureanism. 
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to Memmius (Ad Fam. 13. 1) he seems to be actually unaware 

that Memmius is an Epicurean: (2) that in the Tusculan 
Disputations (e.g. 2. 3. 7) he expressly states that while, like 
all other persons who are mediocriter docti, he is familiar with 
the tenets of Latin Epicureanism, he has yet never read any 
Latin works of the Epicurean school (quippe quos non legerim): 

and he adds, ‘cur legendi sint nisi ipsi inter se qui idem sen- 
tiunt non intellego. Against all this we have to set (1) the 
statement of Jerome that Cicero ‘emended’ the poem of 

Lucretius: (2) the fact that Cicero mentions the poem in a 
letter to Quintus. ‘Cicero emendauit, says Jerome. That 
Jerome is dependent on Suetonius no one doubts. Nor is it 

credible that either Jerome or Suetonius could have written 

‘Cicero’ meaning ‘Quintus Cicero.’ Cicero alone could for 

either of them mean only the orator. Indeed Suetonius is so 
careful to guard against a confusion of the two brothers that 

he more often than not, in his literary works, gives the orator 

his praenomen, writing ‘M. Cicero.’ He omits the praenomen 

only in cases where confusion would be impossible, e.g. where 
he refers to some well-known writing of M. Cicero, or in such 

phrases as ‘consule Cicerone’ (De Gramm. 9). On the other 
hand, if Suetonius had written ‘Q. Cicero, it would have been 

only too easy for the ‘Q’ to have become lost before the ‘C’ in 

some one or more of his MSS. The same accident has, accord- 

ing to Ellis, occurred at Pliny N. H. 38. 81, where our two 

best MSS have ‘Catullus’ instead of the ‘Q. Catullus’ of 
all the others. If Suetonius had written—and this would 
be more consistent with his ordinary practice—‘M. Cicero,’ 

the ‘M.’ would be less liable to drop out: and I believe the 
hypothesis of a lost ‘Q’ before ‘Cicero’ is the simplest solu- 

tion of the difficulties of this much discussed reference of 
Jerome. 

This brings me to the famous letter of Cicero to Quintus 
(Q. Fr. 2. 9. §§ 4, 5): 

‘Reliquis diebus, si quid erit quod te scire opus sit, aut 

etiamsi nihil erit, tamen scribam cottidie aliquid. Pridie Idus 
neque tibi neque Pomponio deero, Lucreti poemata, ut scribis 

ita sunt, multis luminibus ingeni, multae tamen artis. Sed 
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cum ueneris. Virum te putabo si Salusti Empedoclea legeris, 
hominem non putabo!,’ 

I print the text as it is punctuated by Tyrrell, who first 

perceived the proper connection of ‘Sed cum ueneris. I see 

no reason for any emendation. But I am not satisfied with the 
ordinary interpretation of those who retain the text. They 

suppose that the tamen of multae tamen artis conveys an 
answer to some criticism of Quintus—‘ the poems of Lucretius 

have plenty of ingenium, but you are wrong in saying that they 
have not also plenty of ars.” They suppose in other words that 
‘multis luminibus ingeni’ belongs to Quintus, and that ‘multae 

tamen artis’ is the addition or correction of Marcus. No: the 

whole sentence is Quintus’. The poems of Lucretius, Quintus 

had written, are full of ingentum and yet full of ars. The 
tamen in other words answers an imaginary objection: the 
objection, namely, that there is some irreconcilable antagonism 

between ingeniwm and ars. ‘g 
Munro comments on this letter thus: ‘Four months after 

the death of Lucretius he (Marcus) and his brother Quintus 

had read the poem...this seems too short a time for the 

Ciceros to have read and to be writing about the poem if 
neither of them had had anything to do with preparing it for 

publication.,..Quintus in these months must have been thinking 
far more of the art of war than of the art of poetry: for in the 
summer of 700 (54 B.c.) he was fighting as Caesar’s legate in 
Britain and Gaul*.’ Now Lucretius, as I have said, may very 

well have been dead for a whole year, so that to build on this 

basis is dangerous. I may note, however, that if he died on 

later than Feb. 9. 

? That Lucretius died in 55 may be 
taken as certain. That he died on 

1 The following considerations will 

date this letter fairly exactly : (1) the 
words ‘Pridie Idus’ etc, refer to the 

events of Feb. 12, 54 3.c. related in 

2. 10: (2) the absence of ‘ Feb,’ after 

*Pridie Idus’ shews that the letter 

was itself written in February: (3) if 

it had been written on either Feb. 10 

or Feb. 11, Cicero would have written 

not ‘Pridie Idus’ but either ‘tertio 

die’ or ‘cras.’ Ergo, the letter was 

written not earlier than Feb. 1 nor 

Oct. 15 there is, as I have suggested 
(p. 58), no strong ground for be- 
lieving. 

For the antithesis uirum, ‘a man 

of courage,’ hominem, one susceptible 
to the ordinary weaknesses of human 

nature, see Epp. ad Fam. 5. 17, 

1. 28 sqq. (to Publius Sestius). 
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Oct. 15, 54, less than four months will have elapsed between 

his death and this letter of Cicero, Yet that even within this 
narrow three months period Quintus could have had plenty of 
leisure for editing Lucretius, Munro himself must have been 
quite well aware, for he quotes! part of Ep. Q. Fr. 3. 6 [54 B.c.], 
from which it appears that, amid the actual occupations of war, 

Quintus found time to write four tragedies in sixteen days. A 
genius so prolific could easily have ‘emended’ a book of Lucre- 
tius per diem. As a matter of fact the sentence ‘ Lucreti 

poemata ut scribis ete. proves nothing more than that in 
Feb. 54 Quintus had already read with some attention, and 

Cicero had looked into (and perhaps that was all?) some 
portion of the De Rerum Natura. Had either at this date 

already ‘emended’ (I avoid ‘edited’ intentionally) the poem ? 
I fancy that the emending, which I believe to have been 

the work of Quintus, was done at a later date. Cicero speaks 
of ‘Lucreti poemata, and the most natural explanation of this 

strange use of the plural is that the poem of Lucretius, left 

unfinished by its author, was at this time appearing in parts. 
A few months later we learn from Q. Fr. 3. 6 (already referred 
to) that Quintus had asked Cicero to collect for the library of 

- his new villa certain Greek and Latin books. What the Latin 

books were we are not told. ‘De Latinis uero,’ writes Marcus, 

‘quo me uertam nescio: ita mendose scribuntur et ueneunt.’ 
This can hardly mean that at Rome Latin MSS generally were 

worse copied than Greek. Such a condition of things is 
‘ineredible. It must refer surely to particular books for which 

4 
4 

Quintus had asked. And I would suggest that these works of 
which it was so difficult to procure respectable copies were the 
poems of Lucretius, Quintus was at this time at the seat of 
war in Gaul. Why, it will be asked, this enthusiasm for. 

Lucretius at such a time and place? What had the legate of 
Caesar to do with the latest Epicurean tractates? The answer 
to this question is furnished by Ad Fam. 7. 12. This is a 
letter written by Cicero in 53 B.c. to his friend Trebatius who, 
like Quintus, was with Caesar’s army. Trebatius had turned 

1 Vol. ii. pp. 2, 3, ed. iv. 
* This is rather suggested by sed cum ueneris. 
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Epicurean, and was so uneasy about his conversion that he had 

ceased to write to Cicero, leaving him to learn the news from 

Pansa. Indicauit mihi Pansa meus Epicureum te esse factum, 
writes Cicero, Amid some touches of playfulness, he adds with 
a melancholy seriousness, ‘Si plane a nobis deficis moleste 

fero.” He has a faint hope that Trebatius’ Epicureanism may 

be merely assumed in order to win him advancement. Sin 
Pansae assentire commodum est, ignosco: if you are merely 

trying to ingratiate yourself with Pansa I don’t mind. Pansa 

had the ear of Caesar, and thus apparently in the camp of 

Caesar promotion went by Epicureanism. Cicero might well 

say ‘O praeclara castra.’ The Gallic army appears as a very 

hotbed of Epicureanism. Quintus and Trebatius were together: 
and Quintus, as we know from his four tragedies written in 

sixteen days, was in this period full of literary interests. Is it 
unlikely that, like Trebatius and others in these ‘praeclara 
castra, he was interesting himself in Epicurean literature ? 
And if in Epicurean literature, in what if not in Lucretius, in 

whom he was so interested on the very eve of his departure for 
Gaul? A Roman camp was in some ways very like Rome 

itself. It had its literary men who wrote and read. It was 

subject to the literary fashions of the moment. And the 
literary fashion of this particular moment was Lucretius. It 

is difficult not to connect the Epicureanism of the Gallic army 
with the publication of the De Rerum Natura. Quintus 

Cicero at Samarobriva ‘emending’ the poem of Lucretius is 

in no way a stranger figure than Quintus Cicero in the same 
place writing an ‘Electra’ (Q. Fr. 3.6). And if at the same 

time he was as we know (7b.) trying to get for his library 
certain Latin books of which he could procure only copies 

‘mendose scripta,’ what more likely than that these books were 
books of Lucretius ? 

I will not say that everything points to Quintus as the 

‘emender’ of Lucretius. But it may, I think, be said that 
everything points away from Marcus Cicero and that many 
things seem to point to Quintus. If either did anything for 
the text of Lucretius it was Quintus. No doubt, however, the 

traditional view has this much truth in it, that, through 
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Marcus, Quintus had the assistance, in the collecting and 

copying of MSS, of Atticus and Tyrannio. 

Lucretius i. 360, 361. 

nam si tantundemst in lanae glomere quantum 

corporis in plumbo, tantundem pendere par est. 

The word glomus appears in classical Latin perhaps only 

here and in Hor. Ep. 1. 13. 14 where it is scanned glémus, But 
glimero is frequent in the poets: and gldmeramen is used by 
Lucr. himself. I would suggest that the text of 360 arose from 

nam si tantundemst lanae in glomeraie quantum, 

where the lines above the letters ai in glomeraie (= glomer- 
amine) were taken as marks of deletion, glomere resulting and 

the words Janae in being then transposed metri gratia. 

li. 28. laqueata aurataque templa. 

For templa edd. restore rightly tecta. In Catullus 64. 75 
similarly the MSS have, for tecta, tempta or templa: where 

Ellis’ saepta is quite unnecessary, templa = tépla = tépta: and 
in rustic capitals C and P are frequently indistinguishable. 

I have noted in Lucr. confusions of C and P at ii. 219: iii. 438: 
iv. 570: iv. 590: v. 889: v. 1229: vi. 151. This confusion of 
C and P is no doubt the explanation of the constant inter- 

_ change in MSS of pectus and tempus (e.g. Lucr. ii. 46, Catull. 
Ixiv. 73 pectore Peiper for tempore): tempus = TEPTVS = TECTVS 

= PECTVS. 

iii. 504, 

tum quasi uacillans primum consurgit. 

In iv. 1124 the MSS have wigillans for uacillans. I would 

here therefore propose 

tum quasi <se> euigilans etc. 

ili, 992—4, 

sed Tityos nobis hic est in amore iacentem 
quem tuolucrest lacerant atque exest anxius angor 

aut alia quauis scindunt cuppedine curae. 

uolucres seems not possible: the whole point of the passage 

Journal of Philology. vou, xxxt. 6 
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is that the punishment is mental and not material. dacentem 

again is, from its position, suspicious. Perhaps 

in amore licentem 

quem luctus lacerant ete. 

Or perhaps, comparing iv. 1068 and the context there, 

ulcera quem lacerant. 

iv. 633—635, 

nunc aliis alius qui sit cibus fut uideamust 
expediam, quareue, aliis quod triste et amarumst, 

hoc tamen esse aliis possit perdulce uideri. 

cibu’ suauis et almus Munro: but the correction is palaeo- 

graphically not probable, and with it ll. 634—5 merely repeat 

633. uideamus may very well conceal idoneus. Perhaps utu 

idoneus was written for idoneus utu (=usu). We should then 
have to transpose gut sit and cibus, writing 

nune aliis alius cibu’ qui sit idoneus usu. 

v. 970. 

saetigerisque pares subus siluestria membra 

nuda dabant terrae. 

Why editors who retain glomere and udcillans alter stibus 
it is difficult to say. Munro reads subw’ sic, which is very | 

weak. Perhaps, since Lucretius uses parilis in i. 1067, we may 

write here 
saetigerisque subus pariles. 

The 1 of PARILES might easily have dropped out. 

v. 989. 

dulcia linquebant tlamentist lumina uitae. 

Muretus’ labentis is accepted by most editors: but B and 

M are but little alike. Surely, in view of the innumerable 

eases in MSS where g has become lost before a vowel, we ought 
to read languentis. 

v. 1009—1010. 

illi imprudentes ipsi sibi saepe uenenum 

uergebant: +nudant sollertius ipsit. 
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Munro’s feeling (when he first corrected to nuptis nunc 
dant sollertiu’ sponsi) that ipst in 1010 was corrupt, was surely 
aright one. I would propose 

<ui>num damni sollertia sumpsit, 

which is, I think, at any rate nearer the ductus litterarwm 

than any other suggested correction: ‘Modern skill in ruining 
oneself (modern skill in extravagance) has adopted wine.’ 

v. 1442. 

tum mare ueliuolis florebat propter odores. 
Perhaps 

tum mare ueliuolis florebat protinu’ proris : 
oO 

i.e. PROTIV PRORIS for PROPTERDORIS. 

‘Forthwith the sea blossomed with sails.’ The picturesque 
- florebat requires a ‘forthwith’ Most editors correct tum to 

tam. 

vi. 755. 

sed natura loci topus efficit+ ipsa suapte. 

If as a synonym for sulphur (747) we could tolerate pus 

I would suggest 

sed locu’ natura pus efficit ipse suapte. 

H. W. GARROD. 



METEMPSYCHOSIS AND VARIATION OF SPECIES 

IN PLATO. 

That Plato was in earnest with his theory of transmigration 
of souls admits to my mind of little doubt. True, it implies 
the continued personal existence of particular souls, which, as 

he must himself have been fully aware, Plato never succeeded 

in demonstrating. Nevertheless we see him so constantly 
passing from an enunciation of the indestructibility of soul 

universal to the assumption of permanent existence on behalf 

of particular souls, that we can hardly avoid the conclusion 
that for him the immortality of our separate conscious person- 
alities, as such, was a rooted conviction. This has indeed been 

denied, and that by weighty authorities: but the denial has 

never been based upon convincing argument. The existence 
of a plurality of finite and personal intelligences was, as I hold, 

for Plato a fundamental and immutable ontological necessity : 

and though this does not involve the continuance of any given 
intelligence as the same conscious personality, it would seem as 

if Plato, as a matter of private belief, always thought of the 
scheme being carried out in this way, save only in so far as 

this self-consciousness might be subject to modification by the 
conditions of any particular transmigration. In other words, 
personal immortality is for Plato a pious belief about the mode 

in which a peremptory ontological necessity works itself out: 

that is to say, the Absolute Intelligence pluralises itself for 

ever in the same set of continuous existences, not in a series of 

intelligences the continuity of whose identity is broken. 
This being so, it is not surprising that the Metempsychosis 

commended itself strongly to Plato, furnishing him as it did 
with a potent instrument for the enforcement of his ethical 
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lessons, invested with the dignity of the most venerable tradi- 
tions, and hallowed to the Hellenic mind with the immemorial 

sanctity of ancestral wisdom. Accordingly in several of the 
Platonic dialogues we see it standing forth in the most impres- 
sive aspect, generally amid mythical surroundings, but always 

with an earnest moral purpose. Especially in the Phaedo, 
though hardly less in the Republic, does Plato use this as a 
means of emphasising the supreme importance of neglecting 
nothing that may aid the growth of the soul in virtue and 
fortify her against the inroads of vice. 

Now in the two dialogues mentioned, as well as in the 

Phaedrus, no serious difficulty is offered by the theory of 
Metempsychosis: it slips easily into its place in the teaching 

of the three dialogues ; and no farther trouble seems necessary. 

But in the Timaeus it is otherwise. Here Metempsychosis is 
inextricably interwoven with the fabric of Plato’s cosmogonical 
scheme; and its position there gives rise to problems of the 
greatest interest and of not less difficulty. The aim of this 

paper is to define the nature of these problems, and, if possible, 
to suggest a method of solving them. 

First it may be convenient to inquire what Plato has to tell 

us on the subject outside the Timaeus, in order that we may 
get a comprehensive view of his position. _ 

(1) Phaedrus 248¢ foll. At the time when the Gods go 
to hold high festival and gaze upon the realities which are 
above the heavens, they are followed by a multitude of inferior 
spirits who strive to keep up with their divine leaders and to 
feast their eyes upon the Truth. Now all such as succeed at 

all in this retain their position for at least another zrepiodos ; 
but those that fail sink to earth and are endued with an earthy 
body. But all such as have at some time caught a glimpse of 
Truth, never at this first incarnation pass into the form of any 

beast, but into some human form, in which they are distributed 

according to a fixed order of merit, which is in some respects 
curious, but hardly concerns our present purpose. Thence to 
the place from which they fell they return not for ten thousand 
years, save only the soul of the philosopher, whose probation 

endures but for three thousand years. Meanwhile they under- 
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go such purgatory as is fitting: and at the expiration of one 

thousand years they come éi KAnpwotvy te Kal aipeow Tod 

devtépou Biov, which they choose at their own pleasure. It is 
at this stage that a human soul may enter the body of a beast, 

and a beast-soul (provided it has previously been incarnated in 

human form) may enter a human body. 
One or two points in this story are to be noted. First there 

is not unrestricted freedom of interchange as between human 

beings and. the inferior animals: for no soul who has not some 
time or other gazed upon the truth may be incarnated in 

human form; though any soul who has once seen the truth 

may regain her position by passing from a bestial to a human 

body. Again the period of probation, 3000 years for the philo- 

sopher and 10,000 for the others, is to be regarded as a 
minimum. Only the souls who ésKalws Svayouor receive their 

plumage in the specified time. Thirdly, as in the Republic, the 
selection of the subsequent lives depends on a combination of 

KAnpwots and aipeows: the method is not explained; but it 
is reasonable to suppose it is similar to that described in the 

Republic. 
(2) Republic 6148 foll. The souls of those who die on earth 

are conveyed to a marvellous region (tomes Sa:movios) where 

are entrances upwards into heaven and downwards into hell, 

and corresponding exits therefrom. Here are judges sitting 
who pass sentence on the souls according to their works: some 

they dismiss through the gate of heaven, some through the gate 
of hell. In either case the soul’s sojourn endures (with certain 

exceptions) for 1000 years. When this period has elapsed 

they come back through the gates of exit and abide in the 

meadow there for seven days. On the eighth they journey 

onward, and after many and marvellous adventures are brought 

into the presence of Lachesis. She, through her Interpreter, 

distributes among them lots whereby to determine the order of 

their choosing of their future lives; after receiving which they 

proceed to the spot where the Interpreter has set before them 
“samples of lives.” Here they come up one by one, according 

to the number which each has drawn, and make choice as they 
will, Their choice is absolutely unfettered, or limited only in 
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the case of late-comers by the stock of rapadeiypara remaining. 
But their choice is guided for the most part by the character 
aud experiences of their foregoing life: thus Orpheus chooses 
the life of the melodious swan; Aias that of a lion, disdaining 
human form because of the treatment he had received at the 

hands of men; Atalanta that of a famous athlete; and finally 

morvTAas dios ’Odveceds, sick of toil and travelling, chooses 
the peaceful lot of an avyjp idsi@tns ampdyywov. Then they 
once more go before Lachesis, who appoints for each soul a 

Saiuwv to carry out the provisions of the life that has been 

chosen: and the daiuwy takes the soul to Clotho to receive her 
sanction for what has been done, and to Atropos, that she may 

render the doom irrevocable. Then under the guidance of the 

Saipoves the souls pass beneath the knees of Necessity over the 
plains of Lethe amid stifling heat and drought, until they come 

to the river Ameles, of whose waters every soul is forced to 
drink a certain measure. There they fall asleep: but at mid- 
night comes a storm of thunder and lightning, and they all flit 

asunder like shooting stars, every soul to her new incarnation. 
Now it appears to me that the most striking peculiarity of 

this tale is the almost complete freedom of choice granted to 
the souls. Their new habitation is not selected for them by 
the higher powers in correspondence with their behaviour in a 

previous existence ; but they are at liberty to choose for them- 

selves. Indeed this point is brought out with special emphasis 

in the first address of the Interpreter: ody buds daipov An~eTa 
GAN’ dpets Saipova aipjcec Ge, and it is strictly in keeping with 
the general spirit of the whole passage, which throws entire 

responsibility upon the individual choice: aitia éXopévou: 

Qeds avaitios. And a little farther on (618 B) Plato uses these 
remarkable words: wuyis 5¢ taki ove éveivar dia TO avayKaiws 

éxyew GdrXov éXopuévnv Biov adroiav yiyverOa. This I take to 
mean that the choice exercised by each soul was not of ethical 
or psychical qualities but of definite circumstances of life, which 
influenced the character of the soul which chose that life. It 

is true that in 620D we hear that unrighteous beings adopted 
the forms of savage beasts, while the righteous passed into the 
gentle kinds: but this also appears as a perfectly free choice. 
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This seems to me to differentiate the statement in the Republic 
from all the other Platonic accounts of transmigration. 

Another interesting statement (619 D) is that the souls who 
arrived from a heavenly sojourn were more liable than those 

who came from the subterranean region to make a rash and 
calamitous choice, te tévwv ayupvdaetous. For these people, 
like those who are virtuous Oeig joipa in the Meno, had 

lived in easy-going rectitude, é0e. dvev pirocodias apertis 

pereAngortes. Accordingly, when the time of trial came, they 
had no safeguard within themselves, and lacking the sure 

guidance of reason they were beguiled by unstable impulse. 
I do not know that anything else calls for remark: but on 

the whole the treatment of Metempsychosis in the Republic is 
of striking and special interest. 

(3) Phaedo 81£ foll. The account given in the Phaedo is 
brief and simple. Plato first remarks that souls which quit the 
body dcecAnupévas b70 TOD c@paToedods carry away with them 
so much of their material investiture that they are actually 

visible to human eyes. Such shadowy phantoms may be seen 
flitting about places of burial, which they haunt for love of the 

bodies they have lost and for dread of the unseen world, until 

at last their hankering after materiality leads them to rein- 

corporation in earthly bodies. And the bodies they enter 

correspond to the dispositions they have shown in their fore- 

going life: those who were addicted to gluttony, drunkenness, 
and lust enter the bodies of asses; the unjust and tyrannous 
are incarnated as wolves, hawks and kites: whereas those who 

have led kindly and harmless lives, but destitute of philosophy, 

become bees or wasps or ants, or else are reincarnated in human 

form. The philosopher alone undergoes none of these vicissi- 

tudes, but passes at death to the company of the Gods. 

Now, so far as I am able to see, none of the statements 
which we have examined present us with any great philo- 

sophical difficulty: it is not till we come to the Timaeus that 

we find ourselves in deep waters : and it is to the Zimaeus that 
we now have to turn. 

There are two passages in this dialogue which bear upon 

the subject; and it may be as well to translate them in full. 
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(4) Timaeus 41D foll. “And when he had compounded 

the whole, he portioned off souls equal in number to the stars 
and distributed a soul to each star; and setting each in a star 

as in a vehicle he showed them the nature of the universe and 
declared to them its fated laws: how that the first incarnation 

should be ordained to be the same for all, that none might 
suffer disadvantage at his hands: and how they must be sown 

into the instruments of time, each into that which was meet 

for it, and be born into the most god-fearing of all living 

creatures; and whereas human nature was twofold, the 

stronger was that race which should hereafter be called 
man.... (42B) And he who lived well through his allotted 
time should be conveyed once more to a habitation in his 
kindred star and there should enjoy a blissful and congenial 
life: but failing of this he should pass in the second incarnation 

into the nature of a woman; and if in this condition he would 

not turn from the evil of his ways, then, according to the 
manner of his wickedness, he should ever be changed into the 
nature of some beast in such form of incarnation as fitted his 

disposition, and should not rest from the weariness of these 
transformations, until by following the revolution that is within 
him of the same and uniform, he should overcome by reason all 

that burden that afterwards clung around him of fire and water 

and air and earth, a troublous and senseless mass, and should 

return once more to the form of his first and best nature.” 
(5) Timaeus 91d. “The tribe of birds was transformed, 

by growing feathers instead of hair, from men that were harm- 
less but light-minded; who were students of the heavenly 
bodies, but fancied in their simpleness that the demonstrations 

were most sure concerning them which they obtained through 
the sight. And the race of brutes that walk on dry land comes 
from those who sought not the aid of philosophy at all nor 
inquired into the nature of the universe, because they used no 
longer the revolutions in the head, but followed as their guides 
the parts of the soul that are in the breast. From these 
practices their front limbs and their heads were by their 
natural affinity drawn towards the ground and there supported, 
and their heads were lengthened out and took all sorts of forms, 
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just as the orbits in each were crushed out of shape through 
disuse. For the same reason such races were made four-footed 
and many-footed ; for God gave many props to the more sense- 
less creatures, in proportion as [reading éo@ for os] they were 

more strongly drawn earthward. As to the most senseless of 
all, whose whole bodies were altogether stretched on the earth, 

seeing they no longer had any need of feet, God made them 
footless to crawl upon the ground. And the fourth class, that 
lives in the water, was formed of the most utterly foolish and 

senseless of all, whom they that transfigured them thought not 
worthy even of pure respiration, because their soul was polluted 

with all manner of iniquity; but in place of inhaling the fine 
pure element of air, they were thrust into the turbid and lowly 

respiration of water. Hence is the tribe of fishes and of all 

shell-fish that live in the water, which have the uttermost 

dwelling-place in penalty for the uttermost folly. In such 

manner, then and now, all creatures change places one with 

another, rising or falling with the loss or gain of understanding 

_or of folly.” 
Here we have, especially in 91D, as precise and detailed 

statements as any to be found in Plato’s writings. But, 
occurring in the 7imaeus as part of a: cosmogonical exposition, 
they seem to me to give food for thought of a very intractable 
kind. The minor difficulties need not give us much anxiety. 

For instance, in the first passage there is a confusion between 
sexual and specific difference which is as bad metaphysically as 
it is physiologically. But we may set it down to a temporary 
aberration caused by current Athenian prejudice, and so dismiss 

it from consideration. Nor need we unduly concern ourselves 

with the failure of Plato’s stages of degeneration in the second 
passage to correspond with scientific classification. It may 

seem a little odd that a land snail should rank higher (as 
presumably it must) than such vertebrate creatures as fishes ; 

but we no more care to ask Plato for scientific zoology than 
for a knowledge of modern astronomy or geology. These are 

matters of no importance. But the really serious difficulty lies 
in this. Both passages affirm that the variety of animal species 
arises only by degeneration from the human species: and in 
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the first passage this is reinforced by the statement that this 
Eemxement was made by the Artificer with a deliberate 
purpose, iva un tis éXatToiTo bm avTod. 

But this is ontologically a pure impossibility. This assertion 

sounds dogmatic; and perhaps at this point a brief confession 
of faith is required of me. I hold with Proclus and the best of 

the ancient Platonists, besides not a few modern interpreters, 
that the cosmogonical scheme unfolded in the 7imaeus is not a 

history of events happening in time and space, but a picturesque 

representation of a logical process outside time and space, of 
the eternal evolution of Thought. The reasons for this are 
manifold, but obviously they cannot be set forth here. I will 

only say that any who maintains the contrary view may 
perchance pass dryshod through the flood of Metempsychosis, 
but will indubitably encounter other torrents and sloughs 

enough to occupy all his attention—that is, if he has any 
respect for Plato’s intelligence. 

If then this is so, if there is no question of time involved in 

the process expounded in the Timaeus, what is the consequence ? 

In 39 £ it is explicitly stated that the oparos xoopos must have 
- all the kinds of mortal creatures of which there are ideas in the 

vontos Koopos. These are classified under four heads, otpana, 

TTHVa Kal depoTropa, évvdpa, and yepoata. Under these fall all 
the living creatures that exist in the universe. Now since the 

oparos Koopos is the everlasting image of the eternal archetype, 
these have been in existence from everlasting to everlasting ; 
they have been without a beginning, and they shall be in 

saecula saeculorum'. Therefore, quite apart from the arozia 
of the perfection of the universe being brought about by a 

1 Here it may fairly be asked, What opinion, have given. I will only say 
of the extinction of sundry species, the 
plesiosaurus, the mastodon, and many 

another ? a process of extinction which 
unhappily goes on to our own day. 

The question is interesting, but I do 
not propose to offer anyanswer. Plato, 
for obvious reasons, has given none; 
and the most I could do were to say 
what answer he might or would, in my 

that Plato unquestionably contem- 
plated such a thing as extinction of 
species (Timaeus 89 8): and I am 
convinced there is room in his system 
for a great deal of Darwinism. But 

in the absence of any pronouncement 

on his part, all theorising on the 
subject would be merely conjectural. 
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process of degeneration, it is, as I said above, simply impossible 
that there was ever a time when, below the Gods, human beings 

alone existed, and the inferior animals were not at all. 

Now what are we to make of this? One thing is abundantly 
clear: the two passages which I have cited cannot be understood 
in their full literal significance, as expressing an order of things 

which ever existed in the universe. Nor can I see what 

metaphysical verity can be emblematically hinted at in the 

evolution of all the other animals from the human race. 
On the other hand, considered as an ethical manifesto, the 

two passages are highly important and by no means to be 

disregarded : nay more, they have their necessary place in the 

ontology of the Timaeus. 
For if we put together the three passages to which I have 

referred, I think we get the result that we have an ontological 
cause of variety side by side with an ethical cause of variation : 

and we may perhaps regard the second as constituting the 

method in which the first is worked out. 
The supreme vods, we say, assumes plural existence in the 

form of a multitude of finite intelligences, which have been and 
shall be throughout all ages without beginning or end. Now . 

there are certain types of life, or Ideas, according to which this 
pluralisation is worked out: hence we have voids existing as 
man-souls, cat-souls, tree-souls, and the rest. Thus we have 

variety as an ontological necessity inherent in the nature of 

things. But, let us remember, it is one and the same Soul that 

is manifesting itself in each and all of these forms of soul, and 

its substance is immutable. Accordingly the difference between 

the various forms of soul is not permanent nor inherent; it is 

due to environment. The soul of a beech-tree is as truly a 
“piece” of Soul as the soul of a man: the limpet may “suffer 

a sea-change,” but it is not debarred from rising in the scale 
KTnoeL vod Kal avoias admoBodH. Here then steps in our 
ethical law of variation, which ensures that through all ages 
variety is maintained. As Plato assures us in so many words, 

all living creatures are perpetually interchanging their places 

among one another according to their behaviour in each several 

incarnation. ‘There is no bar to this, because the supreme Soul 
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differentiates itself, not into various kinds of soul, but into 

various grades of soul; the gradation being due to circumstances. 
Had vods evolved itself specifically into swan-souls and rose- 
souls, swans and roses they must have remained for ever. But 
now the eternal necessity of variety works itself out by the 

everlasting law of variation. 
We must then dismiss the yéveous mpoétn as a figure of 

speech used by Plato with a moral intention and without 

ontological significance: for there can be no yéveous mpeTn in 
a series of yevéoess which is infinite in both directions. The 

yéveots of mankind (if we eliminate the Gods, who of course do 

not come into question) we may regard as logically mpwrn: but 
that is all, 

I see no reason for not accepting literally Plato’s statement 
that for certain souls a state of permanent felicity is in store. 

Such souls will of course be exempt from transmigration. I 

think, however, both in view of Plato’s language and of meta- 
physical considerations, such cases must be regarded as rare 

and exceptional. Such beings would no doubt be invested 

with immortality, and would thus be practically placed on a 
level with the Gods: a condition against which the Artificer 

takes special precautions. If this process of beatification were 
carried out on anything like a large scale, the balance of 
existence would be seriously dislocated, variation would gradu- 

ally be banished from the nature of things, and teXevravta 
mavrt av Anpov tov "Evdupiwva amodciEevev. Still amid the 
enormous number of animate beings it seems possible that 
some may rest in a stable condition of permanent goodness and 
happiness. But I think Plato clearly regarded this as the 

exception, not as the rule. 
We need not, on the theory which I have been advocating, 

postulate two causes for variation, one ontological and one 
ethical: rather should we regard the cause as an ontological 

' necessity, working through an ethico-physical law. The latter 

we find prominent in all Plato’s statements on the subject: the 
ontological necessity only reveals itself in the Timaeus, The 
Timaeus then rounds off the Platonic teaching on Metem- 
psychosis, and alone enables us to define the exact position 
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of the theory in the Platonic system. That position may be 

summed up as follows. “The self-evolution of the supreme vods 
proceeds according to definite animal types existing in the 
vontov Soov. These ideal types must have their material 

counterparts as opata fa in the visible universe. And the 
fulfilment of this inevitable necessity is brought about by a 
law operating throughout limitless aeons of animate existence, 

a law of variation incessant and inexhaustible, which has 

secured the presence of variety in the animal kingdom from 

everlasting to everlasting. Of course under the term “animal” 

we include also “vegetable.” Plato does not indeed expressly 

include any vegetable forms in his catalogue; but it is so 

manifestly impossible and illogical to exclude them that we are 
amply justified in taking this for granted. 

Thus the Timaeus enables us to recognise the metaphysical 

significance of Metempsychosis as no less weighty than the 

ethical: that in fact the two are indissolubly bound up together. 

This result we are able to attain by refusing to place a literal 

interpretation on a phrase occurring in the most obscure and 

difficult portion of Plato’s cosmological allegory: a literal 

interpretation of which is moreover absolutely impossible, 
unless we are willing to follow Aristotle in imputing to Plato 

the egregious absurdity of generating the universe in time. 

R. D, ARCHER-HIND. 
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(ZeNo’s FourtH ARGUMENT AGAINST Morton.) 

The general character of Zeno’s Fourth Argument against 
Motion is commonly admitted to be clear enough: but anyone 

who takes the trouble to examine it more closely finds himself 

confronted with problems of which it is far from easy to find a 

satisfactory solution. On two important points there is much 
uncertainty. In the first place, however little doubt we may 
feel as to its general purport, it is by no means a simple 

matter to determine the precise form in which the details of 
the argument itself were worked out: and in the second place 
very divergent views may be taken of its real significance. It 

was a desire to attempt a solution of the first of these two 

problems that originally led me to write this paper: but as 
this involved a consideration of the whole subject, I came to 
the conclusion that it might be well to say something also 

about the second. 
I. For the details of the argument we have to depend upon 

Aristotle’s statement of it in the sixth book of the Physics: 
and a very short examination of the passage in question will 

serve to show that there are two principal causes that make 

the interpretation of it a matter of no slight difficulty. In 
the first place the text of the passage is uncertain in places 

where the change of a single letter completely alters the course 

of the reasoning: and in the second place, whatever readings 

we may decide to adopt in these places, Aristotle states the 
argument in such a summary fashion as to leave us in per- 
plexity not only as to the intermediate steps to be supplied in 
it but even as to the exact conclusion to which it is intended 
to lead. The former source of trouble is no doubt to a large 

extent the outcome of the latter: there would be a great 
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temptation for a scribe puzzled by Aristotle’s conciseness to 

alter a letter here and there, if by so slight a change he 
could reduce the argument to a form that seemed to him 

coherent. 
Simplicius in his commentary on the Physics makes a 

praiseworthy effort to expand and elucidate Aristotle’s words: 
but since his time the only serious attempt, so far as I am 

aware, to grapple with the difficulties of the passage is that 
of Prantl (Symbolae Criticae in Aristotelis Physicas Ausculta- 

tiones: Berolini: 1843). Prantl is very severe on Simplicius: 
but to my mind the ancient commentator in his understanding 

of this, as of other, passages of the Physics comes very much 

nearer the truth than the modern. I shall not criticize Prantl’s 

view in detail, because his whole interpretation is made to 
depend upon an assumption that for all its ingenuity appears 
to me quite impossible. He assumes that one of the rows of 

moving oyxo.—oi éf dv ta BB (240* 5)—is to be identi- 

fied with the ordévov, and this in spite of the fact that this 

argument of Zeno’s is referred to by Aristotle himself at the 
beginning of the present passage (239° 33) as o wept Tov év 
TO oTadiw Kivovpévav dyxwv: “nec offendere potest” he 
says “quod stadium ipsum moveri. dicatur; saepius enim 

auctor affirmat, perinde esse, num nos moveamur an res”. 

Now Aristotle does no doubt assert the truth of this propo- 

sition where it suits his purpose to do so (e.g. in the passage 

in this same book of the Physics from which Prantl quotes 

a single sentence without its context—e yap To dmeipov TO 
memTrepag wévov, avayKn Kal TO TeTEpacpévoy Suévat TO ATrEtpoV" 

ov0év yap Stahéper omotrepovovy eivar TO KLvovpevor* 
appotépws yap TO Twemepacpévov Sievat TO amrerpov—238” 2: 
here Aristotle is reminding us of a truth that is strictly rele- 

vant to the issue): but in the present. context the assertion 
of it would at best be purely gratuitous, since the argument 
could be constructed very much more simply without it. Nor 

in fact can any such assertion be found in our present pas- 

sage: if Prantl is right, we have to assume that it is merely 

implied in Aristotle’s statement, in which case it would be 

difficult to acquit him of wilfully misleading us. If I remark 
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‘The lamp-posts in Piccadilly were moving very fast this 

evening’, I can hardly complain of any misunderstanding that 
may arise, unless I am careful to explain that what I really 

mean is that I was running to catch an omnibus. Yet Prantl 
would have us believe that Aristotle, after describing the argu- 

ment that he is about to illustrate as ‘that concerning the two 
rows of bodies, each row being composed of an equal number 
of bodies of equal size, passing each other on a race-course’, 

expects us to understand in what follows that one of these 

two rows of moving bodies is spoken of as a row of stationary 
bodies, while the race-course is to be found masquerading as 

‘a row of moving bodies equal in number and in size to the 
stationary bodies’. Nor can we throw the responsibility upon 
Zeno, whom we may suppose Aristotle to be closely following in 
his presentment of the argument. Whatever may be thought 

of Zeno’s logical ability, it is certainly not his custom to obscure 
his illustrations at the outset with any mathematical subtlety 
not necessitated by the argument: and-any graphic touches 

that he introduces, as for example when he speaks of ‘Achilles 
and the tortoise’ instead of merely ‘the quicker and the slower’, 
are designed simply to give an air of reality and vividness to 

the occurrence that he wishes to present to the imagination 
of his audience. But here there can be no such justification, 
unless indeed the reader is intended to identify himself for 

the moment with one of the two rows of moving bodies. Any- 

one travelling in a railway train might, if he desired to be 

picturesque, describe the telegraph-posts as ‘rushing past the 

carriage window’: but if in relating one’s experiences on a 
station platform one were to remark ‘At this moment the 
platform rushed past another express’, it is hard to discern 

any added impressiveness that may be held to justify so 

unusual a form of expression. To do him justice, Prantl does 
not seem quite so easy in his mind at the end of his exposi- 
tion as he was at the beginning. In spite of his previous 
pronouncement quoted. above (“nec offendere potest, quod 
stadium ipsum moveri dicatur”) we find him subsequently 

_ Saying “in eo quidem aliquis haerere possit, quod stadium 
et ipsum currere debeat, altera vero eorum corporum, quae 

Journal of Philology. vou. xxxt. 7 
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moveri debeant, stent,—sed mathematica ut ita dicam ne- 

cessitate cogimur, ut “hance explicationem sequamur”. An 
apparent discrepancy between mathematics and common sense 
is no new thing: but I am confident that in preferring an 
explanation more in accordance with common sense than that 

of Prantl I shall do nothing to offend the most scrupulous of 

mathematicians. 
I shall first give the text of the passage accompanied by 

a translation. 

239” 33 Bekker.] Téraptos 8 6 wept trav év tO oradiw Kwovpévov ef 
> / ” ” > »” Led + > ‘ , a“ évavtias iowv oyxwv map toous, Tov pev amd téAovs TOD 

, ~ > > . , »” , > ? A 35 oradiov tév 8 dmb pécov iow Taye, ev w oupPatvew 

2408 oteran ioov elvar xpovov TG SitAaciw Tov yyiovv. eet. 8 6 
Xr ‘ 3 a“ ‘ ‘ ‘ 4 ‘ be > mapadoyitpos é€v TH TO pev Tapa Kwovpevov TO d€ map 

> A \ »” / > ~ a 4 ‘\ m” , npepodv 7d tcov péyeOos agwdtv TH tow Taye tov ivov Pépe- 

o6at xpovov: totto & éori Weddos, otov eotwoay ot éEorares 
e 5 too dyxa ep av ta AA, ot 8 éf’ dv Ta BB dpydope- 

> ‘ a , ~ »” ‘ > ‘ 4 ” ‘ vow ard Tod perov Tov A, ino. Tov apiOpov TovToLs OVTES Kai 
a , 

To péyebos, of 8 ef av ta. TT ard tod eoyarov, too tov 
3 ‘ ” , ‘ | / . #3 a a dpiOpov ovtes tovtos Kal 7d péyeOos, Kai icoraxeis trois B. 

, ‘ A A ¢ eA bed > ud > ‘ oupBaive. 5) TO mpGrov B apa éri to eoxatw clva Kal 

10 To mpotov Ty wap addAnAa kwovpevov. cupBaiver dé 7d 

TI wapa mavra ta A dteéeAnArAvOevar, rd SE B mapa ra 
¢ 2” A 4 = \ , ” ‘ Lee Y 4 jplon wore jysovv evar Tov xpdvov: ivov yap Eéxdtepdv éote 

map éxactov. apa de cupBaiver TA B mapa mévra ra T 

mapednAvbévarr apa yap éorar TO mpdrov TI kal 7o mpd- 
28 a > 4 > , ” , > @ 15 tov B ért rots évavrios éoyaros, isov xpdvov map’ ExacTov 

/ ~ 9 a ka o ‘ A > ywvopevov tov B dcov rep tév A, ws yor, Sia TO ap- 

orepa icov xpdvov mapa ra A yiverOa. 6 pev ovv do- 
e yos ovros €or, cupPaiver 8€ mapa 7d ecipyuévov Weddos. 

240° 5 dpxduevoi—6 rav A.] Cf. dpxoudvous uev ard ris apxis Tod cradlov, 

rerevTavras 6¢ kara 7d wécov Trav A Simplicius, 
11] mavra ra A FKE?* Simplicius. wdvra 7a B E'HI Bekker Prantl. | 7d 

é6é B E Simplicius. 7a 6¢ B FKHI Bekker Prantl. 
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The fourth argument is that concerning the two rows of bodies, 

each row being composed of an equal number of bodies of equal 

size, passing each other on a race-course as they proceed with equal 

velocity in opposite directions, the one row originally occupying the 

space between the goal and the middle point of the course and the 

other that between the middle point and the starting-post. This, 
he thinks, involves the conclusion that half a given time is equal 

to double that time. The fallacy of the reasoning lies in the 

assumption that a body occupies an equal time in passing with 

equal velocity a body that is in motion and a body of equal size 

that is at rest, an assumption which is false. For instance (so 

runs the argument) let AA... be the stationary bodies of equal size, 

BB... the bodies, equal in number and in size to AA..., originally 

occupying the half of the course from the starting-post to the 

middle of the A’s, and CC... those originally occupying the other 

half from the goal to the middle of the A’s, equal in number, size, 

and velocity, to BB.... Then three consequences follow. First, as 

the B’s and the C’s pass one another, the first B reaches the last C 

at the same moment at which the first C reaches the last B. 

Secondly, at this moment the first C has passed all the A’s, whereas 
the first B has passed only half the A’s and has consequently 

occupied only half the time occupied by the first C, since each of 

the two occupies an equal time in passing each A. Thirdly, at the 

same moment all the B’s have passed all the C’s: for the first C 
and the first 2 will simultaneously reach the opposite ends of the 
course, since (so says Zeno) the time occupied by the first C in 
passing each of the J’s is equal to that occupied by it in passing 

each of the A’s, because an equal time is occupied by both the first 

B and the first C in passing all the 4’s. This is the argument: 

but it presupposes the aforesaid fallacious assumption. 
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I now proceed to comment. My translation will be felt in 
more than one place to stand in need of justification. In the 
first place it will be noticed that I translate the words icop 

elvat ypovov TO SurrrAaciw Tov Hyuovy ‘that half a given time 
is equal to double that time’. It will be remembered that 
I said above that Aristotle’s statement leaves room for doubt 

even as to the exact conclusion to which Zeno’s argument is 
intended to lead. It is true that the conclusion as ordinarily 
given is commonly taken to be obviously right. I take it to 

be obviously, if slightly, wrong. The ordinary view is repre- 
sented by Zeller, who says, as though there could be no doubt 
about the matter, “Zeno ventures to conclude that in order 

to traverse the same space at the same speed only half the 

time is necessary in the one case that is necessary in the 
other”. Zeno does undoubtedly draw this inference: but I 

should say that it forms only the half-way stage of his argu- 

ment, the final conclusion being given in the words of my 

translation, ‘that half a given time is equal to double that 

time’. It may be said no doubt that the point is of little 
or no importance, since either conclusion would serve Zeno’s 

purpose equally well: having proved the former to his own 
satisfaction he could have nothing to gain by going on to 

prove the latter. On this there are two things to be said. 
In the first place, if there is any doubt about the matter, it 

is clearly of importance that we should make up our minds 

about it: whatever we may think of the comparative merits 
of the two conclusions in themselves, we can hardly hope to 

disentangle the thread of the argument as given by Aristotle 

unless we have a clear notion of the precise conclusion that 
it is designed to prove. In the second place, although from 

a modern point of view the conclusion given by Zeller may 
seem as good or as bad as that given by me, it may reasonably 
be doubted whether it would have seemed so to Zeno, I fancy 
Zeno would have considered that, the more extravagant the 

paradox, the greater would be the cogency of the argument : 
thus, just as he preferred to prove about Achilles (ro raye- 
orov) what he need only have proved about 7é @arrov, so 
here he would probably think it worth while to prove, if he 
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could, that a given time is equal not only to its half but to 
its double as well. But, it may be said, why need the second 
conclusion be separately demonstrated? If it is wanted at all, 
can it not be added as an obvious and immediate inference 

from the first? Such criticism is plausible at first sight: but 

a little consideration will show that it has little real weight, 
We must always remember that mathematical inferences that 

are obvious enough to us at a glance were often by no means 

obvious to the Greek of Zeno’s time, and for a very sufficient 

reason: there was no algebra, and in all such mathematical 
demonstrations as the present it was necessary to employ the 
longer and more cumbrous methods of geometry. My view 
is, then, that Zeno is concerned to show by means of the same 
diagram that, on the assumption that motion is possible, it 

follows that, if two equal rows of equal dyxoe (whatever 
this term may denote) pass one another with equal velocity, 

one row in traversing a certain distance will occupy the same 
time, half the time, and double the time, that is occupied by 
the other row in traversing an equal distance: and from this 
follows the conclusion that I have stated. 

My reasoning so far has been mainly negative in character: 
but I hope I have succeeded in showing that my statement 
of Zeno’s conclusion cannot fairly be objected to on a priori 

grounds. I hope now to show that it is not only harmless but 
necessary, if we are to make sense of the passage as we have 
it in Aristotle. The actual words in which the conclusion 
itself is expressed (cvpBaive oletar ivov elvar ypovov To 

dimAacio Tov Hyuscovv—239" 35) are perhaps ambiguous, and 
I do not wish to press them too closely: nevertheless I submit 

that my rendering gives the natural—I do not say the neces- 
sary—sense of the Greek, a sense that would seem to be 
indicated still more clearly by the paraphrase of Simplicius— 

Tov avTov Kai icov ypovov dpa Simddotoy te Kal tucovy 
elvat. So far as the words themselves go, it is possible no 
doubt to take dcrAdovos and fusovs simply as correlatives, so 

as to give the meaning—‘that a given time stands to itself 
in the relation of two to one’: but if this were the sense 
intended, one would expect to see it expressed in a less 
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ambiguous form, which would have been easily attainable : 

e.g. elvat xpovov Surddovov éavtod. At any rate the words 
can perfectly well bear the meaning that I assign to them: 

and I think most people would agree that they bear this 

meaning more naturally than any other. But far more’ 
important than any merely verbal criticism is the evidence 

afforded by a careful investigation of the steps of the sueceed- 

ing argument. As I have said above, Aristotle’s conciseness 
inevitably makes this a perplexing task: but it seems to me 

that an initial misconception, slight in itself, of the ultimate 

issue has tended to make of it an insoluble problem. If the 
conclusion is what it is ordinarily supposed to be, what is to 

be made of the final passage (Gua 5é cupBaiver ta B xtA— 

240* 13) with which Aristotle finishes his statement of the 
argument? Owing to its extreme brevity this passage is 

difficult enough to explain satisfactorily on any hypothesis: 
but on the ordinary hypothesis it would appear to be not 

only difficult but otiose and irrelevant, since the desired con- 
clusion (bore Hyurovy eivar Tov ypovov—240* 12) has already 
been reached: thus it can be regarded apparently only as 

containing something of a supplementary nature, though it 
is not easy to see what that something is, or in fact that 
any such supplement is necessary or desirable. Moreover 

the opening words, dua dé cvpBaiver, following as they do 
cupBaiver 84 (240° 9) and cupPBaiver dé (240* 10), naturally 

lead us to expect, not something merely supplementary to the 
main argument, but a result of some importance. Accord- 

ingly it is in this passage, difficult as it is, that I look for 

the true conclusion of the argument: and if it is expanded as 
I have expanded it in my restatement, I think it will be seen 

to contain, at any rate implicitly, the conclusion which I con- 
sider to be right. Thus I differ from those-who take the 

ordinary view of the argument in supposing, first, that the 
precise form of the conclusion is not that which is usually 
given, and secondly, that not two but three deductions are 

1 I am glad to be able to say here told me that he entirely agreed with 
that I submitted my view of this pas- the interpretation here given. 
sage to the late Dr Rutherford, who 
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drawn, each introduced by the word ovpBaiver, and each 
giving a result inconsistent with that given by either of 

the others. So understood, Aristotle’s account of the argu- 
ment, though still somewhat perplexing, becomes tolerably 

coherent. 
A few details remain to be considered. My translation of 

the words dpyopevot ao Tov wécouv Tov A (240* 5), ‘originally 

occupying the half of the course from the starting-post to the 
middle of the A’s’, may perhaps be regarded as scarcely war- 

ranted by the words of the text. Nevertheless the expression 
was certainly understood in this sense by Simplicius, “qui 
falsa ac perversa de hoc loco disputavit” according to Prantl, 

who, in order to give the words what he considers their natural 

sense, indulges, as I have tried to show, in perversity of a 
much more startling kind. Simplicius paraphrases the words 

as follows—dpyouévous pev ard Ths apyis Tod otadiou, Te- 
NeuT@ytas Sé Kata TO wécov Tav A: and I see no reason 
why they should not bear this meaning.. I would draw special 

attention to the word dpyopevor, which I take to indicate, not 
the point of departure (‘beginning to move’), but the point 
JSrom which the eye begins to measure (‘extending’): in fact 
I very much doubt whether it could have here the former 

meaning, which would seem to require either a different 
verb altogether («ivovpevos or oppmpevor) or, if apyduevos is 
retained, the addition of an infinitive (xevetoOar) or a geni-— 

tive (tis Kwvnoews). In this connexion it should be noticed 
that the next words to those quoted above from Simplicius 
are these—xivoupévous 5é tovTovs ws éml To éxyatov Tod 
oradiou, his sense of the distinction thus being clearly marked. 

The expression azo tod pécov, then, like dé téXovs and ad 
peécov above (239” 34, 35) and amo Tob éoyartov below (240° 7), 
must be explained by reference to the point of view of an 
imaginary person standing at the apy) rod oradiov: that is 
to say, in their original position the C’s stretch from the end 

of the course, and the B’s from the middle point of the course, 
in the direction of anyone occupying that position: thus there 

will be no reference to the direction of the respective motions 

of the two sets of déyxo.. To the reader the employment of 
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these expressions in the sense that I have given to them 
may seem somewhat odd: but it may be doubted whether 
it would have seemed so to an audience in a lecture-room, 

where of course Aristotle would be continually pointing to 

his diagram. Similarly I have no hesitation, as will be seen 
from my translation, in giving to éoyat@ in 240° 9 a different 

sense from that which I give to érydros in 240° 15. As a 
matter of fact, one MS (H) inserts I’ after éoyat@ in 240° 9 

and érl r@ éoyato B after rd mparov I in 240° 10. This of 
course would make the sense quite clear: but for the reason 
given above I do not think there is any real objection to the 

ordinary reading. 
In 240* 11 I adopt, not without MS authority, the readings 

of Simplicius, who mentions no others. Instead of ravra ra A 

and ro 6é€ B respectively Bekker and Prantl (in both his edi- 

tions) read 7avra ta B and ra dé B. I quite fail to see what 
sense can be extracted from the second of these two readings, 
nor is any enlightenment to be derived either from Bekker’s 

Latin or from Prantl’s German translation: to 6é B is surely 
required in order to balance 76 I’ immediately preceding, for 

which reason I regard it as unquestionably right. The pro- 

priety of reading mavra ra A rather than ravta ra B is 

not so clear, since the required sense may be obtained with 

either reading, the only difference being that, according as 
we adopt one or the other, we have to suppose the omission 

of a different step in the argument. With zvavta ra A, it is 

true, we have an apparent non sequitur: but wavra ta B, 
though it avoids this and therefore may appear at first sight 
the more attractive reading, raises difficulties at least equally 

great with regard to the interpretation of the following mapa 

ta npion. On the whole I am content to trust Simplicius, 
who is fully aware of the difficulties of the passage: and I 
think that a little amplification, such as I give in my para- 

phrase below, is all that is needed to show that from Zeno’s 
point of view no real non sequitur is involved. Moreover it 
is much more likely that wavra ra A should have been 
altered to wavta ta B than wice versa, the common-place 
truth expressed by the latter being so much more apparent 
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and attractive to the ordinary intelligence than the Zenonian 
truth given by the former. 

I will now conclude this part of my paper by giving what 

I consider to be a fair representation of the argument in a 
more modern and more intelligible form than that of Aristotle’s 
statement. 

"Apxh Tod oradiou Méoov rod cradiov Tédos Tod cradlov 
(=éexarov rots I’). (=éoov rév A). (=éoxarov rots B). 

4 Yi Y 

[A [ae [as [ae [a [A® [A [a 
Fig. 

a [6% [o> [8° [B+ |B? [a> |e |— 104) 
<—[e [e* Jos [os Jer [or [or [es 

[a* Jas [ae [ae [av [ae [ar [ae ] 
[B® [B* [8 [B* [B* |B [B* [er |— erat 

<—[€+ [G2] [6* [oe [os Jor Jo" | 

[A2 [A2 [As Jas [as [As [az Jas | 

Fig. 3 —>|Bs |B7 |Bs |B |B+ | Bs |B2 Be (240* 13). 
Gx Jos [6s [os [os [os Jor [oe J 

Let C’ have reached B* at the moment JY in the time 7’. 

Then at the same moment /— 

(1) Since B' and C’ are travelling with equal velocity, B' must 
have reached C* (= A*) and must have occupied the same time as 
C. Therefore B'’s time = 7. 

(2) C’ must have travelled a distance equal to A'—A', since 
(a) it has passed all the B’s, (8) each B=each A, (y) spaces of equal 
size must be traversed in equal times if the speed be equal. JS’, 
however, has only travelled the distance A’—A*. Therefore B', 
having travelled only half the distance, can have occupied only half 

the time that has been occupied by C'. Therefore B"s time = f 

(3) C' must have completed the course, since having started at 
the middle point of the course it has travelled a distance equal to 
A’—A* (=half the course). Therefore 4' must also have completed 
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the course. But for this to have happened (that is to say, for all 
the B’s to have passed all the C’s) twice as much time must have 
elapsed as was necessary to enable C} to reach B*. But the time 
occupied by C’ in reaching B&=7'. Therefore B'’s time = 27’. 

Thus at the same moment M the time occupied since the start 

by B' is both a and 27. Consequently, if motion is possible, half 

a given time is equal to double that time, which is absurd. There- 
fore motion is impossible. Q. E. D. 

II. In passing on to the second part of our problem, we 
at once enter upon ground of a very different and much more 
treacherous character, of which I do not intend in this paper 
to cover more than a small part. The determination of the 

precise form of Zeno’s argument is no easy matter: but here 
at any rate there is a fairly general agreement as to the nature 
and extent of the difficulties, if not as to their solution. -But 

when we propose to consider the significance and intrinsic 
merits of the argument, we are confronted at the outset with 

the fact that the great majority of critics, from Aristotle on- 
wards, see no difficulty about the matter at all: they are quite 
content to say that the argument has no significance beyond 

what appears on the surface, that its intrinsic merits are non- 

existent, and that it need not be treated seriously, since the 
whole of the reasoning depends upon a simple and obvious 

fallacy. If Zeno really does make the crude and unqualified 
assumption that Aristotle lays to his charge, it cannot be 
denied that this general condemnation is justified, But in 
France a totally different view has prevailed. Several writers 
in La Revue de Metaphysique et de Morale and elsewhere— 
notably Bayle, Noel, Brochard, Milhaud, and Paul Tannery— 

contend with much acuteness that Zeno has been completely 
misunderstood; that not only must the argument be treated 
seriously, but properly understood it is perfectly valid: and in 

England this view has recently found an ardent advocate in 

Mr Bertrand Russell. Such a complete divergence of opinion 

on the part of experts is certainly startling and might well 
deter the less competent from presuming to intervene: but 

I shall venture nevertheless to explain as shortly as I can 
why I incline to the latter view as against the former. My 
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excuse for doing so is this. It seems to me that, whereas 
the ordinary view refuses to take account of anything beyond 
the actual words of Aristotle’s text, the critics of the French 

school approach the question too much from the standpoint 
of modern mathematics: and in what I have to say on be- 
half of Zeno I shall endeavour to lay more stress upon the 
point of view of antiquity than his defenders seem hitherto 
to have done. 

Now it must surely be conceded that purely on a priori 
grounds the ordinary view of this argument is scarcely satis- 
factory. The apparent obviousness of the so-called fallacy 

ought in itself to put us on our guard. Zeno may often be 

fallacious, but he is at least artistic in his fallacies. Mr Russell 

has no hesitation in pronouncing the four arguments against 
motion to be “all immeasurably subtle and profound”: and so 
far as the first three at any rate are concerned few would 

probably disagree with this judgment. Not only are Aristotle’s 
attempted refutations of them quite unsuccessful, but they 

have taxed the ingenuity even of modern logicians: in fact 
Mr Russell goes so far as to maintain that the third argu- 

ment—‘the flying arrow’—is unanswerable and embodies an 
important philosophical truth. Fallacies there may be: but 
a mind of exceptional acuteness is needed to point them out. 
This being so, is it at all probable that the very obvious fallacy 

that is said to underlie the fourth argument should not have 
been apparent, I will not say to Zeno himself—his detractors 
would no doubt credit him not only with committing but with 

concealing it—, but to any of his contemporaries who were 
gifted with moderate intelligence? It may be said perhaps 
that such a thing would not be at all surprising in the pro- 
pounder of the puerile ‘ paradox of predication’ and those who 

were foolish enough to be puzzled by it. To this I would 
reply that the cases are not really parallel. However ridiculous 
this paradox may appear to us now after the lapse of many 
centuries of logical progress, in the fifth century B.c. it consti- 
tuted a very real difficulty, and that not merely to the man 

of average intelligence, but even to Plato himself. We are 
apt to forget how much the mere existence of the word ‘rela- 
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tion’ means to us nowadays in dealing with abstract ideas: 

and from this point of view Zeno’s ‘paradox of predication’ 
may be said to mark an important epoch in the history of 
philosophy on its logical side. Very different is the fallacy 

imputed to him in connexion with the present argument. No 

complicated logical process is needed to dispose of it: all that 

is necessary is to expose and dismiss it, as Aristotle dismisses 
it, in a single sentence pointing out that an assumption already 
made in the argument is ignored. Of such an elementary mis- 

take I believe the author of the other three arguments against 
motion to be incapable: and I therefore prefer to adopt an 

interpretation that acquits him of the charge of having com- 

mitted it. So far as mere verbal correctness is concerned, I 

see no reason to doubt the substantial accuracy of Aristotle's 

statement of the argument: but I agree with the French critics 
in thinking that his unqualified imputation of an obviously 

false assumption to Zeno is based upon a complete misunder- 
standing of the occasion and purpose of the argument. Nor 
is there anything unreasonable about this supposition. Careful 
and impartial as Aristotle shows himself to be in the main, 
we need look no farther than his criticism of certain parts of 
Plato’s teaching for evidence that in criticizing the views of 
other people he had not always the time or the patience to 

look for a deeper meaning beyond the obvious and literal 
sense of the words, 

The view of Noel, who is in substantial agreement with 
Tannery, may briefly be stated as follows. Whereas the first 

two arguments against motion are addressed to those who 
assert the infinite divisibility of space and time, the second 

two are directed against those who deny that space and time 

are infinitely divisible, and as such they are perfectly valid, 
So far as the first two arguments are concerned, this view 

would, I suppose, be generally accepted. The third is con- 
sidered by Mr Russell to be valid against everybody: but 
this point need not concern us here. The fourth argument 

I believe to be intended for those, and those only, who would 

attempt to evade the first two by denying the infinite divisi- 

bility of space and time: and therefore I agree with Noel 
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in holding that in these four arguments Zeno is confronting 
his opponents with a dilemma, of which the first horn can 
with difficulty be rebutted, while the second horn is necessarily 
fatal. 

T cannot here discuss all the reasons that can be urged in 

favour of this view: but apart from the fact that the futility 
of the argument as usually interpreted is quite unworthy of 
one so subtle as Zeno, there is one point in particular that 

to my mind tells strongly in favour of the French interpre- 
tation. I refer to the use of the word dyxos. If by dyxou 
Zeno means ‘bodies’ in general and nothing more, his choice 
of the word here is surely somewhat odd. I wish to draw 

special attention to this point, because I think it has hitherto 
hardly received the attention it deserves. It would seem to 
have been Zeno’s practice to make his arguments as pic- 

turesque as possible; to add force to them where he could 
by presenting them in such a manner as to call up in the 
minds of his hearers a vivid picture of some actual moving 
thing. Hence we have Achilles and 1) depouévn diords—not 
0 epopevos Syxos, which would have sufficed for the purposes 
of the argument. Similarly here we should expect to have 
our imagination excited by a picture of chariots and horses 
rather than unedifying ‘bulks’ or ‘masses’, It may of course 
be said that the choice of the word éyxos is not Zeno’s but 
Aristotle’s. This, however, is improbable. In quoting the third 
argument Aristotle keeps not only the word diords but its 
unusual gender as well: why in quoting the fourth should he 

substitute for Zeno’s word, whatever it may have been, a more 

colourless word of his own, especially as he does not alter 

oradiov? It is surely more natural to suppose that, just 
as the third argument was familiarly known as 7 gepopévyn 

diotds, the title of the fourth was of év t@ otadip epo- 
pevoe Oyxot. And if it can be shown that the word dyxos 

_is perhaps not quite so colourless as it seems, we shall have 
some reason for believing that it was deliberately chosen 
by Zeno because no other word would serve his purpose 

equally well. 
Tannery tells us that the word dy«o. means ‘ points’ and 
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was used in this technical sense by certain Pythagoreans, 

against whom he supposes Zeno to be arguing: and in sup- 
port of this contention he refers to Heraclides of Pontus and 
Xenocrates, though without giving references to any actual 

passages upon which his interpretation is based. The passages 
of which he is thinking are presumably the following— 

Stobaeus Eclogae Physicae i 18: "EwmedoxrHs wai Bevo- 
Kpatns ék puKpoTép@y byKov TA oToLXEla ouyKpivel, amep 
early €haxyvota Kal oiovel oTovxyeia otovxyeiwy (though it may 

be noticed that in the corresponding passage of Plutarch— 
De Placitis Philosophorum i 17—the name of Xenocrates 
does not occur): 

Galen Historia Philosophiae 244 Kiihn: ‘HpaxhelOny dé 0 
Tlovrixos kai “Aokdyriddns 06 Bibuvds avdppous dyKous Tas 
dpyas broriOevtas TOV bdwv: 

Eusebius Praeparatio Evangelica xiv 23: oi 8& tas aro- 
fous peTovowacayTes aueph paciv elvat c@pata Tod TavTos 
bépn, €& ov adiaipét@r dvTwy cvyTiOeTas Ta TavTa Kal eis 
& Ssarvera....dvopa 8é, paciv, adtois dAdo “Hpaxnreidns 
Oémevos exadreoev GyKous. 

But, while I fully believe that some such theory of matter 

as that referred to in the above extracts is the object of 
Zeno’s attack, I have some hesitation as to the propriety of 

unreservedly translating déyxou ‘points’: the Greek word so 

obviously suggests magnitude that it is hardly likely that 

it would have been used consciously to denote that which is 
without magnitude. Nor do I think that we are justified in 

describing the theory Zeno is confuting as ‘ Pythagorean’. 
This is a word that is often used with far too little discrimi- 
nation in view of the slight evidence that we possess for 

determining the distinctive tenets of the school of Pythagoras : 
and certainly there seems to be no sufficient reason for its use 
here. In the first place, it must be remembered that both 

Xenocrates and Heraclides lived about a century later than 

Zeno, who cannot therefore have been influenced by their use 

of the word dyxos in a ‘Pythagorean’ sense. In the second 
place, it is very questionable whether either of them ought 

strictly to be described as a Pythagorean at all. Xenocrates, — 
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however much he may have been influenced by Pythagorean 
doctrines, was scholarch of the Academy and therefore pri- 
marily a Platonist. About Heraclides we have very little 
definite information. He is said, it is true, to have studied 

Pythagoreanism: but he appears also to have come under 
‘the influence of Speusippus and Aristotle and to have been 

generally a person of eclectic tendencies. The fact, therefore, 

that either Xenocrates or Heraclides held the particular theory 
of matter implied in the use of the word éyxos certainly cannot 

be held to prove that the theory in question was distinctively 
Pythagorean. In the third place, there is a certain amount of 
evidence that this theory—the theory that space (or matter) is 
not infinitely divisible—was not Pythagorean; we learn from 

the tradition preserved in the De Placitis Philosophorum of 
Plutarch (i 16) and the Hclogae Physicae of Stobaeus (i 15) 

that of amo Ilv@aydpouv held that copata are tynta els 
amrevpov. On the other hand, Plutarch’s treatise proceeds 
immediately to attribute the theory to the atomists: they, it 

is said, held wepi ta apueph [sc. tds atopous] torac@at, Kai pr) 
eis ametpov eivar THY Tounv. Moreover it should be noticed 
that in the passage quoted above from Eusebius it is the 

minute and indivisible particles of the atomists that are said 
to have been denoted by the word dy«ou. It is true that the 

use of the word in this special sense is there attributed to 

Heraclides: but it seems clear that it was not as a Pythagorean 
-but as an atomist that he used it. 

I think it probable, therefore, that in his fourth argument 
against motion Zeno is refuting certain persons who deny the 
infinite divisibility of space and time, but that these persons 

are not Pythagoreans but atomists, if that term may be used to 
describe not only the followers of Leucippus and Democritus 
but those of Anaxagoras and Empedocles as well. We cannot 
determine with any degree of certainty the precise form in 
which Empedocles stated his physical doctrine: but it is at 
least probable that he regarded each of his four elements as 

composed of minute and indivisible particles (erovyeia oror- 
xetwv). In this connexion a remark of Aristotle’s is worth 
noticing—oyeddr Sé cai Ewmedoxre? dvayxaioy Aéyew worTrep 
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kai Aevaurmos gynow (De Generatione et Corruptione A i 

325” 5). Further I think it probable that Empedocles or 

his followers used the word éyxou to denote these particles. 

Against this it may of course be urged that in the tradition 
preserved by Eusebius in the passage already quoted this use 

of the term is said to have been the invention of Heraclides 
Ponticus, and that it cannot therefore have been known 

to Zeno. How Tannery (who does not mention Empedocles) 

would meet this objection I do not know. But in any case no 

great reliance is to be placed upon traditions of this sort. 
Moreover it appears to have escaped Tannery’s notice that in 

the Plutarch-Stobaeus tradition this use of éyxos is mentioned 

in connexion with the name of Empedocles—’Eyredoxrjs 
8 Plutarch ‘ ‘ “ : §. 

ee Bscusdrne aetna éx piKpoTépwv dyKav Ta oToVyela 

auyKplver, dep éotiv éhaxtota Kal olovel aTOLXELa TTOLYEL@V 

(Plutarch De Placitis Philosophorum i 17, Stobaeus EHelogae 

Physicae i 18), with which we may compare (for the theory, 

though not for the use of the word) another statement about 
Empedocles—EypzreSoxAjs [rept éXayiorovu probably a heading] 

épn po TOV Teccapwv oTorxyelwv Opaiopata éday.oTAa, oiovel 
oToyela mpd THY aToLyeiwy oporomeph (Stobaeus Helogae 

Physicae i 15). Various accidental causes might account for 
the fact that the invention of the term was ascribed to 

Heraclides Ponticus, One in particular occurs to me as possible. 
Anyone reading the account given of him by Diogenes Laertius 
can hardly resist the conclusion that Heraclides, though in his 

way a by no means uninteresting personality, must have been 

conspicuously lacking in a sense of humour. He seems to have 

possessed many peculiarities of person and of temperament that 
contributed to make him a notorious character and a familiar 
target for the wit of his contemporaries. Among other things, 

so Diogenes tells us, d1répoyxos Hv TO cdma, Wor adTov bd 
tov “Arrixov. wy Llovtuxdy adda Lloprrixdv KkareioOa: and 
from certain stories told of him it is sufficiently clear that 

dyKos was a characteristic not only of his body but of his mind. 
Is it not conceivable that, even though he was not the originator 

of the above-mentioned technical sense of the word, his habitual — 
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employment of it in this sense may have helped to give currency 

to the expression 6 ‘Hpaxdeldov dyxos with another and a 
larger meaning ? 

That Heraclides did use the word in this special sense is 
probable enough, but the tradition crediting him with the 

invention of it as a technical term is dubious and not always 
consistent: moreover it seems clear that it must have been not 

as a ‘Pythagorean’ but rather as an ‘atomist’ that he used it. 
On the other hand it is possible and even probable that the 
technicality emanated from Empedocles or his followers, who 

would find some such term convenient in the exposition of what 
was an entirely novel theory of the composition of matter. It is 

this Empedoclean doctrine that I suppose Zeno to be criticizing 

—a doctrine, it should be noted, with the refutation of which 

we should naturally expect him to concern himself for the fol- 
lowing reason. Parmenides, the teacher of Zeno, occupies an 

important place in the history of philosophy in that he was the 

first philosopher to draw a clear distinction between metaphysics, 

the study of reality, and physics, the study of appearance. 
According to him it is only the One that exists and is the 
object of knowledge: the Many do not exist, but only 

appear, and are the object not of knowledge but of opinion. 
Zeno adopts his master’s metaphysical monism: but whereas 
Parmenides accords a certain measure of recognition to the 
Many as constituting a legitimate field of study from the point 

of view of opinion, though not from that of knowledge, Zeno 
chooses to ignore physical speculation altogether. He devotes 
all his energies to defending his master’s cardinal doctrine, that 

‘the One exists’: and he supports this proposition not by 
positive but by negative arguments, by means of which he 

would take from the Many even that existence which they 
seem to have. We have an excellent summary of his philo- 
sophical position in the words put into his mouth by Plato in 

the Parmenides (1280) :—éor. 8€ To ye addrnbes BonOed tis 
taita Ta ypdypara [sc. Zeno’s book] 7r@ Ilappevidou Ady 
Mpos Tovs émvyerpodvtas avTov Kapwdely, ws, el dv ExTL, TOAAA 
Kal yedoia cupBaiver macyew TH OyH Kal évavtia abTor 
dytiéyet 5) ody TodTO Td ypaupa mpds Tos Ta ToANA 

Journal of Philology. vow, xxxt. 8 
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AéyovTas, Kal avTamrodidwot Tavita Kal mrEiw, TodTO Bovdo- 

pevoy Snrodv, ws Ets yedouoTepa Tacyor dv adtav % brd0ears, 

) el TOANA EoTLV, 7) 7) TOU Ev Elvat, el Tis ixavas éreElou. Now 

Empedocles was apparently a somewhat older contemporary of 
Zeno, and Diogenes Laertius quotes Alcidamas as saying that 

he was, like Zeno, a disciple of Parmenides: but while Zeno 
accepts the One and rejects the Many, Empedocles in an 
equally one-sided manner, if not in the same controversial 

- spirit, rejects the One and accepts the Many. In his efforts to 

prove the existence of the One by showing the absurdities that 
must follow from the attribution of existence to the Many, 

Zeno would inevitably be brought into collision with the 

teaching of Empedocles, who may fairly be regarded as the 
first of the scientific pluralists: for Anaxagoras, as Aristotle 

tells us, though 7 %duxia mpotepos, was Tois Epyous VaTepos. 
The Empedoclean cosmology, besides being the earliest of the 

confessedly pluralistic systems, is a pluralistic system of the 

most pronounced and thorough-going character: plurality is 

everywhere, unity nowhere: and existence is attributed to the 
Many in just the sense resented and ridiculed by Zeno. 

On a priori grounds, therefore, it is reasonable to suppose 

that in his arguments against the believers in the Many Zeno 

would have Empedocles and his system especially in mind. 

Nor are we completely dependent upon a priori evidence. We 
have it on the authority of Suidas (s.v. Zjvwv) that Zeno’s 
works included not only a treatise [Ipds tods pidocdgovs trepi 
gicews but an “Efjynois tov [or rod] Ewmedoxdéous. Zeller 

considers it highly improbable that Zeno could have been the 

author of any such work. In view of the antagonistic character 

of the respective philosophic tendencies of Zeno and Empedocles 
it is no doubt scarcely conceivable that the former could have 

written an ‘explanation of’ or ‘commentary on’ the latter’s 
system. But there is no need to suppose any such thing. 

Diels (Sitzungsberichte der Akademie zu Berlin, 1884, page 359, 
note 2) shows clearly that the term é£ynous could perfectly 

well be used to denote a work of a polemical character: thus 

we are told by Diogenes Laertius that Heraclides Ponticus 
wrote ‘Hpaxdelrov ’Eényjoess and Ipods tov Anpoxperov 
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*EEnyyoes, which must have been controversial treatises. We 
have no reason, therefore, to discredit the tradition that ascribes 

to Zeno the authorship of ‘A Critical Examination of the 
System of Empedocles’. 

_ My conclusion is, then, that in his fourth argument against 
motion Zeno is especially concerned to refute certain pluralists 
(and Empedocles in particular) whose scientific theories as to 
the structure of matter involved the view that matter is not 

infinitely divisible but divisible ultimately into units (éy«ov) - 
occupying a certain amount of space and yet not themselves 
divisible : for, though it will make no difference to the validity 
of Zeno’s reasoning whether we regard these units as ‘points’ 
in the mathematical sense or not, it ought to be clearly 

recognised, as Tannery himself recognises, that, if dyxor be 

translated ‘points’, these ‘points’ must be supposed to have 
magnitude. The word éyxos itself of course inevitably connotes 
magnitude, and this is probably one of the main reasons why 
Zeno seizes upon it. For the theory that matter is not infinitely 

divisible really amounts to saying that a given magnitude is 

composed of a finite number of parts so small that there can 
be nothing smaller. You may call these particles ‘points’: 

but so long as a finite number of them can compose a magni- 

tude, each of them, while not having parts, must necessarily 

itself have magnitude. It is this mathematical monstrosity 
that gives Zeno his opportunity: and what Aristotle regards 

as a false assumption—ro péev mapa xivotpevoy TO Sé Tap’ 
Hpepody TO icov péyeOos akvody TH iow Taye Tov loov héper Oat 

xpovov—is in reality a perfectly valid deduction from the theory 
criticized, so that against any such pluralistic theory of matter 
as that traditionally attributed to Empedocles Zeno’s reasoning 

must be absolutely conclusive. 
It must be remembered that for us the problems of Greek 

mathematics are somewhat complicated by the fact that in 
Greece mathematical demonstrations were geometrical rather 
than analytical in character. Bearing this in mind, we may 

perhaps make the nature of Zeno’s argument clearer in the 
’ following manner. Referring once more to the diagram, we 

see that the motion of the C’s is relative both to the B’s, which 

8—2 
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are in motion, and to the A’s, which are not, Let us suppose, 

then, that the respective position of the B’s and the C’s has 
changed from that represented in Figure 1 to that represented 
in Figure 2. Now, in reaching the position that it occupies in 

Figure 2, C1 must have been opposite each of the eight B’s in 
succession, and at the moment when it was opposite each B it 
must also have been opposite an A. But two moments are 

necessary to enable it to have been opposite two successive B's: 

and it cannot have been opposite the same A at both of these 
two moments (which would mean that it was at rest, whereas 

ex hypothesi it is in motion): nor can it at one and the same 

moment be opposite part of one A and part of another (which 

would mean that the dyxou were divisible, whereas ex hypothest 
they are duepeis). Consequently, at each of the two moments 
C* must have been opposite a different A, and therefore at the 

moment when it has passed eight B’s it must also have passed 
eight A’s, notwithstanding the fact that the B’s are in motion 

while the A’s are at rest. Thus we see that the responsibility 
for regarding 7d mp@tov T' as icov ypovov map’ éxactov ytvo- 
pevov Tov B dcov rep tov A must rest not with Zeno, who 

makes no unwarranted assumption, but with those who main- 

tain the initial absurdity that an dyxos can be ayepyes. 
So interpreted, Zeno’s argument is perfectly sound. The 

ordinary interpretation makes him guilty of a blunder that 

could not fail of detection even in days when logic was in its 

infancy. Zeno may not have been a great thinker: but it 

cannot be denied that his reasoning powers were extraordinarily 
acute, and that this acuteness is abundantly illustrated in his 

first three arguments against motion. We should do well to 

hesitate, therefore, before attributing a fallacy that is not even 

plausible to a reasoner of whom Plato consistently speaks, if 
not with enthusiasm, at any rate with respect. 

In conclusion I gladly acknowledge the help I have received 

from my friend Mr G. H. Hardy, mathematical lecturer at 

Trinity College, in my endeavour to avoid transgressing the 
bounds of ‘mathematica necessitas ’. 

R, K. GAYE. 
Trinity CoLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE, 

19 March, 1907. 



THE BATTLE OF LAKE TRASIMENE. 

The question of the site of the battle of Lake Trasimene has 
been much discussed in recent years. The debate between 
Messrs Grundy and Henderson upon the subject took its rise 
from an article by the former in Journal of Philology xxiv. 
(1896) 83 sqq. (cf. Classical Review, x. (1896) 284), maintaining 
the traditional theory of the site—that it was near Tuoro. 
Mr Henderson challenged the correctness of this view, ibid. xxv. 

(1897) 112, and Mr Grundy replied in pp. 273 sqq. of the same 

volume, Mr Henderson returning to the charge in xxvI. (1899) 
203 sqq. 

Having examined the site with some care in September, 
1907, I should wish to state my views on the point, without 

entering upon lengthy discussions of method. On reading the 

two articles in Vol. xxv. of thé Journal, I was struck with the 

fact that both authors assumed (pp. 115, 282) that the course of 
the modern road was identical, in the main, with that of the 

ancient one. Anyone who has much experience of Italian 
topography will agree with me that such an assumption is a 

most dangerous one: and I shall try to show briefly that it has 
led both of them into mistakes which they might otherwise 
have avoided. 

I approached the site from Terontola station, on a bicycle, 
and was struck, almost directly after I had passed the village, 
by a track cutting off the bend of the modern road to the S.W. 
of Monte Girella. Examination showed that this track had 

been the highroad until comparatively recent times: and 
* proceeding straight on past the group of houses called La 

Spelonca, I saw the prolongation of this abandoned highroad 
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going straight on over the hill, while the modern road swept 

off to the 8.S.E., keeping as much as possible on the level and 
avoiding the difficulties by a long detour in a way entirely out 

of keeping with what I have observed on Roman roads in Italy. 

On ascending the hill (the road was still good enough for cycling 

in parts) I found myself on a narrow saddle between the Monte 
Gualandro on the N. and the nameless hill, the top of which is 
382 métres above sea-level, on the S. On descending on the 

E. side, I came to some cottages, where I was informed that the 

modern road had been constructed so recently as 1816, to give 

work to the inhabitants of the district in a year of famine. 
The road I had so far been following, was indeed the road 

in use from the 16th century onwards. A map of the territory 

of Perugia, drawn in 1577 by Ignazio Danti, and engraved at 

Rome by Mario Cartari in 1580, exhibited at the exhibition of 

Umbrian art at Perugia in 1907, shows the road following this 
course (Catalogo della Mostra, p. 225, no. 1) and subsequent 

maps agree with this indication, e.g. in the Nuova Carta Geo- 
grafica dello Stato Ecclesiastico drawn up by Maire and 

Boscovich and dedicated to Benedict XIV. the road is shown 
as passing by Monte Gualandro (which marks the frontier of 
Tuscany) just 8. of Tuoro and so to the edge of the lake, which 

it does not reach until it arrives E. of Tuoro. 
The passage between the Monte Gualandro and point 382 

would be quite an easy one to close in the rear of an army that 

had once gone through it, descended the hill, and entered the 
plain of Tuoro. But Polybius’ description of the avA@v as 

having cara lid am ovpas assets TedElws oTEVNY aTrONELTOoVTAaY 
mTdapooov ws eis TOV aUA@VA Tapa THY TapmpEelaV ose 83. es will 

not suit a mdpodos between two hills. 
But there is another alternative’, It seems to me quis 

possible that the ancient road may have followed the track 
which diverges from the modern highroad a little to the 8. of 

the village of Riccio, and runs 8.S.E., keeping to the low 

ground, just below the hills, and on the E.N.E. side of the 
railway. The soil here is soft, it is true, but at the so-called 

1 The two possible alternatives are marked with different dotting in the map - 
(p. 119). 
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Palazzo Orlando (merely a modern farmhouse) the track is 
about 10 feet wide, and runs in a cutting some 8 or 10 feet deep, 
flanked with old trees on each side. Further S. it dies out for 
a little, being interrupted by cultivation; but to the S.W. of 
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. point 308 on the modern highroad it may be seen ascending to 
* the latter. It crosses this and keeps S8.W. of it, but still above 
* the edge of the lake, touches the highroad at point 307 (above 
Mr Grundy’s point A), and then turns N.E., descending sharply. 
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The so-called Pieve Confini, at point 278, is a Romanesque 
church of the 12th century, on the S.E. edge of the road: and 

it is very improbable that the course of the road had changed 
already when this church was built. 

If we accept this line in general as the ancient line, it seems 
to me difficult to admit the probability (possibility I will not 

say) of the road having ever passed below the cliffs at point A. 
There are a few loose stones about which may be due to the 
lake having once washed the foot of the cliffs: but having 
regard to the fact that a heading was driven out from the 
middle of the railway tunnel to the lake at this point, and used 

to carry out the spoil from the excavation (a large heap of this 
spoil may still be seen there), I should be sorry to found any 

argument upon the existence of loose stones here. Nor are 

there any traces of the road further along, where the lake has 
presumably receded ; and, to my thinking, the passage between 

point 382 and the cliffs at point A, above the lake, might quite 
well suit Polybius’ description of the wapodos. In regard to 

this, therefore, I should be inclined to accept Mr Grundy’s 
second view of the 7dpod0s—Mr Henderson is, from the purely 
argumentative standpoint, quite right in insisting on the rather 

sudden change of opinion (Journal cit., XxvI. 204, 205). The 

point which I desire to make quite clear is this—that the one 
impossible line for the ancient road is that followed by the 
modern highroad. 

Another question of course arises, as to whether there was 
a road there at all in 217 Bc. The road from Arretium to 

Cortona and Perusia, whence it went on to Asisium and 

Fulginium, is a branch road from the Via Cassia to the Via 

Flaminia. Now, the road from Bononia to Arretium was not 
constructed until 187 B.c. by the consul C. Flaminius, so that 
the Via Cassia, according to this, should be later still (Livy 

XXxIx. 2; Hiilsen in Pauly-Wissowa, Realencyclopddie, 111. 
1670). But it seems impossible to suppose, considering 

especially the importance of Arretium in the Hannibalic wars, 

that the Romans had no direct communication with it, and 

that even in 187 B.o. they could only reach it by way of Bononia: 
so that this objection need not be further considered, 
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I am not prepared to entirely deny the possibilities of 

Mr Henderson’s site for the battle: his avA@y certainly exists, 
though it is a good deal smaller than the Tuoro basin, and I 

think too small altogether. And it must be allowed that it is 
impossible to make the avAdv west of Tuoro satisfy Polybius’ 
description in both regards; unless we admit with Mr Grundy 

that there is a change of point of view, or unless we suppose 
that Flaminius struck N. up the Sanguineto valley, which 
however, considering that Flaminius had just come from the 
N., is an almost impossible supposition. And this is in favour 
of Mr Henderson’s view. On the other hand, he is expressly 

neglecting Livy’s ubi maxime montes Cortonenses Trasummennus 
subit: and I think on all other grounds that the Tuoro site is 
to be preferred—especially on the ground that it is most im- 
probable that Hannibal would not have seized the first point at 
which the enemy could conveniently be awaited and surrounded. 
The change of point of view must, I think, be admitted—as it 
is by the latest German investigators. 

Reuss in Klio vi. 226 sqq. arrives at the same conclusion as 

Mr Grundy. He turns the main difficulty by translating 
SveAO@v tov avrAO@va Tapa THY Aipvynv, “Hannibal hat den 
Talkessel den See entlang durchquert” (p. 235), and at the 

same time assuming, as Fuchs does also in Wiener Studien, 
XXVI. (1904) 118 sqq., that the description of the avAw@y was 
made by one who had taken his standpoint on the shore of the 
lake S. of the station of Tuoro, so as to have the lake behind 

him. He also rejects Fuchs’ attempt to identify rov xara 
mpocwrov THs Topeias NOpor with the hill of Montigeto, which 
lies 4 km. E. of Tuoro and 2 km. W. of Passignano, and leaves 

only a narrow passage (250 m.) between itself and the lake, on 
the grounds that, to one coming over the hill or round the 
shore into the flat valley of the Sanguineto, the shore plain 
appears to be quite sufficiently closed by the hill of Tuoro, 
which comes within 1 km. of the lake, and that if Hannibal 

had occupied the hill of Montigeto, he would probably have 

been able to prevent the escape even of the 6,000 men of the 

* advance guard. Here too the Romans could only have been 
taken on the left flank. 
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Fuchs and Nissen, indeed, wrongly (as Reuss p. 243 points 
out) take the avAdy émimedos to be, not the valley of the 
Sanguineto, but the level ground along the north shore of the 

lake, the former supposing that the mapodos by which the 
Romans marched was along the line followed by the railway at 
point A, te. keeping quite close to the lake—a view with which, 

as I have said, I am not prepared to agree’, 

The question about the camp by the lake seems to me a 
minor point: a large army of 40,000 or 50,000 men would take 
up sufficient space for part of it to extend to the lake even if 

the road followed the upper course 8. of Monte Gualandro. If 

on the other hand it passed through the low ground, then no 

difficulty remains. 
This short note cannot pretend to be more than a contri- 

bution to the solution of a difficult problem, but it may perhaps 
lead to the abandonment of the fundamental error (in which 

Fuchs op. cit. 120 also shares—while Reuss does not seem to 

realize the point at issue) of supposing that the modern road 

follows the ancient line. 

1 I may add that Fuchs seems to 

me, as he does to Reuss (op. cit. 227— 
230), to be right in determining the 
marshes which gave so much trouble 

to Hannibal (1. 78. 6) to be, not 
those of the Arno between Pistoia and 
Florence or those between Viareggio 

and Pistoia, but those of the upper 

Arno valley above Arezzo (Hannibal 

having thus crossed the Passo dei 
Mandrioli from Forli, which is, after 

all, by far the shortest way from 
Parma to Arezzo), and that he did 
not actually go to Fiesole, but turned 
his march in that direction to avoid 
Arezzo, which Flaminius held. 

THOMAS ASHBY. 
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TACITUS AS A MILITARY HISTORIAN IN THE 

“ HISTORIES”. 

Mommsen, as we all know, was once provoked into the 
declaration that Tacitus is the most unmilitary of historians. 
This is one of those exaggerated epigrams, which are more 

striking than just, and which, based on a great name like 
Mommsen’s, will perhaps label and stigmatise the Roman 
historian “once and for all times”. That this trenchant 

criticism of his shortcomings, as a military historian, is without 

considerable justification, no one will deny. 
It hardly seems fair or judicial, however, to sum up in one 

sweeping condemnation such varied military histories, as those 

recording the campaigns of Germanicus, the earlier conquest of 

Britain, the later campaigns of Agricola, the Armenian wars 
and the “civil wars and rebellion” in the four emperors’ year. 
The most conspicuous defects in the history of all the wars 
described in the annals and the Agricola, seem to be due mainly 

(1) to their comparative brevity, (2) to their want of continuity, 

here a few chapters and there a few chapters, (3) to the frequent 

failure to distinguish the campaigns of several years from one 
another, and (4) to the lack, of course most detrimental in the 

case of Armenia and Britain, of accurate geographical know- 
ledge. Now I am far from denying the existence or importance 
of these defects, or from impugning the legitimacy of such 

reconstructions, as Mr Henderson has attempted for the British 
and Armenian wars under Nero. But Mr Henderson has made 
it one of the two chief objects of his new book, “Civil War and 
Rebellion in the Roman Empire”, to work out and develope 

Mommsen’s unfavourable judgment in the “ Histories”. “The 
more often I read Tacitus, the more convinced I become that in 
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matters military his information represents little but the 
common gossip of the camp, the talk of the private soldier or 
subordinate officer”. In accordance with this theory, which 
throughout the book remains the merest hypothesis, not 
supported by any adequate discussion, or by a particle of 
evidence, Mr Henderson, at any rate in the Othonian war, 

allows himself the fullest licence of reconstruction. And yet 
the military history here is at least not vitiated by the defects 

alluded to above. There is no excessive brevity, though no 

doubt we should sometimes be glad of more details; the 
account is for the most part continuous, the statements as to 
time and date are fairly clear, and with the exception of the 
identification of a river or two in Holland, there is very little 
room for geographical vagueness. 

Tacitus is in fact condemned by Mr Henderson on quite 

other grounds, He is tried and found wanting in the light of 
modern strategical principles. The other main object of the 

book is “to write the history of these campaigns by the aid of, 
and as illustrative of, modern strategical principles”. The two 
objects indeed involve one another. The wars are capable of 
being written in the light of these principles; Tacitus did not 
so write them; therefore Tacitus is blind, shallow, shortsighted, 
incapable of understanding a military situation. Such a 

method of rewriting military history needs much discrimination 
and very careful handling. There are of course resemblances, 

but there are also essential differences between ancient and 
modern warfare. Not only Tacitus, but Vespasian, Mucianus, 
Suetonius Paulinus, Antonius Primus are all severely lectured 

by Mr Henderson. The constant citations from Von der 

Goltz, Lieut. Col. Henderson and Col. Hamley are very 

interesting and often very apt, but they are not always con- 
vincing and not always applicable to ancient warfare. 

“After a war one ought to write not only the history of 

what happened, but also the history of what was intended to 
happen”. ‘This is sound and possible for modern wars; it may 
be very difficult in the case of ancient history. Mr Henderson’s 

application of this axiom in the campaign of Otho and the 

Vitellian generals affords several illustrations of the dangers to 
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which it is liable. It so happened that I was myself engaged 
upon the “ Histories”, at the time when Mr Henderson’s book 

appeared, and as my impression on re-reading Tacitus was very 
different from his, and as his criticism seemed to me to be often 

undeserved and always unmeasured, I determined to examine 
seriatim the principal counts in his indictment. They are most 

of them to be found in his first chapter. The last two chapters, 
where he is content to follow, interpret and supplement, rather 

than re-construct, and where modern strategy is kept more to 

its proper place, are by far the best in the book, and are, as it 

seems to me, to a large extent, a vindication of Tacitus against 
the charges of incompetence made in the first. 

The first instance I will take is the contemplated “ strategy 
of penetration” attributed to Caecina. Tacitus (1. 80) says 
that Caecina, after sending an advance guard over the Pennine 
Alps to secure the four fortresses in north Italy, brought over 
by the ala Siliana, hesitated whether he should not himself 
eross the Raetian Alps and march against the Othonian pro- 
curator of Noricum, but finally decided that there was “plus 
gloriae retenta Italia” and that Noricum could easily be 
secured after a victory. On this, Mr Henderson makes severe 
comments on the “strategical blindness” of the Roman 
historian, who failed to see that the real object of Caecina was, 

not to attack Noricum, but to pass by way of Raetia over the 
Brenner Pass, and so to drop down into Italy immediately north 
of Verona. The object of this movement would have been to 
penetrate between and cut off from one another the two 
divisions of Otho’s forces, the Danube army and the army of 
Italy. On page 56 Mr Henderson, in recasting the strategical 
opportunities of the Vitellians, makes the very misleading 

statement that the “ Brenner Pass offered the easiest access to 
Italy”. To an army already in Raetia, no doubt it did, but 

Caecina was not in Raetia, but at Aventicum. On page 67, 
Mr Henderson himself shows that by whatever route Caecina 
entered Raetia, the march into Italy by the Brenner Pass would 

be a long and toilsome one, involving considerable loss of time. 
Again, Caecina’s object was, “to drive in a great wedge of his 

own men, penetrating the defenders lines midway at Placentia 
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and Aquileia” (page 56). Now Caecina either had or had 
not intelligence as to the movements and state of preparation 

of the Othonian forces. If he had not, this strategy of penetra- 

tion would have been sheer madness, for he might have found 

the army of Italy at Mantua or Verona, which Mr Henderson 

himself (page 46) suggests that it would probably secure, and 
the Danube army wholly or partly concentrated at Aquileia. If 

_he had, then he would know that the army of Italy had not yet 
left Rome, and that there was no considerable force at Aquileia. 

By far the easiest, safest and quickest route for him was to obey 

his instructions, cross by the Pennine Alps, and then, as should 

seem advisable, make for either Placentia or Verona. I do not 

venture to attribute “strategical blindness” to Mr Henderson, — 

but Tacitus, at any rate in this instance, must be acquitted of 
it. Nor does Tacitus say that Caecina “hesitated whether to 

attack Noricum or Italy, and finally preferred Italy as being 
more important” (page 69). Mr Henderson would be very 

severe on such slip-shod translation in others. According to 

Tacitus, Caecina considered that more reputation was to be got. 

by retaining possession of Italy, “Italia Retenta”, ie. by 
securing that part of north Italy, which his advance guard had 

already occupied. Italy was of course his objective; it was 
only a question whether it was worth while to incur the delay 

involved in securing Noricum. No doubt he decided wisely, 

but for all that, the possession of Noricum was considered of 

sufficient importance by Antonius Primus, to warrant him in 
sending eight cohorts and an ala to secure it, before his invasion 

of Italy. “ Hist.” iii. 5. 
Of the strategical opportunities on the Othonian side, Mr 

Henderson gives an admirably clear account, but one important 
point he somewhat slurs over, viz. that Otho began to move a 
month and a half too late. That was the real reason why the 

Alpine passes were not occupied, why Cremona was lost, and 
why Placentia and the line of communication with the Danube 

were secured only just in time. At first Otho did nothing; - 
“ut in multa pace munia imperii obibat” (i. 77). It is 
perfectly clear from ii. 11 that no step was taken till after. 
Caecina had crossed the Alps; “transgresso jam Alpes 
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Caecina”. This was no doubt, as Mr Henderson says, early in 
March, but Otho might quite well have moved before the end 

of January. Mr Henderson implies that it was strategical 

reasons which prevented Otho from guarding the Alps, and he 

tells us, rather ex cathedra, “the proper method of defending 
a mountain ridge” (page 43). It was however not the method 
of ancient warfare, and the original plan of Otho, “prima 

consiliorum,” was to prevent the passage of the Alps. 
Another instance in which Mr Henderson criticises Tacitus, 

I think rather unfairly, is in connection with the expedition of 
the Othonian fieet. The expedition was a complete fiasco; 
Tacitus describes it as such. Its objective, on Mr Henderson’s 
own showing, was Gallia Narbonensis; Tacitus is very clear on 

this point. But Mr Henderson maintains (page 77) that it is 
shortsighted to look at the actual results rather than the 
intentions of the Emperor. The intentions of the Emperor can 

only be inferred from his acts. What he did was to put on 
board the fleet some urban cohorts, and a certain number, 

clearly not very large, of Praetorians ; to place in command of 

this paltry force three men of no distinction or experience or 

capacity, and to send the fleet up towards Gaul, either with no 
instructions or the vaguest, and practically to leave everything 
to the discretion of three incapable underlings. There were of 
course possibilities in such a flank movement, if adequately 
equipped and properly carried out, but whether or not it ought 
to be regarded as “ part of the whole well-designed strategical 
plan”, must depend on how far those conditions were fulfilled. 
It might have been a strategical move, it was under the 

incapable Otho a mere diversion. Mr Henderson suggests that 
this force, for which a part of two Tungrian cohorts, a Ligurian 

cohort, and a little more than an ala of cavalry was a fair 
match, might, if it had “dared to push up the country in the 
direction of Briangon ”, have delayed the whole army of Valens, 

over sixty thousand men, for some days, if not weeks (page 78). 
After this, we are not surprised to find that this movement 
might have resulted in the destruction of Caecina’s army at 

Cremona, “and only Valens’ arrival saved his colleague”. 
When Mr Henderson is writing under less excitement on 
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page 92, he points out that Caecina’s army outnumbered Otho’s 
“in a proportion of 3 to 2”, and was also strongly entrenched, 
Is it on the strength of ill-grounded suppositions such as these 

that Tacitus is to be denounced as blind, shortsighted and 
incapable of understanding a military situation ? 

I will not spend much time on the next point on which 
Tacitus is criticised. It is in connection with Spurinna at 

Placentia. Tacitus says that Spurinna was anxious to keep his 
small force of three Praetorian cohorts and 1,000 veterans 

within the walls, but that they, distrusting their general, 

insisted on marching out into the plain, and were only induced 

to return on experiencing the labour of having to fortify a 
camp (ii. 18 and 19). Mr Henderson regards this as a silly 

story, the result of camp gossip, which always pulls generals to 
pieces (page 82). He thinks it was the natural course for 

Spurinna to make “a reconnaissance in force”, and that Spurinna 
did this, Apparently Mr Henderson thinks any stick good 

enough to beat Tacitus with. If Tacitus had suggested that 

Spurinna was justified in leading his whole force of 4,000 men 

a day’s march into the plain, and even encamping there with 

Caecina’s army of 30,000 men somewhere in the immediate 

neighbourhood, I fancy we should have heard a good deal about 
unmilitary historians, and perhaps very possibly an extract 
from Von der Goltz on the duty of sending out scouts, which 

is clearly all that the case called for. As for camp gossip, it is 
enough to say here, that soldiers do not generally circulate 

stories which are solely to their own discredit. Another point 
which Mr Henderson overlooks and Tacitus emphasises both 

here and elsewhere, is this. The Praetorians, so far from being 
“the flower of the Roman army” (page 54) to whom the legions 

as “troops of the line” were inferior (page 55), were the weak 
point in Otho’s army, They were loyal indeed to him, for it 

was to their interest to be so, though the stories of their 
romantic devotion after his death savour not a little of the 
camp gossip which Mr Henderson is generally so keen to 

detect. But they were “belli ignari” (ii. 18), spoilt by in- 

dulgences, badly disciplined, recklessly eager to fight, and above 

all utterly distrustful of senatorial generals. It is the merit of © 
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Tacitus that he brings out this essential point, and nowhere 
more clearly than in the episode at Placentia. 

I will not linger over the battle at Locus Castorum, Tacitus’ 

account of which is, Mr Henderson says, “an historical night- 
mare”. It is certainly not as clear as his own admirable 

reconstruction of it, but why does he say (p. 89) “The Guards 
faced them in the front”, when Tacitus writes, “legionum 

adversa frons”? Mr Henderson commends Caecina for wish- 

ing to crush the Othonians, before the arrival of the Danube 
army, and because Tacitus fails to appreciate this point, declares 

that Tacitus has “a genius for misunderstanding the essentials 
of a military situation” (p. 91). And yet it is perfectly clear 
from Mr Henderson’s own account that Caecina had no idea of 
crushing the Othonians. He aimed at a mere petty success, 
and the greater part of his army would never have been 

engaged at all, but for the straits in which his ambuscade found 
itself. The Roman historian was at least recording facts and 
not working out a military problem. 

So far, Mr Henderson’s strictures on Tacitus, though, as I 

hope I have shown, either wholly unfair or at least exaggerated, 
have not vitiated his account of what actually took place. The 
ease is different, when we come to the “Strategy of the final 
struggle” (p. 92). I may say at once that Mr Henderson’s 

reconstruction of the “first battle of Bedriacum” is a master- 
piece of clever, ingenious, lucid, and sometimes brilliant 

narration, but for all that, it is pure fiction and not history. 
The statements of Tacitus are treated with the most reckless 
disregard. Otho, in the face of all the evidence we have about 
him, is represented as a brilliant strategist, and every move- 

ment, real or imagined, arbitrarily forced into its place in a 
fancy picture, “illustrative of modern strategical principles” 
(Preface, p. 7), wholly inapplicable to the particular case, if not 
to ancient warfare generally. I wish the vindication of Tacitus 

had fallen into more competent hands, but I feel that I must 
raise a protest against this new and dangerous method of 
re-writing the military history of the past. 

The first point is the bridge building of Caecina, I will 
summarise Mr Henderson’s account first. The Vitellian 
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generals, after the arrival of Valens (with between 50,000 and 

60,000 men), having experienced the stout resistance of the 
enemy, and not knowing how soon the Danube army might 

arrive, decided that “they must wait for their Emperor, unless 
themselves attacked” (p. 93). In the meantime, as Placentia 

was keeping “grim watch” in their rear, and “still menaced 
both their own position and Vitellius when he came”, they 

commenced a plan of “tactical penetration”, Le. of constructing 
a bridge across the Po at Cremona, with a view of separating 

Otho’s main army from Placentia, and apparently attacking the 
latter. It was to meet this plan of penetration on the south of 

the river that Otho conceived his “brilliant strategical scheme” 

of envelopment (p. 100). What Tacitus tells us is this. 

“Conjunctis Caecinae ac Valentis copiis nulla ultra penes 
Vitellianos mora quin totis viribus certarent” (ii. 31). They 

therefore did not decide to wait for their Emperor, and why 

should they? Mr Henderson himself approves of the strategy 
of Caecina in forcing a battle before the Danube army came up 

(p. 91). It was the policy of the Vitellians, now that their 

army was three times as strong, to do the same. But, still to 

follow Tacitus, the Vitellians found that there was no need for 

them to risk a frontal attack, for news reached them of Otho’s 

council of war, and his rash decision to attack at once (ii. 34). 
Therefore they decided to wait, not for their Emperor, but 
“quando hostis imprudentia rueret, quod loco sapientiae est 

alienam stultitiam opperiebantur”. Then it was, partly as a 

feint, “ simulantes”, partly as a means of coping with Macer’s 

troublesome gladiators on the south bank, partly to oceupy 

their men, that the Vitellians began the bridge. The bridge 
building was therefore a reply to Otho’s plan for advance, not 

vice versa. What right has Mr Henderson to invert the order? 
Tacitus is of course far too blind and shortsighted to detect the 

“tactical penetration”. But even Mommsen is here “captive 
to Tacitus”, and is solemnly reproved for drawing “a shallow 
conclusion from results” (p. 347). As nothing worse can be 

said of me, I will make bold to say that the policy of penetra- 
tion exists only in Mr Henderson’s imagination. There was no 

object to be gained by it. Whatever may have been the case 
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at the beginning of the war, Placentia had ceased to be of 
primary importance to Otho. Mr Henderson is very severe 

with Gerstenecker for suggesting that Placentia was completely 
paralysed by the Vitellian occupation of Cremona (p. 238), but 

nevertheless, when once the two armies were facing one another 
at Cremona and Bedriacum, the phrase is not unjustifiable. 

We hear indeed of Placentia keeping grim watch and being a 

menace to the march of Vitellius. He forgets two things. It 
had been no menace or obstacle whatever to the march of 
Valens from Ticinum to Cremona, though Spurinna was there 

at the time with his full garrison, and now of so little import- 
ance was it in the eyes of Otho, that he had withdrawn 

Spurinna and almost all his forces from the place. There was 

nothing for Caecina to do south of the Po, except to dislodge 
Macer’s gladiators, and perhaps compel Otho to leave Brixellum 
and take his proper place at the head of his army. 

I now come to the great crux of the campaign, the battle of 

Bedriacum. Here Mr Henderson is at his best and at his 

worst. He shows extraordinary skill and ingenuity in making 
the different parts of his reconstruction fit in with one another. 

Personally, I should be far more proud of his performance than 
of a much more complete refutation than I can hope to put 
forward. Still, I am convinced that Mr Henderson’s modern 
strategical principles are not applicable to the case, and also 
that his treatment of Tacitus is not legitimate historical 

criticism. 
I will first give quite briefly the statements of Tacitus out 

of which Mr Henderson develops his view of what took place or 

was intended to take place. At Otho’s council of war, contrary 
to the advice of Suetonius Paulinus and his senatorial colleagues, 
who urged delay, at least until the Danube forces from Aquileia 
should arrive, it was decided by Otho, Titianus and Proculus to 

fight; “pugnari placitum” (ii. 23). Then, as a first step, 
“promoveri ad quartum a Bedriaco castra placuit”. This was 
done so unskilfully that the army found itself without water 
(ii. 39). Here there was some hesitation, but a peremptory 
order came from Otho, who had withdrawn to Brixellum, for 

immediate advance. Accordingly, next day, “non ad pugnam 

9—2 
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sed ad bellandum profecti, confluentes Padi et Aduae fluminum, 

sedecim inde milium spatio distantes, petebant” (ii. 40). It 
must be remembered that Bedriacum was twenty-two miles 
east of Cremona, and the mouth of the Adua seven miles to the 

west of it. 

Mr Henderson deducts from these data, to the undoubted 

difficulties of which I shall return later, the following view, 

perhaps originally suggested by Mommsen’s well-known mono- 
graph on the subject, but going so far beyond it, as to be for 

good or evil his own creation. 

Otho had conceived the brilliant strategical idea of “an 
envelopment” of the Vitellian army at Cremona which was in 
fact to be the Metz of the campaign (p. 101 foll.). 

The army at Bedriacum was to advance along the Via 
Postumia, but, while still at a safe distance from Cremona, was — 

to wheel to the right, and by a flanking movement pass round 

the Vitellian position and fortify a camp on the further side of 

the Adua, at its confluence with the Po. The object of this 

was to cut the Vitellian line of communication with Gaul, to 

block the way of possible reinforcements, and to threaten the 

army “cooped up” in Cremona with want of supplies. But 

this was only half the plan. By a simultaneous movement the 
Danube army was to take the place of the army of Italy at 
Bedriacum, and then advance against Cremona (p. 105). In 

this way the Vitellian army would be trapped, enveloped and 

forced to capitulate. Otho himself, not from timidity or want 
of judgment, as Tacitus represents, but as befitted the 
Commander-in-Chief with combined operations to direct, with- 
drew to Brixellum on the south of the Po (p. 107). This 

“brilliant idea” was an illustration of the Napoleonic maxim 
that “envelopment, not mere weight of numbers, is the secret 
of decisive success”. Now in the first place, there is absolutely 
nothing in Tacitus or Plutarch in support of all this except the 

mention by the former of “ Padi et Aduae confluentes”. Otho, 

from all that we know of him, was not a brilliant strategist or a 
strategist at all. There is no reason whatever to suppose that 
the general plan for defending the line of the Po, sound enough, 
as Mr Henderson shows, but fairly obvious, was due to Otho 
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himself. Every consideration makes it far more probable that 
it was the plan of Suetonius Paulinus, and Annius Gallus. The 

only thing which can with certainty be attributed to Otho, is 
the present decision to advance, and, if we follow our authority, 

to fight at once. Nor, if we are to pay any regard to these 

authorities, was he Commander-in-Chief. Tacitus says dis- 

tinctly : “ Titianum fratrem accitum bello praeposuit” (ii. 23), 
Mr Henderson’s view as to Otho’s motive for retiring to 

Brixellum is of minor importance, and indeed stands or falls with 

the more important question of strategy. On Mr Henderson’s 
own showing, Otho’s central position did not prevent hopeless 
misunderstanding (p. 117). 

I think in the next place that it might be fairly argued that 

the strategy of “envelopment” was neither known to nor 
applicable to ancient warfare. But this is a technical point, on 

which I am not prepared to meet Mr Henderson with his 
knowledge of military history. I can however think of no clear 

instance myself where it was employed, for of course Caesar’s 

operations at Dyrrhachium were a case of “circumvallation ” 
and not technically of “ envelopment ”. 

But apart from these preliminary objections, Mr Henderson’s 
conception seems to me, not only to rest on no solid foundations, 
but under the circumstances of the case to be wholly inadmis- 
sible. He himself admits; (1) that the possibility of the flank 
march to the Adua depended on the immobility of the Vitellians. 

“ All depended on the immobility of the enemy, and the discre- 
tion of Otho’s generals” (p. 111). (2) That the envelopment 
depended on the simultaneous advance of a considerable Danube 
force to Bedriacum. ‘Certainly the whole idea of strategic en- 

velopment depended on this simultaneous movement” (p. 106), 
These are two important points, and I will take them 

separately: (1) What was the strength of the force which 
Otho had available for the flank march? I will take Mr 
Henderson’s own estimate. The army of Italy at the com- 

“mencement of the war was about 25,000 men. To these, we 

_ must add the whole of Legion x10, for Mr Henderson’s inference 
from the presence of its Legate at Bedriacum is a fair one, 

2,000 men from Legion xiv and 2,000 auxilia from the Danube 
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army. I again accept Mr Henderson’s inference on page 95. 

This brings the number up to 33,000. But we must subtract 

three or four thousand sent with the fleet, and at least as many 
left with Otho at Brixellum, and about the same number, left _ 
to garrison Bedriacum. ‘Tacitus calls it “magnam exercitus 
partem” (ii. 44). Therefore only from 21,000 to 23,000 men 

could have been available. I believe myself that there may 
have been 4,000 more in the shape of the Vexilla from Legions 
vil and x1, but Mr Henderson holds that they had not yet come 
up. Now the army in Cremona, round the immediate flank of 

which this force was to pass, must have numbered 70,000 or 
80,000 men at least. I need not go into details, as Mr. 

Henderson will not deny this. Now what right had Otho to 

count upon the immobility of this large force? Why should it 
allow an army less than a third of its own size to march round 

it unmolested, within a mile of its entrenchments? For Mr 

Henderson has clearly no idea of a wide flanking movement, 
and even suggests that it would involve only one mile’s extra 

marching from the camp on the Via Postumia to the con- 

fluence (p. 345). Mr Henderson says: “On hearing of a 
forward movement on part of the force at Bedriacum, surely 

they would be tempted to cling all the more clesely to | 

their fortified lines, and thus give the Othonians exactly the 

opportunity which they desired for passing unmolested round 
the town” (p. 104). Again, he speaks of “the false security 
of which Otho would so brilliantly avail himself” (p. 105). 
This is not only utterly unreasonable in itself, but in direct 

contradiction to the express statements of Tacitus, which I have 
quoted above. The Vitellians were eager to fight, and they 

were keenly watching every movement of the enemy, ready 

to take instant advantage of the first false.move. And, says 

Mr Henderson himself, a little off his guard for the moment, 

“very little happened in the camp at Bedriacum, without the 

foe being at once informed of it” (p. 112). So far therefore 

from being a brilliant strategic idea, it is hardly too much to 
say that it would have pointed even more clearly to Otho being 

“a, strategical idiot” (p. 347), than the mad frontal attack which 

he intended and carried out. 
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(2) With regard to the simultaneous movement of the 
Danube army, Mr Henderson is hardly on more solid ground, 
though he has more reason to complain of the ambiguity of 
Tacitus. What evidence is there for supposing that there was 

any considerable force on its way from Aquileia to Bedriacum ? 
It would have to be a considerable force, if anything deserving 

to be called envelopment was to be effected, and Mr Henderson 

is quite clear that it must be a “simultaneous” movement. It 

needed, as he says, “the most careful timing to be successful ” 
(p. 106). “The crisis of the situation must come in a very few 

days after the arrival at the confluence” (p. 112). If it arrived 
before the Danube army came up, the Othonian force, even if 
it reached its objective, would have cut itself off from its 
reinforcements to no purpose, and would either be annihilated 

or would have to throw itself into Placentia. What forces then 
could be on their way from Aquileia ? 

Of the four Pannonian and Dalmatian Legions, one, XII, 

and nearly half of another, XIv, were already with Otho. So 
too, were some at least of the Auxilia. There remained there- 

fore the rest of xiv, Legions vit Galb. and XI, together with 
a force of Auxilia, which I think Mr Henderson will admit 

could not have exceeded 10,000 men, for Legion x1v had no 
Auxilia at this time. As far as this army was concerned there- 
fore, there could not have been more than about 23,000 men 
advancing. Does Mr Henderson consider this an adequate 

enveloping force? I cannot however allow him quite so large 
a force even as this. The Vexilla of vil and XI, 4,000 men, 

must have already joined Otho. Mr Henderson thinks not, 
because they are not mentioned in the battle at Locus Castorum, 
and because Tacitus uses the phrase “nullum retro subsidium ” 

(p. 337). This is not conclusive. The Othonians were ten or 
twelve miles from their camp, and the words only mean that 
there was no reserve force coming up from the camp to support 
them. On the other hand, Tacitus says (ii. 11), that these 
Vexilla were sent forward at the beginning of the war, 
“principia belli”, ie. more than a month before the battle of 
Bedriacum. Besides vii and XI are both included among the 
“Victae Legiones” in ii. 67, and this would be unmeaning, if 
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no part of these legions had been engaged. But of course, if 

the three Moesian Legions with their auxilia were ready to take 

part in the simultaneous movement, the force would be a really 

large one. It is unfortunate, considering how vital this point 

was to the whole supposed scheme, that Mr Henderson has not 

dealt more fully with it. He has indeed a note on the Moesian 
Legions in connection with the Flavian advance (p. 161), but in 

connection with Otho’s plan, he contents himself with saying 
vaguely, “a large part of the Danube army was already at 
Aquileia” (p. 101). I must therefore, at the risk of being 

tedious, supply his omission. In ii. 82 Suetonius Paulinus 
expects the arrival in a few days of Legion xiv, “cum Moesicis 
copiis”. The phrase is a vague one, and quite consistent with 

the view that only some detachments of the Moesian Legions 

had reached Aquileia. The evidence of Suetonius on this point 

is valuable and important, since his father was Tribune of 

Legion x11 at the time. He says: Vesp. 6: “ Moesici exercitus 

bina e tribus legionibus milia missa auxilio Othonis, postquam 

ingressis iter nuntiatum est, victum eum ac vim vitae suae 

attulisse, nihilo setius Aquileiam usque perseveraverunt, quasi 

rumori minus crederent”. They therefore only reached Aquileia 

after Otho’s death. 

In ii. 46, some part of this advance guard, “praemissi e 
Moesia”, is with Otho just after the battle, and to encourage 

him, report that the Legions have entered Aquileia. This is 

clearly mere camp gossip, but Mr Henderson accepts it (p. 161), 

and so apparently does Tacitus, for in ii. 85, he speaks of the 
Moesian Legions being there and tearing the standards of 
Vitellius, after news of the battle arrived. The significance 

of the last point seems to have escaped Mr Henderson. It 
proves that these troops, whatever they were, had not left 

Aquileia two or three days after the battle, and therefore they 
would have been too late to take part in the “simultaneous 
movement” for which accurate timing was essential. 

But the Moesian Legions could not have been at Aquileia, 

though some detachments may have been. Where Tacitus is 
inconsistent with himself, we have a right to question his 

statements. In July or August, the Moesian Legions were 
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certainly in Moesia. Mr Henderson unwillingly recognises 
this on p. 161, though he allows himself to say; “It is 

possible that they were at Aquileia all the time”. 
(1) Will Mr Henderson maintain that Legion II was at 

Aquileia, at the time when Aponius Saturninus, Legate of 
Moesia, sent word to Vitellius of its defection? (ii. 96). 

(2) If he does, will he also maintain that Legion vit was 
at Aquileia, at the time when its Legate escaped the attempt 
of Aponius to murder him and fled “ per avia Moesiae ” ? 

(3) If these two points are not enough, will he maintain 
that Aponius and his three Legions were at Aquileia, when 

the council of war at Poetovio with a view of invading Italy, 

urges him, “ut cum Moésico exercitu celeraret” ? Of course, 

they might have been sent back to their province, and because 
Tacitus does not mention this, Mr Henderson finds another 

instance of the “looseness of his military narrative”. But 
Tacitus is extremely precise in telling us of the Othonian 
Legions which were sent back (ii, 66 and 67), and the only 
fair inference to be drawn from his silence is that the Moesian 

Legions had not left Moesia, and had at most sent on an 

advance guard. 
But whatever the strength of the Danube army, there is 

no evidence at all that it was marching for Bedriacum. The 
fact that Otho thought it necessary to leave “magnam partem 

exercitus” at Bedriacum, is strongly against this. It is also 

quite clear that no reinforcements were near when the Othonian 
army capitulated at Bedriacum. Mr Henderson’s “ simultaneous 

movement” therefore on examination breaks down completely. 
If Otho had had such an idea, his utter slackness in timing the 

combination would have deprived it of all brilliance and of 
every chance of success. In developing his conception of Otho’s 
strategical plan, Mr Henderson ignores everything in Tacitus 
except the words, “ Padi et Aduae confluentes petebant”. His 
account of the way in which it was carried out involves far 
more illegitimate tampering with the historian’s statements. 

The essential points in Tacitus are these. In order to carry 
out the decision of the council of war, the army moved out 
of Bedriacum, and encamped for the night four miles along 
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the road. The next day they started for some point—the text 
calls to the confluence of the Po and the Adua—sixteen miles 

distant. There was clearly some idea of another encampment, 
before the actual attack, for they marched, “non ad pugnam 

sed ad bellandum”. Before they started, Paulinus again objected 
to the plan, urging the practical certainty that the soldiers, - 

weary with so long a tramp, would be attacked by the enemy, 
who would naturally hear of the advance from their scouts. 

The Vitellians, he pointed out, could either after a short march 
of four miles fall upon them while actually on the march, or 

later on, while making their camp, “ vallum molientes” (ii, 40). 

However, these objections were overruled. The army, in 

obedience to urgent orders from Otho, advanced, and, as 
Paulinus predicted, encountered the enemy, while still on the 

Postumian road, and clearly only a few miles from Cremona. 
Now it is clear at once, that in this account either the 

objective or the sixteen miles must be wrong. The mouth of 
the Adua was seven miles west of Cremona, and therefore 

twenty-five miles, as the crow flies, from the Othonian camp. 

Plutarch, Oth. 11, gives a somewhat different account, which 

Mr Henderson admits to be “simple and straightforward ”. 
According to him the first camp was not four miles, but fifty 
stades, a little over six miles, from Bedriacum. The next day, 

they marched 100 stades, a little over twelve miles, no objective 

being stated, and then fell in with the enemy. 
But, simple and straightforward as this account is, Mr 

Henderson says that he has “no right and small inclination” 
to accept it. I can understand the “small inclination”, for it 

involves abandonment of the theory of strategical envelopment, 
but I do not see why we have “no right”, when two authorities 

differ, to prefer on reasonable grounds one to the other. I sug- — 
gested long ago that the difficulty is probably to be met by 

following Plutarch, and I suggest it still, though I give up my 
“small stream to the north of the Po”, of which Mr Henderson 

quite good-naturedly makes fun (p. 343). 
Both authorities agree that the battle took place. a little 

short of four miles from Cremona. In Plutarch, subtract 

eighteen and a bit from twenty-two, and there remain nearly 
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four. In Tacitus, Paulinus says that the enemy would have 

to advance “ vix quatuor milia passuum”. Both agree, Plutarch 
asserting it more picturesquely but hardly more strongly than 
Tacitus, that Otho was madly eager for immediate battle; 
“pronus ad decertandum” (ii. 33), “aeger mora et spei im- 

patiens” (ii. 40). Plutarch puts it much more vividly. Both 

agree that the affair actually ended in a reckless frontal attack. 
Plutarch’s omission to mention the idea of a second encamp- 
ment is simply due to the fact that, as things turned out, 
nothing came of the intention. For the same reason, he does 
not mention the objective, whatever it was, because it was 

never reached, and also, as I suggest, because it was not the 

important strategical objective, which Mr Henderson assumes, 
but a mere point on the way to a frontal attack. 

Where was that point? I believe myself that it was 

a spot opposite to the confluence of the Hadra or Adra (the 
modern Arda), and the Po. It is a change of one letter only, 

and a scribe might easily substitute what was perhaps a more 
familiar river. The Adra enters the Po from the south, about 

seven miles below Cremona. The phrase “confluentes petebant” 

is perhaps not strictly correct, when the confluence was on the 
south bank, and the Othonians aimed at a spot on the north 
bank opposite to it, but it is quite intelligible, and presents no 

serious difficulty. The reason for choosing or suggesting the 

spot may have been a three-fold one: (1) To meet the objec- 
tions of Paulinus against fighting after a long day’s march, 
though, as he pointed out, it did not really meet them; (2) to 

make sure this time of being within reach of water; (3) to 

secure the assistance in the next day’s attack of the gladiators, 
posted on the south bank opposite Cremona. Now it seems to 

me, that if we accept Plutarch’s estimate of distance in the one 
point in which he differs from Tacitus, the whole affair becomes 

fairly clear. Nor is it arbitrary or unjustifiable to prefer the 

_ distances of Plutarch. He had himself gone over the whole 
battle ground with Mestrius Florus, who had been with Otho’s 

army on the occasion. He had no doubt had the various halting 
places pointed out to him, and his distances may well be due 

to his own personal investigation. Plut. Oth. 14. The Othonians 
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therefore pitched their camp on the first day six miles along 

the road from Bedriacum. From this point, it was sixteen 
miles to Cremona and fourteen, as the crow flies, to the mouth 

of the Adra. Since however an army marching there would - 

keep along the Via Postumia most of the way, and then deflect 
to the left, there is no difficulty about the sixteen miles of 

Tacitus. Next day, they started again, the soldiers eager for 
battle, Titianus and Proculus “imperitia properantes ”, but with 

an intention, distinct enough to induce them to march with 

their baggage wagons, of deflecting from the main road, and 
encamping near the confluence of the Po and the Adra. They 

were not however much impressed by the warning of Paulinus, 

that they would certainly be attacked on the road. If the 
battle took place on that day, it would be entirely in accordance 

with Otho’s orders, and quite to the taste of the soldiers; they 

were “imperitia properantes”. Paulinus saw that if the enemy 

attacked them on the march, “incompositos in agmine ”, it would 
probably be near the point where they would deflect from the 

main road, and this he reckoned to be about four miles from the 

enemy's camp. Of course if the enemy waited to attack them 
till they were constructing their camp at the confluence, the 
distance to be traversed would be two or three miles longer— 

“incompositos in agmine” and “vallum molientes” clearly repre- 
sent different points—but Paulinus considered the former point 
most probable. The affair turned out as he had predicted, 

unless indeed the Othonian generals in the end gave up their 

objective, and pushed on for an immediate frontal attack. On 
this view we can retain all the figures of Tacitus and Plutarch, 

except the “ad quartum a Bedriaco” of Tacitus. That is cor- 
rected, not by the arbitrary method, with which, as we shall 
see, Mr Henderson deals with it, but by the probably better 

evidence of Plutarch. For the second day, the twelve miles of 
Plutarch are the distance actually marched, when the armies 

met; the sixteen of Tacitus are the estimated distance to the 
confluence, first along the road, then deflecting to the left. 

I do not say that there are no difficulties in this explanation. 
Too many points are uncertain to make possible a precise 
calculation of distances, the distance of the Vitellian camp 
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from Cremona, the exact line of the Via Postumia, and the 
exact position of the confluence eighteen hundred years ago. 
But whether my own explanation of the objective, as stated by 
Tacitus, is accepted or not, Mr Henderson’s theory as to Otho’s 
plan of strategical envelopment is equally inadmissible. 

I have now to deal with the way in which he works out the 

details. It is clear that the three distances given by Tacitus, 
the four miles to the first encampment, the sixteen miles from 
there to the Adua, and the four miles to be traversed by the 
Vitellians, cannot all stand. Mr Henderson’s method of solution 

is arbitrarily to alter the first numeral, “ad quartum” to “ad 
quartum decimum ” (p. 344). This is indeed an heroic measure, 
but wholly illegitimate.. There is no suggestion that the text 

is corrupt, and the supposition is made practically impossible 
by Plutarch’s twelve stades, which on independent evidence 
point to the first day’s march being short. By such uncritical 

methods anything can be proved or disproved. The difficulty 

about the water, which among others this alteration is to get 
over, is purely imaginary, since neither Tacitus nor Plutarch 
states (as Mr Henderson thinks) that the men were overcome 
with thirst after a march of four or six miles, but that there 

was no water to supply the camp, and this might be as great 

an inconvenience four miles away as fourteen. 
Mr Henderson has therefore encamped the Othonian army 

eight miles from Cremona. He is apparently not prepared to 
throw overboard the other two distances of Tacitus. They are 
now fifteen miles from the Adua, as the crow flies, and if we 

allow one mile for the flanking movement, we get the sixteen 

of Tacitus (p. 345). This at least has the merit of recognising 
what Mr Henderson does not always recognise, that the sixteen 

miles is obviously the distance to be traversed and not the 
distance as the crow flies, i.e. supposing that the two did not 
coincide. But I have already shown that the idea of so close 
a flank march is under the circumstances inconceivable. 

There remain the four miles which, Paulinus points out, 

were all that the Vitellians need traverse, in order to attack 
them while “incompositos in agmine”. Mr Henderson has two 

explanations, both equally illegitimate, because they utterly 
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ignore the whole point of Paulinus’ objection as stated by 

Tacitus. Every reader of ii. 40 must see ef uy Oéow Siapvrado- 
cov that Paulinus is not apprehensive of an attack on their 

present camp—Mr Henderson, it is true, has brought them 

“too far along the road, too near the enemy for safety”, but 
that is his own affair, not that of Paulinus—but at the end 

of the next stage, when the Othonians, weary with a long 

march—clearly the sixteen miles—would be exposed to attack 
from an enemy hardly four miles off. In face of this, Mr 
Henderson writes (p. 116); “The foe, urged the malcontents, 

were all but in sight. In case of attack, these had but four 

miles to tramp (a characteristic underestimate).” The four 

miles therefore are really eight (according to Tacitus, they are 
eighteen, according to Plutarch sixteen), and the four are 

a characteristic underestimate of Paulinus. That is one expla- 
nation, throwing a somewhat lurid light upon Mr Henderson’s 
methods, but on p. 345 he has another. “Next day, Suetonius 
urges that the enemy would have ‘barely four miles to march’, 

It looks as if he thought both sides would set out to march at 
the same time, and so would meet in the middle of the eight 
miles which then separated the Othonians from the City”. But 
this ignores the main point of Paulinus, that the Vitellians 
would be fresh after four miles, the Othonians weary after 

along march. It also wholly ignores the flank movement, but 

that again is Mr Henderson’s own affair. In fact we hear 
no more of the “false security” of the “quiescent” “unsus- 
pecting enemy”. It turns out that, as Tacitus said all along, 

he was very wide awake. At any rate, the flank movement, it 

seems, was given up, either because the generals misread Otho’s 
renewed order to advance, or because Otho himself, “ hearing 

that the force had come so near to the enemy, judged that 

there was no room for the flank march left, and himself com- 

manded a frontal attack”. Surely this brilliant strategist was 
rather quick to despair, and made singularly little use of his 
central position of control. 

It has been worth while to go into these points with some 

minuteness, because it is on the strength of this arbitrary, 
uncritical and inconsistent interpretation of Tacitus, that he is 
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held up as shallow, shortsighted, blind and utterly incapable 

of understanding a military situation. 
Even if we had to accept the Adua objective, I think I have 

shown that Mr Henderson’s idea of a close flank march, a simul- 

taneous movement of the Danube army, and the consequent 

envelopment of Cremona, is wholly inadmissible. To that 
I should prefer Mommsen’s idea of a wide flanking movement 

to get astride the Cremona Brixia road, and then a second 
march to the Adua, though I think Mr Henderson’s objections 

to it are well grounded. 
No; the whole affair was, as Tacitus and Plutarch represent 

it, a mad, reckless, strategically idiotic frontal attack. The 

chances offered by the sound defensive strategy of the Senatorial 
generals, were thrown to the winds. The fiasco was due partly 

to the turbulent character of the Praetorians, partly to their 
inveterate suspicion of their Senatorial commanders, partly to 

the ill-judged substitution for these of the unskilled Titianus 

and Proculus, but mainly, especially in the last stage, to the 
passionate impatience and too tightly strung nerves of Otho 
himself. 

Tacitus, we are told, was blind to the deeper significance of 
the plans of both sides, and the explanation of his blindness is 
that he was led astray by the camp gossip of the common 
soldier. Otho, to prevent his plan from becoming known to the 

enemy, had to deceive his soldiers as to his real intention, “by 
misleading the enemy, the Emperor misled also the common 

soldier in his own camp, and in his train he misled the most 
unmilitary of historians” (p. 122), 

Mr Henderson must be aware that this suggestion can only 
be adequately considered by a discussion of the authorities 

available for Tacitus in his history of this war, the elder Pliny, 

Cluvius Rufus and Vipstanus Messalla, who himself took part, 
certainly in the second, and quite possibly in the first campaign. 

It would also be necessary to deal with the relations of Tacitus 
to Plutarch, who must also have been misled by the common - 
soldier. However, as Mr Henderson merely throws out the 

suggestion on grounds of general probability, and with no 
argument or proof, I shall content myself with suggesting one 
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or two obvious difficulties in the way of this theory. In the 

first place, it is clear “from all accounts that the Othonian 
soldiers were madly eager to fight, and suspicious of all attempts 
to keep them from the enemy. Is it conceivable that under 
these circumstances, Otho, ex hypothesi a general of capacity, 

would have allowed them to believe that they were advancing 
for a frontal attack? Was it likely that they would allow 

themselves to be baulked of this, and that they would quietly 
obey orders to turn away to the right, on some uncertain flank 

march? In the next place, even if the common soldier believed 
that a frontal attack was intended, why should his camp gossip 
prevail, not only for the moment, but permanently over the 

better knowledge of Otho’s own staff and the superior officers ? 

Camp gossip, even more than “the wisdom of the journalist ”, is 
essentially ephemeral. If it sometimes finds its way into 

contemporary military memoirs, it is yet to be shown that it has 

ever permanently vitiated military history. The “brilliant 

conception” must have been known to Paulinus, Gallus and 

Celsus ; it was presumably understood by Titianus, Proculus and 
Plotius Firmus; it can hardly have been unknown to Verginius 
Rufus, Spurinna, Mestrius Florus and many others in the suite 

of Otho. Why should Tacitus have gone to the common soldier, 

when he could consult his own personal friends, Verginius Rufus 
and Spurinna? Mr Henderson has hardly thought this matter 
out in all its bearings. He supposes that Tacitus did find “in 
his records or enquiries some faint trace of an idea of reaching 
the confluence” (p. 122). In that case, can we believe that he 
would have pushed his enquiries no further? Did he imagine 

the Adua to be east of Cremona? and if not, would he have 

made nonsense of his so far plain account by inserting this faint 

tradition, without a word of question or explanation? The 

reader will hardly be so “captive” either to Mr Henderson’s 
special pleading, or even to Mommsen’s great authority, as to’ 
accept this view. 

One other point in connection with this campaign. For 

once, Mr Henderson agrees with a military judgment of Tacitus. 

To me it seems his one conspicuous misjudgment, viz. that even 
after the defeat, Otho might have renewed the war with some 
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chance of success. Tacitus says: “Ut nemo dubitet potuisse 

renovari bellum, atrox, lugubre, incertum victis et victoribus” 

(ii. 46). 
Mr Henderson goes further: “Had Otho willed to live, he 

might yet have been the victor” (p. 124). I need not enter 
again into the numbers and position of the Danube army, 

except to recall the indisputable point, that the Moesian forces 

_ had not left Aquileia. For three things are beyond doubt. 
(1) Otho’s own forces at Brixellum were ridiculously inadequate 
to continue the war with; (2) his whole army north of the Po 

had capitulated at Bedriacum; and (3) Otho was now hopelessly 
cut off from the Danube army by the large and victorious 

Vitellian army, now occupying Bedriacum. Otho faced death 
bravely, as many other voluptuaries have done before and since, 
but death was his only course. 

It was the unaccountable slowness of the Danube army 
which deranged the sound defensive strategy of the Senatorial 

generals, If we indulge at all in speculation as to what might 
have happened, we may perhaps ask whether the result might 
not have been different, and the Danube army might not have 

arrived in time, if Otho had accepted the offer made to him by 
Antonius Primus, who is said to have placed his services as 
general at Otho’s disposal. The weakness of the Danube army 
was that it had no one leader. How brilliant and inspiring 
a leader Antonius proved himself in the next campaign, 

Mr Henderson’s admirable account of it makes abundantly 
clear. 

When we come to Mr Henderson’s second and _ third 
chapters, containing accounts of the Flavian invasion of Italy, 
and of the Batavian war, his book becomes a real and most 

invaluable “companion to the Histories of Tacitus”. It is true 

that Tacitus is almost uniformly spoken of with contempt; he 
is “but a pleader at the Roman bar who had taken to history”; 
—what was Grote but a banker who had taken to history ?— 
he is “the inflated pedant of a decadent bar”; and several 
specimens are added “to the rubbish heap of Tacitus’ military 

judgments”. Personally, I think that this literary animosity is 
a little ill-judged, if not indecorous, but still, in spite of this, 

Journal of Philology. vou. xxxt. 10 
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Tacitus is for the most part judiciously followed; his ambiguities 
brilliantly explained, his gaps convincingly filled up, his 

occasionally fragmentary narrative skilfully pieced together. 
No such admirably clear and vivid account of these two cam- 
paigns has to my knowledge ever been written. I would only 
humbly venture to suggest that Mr Henderson’s two brilliant 

chapters are a complete and final vindication of Tacitus against 

Mommsen’s exaggerated epigram. Mr Henderson, like Balaam, 

came out to curse, but he has stayed to bless. 

There are however one or two points in which Tacitus is 
unduly criticised, or inadmissible inferences are drawn from his 

statements. In one or two cases too, the plans of one side or 

the other are labelled with paragraph headings more striking 

than correct. 
Thus, I question whether the decision arrived at by the 

council of war at Poetovio can be appropriately called “the 
strategy of annihilation”. The Danube army,as Mr Henderson 
himself shows, advanced on Italy in driblets, and even after its 

concentration at Verona, it was only the sudden news that 

Caecina’s army was marching for Cremona which led to the 

vigorous advance, ending, owing to unforeseen circumstances, in 

the annihilation of the Vitellian army. 

I question still more whether “the strategy of exhaustion” 

is a fair or complete statement of Vespasian’s plan of campaign. 
Mr Henderson says “that this strategy, involving the expecta- 

tion of ending the war without fighting, deserved hearty 
condemnation” (p. 150). But what ground is there for saying: 
“apparently he intended his army at Aquileia to do nothing, 

even after Mucianus and his force had joined the Danube 

Legions there”? There seems no ground whatever for this in 
Tacitus, either in iii. 8 or iii. 48. The “sisti bellum” in the 

former passage is qualified by the following word “expectarique 
Mucianum ”, while the “incruentam et sine luctu victoriam ” is 

clearly only the pretext of Mucianus, who wished to reserve 
“omne belli decus” for himself. Again, when Mr Henderson 
minimises the importance to Italy of the corn supply of Egypt, 

on p. 151, he somewhat ignores two well-known passages in the — 

Annals (ii. 59) “seposuit Aegyptum, ne fame urgueret Italiam, 
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etc.”, and (iii. 54) “ quod Italia externae opis indiget, quod vita 
P. R. per incerta maris...cotidie volvitur ; ac nisi provinciarum 

copiae—subvenerint, etc.”. 
It is clear from iii. 8, that Vespasian ordered the Danube 

army to await Mucianus at Aquileia, hoping that in the mean- 
time, Vitellius would submit, owing to want of supplies, but if 
not, that Italy was then to be invaded. After the battle of 

Cremona, when the whole of North Italy was blocked, Vespasian 

again, in ili. 48, hoped, and not without reason, that the blockade 
of Italy would render unnecessary a forcible entry into the city. 

That the orders of Vespasian to wait at Aquileia were prudent, 
Mr Henderson would seem to admit, when he says, p. 177, “The 

Flavian invasion of Italy in the autumn of 69 A.D. had no 
rational prospect of success.” 

On p. 172 Mr Henderson quite inconclusively criticises the 
statement of Tacitus, in iii. 9, that Caecina pitched his camp 

“inter Hostiliam et Paludes Tartari,” with the river, i.e. the 

Po, behind him. Mr Henderson believes that the camp was on 

the north of the Tartarus, and bases his view on the description 
which Tacitus gives of the break-up of the camp, and the 
retreat to Hostilia in iii. 14; “relictis castris, abrupto ponte, 

Hostiliam rursus...pergunt.” The bridge was of course over 
the Tartarus, and Mr Henderson argues from this passage that 

it must have been behind the camp. I do not see why. Surely 
the position of the camp would have been stronger with the 
Tartarus in front of it, especially as the enemy had seized 
Forum Alieni on the Adige. As for the bridge over the Tartarus, 
the retreating army would certainly have broken it down, 
whether it was in front of or behind them. It is a minor 
point, but typical of Mr Henderson’s hyper-critical attitude 

towards Tacitus. Another minor point, but one out of which 

Mr Henderson gets a fresh instance of the unsatisfactory 

account of Tacitus, is the march of Valens to the North (iii. 40 
to 42, p. 348). He shows convincingly and in his best form 
that Valens must have been between Ariminum and Ravenna, 

when he heard of the defection of the fleet. Tacitus says; 
“praemittit cohortes Ariminum,,...ipse flexit in Umbriam, inde 

Etruriam”, Mr Henderson can make nothing of these last 
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words. I think he is led astray by assuming that Valens 

“clearly did not accompany his troop to Ariminum”. Surely 
the word “ praemittit” implies that he did follow them there. 

So do the words “digresso Valente trepidos qui Ariminum 

tenebant”. From Ariminum, instead of pursuing his original 
route, which would have led him out of Umbria in a few miles, 
he turned aside, “flexit”, to the west or south-west, which in 

contrast with the other routes might fairly be described as “in 
Umbriam”. Let us be just to Valens. With the small force 

he had, he did his best to secure Ariminum from the attack of 

the Ravenna fleet, which immediately followed. 
At one point in his otherwise clear and graphic account of 

the second battle of Bedriacum or Cremona, Tacitus, it must 

be admitted, loses a great opportunity of adding another to the 
many romantic touches in his picture. Mr Henderson has well 

filled up the gap. Tacitus tells us very briefly in iii. 14, that 

the Vitellian army on the Tartarus, after putting Caecina in 
chains, broke up their camp, fell back on Hostilia, and then 

marched to join their comrades at Cremona, In iii, 21, he 
mentions the arrival of this army at Cremona, after a day’s 

march of thirty miles on the evening of the day when Antonius 

and the garrison of Cremona had been fighting on the Via 
Postumia, between Bedriacum and Cremona. Mommsen was 

the first to point out the eccentric character of this march. It 
could not have been by the direct road, the Via Postumia, 
between Hostilia and Cremona, because in that case the 

Vitellian army must inevitably have been involved in the 
fighting which was going on all that day along the road. It 
must therefore have marched south of the Po, by a much longer 
route, by way of Mutina and Parma. As to the reason for this 

circuitous route, Mr Henderson and Mommsen are not in entire 

agreement, and I am rather doubtful whether the former, by 

importing into the matter strategical considerations, has not 
spoilt rather than improved upon Mommsen’s explanation. 

He argues that the march of the Vitellians north of the Po, by 
way of Mantua and Bedriacum, was impossible, because “ their 

right flank would be exposed to attack at any point along the 
road” by the Flavian army, which would not lose the oppor- 
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tunity of marching down from Verona to intercept them. 
Mr Henderson furnishes a complete answer to his own sug- 

gestion. The distance from Hostilia to Bedriacum was about 
thirty-seven miles; that from Verona to Bedriacum was thirty- 
five (p. 192). But, says Mr Henderson, with reason, “I allow a 

day for the news of the evacuation of the camp to be brought 
to Antonius” (p. 196). In other words, the Vitellian army had 
one day’s start of the Flavian. This being so, it is quite clear 

that it could have safely passed Bedriacum, or occupied it, some 

appreciable time before the Flavians could possibly reach that, 
the critical point, along the road. If military considerations 

were to decide their route, everything was in favour of the 
direct road north of the Po. It is perhaps hardly profitable to 

speculate on what might have happened, if that course had 
been taken; but we can scarcely doubt that the decisive battle 

would have been fought under very different conditions. The 

two Vitellian armies could have met between Bedriacum and 
Cremona, and the battle might well have been fought on the 

road between Bedriacum and Verona, under conditions not 

unfavourable to the Vitellians. But, as Mommsen insists, this 

deplorable march of the gallant Vitellian army is not to be 

_ judged from a military standpoint. The army was betrayed ; 
it was without a general; in both senses of the phrase it had 
lost its head; for the moment even it had lost its nerve. Its 
one thought was to reach its comrades at Cremona, and to reach 

them without encountering the enemy. There was no time 
for calculating distances and possible combinations. These 
would have unmistakably pointed to the nearer road; perhaps 
their temporary leaders recommended it, but the men were not 
under control. They had no right to assume that they would 
reach their comrades with forces combined and not yet weakened 
by separate conflict with the enemy, but it was possible, and 
they blindly risked it. 

Mr Henderson’s account of the battles, the capture of the 
camp and the sack of Cremona is admirable; and also of the 
operations which followed, up to the final occupation of Rome. 

I know of nothing better of its kind. The data are all, or 
nearly all, in Tacitus, but every student of the “ Histories” will 
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be grateful to Mr Henderson for his brilliant and graphic 
narrative. 

The same may be said of practically the whole of the third 

chapter, containing an account of what Mr Henderson very 

aptly calls, “The Indian Mutiny of the Roman army.” There 

is one point however on which I cannot follow him in his un- 
qualified and exaggerated censure of what I admit to be “a 

hard saying” of Tacitus. Mr Henderson describes as “the one 

military puzzle of this war,” the action of Vocula after the 
relief of Vetera (p. 276). What Vocula did, we learn plainly 

enough from Tacitus. After his victory outside Vetera, instead 

of pursuing the flying enemy, he at once began to strengthen 

the fortifications of the camp, at the same time removing the 

non-combatants and successfully bringing in a convoy of provi- 
sions from Novaesium. An attempt to get a second convoy 

through failed, because the enemy had already begun to muster 
on the south of Vetera. Vocula then left Vetera, withdrawing 

one thousand of the five thousand defenders of the camp, and 

attaching them to his own army. In spite of the protestations 

of the remaining garrison he led back his army, first to Gelduba, 

and then to Novaesium (iv. 34 and 35). This course of action 
is a puzzle, because Tacitus does not tell us the strategical 

object which Mr Henderson assumes that Vocula must have 
had. Implicitly, I think, Tacitus criticises the whole proceeding 
of withdrawing his army and leaving the garrison behind. 

Explicitly, however, he limits his criticism to the one point, 

that he began to strengthen the camp, without first completing 

the rout of the enemy by some immediate pursuit. “Sed 

Vocula omissis fugientium tergis vallum turresque castrorum 
augebat, tanquam rursus obsidium immineret, corrupta totiens 

victoria non falso suspectus bellum malle”. 
The last words, if they really mean that Tacitus shared this 

suspicion, I do not defend, though I do not, like Mr Henderson, 

“find it hard to speak calmly of such a judgment”. But the 
military judgment of Tacitus, with which I am alone concerned, 
is contained in the first part of the sentence. In it, Tacitus 
surely does not suggest, as Mr Henderson seems to interpret him, 
that Vocula ought to have started from Vetera on a forward 
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movement, with a view of crushing out the rebellion, for which 

he was no doubt not strong enough, but that if he had carried 

the pursuit further on the day of the battle, the enemy would 

not have recovered himself so soon, and the convoys might all 
have been safely brought in. This seems sound criticism and is 

wholly untouched by the citation from Von der Goltz, which by 
the way with characteristic candour Mr Henderson admits to be 
mainly applicable to the conditions of modern warfare (p. 280). 

Now for the strategic object, which Tacitus does not tell us, 

but which may, I think, be gathered from what he does tell us. 
I agree with Mr Henderson in rejecting Mommsen’s view that 
Vocula would have returned at once from Gelduba to Vetera, 
had not his troops refused to follow him; though it is somewhat 

amusing to find him objecting to any explanation on the ground 
that it is not contained in Tacitus, How many of his own 

explanations would bear this test? Far more inadmissible is 
the suggestion of Mr Henderson’s undergraduate which is 
apparently accepted, that Vocula left Vetera and went up the 

river, to meet and collect the reinforcements from Italy (p. 283). 
In the first place, there was no reason whatever for expecting 
reinforcements for some time to come; Vocula would not be 
justified in leaving Vetera on a mere improbable chance, In 
the second place, if reinforcements were likely to arrive, it was 
all the more Vocula’s duty to remain at his post and await 
them. When they came, they were sure to be commanded by 
an officer superior in rank to himself, and if he wished to 

hasten them, he could send messengers. If Tacitus had sug- 

gested such a step, Mr Henderson would not, I think, ‘Bare 
been so lenient to it. 

Far more probably, it was just because Vocula saw no 

chance of reinforcements, that he decided to take the course 

he did. His army was practically the only Roman force along 

the Rhine, and there were other places besides Vetera which 
needed help. More than probably, news had already reached 
him that Mogontiacum was in danger; to relieve it was 
certainly his first step after the mutiny at Novaesium was 
over. Of course he might have evacuated Vetera, but things 

were hardly so desperate yet as to call for such a sacrifice of 
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Roman prestige. The place was partly re-provisioned, and 

still had a garrison of four thousand men, who might well hold 

out till he could return after securing Mogontiacum. As things 
turned out, this was no doubt an error of judgment, and Vocula 

must be judged by results. But if it had not been for the 

treason of Classicus and Tutor, and the consequent desertion of 

his legions, he might quite possibly have accomplished his object. 

This explanation of the “puzzle” seems probable in itself, and 
is quite consistent with what Tacitus tells us. 

There are various minor points on which I find myself not 

in entire agreement with Mr Henderson, but these I shall 

reserve for a special notice of the book in the Classical Review. 

Here I have been concerned only with the systematic 
attack, which Mr Henderson, aided by modern military text 
books, has made upon the reputation of Tacitus, not only as a 

military historian, but as a writer of ordinary common sense. 
I am sorry that my paper has been so controversial in character, 

but as Mr Henderson’s unfavourable judgment depends on the 

cumulative weight of his separate instances, I have been 
obliged to go into them one by one. 

E. G. HARDY. 
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ADVERSARIA. VII. 

Sophocl. Electra, 1074 sqq. 

mpodotos S€ pova carever 

"Hréxtpa tov del trratpos 
dechaia otevayovo’ Tras 
a& tavduptos andav. 

Read zrapos for watpds. ctevayovoa Tov dei mapos orevato- 
pevov, and compare El. 132 sqq. ov8’ €0éAw mpodurretv T08e, | 7) 
ov Tov é“ov atovaxelv Tratép dOd.ov, and again 140 sqq. aan’ 
amo Tav petpiov én’ aunyavov | adyos det oTevayodca Si0d- 
Avoa. Indeed Electra 145 sqq. compares herself with the 
nightingale, the point of the comparison lying both there and 
in 1067 in the incessant repetition of the same wailing note 
(GAN eué x & otovdeca’” dpapev gdpévas | & “Irv, aiéy “Irv 
drodpvperar), in the bird’s case for Itys, in Electra’s for her 
father. 

Stat. S. mn 4. 5 sqq. 

Accipe laudatos, iuuenis Phoebeie, crinis 
Quos tibi Caesareus donat puer, accipe laetus 
Intonsoque ostende patri. sine dulce nitentis 

Comparet atque diu fratres putet esse Lyaei. 

It is usual to change fratres into fratris. Perhaps fratres 
is right as the MSS agree to give. Aesculapius is asked to 
take the locks of Earinus and show them to his father Apollo 

(intonso patri) who may well find in them a counterpart to the 
locks of Bacchus. On this view fratres Lyaei =fratres Lyaei 
erinium, a construction easily intelligible ; a well known parallel 

to the use of fratres would be Catullus’ Abiunctae paulo ante 
Journal of Philology. vou. xxxt. 11 
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comae mea fata sorores Lugebant (LXvI. 51), the crines are 
fratres, as the comae are sorores. 

Stat. S. rv. 2. 5—7. 

Ast ego cui sacrae Caesar noua gaudia cenae 

Nune primum dominaque dedit +consurgere mensa 
Qua celebrem mea uota lyra? 

For consurgere which the editors puzzle over and fail to 

explain, read with Markland on 1. 1. 82 non surgere, for in 15— 

17 the poet expressly says 

te, spes hominum, te, cura deorum 

Cerno iacens? datur haec iuxta, datur ora tueri 

Vina inter mensasque et non assurgere fas est ? 

The privilege of being present at the imperial dinner party 

was heightened on this occasion, at least for Statius, by the per- 
mission to keep his seat, instead of rising to show honour to 
the princeps (Domitian). 

Stat. S. 1 5. 42. 
uario fastigia uitro 

In species animoque nitent. 

The new Russian editor of the Silvae, Gregory Sanger 
(Petersburg, 1909) proposes to read 

Phario fastigia uitro 
In species animante nitent 

in which animante seems highly probable. I had noted the 

same conjectural variation of Markland’s animata in my copy 

of Bahrens’ edition. Singer promises a full commentary, in 

which he will no doubt illustrate his other change Phario. 

1. 1. 104, 105. 

Tu tamen et uinctas etiam nunc murmure uoces 

Vagitumque rudem fletusque infantis amabas. 

For vinctas or iwnctas of the Matritensis, Barlow 23 = Auct. 

F. 5. 5 in the Bodleian has a strange variant which I think 
deserves recording, tmittas. This might be a corruption of 
timidas; the word would suit the age of the young slave. 
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i. 3. 16, 17. 
. flauos collegit amictus 

Artius et niueae posuit se margine ripae. 

The difficulty of niweae has been felt by Vollmer, who 
reasonably denies any real parallelism with I. 5. 51 Eatra 
autem niueo qui margine caerulus amnis Viuit, and inclines 

to explain niueae ripae of the colour of the sand or gravel 

border of the water in Melior’s grounds. Sanger inverts the 

two epithets and prints 

niueos collegit amictus 
Artius et fiauae posuit se margine ripae. 

Barlow 23 gives uinee, possibly a mere corruption of niuee, 

but possibly pointing to an entirely different reading, witreae. 
Markland says witreus, niweus are often confused ; the emendation 

therefore would be an old one. The shore of the lake would 
not inaptly be described as glassy in reference to the colour of 

the water at its margin. Statius often uses the word, generally 

connecting it with water, 

uitreasque natatu Plaudit aquas 1. 2. 73. 

Surgite de uitreis spumosae Doridos antris. 
i. 2. 16. 

uitreoque natant praetoria ponto. 

I. 2. 49. 

and in this very poem (Arbor Melioris) 1. 3. 5: 

Atque habitet uitreum tacitis radicibus amnem. 

If sea caves could be called glassy from the colour of the 

sea-water, I can see no objection to the-edge of a lake being 
similarly called witrea ripa. 

I must not leave Barlow 23 without mentioning another 

deviation from M, or (so far as I know) any other uninterpolated 

MS of the Silvae. It is in IL. 5. 27 sqq. 

quod Caesaris ora 
Inter tot Scythicas Libycasque, a litore Rheni 

Et Pharia de gente feras, quas perdere uile est, 
Vnius amissi tetigit iactura leonis. 

11—2 
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Markland acknowledged the difficulty of cactuwra amissi 
leonts and conjectured ablati, Bihrens occisi. Neither is very 

probable: amissi in itself is unobjectionable. Barlow 23 has 
natura for iactura; the princeps, Domitian, who saw the brave 

beast die so ignobly, was touched by his fine qualities, and 

indicated his emotion to the spectators in the amphitheatre 
perhaps by tears. 

If natura is a guess, it isa very good one. But the character 
of Barlow 23 is against any such theory of depravation. It 
cannot be reckoned among the interpolated MSS: and this 
is why I find cause to regret that its readings are not yet, 
as a whole, known to the philological world. For instance in 

I. 6. 9 where M gives borea changed to linea, Barl. 23 has borea 

alone ; in v. 3. 209 where M gives uocalis lucos luocaque tempe 

(Phillimore), but, according to Sanger, biotaque looking like 
luocaque, Barl. 23 has bio...luotaque, out of which distortions 

critics have made Boeotague. This passage is an interesting 

one; for, if Boeotaque might seem to be pointed to by MSS, 
this is not by any means the inevitable or necessary conclusion. 

Juvenal in a familiar line calls the Boeotian air crass; would 
not this association have attached to the epithet sufficiently to 
almost connote denseness or stupidity ? With this to start with 

we shall not be in any hurry (pace Bihrens, Vollmer, Klotz, 

Phillimore, Postgate, Davies, Slater, Singer) to accept Boeotaque 
as indicated by our earliest sources for the text of the Silvae on 

the strength of a much corrupted word. In vol. xm. p. 96 
I suggested ignotaque, which though it gives no explanation of 

bio might account for / wota as a corruption of 7% nota, g or ng 

having fallen out. ) 

i. 6. 40—43. 
toruoque uirilis 

Gratia, nec petulans acies blandique seuero 

Igne oculi, qualis +bellis iam+ casside uisu 

Parthenopaeus erat. 

I think bellis iam may be a corruption of bellact mm. The 

adjective bellax is found in Lucan Iv. 406 bellaci confisus gente 

Curictum. 
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iv. 3. 25—27. 

Macte quod et proles tibi saepius aucta uirili 
Robore sed iuueni laetam dat uirgo parenti 
Aptior his uirtus, citius dabit illa nepotes. 

laetanda est (or et) wirgo parenti for dare debet laetitiam 

uirgo parenti has always appeared to me doubtful latinity, 
though approved by several editors, including Klotz, Postgate, 
Phillimore and Singer, Poliziano’s se for sed has the merit of 
allowing us to retain the rest of the passage as it stands in M, 

if only e¢ is changed to wt = postquam ‘I wish you joy, that 
after your stock has received once and again a man child, 
a daughter now presents her happy self to her young father. 

If sons are better suited by a life of action, a daughter will 

sooner produce grandchildren,’ 
se dat ought not to be altered, particularly in favour of 

a change which involves a questionable construction. 

v. I. 18—20. 

Sed cum plaga recens et adhuc in uulnere primo 
Nigra domus quaestu miseramque accessus ad aurem 

Coniugis orbati. 

Bahrens’ conjecture N. d. questu misero hautque accessus ad 

aurem Coniugis orbati is open to the objection that hautque 
according to Forcellini is not found, an assertion however which 

I should be glad to see substantiated by a more careful exami- 
nation than it has yet received. 

Mr Macnaghten (Journal of Philology, XIX. p. 135) changes 

que into qui translating ‘what access can my complaint find to 
the sorrowing ear of the widower ?’ 

quaestu might perhaps represent an original quis twm 

(Adrianus) or gui tum. This I would combine with Macnaghten’s 
qui accessus, thus 

qui tum miseram, qui accessus ad aurem 
Coniugis orbati ? 

the repetition of qui justifying an otherwise unusually harsh 

elision, and agreeing well with the serious emphasis -of the 
passage. 
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v. 1. 181. 

Linquo equidem thalamos saluo tamen ordine +mostis, 

mostis both M and Barlow 23, which, as I suggested in this 

Journal (xx. p. 18) looks like a corruption of mortis (so before me 

Imhof, as I now learn from Phillimore and Sanger), s having been 
confused with 7, like aste for arte, lacestis for lacertis (Silv. 1. 4. 

112, v. 5. 8). Both Vollmer and Klotz accept this emendation, 
mortis: the idea that the older should naturally die first is 
indeed a commonplace in Latin literature. Laudatio Turiae 

p. 497, 1.29 in Fleckeisen’s Jahrb. Supplm. for 1892 iustius erat 
cedere fato maiorem. Tac. Ann. Xvi. 11 seruauitque ordinem 

fortuna, ac seniores prius, tum cul prima aetas, exstinguuntur. 

In. 2. 29, 30. 

Pars demittat aquis curuae moderamina puppis, 

Sint quibus explorent primos grauis arte molorchos. 

There are two points in the tradition of 30 which appear to 

me to indicate the direction in which emendators may start 
with some hope of succeeding. None of the numerous con- - 

jectures recorded by Singer in his edition (1909), nor Prof. 

Slater's lately published in this Journal, can be thought 

satisfactory. 

1. primos should be a corruption, not of remos, but of 

rymas or possibly rimosa*. One of the best instances is in 

Germanicus’ Aratea, 343, Breysig: Tu paruum leporem rimare 
sub Orione, where Breysig’s Basileensis A (of vitith or Ixth 

century) gives PRIMARE; two others, the Matritensis (M) and 

Paris 7885 (P) prima re and prima res respectively. 

2. molorchos (M and Barl. 23) looks like a misspelling 
of some rather out of the way Greek word; the termination -os 
points to a Greek nominative. Such a word is wdpoyGos or as 

it is sometimes spelt popofos, a stone not yet identified, but 

possessing the quality of whitening. Dioscorid. wepi trys 
iatpuxns 151 (152) ed. Kiihn (1. p. 815) A/Oos wopoxOos dv Evioe 
yarakiav i) NevKoypadiba éxarecav év AiyirrT@ yevvatat, @ Kal 
oOovoTrovol mpos AEvKwoLY TOY iwaTiwy Xpa@vTat madhaK@ Kal 

* Reading Sint quibus exploret nauis rimosa molorchos, 
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evavér@ dvtt. Kiihn’s commentary states that it is from an 
Egyptian word pape dealbare. Pliny N. H. xxxvu. 173 says 

it had the colour of a leek, and exuded milk; 162 he states 
that galactitis which he identifies with leucogaea or leuco- 

graphitis, if rubbed gives out a juice like milk in taste and 

consistency, 

I think it possible that this mineral, a kind of pipe-clay, 
was used to trace the seams or leaking places in ships, either 

in a solid form like chalk, or in the milky and fluid shape it 
sometimes assumed. The seams or open places in the timber 
of the vessel would be marked with white to indicate where 

calking was necessary: unless, indeed, the tow or other material 
used for calking the seams (rimas) was combined with moroch- 

thus in some liquid form as a more effectual bung to keep out 
the water. This would presuppose special qualities in the 
liquefied mineral of combining with the tow or other material 

used for packing and filling the seams. See Torr, Ancient Ships, 

pp. 14, 15 and notes. 

Translate on the above hypothesis ‘let there be some (of 

you Nereids) for whom the morochthus (milk stone) traces 
artfully the seamy places in the ship’=to track the course 

of the seams with milk-white morochthus,’ 

As to the adj. grawis it is hardly possible to do more than 

guess: the want of certainty in identifying the morochthus 
with any known mineral (Kiihn mentions a number of theories) 

makes it hazardous to do more than suggest. The most natural 
meaning would, I conceive, be ‘strong-smelling,’ ‘rank, ‘ noisome.’ 
Whether anything of the kind attaches to such a stone I have 
no means of judging; I only mention my suspicion for what it 

is worth. Possibly grauis is a corruption of some other word, 
e. g. ratis or trabis. 

Manil. Iv. 298. 

294 omnia uires 

Cum certis sociant signis sub partibus aequis 
Et uelut hospitio mundi commercia iungunt 

Conceduntque suas partes retinentibus astris. 
c 

298 Quam partem deganae dixere decanica gentes. 
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A numero nomen positum est, quod partibus astra 

Condita tricenis triplici sub sorte feruntur. 

298 looks like a subsequent addition by some one who did 
not accept the immediately following etymology from decem, 
déxa. 

Decanae or deganae explained as it is by gentes ought to be 

the name of some people or tribe. Perhaps the old name of 
the Dekkan in India may be meant. 

The name is found in pseudo-Arrian’s Periplus maris 

Erythraei, p. 30, ed. Hudson, Mera 8 tiv Bapoafay ebOéws 

 ovvadis Hrevpos x Tod Bopéov eis Tov vorov mapexTetver. 
8:6 kal AaywaBadns careirar 4} yopa. Saxavos yap Kanreirat 
6 véTos TH av’Tav yAooon and a few lines further on. This 
is Sanskrit dakshinapathas, Prakrit dakkhinapathas, 7.e. uersus 

meridiem iter (note in the Didot edition, where is added ‘ hodie 
regio Dekan’). . 

The word as we recognize it in the v. of Manilius comes 

straight through the Prakrit form; in which the s has given 
way to kh, dakkhina for dakshina. The writer of the verse in 

Manil. Iv. 298 who can hardly have been Manilius himself, took 

up the name of the Deccan district of India as he had heard it 
pronounced or (possibly) had seen it written, and introduced his 
belief of its being the truer explanation of the astrological 

words decant, decanica, without shrinking from the divergent 

quantity of Decdnae, decanica. In this I find little difficulty, 

even in classical poets such anomalies occur: see my note 

on Catull. LxIv. 37. 

As regards quam partem the writer of the v. may have 
meant it to stand where it is ‘which subdivision the Dekkan 

tribes have called (from themselves) the decanicals’: decanica 

a neuter plural = decanical parts (uépn): or the line may be out 
of its place, as it must be allowed to come in, where it is, very 

awkwardly. 

The wersus de duodecim uentis (Wernsdorf, PLM vy. 525, 

Riese, Anth. Lat. 484) offer a very similar repetition, 18, 19 
Euronotus cui dexter adest, quem nomine mixto Euroaustrum 

Latia dixerunt uoce Latini. 
Another verse in the same poem on the winds 24 Hue 
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dextram tangit dictus Lips Atthide lingua seems to make my 

suggestion (Noct. Manil. p. 23) to write in Manil. 1.812 Venerem 

tangit Lunamque for Venerem inter agit Lunamque probable. 

Cf. Carlo Pascal, Nuovi sags e note critiche (Catania, 1909), 
p. 37, 

I subjoin’a letter from Prof. Macdonell on the Sanskrit and 

Prakrit forms daksina, dakkhina. 

“The term daksind-patha-s (nom.) in Sanskrit means the 

‘southern path,’ i.e. ‘the southern country’ and can be traced in 
this sense in Sanskrit literature in the early centuries of our 

era. The Prakrit form of daksina ‘right hand, ‘southern’ 

is dakkhina. kkh is the regular Prakrit assimilation for the 
Sansk. k-sh, and is found long before our era in Prakrit in- 
scriptions (which go back to the 3rd cent. B.c.). The Aaysva- 
Badns of the Periplus would exactly correspond to the Prakrit 

dakkhina-patha-s and Aayavos to dakkhina-s. I am under the 
impression that Manilius wrote his Astronomica quite early 

in the first century A.D. and that the Periplus was written not 
earlier than about 80 a.p. It is I suppose highly improbable 

that any earlier Greek source, in which dakkhina and dakkhina- 

patha were reproduced in Greek, existed and was accessible 

to Manilius? The question as to whether decdinae and deciinica 

can refer to the Deccan seems to depend therefore largely on 

the chronology of Manilius.” 

ROBINSON ELLIS. 
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List of manuscripts mentioned. [Q = consensus omnium codicum]} 

N. Neapolitanus (nunc Guelferbytanus, inter Gudianos 224), circa 

ann. 1200 in Gallia scriptus. 

{ #. Parisinus 8233 (sive Memmianus)ann. 1465 Florentiae scriptus. 
v. (Vaticanus) Urbinas 641. Romae circa 1470 scriptus. 

(F Parmensis 140. saec. xv in fine. 

1. Lusaticus (Goerlitz, Schlesien) A. iii. [T. 20] ann. 1469 Paduen 
| scriptus. 

R. Romanus= Vatic. Palat, 910. saec. xv. 

A. Leidensis Voss. 38. circa ann. 1300 in Gallia scriptus. 

| (Post 11. 1. 63 deficit.) 
(F. Laurentianus 36. 49 inter ann. 1380-1400 scriptus (Florentiae’). 

B. Bruxellensis (Bibl. Reg.) 14638. saec. xv. 
te Hamburgensis 139. saec. xv. 

L. Holkhamicus 333 ann. 1421 in Italia (fortasse septentrionali) 
scriptus. 

Leidens. Vossianus 117. manu Romana, saec. xv. 

Paris. 7989. ann. 1423 scriptus. 
ex his duobus (uel simillimis) defluxerunt Baehrensii codices duo, saec, 

xXV—XvVi, 

f Dauentriensis (Holland) 1792. 
V.  Ottoboniano-Vaticanus 1514. 

g. Gratianopolitanus, Papiae ann, 1472 scriptus. 

. Dresdensis. D. 133. saec. xv. 

M, Mentelianus = Leidens, Lat. 133. A. saec. xv. 

Francisci Puccii adnotationes aliquot ex Bernardini Vallae 

codice ‘uetustissimo’, ut asseruit, sumptae sunt. 

[Groninganus 159. Leid. Voss. Lat. 13. Bodl. Add. B. 55.] 
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ec’. Leidens. Voss, Lat. 81. saev. xv paullo ante medium in Italia 

scriptus. 

Laurentianus 38. 37. saec. xv. 

e*. Cantabrigiensis Add. 3394. saec. xv circa medium. 

Berolinensis, olim Askewianus. saec. xv. 

©. Berolin. Diez. B. 41. saec. xv. 

{horum exemplar erat C.] 

I, 

Lachmann was only 23 years old when he published his 

first edition of Propertius, for which he collated the text of the 
Wolfenbiittel MS, known as Neapolitanus. He was too young 
perhaps to grasp the full importance of his own discovery, for 
he vitiated his results by too credulous reliance on his other 
chief source, the Groninganus. But from his day to ours the 

Neapolitanus has been recognised by most competent critics as 

the safest pilot through the quicksands of the Propertian text. 

There was a time when it was partially discredited by scholars 
of little palaeographical experience; it was even pretended 

that the parchment was of the fifteenth century. To clear the 
ground for a fresh exploration of all the evidence for this poet, 

I asked Dr M. R. James to proceed with me to Wolfenbiittel in 
1903. The results of his inspection of the MS and of my 

photographs of it were published in the Classical Review 
[vol. xvi. p. 462]. He established that its date was some- 

where about 1200, and that it was written on the borders of 

France and Germany in the region of Metz. His inferences 
were confirmed by another distinguished palaeographer, our 

friend Dom Germain Morin, O.S.B., who concluded that the 

MS had once formed part of the great library of Epinal. 

Dr James also examined with me at Leyden Baehrens’ A, part 
of a MS written in France at the beginning of the fourteenth 
century. Upon this MS and its Florentine relative, F, Baehrens’ 

views are sound enough, except that the writing of F assigns it 

tu the end of the fourteenth century, not to the fifteenth. But 

Baehrens vitiated his results by wilfully discrediting N and by 

his uncritical belief in D and V, a pair of MSS first noticed by 
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himself and by him dated about a century too early. I have 

carefully examined each of them and possess photographs of 
various pages. I attribute them to the very last decade of the 

fifteenth century; they might even be later. This is the 
opinion of all palaeographers who have seen the photographs. 
Evidence of date is of course no certain evidence of value: but 
Baehrens’ flagrant palaeographical errors must be recorded 

against his judgement, because in his prefaces he invariably 

assumes the réle of the experienced palaeographer'. 

The MS evidence vouchsafed to their students by Lachmann 
N and F and Baehrens amounted to the sum of NAFDV 
Revie (for we may ignore the Groninganus). Since 1880 
oe the only notable additions to this list have been L 
(Holkhamicus), another incomplete but honest member of the 

gens of AF, which contributed no very striking details but a 

deal of solid confirmation, | (Lusaticus), interpolated, and » and 

v (from Paris and Rome) which supply confirmation, and here 
and there explanation, of readings of N. From N (with y, v, 1) 

and F with A and L a representative text might be prepared. 

But representative of what? What do we know of these two 

traditions? Coluccio’s letters and his name as a subscription 

connect F with the tradition as read by Petrarch ; Postgate has 
pointed out that the Latin Epistles of Petrarch bound up with 

Propertius in L confirm this connection. The story that 

Petrarch was the first Italian scholar after the black ages who 

possessed a Propertius has no intrinsic improbability. But 

whence did he procure it ? 
Now A, which in minute errors agrees with F, was written 

in France at about the time of Petrarch’s birth. On the borders 
of France N first saw the light a full century earlier. But 
Petrarch’s copy was not N, which need not (from the signs 

upon it) have reached Italy before the middle of the fifteenth 

century, when Manetti signed his name in it. 

I can add some slight evidence to show from what point of 

the compass Petrarch’s copy probably came. I can attach 

1 I do not mean to disparage Baehrens as a literary critic. His edition of 

Propertius is quite indispensable. 
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a family of two to the gens AFL. They are the Hamburgensis 
(H) and Bruxellensis Bibl. Reg. 14638 (B), two MSS first fully 
collated by myself. These two in agreement record the 
readings of either some different copy of Petrarch’s MS or 
more probably those of a MS brother to Petrarch’s and often 

more, sometimes less, faithful than his to a common exemplar. 
One striking instance will suffice to prove the intimate family 
tie, taken from 11. 24. 46. The passage runs, 

credo ego non paucos ista periisse figura, 

credo ego sed multos non habuisse fidem. 
-paruo dilexit spatio Minoida Theseus, 

Phyllida Demophoon, hospes uterque malus. 

tiam tibi Iasonia nota est Medea carina 

et modo seruato sola relicta uiro, 

In the last verse FL omit ‘seruato’ without sign; the 
oldest corrector of F gives ‘fallaci’ to fill the gap—a second 
emendation ‘ab infido’ is perhaps to be traced to Poggio, or 
his friends. But BH give ‘et modo esonio’; and this is 

confirmed by Bodl. Add. B. 55, a debased MS of the same 
family, which has ‘et modo ab esonio.’ The reading of BH 

has but to be quoted to establish itself as that of some ancestor 

of FL. ‘Esonio’ was then omitted by a copyist who saw that 

it had crept in through repetition of ‘iasonia’ from above. 
This reading supplies the key with which to solve the 
uncertainty of the preceding line. The composition is most 

carefully balanced for four lines; but this balance is destroyed 
by the frigid ‘iam tibi’ of 45. Baehrens, feeling the flaw, 
emended wildly. I read 

et modo Iasonia nota est Medea carina 
et modo seruato sola relicta uiro 

and give any credit for the correction to the honest BH. 

But to return; BH are closely akin to AFL. They show 
a remarkable subscription, which runs in each 

PROPERTII AVRELII NAVTE MONOBI(Y)BLOS FELICITER EXPLICIT. 
VEL LIBER ELEGIARVM PROPERTII FINIT. 

Of these apparent alternatives much might be written ; but 
now I wish to call attention only to the last word, FINIT. 
This is found (instead of ‘explicit’) only in Irish, Anglo- 
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Saxon or Breton MSS, as Bradshaw perhaps first discovered 

and Professor Kuno Meyer has lately affirmed to me. It is 
a fact, therefore, and not’ a theory that a MS (or at least part 

of a MS) from which BH derive was itself descended from an 
Irish or Anglo-Saxon exemplar. As a rule such subscriptions 

were altered by fifteenth century Italian scribes to ‘explicit’ 
in their copies. An instance is ready to hand. Whereas 

v (= Urbinas 641) has 

‘propertii aurelii naute elegiarum liber quartus et 

ultimus finit laus deo’ 

its brother w (= Paris. Lat. 8233) has 

‘aurelii propertil naute elegiarum liber quartus et ultimus 

explicit. 

Gherardu Cerasius Florentinus scripsit 
'Florentie laus deo. 

No Italian scribe would put ‘finit’ for an original ‘explicit.’ 

v gives proof by this one word that the important support of 
N derived from this family dates back to an Irish or Anglo- 
Saxon or Breton book. 

NAwyvBH are thus shown to have had (in the immediate 

line) a northern, non-Italian origin. A, the nearest in text to 

FL, is French. The presumption is very strong that Petrarch’s 

copy was procured from some northern monastery. A fourteenth 
century French exemplar written like A would account for 

many of the special errors of FL and BH; mistaken abbrevia- 
tions and confusion of the letters m, n, u, i, c, recur constantly 

in FL and not seldom in BH. 
A text founded upon these two main classes of MSS (which 

are only two as being better and worse branches of one central 

stem) might fairly be called a representative northern text. 
And northern texts are less likely (a priori) to be interpolated 

than texts copied and recopied in a land where the spoken 
tongue is close to Latin. 

I have stated that D and V, which still appear as authorities 
in the editions, are books of the latest fifteenth 

century. They are scholarly compilations drawing 

upon various sources; the main stream is a MS close to F 

Origins of DV. 
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and L, but not actually either of them, and the chief tributary 
that tradition which Baehrens noticed to be uncommon and 
sometimes true. He had not far to seek to discover this tradi- 
tion in its completeness; for it is possible that the very MS 
from which the editors of D and V drew for these readings still 
exists at Leyden as Vossianus 117. This is another startling 
indication of Baehrens’ judgement (and indeed later scholars 
are not blameless in the matter). He handled Vossianus 117: 

“hune librum adhibuit vir doctus Aemilius Baehrens.” And 
he made a collation, if a hurried and inaccurate collation, of 

F. Yet in his edition he sets up D and V as authorities. 

The tradition of Voss. 117 falls between F and N, but fre- 
quently it has suffered interpolation and emendation. 

To show the truth of my contention that D and V derive 
from Vossianus 117 I give readings of this latter from a region 

taken at random. 

I. 16. 8. tenere (V) 28. trammite (DV) 

18. tam (DV) I. 19.10. Thessalis (DV) 
I. 17. 2. alcynoas (V) ~ uerberat (DV) 

6. increpet (DV) 13. ueniat (DV) 
8. harena (DV) 23. inuitas (DF,) 

18. optatas (DV) 1.20. 8. cinxerit (DV,) 

26. noto (DV) 10. uagi (V;) 

I. 18. 12. firmosos (DV;) 11. cupidas semper (DV) 

18. non nulla (DV) — 20. scapulis (D2V,) 
20. amata (DV) 

I end with ‘scapulis’ because it is surely a conclusive detail. 

Both D and V add the word in the margin, while they read 

‘scopulis’ in the text. But ‘scapulis’ is found in no other 
tradition. 

It is possible also to define narrowly the limits within 
which we may seek the F MS which was the foundation of 

D and V and many other conflated copies of their time. 

In the passage quoted above (11. 24. 46) DV give ‘et modo 
ab infido sola relicta uiro.’ V in its margin (and the marginal 
notes of D and almost all those of V are by the first hand) 
gives ‘seruato’; D gives ‘ fallaci.’ ‘Seruato’ is the reading of 
almost all MSS and could easily be procured by a compiler; 
‘fallaci’ is the reading of Voss. 117 and of the first corrector 
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in F, but is found in no other copies that can lay claim to 
authority. But D and V each place in the text a reading 
(found in no MS of sound authority) which first appears in 
1423 in that now known as Paris. Bibl. Nat. Lat. 7989. This 
MS is discussed in C. R. vol. xx. p. 178 by A. C. Clark. It 

is that found at Trau in Dalmatia which contains the ‘cena 
Trimalchionis’ as discovered by Poggio a few years before 

1423—the only copy made from the ‘ particula Petronii’ which 
survives to our day. Clark there suggested that as Poggio at 

one time lost his Propertius, this might possibly be the very 

book he lost: but he now withdraws the suggestion. Poggio 
shortly recovered his Propertius. 

This text of Propertius, being bound up with the ‘cena 
Trimalchionis,’ at least comes from Poggio’s circle and contains 

ingenious emendations by some good scholar or scholars. It 

is an F MS, as these readings prove. 

I. 1. 1. fecit (man. prima). (AFB). 

18. memini. (AF). 
i. 13. 13. confugerint. F,. 

28. 21. monstrata (man. prima), FL. 

mr. 19. 4. libere. FBHL. 

But it is an F MS much corrected. For instance at 1. 16. 47 

AF have ‘sic ego e¢ domine uitiis et s. a.’ but Paris. 7989 has 

‘sic ego wel d. u. uel s. a. 

A much more flagrant interpolation is found at Iv. 2. 29, 

where this MS gives 

‘sobrius ad lites uitis mihi pone coronam,’ 

a reading nowhere copied. 

With these two corrections in our mind we can return to 

the passage Il. 24. 46, where Paris. 7989 has 

‘et modo ab infido sola relicta uiro.’ 

This is an F MS and therefore the exemplar had either ‘ esonio’ 

or nothing where Poggio or his friend read ‘ab infido.’ He 
assumed at Iv. 2. 29 that ‘uitis’ had been lost after ‘litis’: 

here he assumed that ‘ab infido’ had disappeared after ‘modo,’ 
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forgetting that ‘modo’ would infallibly have been abbreviated 
in a MS of the requisite date. 

At Iv. 1. 15 Paris. 7989 gives ‘nec sinuosa suo..., the 

reading of DV. ‘cauo, the true reading, is omitted by FL. 
Certain emendations hitherto ascribed to much later scholars 

are to be found in the text of this book, of date 1423. But for 

the purpose of explaining DV I shall quote but one more 
reading. Both Paris. 7989 and Voss. 117 give at I. 8. 19 

utere felici praeuecta Ceraunia remo, 

which is one of the certainly true readings hitherto credited to 
DV. ‘Ut te’ is the tradition, ‘et te’ (B) the only variant of 

sound authority. Voss. 117 was written some forty years later 
than 1423, and contains readings which are certainly deliberate 

emendations, e.g. at I. 28. 29 ‘omnis herodias inter’ (DV). 
DV are among the very few copies that contain this reading 

‘utere, which was unknown to Poliziano and to the chief 

compilers of the middle of the century: e.g. the Corsinianus, 

a MS compact of emendations and dated 1460, does not notice 

it. Perhaps this Propertius, like Poggio’s before it, suffered 
temporary eclipse and emerged from obscurity again at some 
date later than 1460. At least it seems probable that each of 
the parents of DV had ‘utere’ in its text. 

There are only a very few readings quoted by D or V that 
do not come from the sources FL Paris, 7989 and Voss. 117, 

that is, from the weaker stream of the northern tradition, pure 
or deliberately diverted'. But let me fasten upon one which 

cannot be so explained. At I. 3. 22 V notes in the margin 
‘t lyrines.” The lines run, 

et sua cum antiquae committit scripta Corinnae 
carminaque tquiuist non putat aequa suis. 

‘lyrines’ is a ‘uox nihili’ with a clearly Greek termination ; it 
comes from the tradition of wv, which both give this in the 

text, and their tradition, supporting and explaining N’s, has 

passed, as we saw, through an Irish or Anglo-Saxon monastery. 

1 Postgate came very near to this Propertius,’ [Cambridge Philological 
explanation of DV in a footnote, Transactions.] Indeed, the facts I 
p- 70, ‘On Certain Manuscripts of adduce only confirm his idea. 

Journal of Philology. vou. xxx1. 12 
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There are one or two other passages in which (as it will be 
found) w and v preserve a detail lost or altered even in N. 
To mention one, theré is Iv. 1. 65 (old style), 

scandentes tquisquist cernet de uallibus arces, 
ingenio muros aestimet ille meo, 

Here N at first left a gap, then took the plunge (and some 
fresh ink) and emended the doubtful reading of the exemplar 
to ‘quisquis, which does not fill the gap. This reading is not 
found in any other MS that claims consideration. FL have 

‘quasuis, the majority of fifteenth century copies ‘si quis.’ 

From the reading of FL I suggested ‘-que Asis’ in 1903, and 
Butler rightly read ‘qui Asis’ in his text (1905). Rightly, 

because ‘asis’ proves to be the reading of w and of v; it is 
quoted in the margin of F; it is corrupted to ‘asuis’ in 
Laurentianus 33. 14 (an F MS), to ‘asis si quis’ in many 

debased F MSS as well as in | (Lusaticus); and finally in 
Parmensis 140 (p), closest of kin to, but much more honest 
than 1, we find 

‘alusi quis’ (apparently) altered to ‘alis Gui’ (i.e. qui alis). 

In the light: of this evidence against the unimpeachable 

honesty of NFL and the majority of MSS we may disregard 

the decision of all recent editors to ignore the reading ‘lyrines’ 

at 11. 3, 22, and may return to the necessary correction of the — 
Italians, ‘Erinnes, which alone can restore balance to the 

couplet and alone account for the corruption. (The first dated 
MS which contains this correction is Berolinensis Lat. fol. 500, 
written at Naples in March 1460.) 

At this point I take leave of the vulgate tradition, as 

Valla’s uetus reported to us by previous editors. It is time to 
sae make thorough search among the fifteenth century 
MSS for any threads of evidence, such as this scarcely considered 
‘lyrines, which might be clues to some parallel but quite 

different tradition of the poet’s text. For the F tradition is 
too close to that of N and its congeners to throw any very 

penetrating light upon it. Our search must be not for copies 
allied to N or F but for texts, if possible, widely different, 
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Is there any a priort probability that our search will be 
rewarded ? There were a number of ancient MSS of Propertius 
in Italy by the end of the fifteenth century. It is not likely 

that any presented purer texts than N: yet no mention seems 
_to be made of ‘ Manetti’s wetus codex. The oldest was held to 

be Bernardino Valla’s; this Pucci collated after his fashion into 
his printed copy (Reggio 1481) now in the Riccardi Library at 

Florence. He says that the MS was presented by Valla to 

Alfonso II of Naples. Some have thought that Valla’s codex 
was N itself; but there is no evidence at all for this in Pucci’s 
notes or in N. Valla’s codex was seen at Rome by Poliziano 
in 1484; it was presumably the same which he mentions in 

1485 in his printed copy now in the Corsini Library at Rome 
as having been collated into another book (now lost). Since 

Manetti died in 1459, N might have drifted to Rome: one 

cannot say more. One can only roughly guess from Pucci’s 

notes that this MS was like the N family. He quotes from it 
several obvious emendations; he says that there was no break 

in it between 1. 7. 12 and 13, a most improbable detail; then 
he affirms that 11. 27 was not divided from 11. 26, which, if it 

be true, would bring the MS into line with y» and v, where this 

division actually is lacking. The reading ‘ardidus’ at 11. 3. 24 

is found in NFyv. ‘psilla’ quoted at 1. 1. 13 occurs in no MS, 
but may be a true detail (a from ei). At I. 1. 47 his printed 
text has the base reading of the Mentelianus and other late 
MSS ‘laus si datur altera uiuo. He writes: ‘ita habet uetus 

codex. et ita quadrat sensus....’ It is impossible that this 

reading stood originally in the text of any authoritative MS: 

_ if it was in Valla’s when Pucci saw it someone had tampered 

Se ee 

i ~ 

with the famous ‘v. c.’ Only one other note throws any light. 
At u. 30. 35 he quotes ‘comprensa, and the Dresdensis, which 

(like its brother at Grenoble) has been conflated with a text 

nearly allied to N, gives ‘comprensa’ there. It is just possible 
that this is a true detail. But Pucci’s notes, unreliable as they 
are, leave no doubt that Valla’s MS or Poliziano’s collation of 

it would now be of little use to us, except perhaps to support 
the already well-supported Nuwv. There is no trace in these 
quotations from the ‘v. c.’ of a distinct tradition which would 

12—2 
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contrast with theirs. The one really remarkable note is not 
referred to the ‘v. c.’: this is the variant ‘stulta’ for ‘forte’ at 

Ul. 3. 26, which is unlikely as an emendation, yet is not found 
in any MS of the NF classes. 

When Perreius in 1528 or so (7 years after Pucci’s notes) 

writes ‘collatis uetustissimis exemplaribus alio Pontani alio 

Episcopi Cremon. alio Fran. Puccii nec non aliis Romae et 

Florent. habitis’ he is referring, I think, to the early ‘incuna- 

bula’ with annotations by these scholars. Pucci does not 

himself claim to possess an ancient MS, and for Pontano there 
is no certain evidence at all. 

II. 

I began my search for new evidence at Cambridge itself. 
purus The University Library contains one MS of Pro- 

manuscripts. —_ pertius (Add. 3394—formerly Phillipps MS 18832). 

This was copied between 1440 and 1460, I should say, in Italy. 

The text it presents is very seriously dislocated in the first two 
books. The sequence is as follows: 1 1. 1 to I. 3. 46; 1. 6. 1— 

I. 7. 26; 1. 4 1—1. 5. 32; 1.9. 25—1. 11. 20; 1. 8. 1—1. 9, 24; 

I. 11. 21—11. 9. 52; 11. 18. 1—58; m1. 10. 1—1. 12. 24; 1. 15. 

29—11. 16. 30; 1. 14, 1—11. 15. 28; 11. 16. 31, and then onwards 
as in other copies (except for dislocations in Iv. 7 and 8). 

These disordered pieces average in length about 60 lines 

each: the first piece is a double length. They are copied out 
consecutively and directions to help the reader are inserted in 
the margin afterwards. A palaeographer will perceive at once 
that these pieces stand for leaves of some dislocated exemplar, 
or at least for an approximation to their number of lines. This 
exemplar will have been ancient, for a new book does not suffer 
thus; and, unless some interest attached to the text, a copy so 

awkwardly arranged for the reader would scarcely have been - 
undertaken at all. 

The text presents at once some unusual features; we have 

spellings (lungus, fruns, moetus, foemina, Pullux) such as are 

unknown in the NF tradition.. And we find strange unreported 
readings; e.g. at II. 3, 22 carmina quae lyrinos (lyrines pv); 
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at 11. 16. 27 uestigia limbis; at u. 26.39 cum satis Argo | dux 
erat...; at U1. 17. 28 novia turba; at m1. 23.18 ducitur hora 

loris; at Iv. 3. 7 iteratro bactra per ortus. Perhaps most 
curious of all is the reading at Iv. 4. 47, tota pwrgabitur urbe, 
for this has been admitted into a Cambridge text of the poet 
as a modern emendation. (The corrector’s hand here alters it 
to the common ‘pugnabitur,’ but ‘purgabitur’ was what the 

first hand copied.) The new and strange readings stand as 
a rule in the text, and sometimes, as in the last instance given 
above, are there altered to the accepted tradition of NF. How 
do I know that all these readings are not emendations, of some 
of which the author afterwards repented? Of those I have 

quoted two cannot possibly be emendations; ‘iteratro’ and 

‘lyrinos’ are uoces nihili. ‘Lyrines’ we have seen to be the 
reading of wv; ‘lyrinos’ looks like an old corruption of the 

already corrupt ‘lyrines. The scribe of our MS gives the 
ordinary ‘quiuis’ as a variant. ‘Iteratro’ also occurs at a 
suspected point. ‘Iteratos Bactra per ortus’ has long been 

a stumbling-block to the critic. Apart from the difficulty of 
translating the words, they fail to supply the balance for 

‘munito Sericus hostis equo’ in the pentameter. One feels 

that some typical characteristic of Bactrian warfare lies con- 

cealed under the letters. It is startling therefore to find in 
a MS of unusual stamp that the ‘s’ of ‘iteratos’ has been 

dropped, and a quasi-ablative laid bare. [N, it will be 
remembered, omits ‘Bactra per ortus’ altogether. ] 

Thus it seemed at first sight not improbable that the 

unknown element in the first dislocated MS that I unearthed 
was due to MS tradition hitherto untapped and not to the 
irresponsible whim of an Italian of the Renaissance. But the 
rest of the MS evidence would decide for me. In searching 
Europe for texts as unlike NF as possible, I should keep in 
mind the peculiar element in the Cambridge MS and attempt 
to discover its origin. 

The two men who have taken the most pains since 

Baehrens to unearth new MS evidence for Propertius, Hosius 
and Postgate, seem to have made a fundamental error in 
seeking MSS like those already known. Hosius’ publication 
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of v, and Postgate’s of ~ and L, were certainly important ; 
indeed, in my own view, there are still fragments of the truth 

to be extracted from L. But Postgate relegated ‘to limbo...from 

a somewhat brief examination...all (the MSS) in the Library 
at Leyden except A. [On Certain Manuscripts of Propertius, 
p. 56, Cambridge Philological Transactions.] Now, besides A 

(and Vossianus 117) there are two dislocated MSS at Leyden, 
and Postgate is rather for than against transpositions’ of the 
text. One of these two, the Mentelianus, is a deeply interpolated 

NF MS; the other is Vossianus Lat. 81. Hosius may have 
seen, but certainly overlooked, at Florence an unpretentious 

MS of the middle of the fifteenth century—Laurentianus 

38. 37. 

But these two books, Voss. 81 and Laur. 38. 37, present so 

many remarkable features that even a somewhat brief exami- 

nation ought to have established their anomalous, and therefore 

interesting, position. They are decidedly unlike either N or 
F and owe their obscurity to this fact. I shall name Voss. 81 
cand Laur. 38. 37 c’. 

c! was written between 1440 and 1450 and contains (in the 
same handwriting throughout) Priapea, Moretum, Rosarum 

liber, Copa, Deest et non est, Bonus et sapiens, Culex, Carmen — 

anonymi, Petronius Arbiter, Catullus, Tibullus, Propertius. It _ 

seems then to have been the property of a scholar who made 
apographs for himself. The hand is good and distinctive and 

will perhaps be identified by some researcher with a wide 
knowledge of Renaissance writing. (I have myself collated 

the Tibullus and Catullus as well as the Propertius: the 

Catullus, Culex, and Petronius Arbiter have been examined 

before.) 
c? cannot be exactly dated, but is of the second half of the 

15th century—a paper book, badly written. It contains only 

Propertius. 

c! is dislocated in the second book, thus. After 1. 14. 7 

comes Il. 16. 48 without any sign of a break made by the 

1 I do not mean toimply that these hold that they deserved to be recorded, 
particular dislocations help much to as so much evidence that MSS of Pro- 
solve the problems of the text. ButI  pertius have in fact suffered damage. 
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scribe. He continues to 11. 18. 35, and thence returns without: 
sign to 1. 14 8. After 1. 16. 47 comes . 18. 36. These 
inverted pieces contain respectively 64 and 128 lines, one 

line being allowed by c! between poems. A palaeographer will 

at once infer that in some MS ancestor in the direct line 
a single leaf of 64 lines fell out and was replaced two leaves 
too soon. A slight accident of this kind would prove nothing 
alone; but the Mentelianus is at Leyden too and this is 
dislocated as follows, in the first book. 

I. 1 to vi. 11; vit. 12 to rx. 28; vi. 12 to vi. 11; x1. 27 
to XIV. 2; rx. 29 to x1. 26; from xiv. 3 onwards as usual. 

These pieces, which are copied out without sign of any 

incongruity by the scribe, contain respectively 192 (= 64 x 3), 

64, 64, 64, 64 lines, one line being allowed as in c! between 
poems. The Mentelianus presents a text so basely interpolated 
that one can only infer that its tradition was once akin to NF; 

it contains none of the readings quoted from the Cambridge 

MS above except ‘noxia’ at 111. 17. 28, and this is found in 
a number of late, interpolated MSS, including the Groninganus., 

Yet it seems that this book was eventually descended from 

an exemplar with 64 lines to the leaf which suffered dislocation 
—just like c’. 

If we now compare jis dislocations of the Mentelianus 

with those of the Cambridge MS in Book I we find that 
they roughly correspond, but that the latter has obscured 
the correspondence by closing its sections thrice at the end 
of a poem. The Cambridge scribe or his predecessor would 
not submit to the whole unreasonableness of the order he was 

set to copy. Similarly in the second Book he begins dislocated 
sections at xi. 1, x. 1, and xtv.1. Unless our inferences 

are wide of the mark c! proves that this last section began 
really at xiv. 8. 

We have now shown that there existed. in Italy about 

the year 1450 at least one MS from which copies were made 
preserving to a greater or less degree the unusual feature 

of dislocated passages of 64 lines apiece. Perhaps two: but 
we can now discard the Mentelianus and its base progenitors. 

Is the text of c' akin to that of the Cambridge MS in detail ? 
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c! has at 11. 8. 22 carmina quae liricis; at Iv. 3. 7 iterato 
bactra per ortus. The other five readings quoted above stand 

in the text of c': limbi8, satis, noxia, loris, purgabitur. ¢ has 

no variants and no corrections except those made currente 

calamo. 
ce has lumbis at Ul. 16. 27; tteratos at Iv. 3.7; pugnabitur 

at Iv. 4. 47; but contains the other readings lirinos, satis, 
noxia, loris. c? like c' has no variants or corrections by later 
hands. 

We may now call the Cambridge MS c*; and from Berlin 
we add the Askewianus, a paper MS still more contemptible in 

appearance and writing than c’, a MS at the head of which has 
been written “confudit v. humillimus,” and call it ce [The 

only other MS of this class which can be quoted is Berolin, 

Diez. B. 41 (d’Orvillii 2), which retains in its debased state 
a number of the chief readings of its stock, eg. purgabitur, 
iterato, noxia, and lirinos (altered from liriris, as it appears). 
But we need not consider c’ in this place.] 

cl, ce’, c® and c! taken together contribute all that remains of 
The tradition a Strange, old, corrupt, true. tradition which first 

oe appears in Italy somewhere before 1450 and 

thereafter permeates the conflated MSS to a greater or less 
degree. 

By considering all the four MSS together we can arrive at 

an idea of what the original (C) was like. c! and c? tell us that 
it was much disordered ; c? and c! give no hint of this. The 

spelling of c' and c? is more often archaic than that of c* and ec, 
Something must be said at once about the spelling. 

oe for e occurs frequently in this family only, eg. moediis, 

moecenas, foemina, moetus, excoepi, infoelix: (so once c! has 

focinina for foemina of C), 

o fur u and w for o recur; lungus, lungeuus, volgari, nullos 
amor, nollo premisso, concti, mondi, romola hasta. 

q for qu is usual in c!, c’—equs, even ecus; iniqus; loquta; 
this spelling occurs very seldom in the other traditions, 

quor for cur most commonly in c! and c*; quoi for cui, 

frequent except in c*; qui for cui once or twice. 
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Misunderstanding of these spellings leads to c! having 
at 11. 22. 13, 

queris demophon quot (= quor) smitam mollis et omne (sic) 

and at 1. 23. 1, 

Quot (= quoi) fuit indocti... 

Again it gives quot for ‘coi’ at 11. 1. 1. 

‘quoius’ and ‘quo uis’ represent ‘ cuius.’ 
‘qum’ for ‘cum’ recurs and often becomes ‘quin’ in the 

copies; but ‘quom’ is the commonest spelling. 
(‘quom’ and ‘quor’ are rare in MSS of the NF classes, 

except that BH frequently have ‘quom.’) 
A curious feature is the doubling or misplacing of n in 

words containing ‘ng’ or‘ gn’: thus, frangne (which becomes 
‘fragne’ or even ‘frage’ on occasion): constringnit, lingna 

(= ligna), stangna, logni quo (= longinquo). 

Another is the spelling & for initial co or ca—thus Klisto 

(= Callisto), ktenis, krine (= Corinnae): perhaps it is due to the 
usual klendae, but it is unknown in other families of Propertian 

MSS. 
Enough has been said to show the anomalous position of C. 

Most of my quotations have been from c' and c’, which are more 
faithful in such details than c* and c*._ c’, ct each give occasional 

marginal variants, and in the case of c‘ it is sometimes C’s 

reading in the margin. But not seldom c* or c* preserves 
a fragment of the ancient tradition which c' and c? have 
missed. 

There is nothing against using even a conflated MS for 

evidence as long as we can be certain of the sources it taps. 

Let us now take certain passages which will help us to form 

Quotations an idea of the importance and of the appearance 
from C, of O 

(1) Iv. 4 47. 

cras ut rumor ait tota +pugnabitur urbe. 

pugnabitur. All MSS of the NF classes, also c*c* corr. 
purgabitur. c'c’,c’. Huleatt ex emendatione. 
lustrabitur. c*, 
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Over the text of C, which would seem not to have been 

quite clear, was a gloss ‘lustrabitur’ which c* alone copied 
instead of the word it explained. Was ‘pugnabitur’ also 
in C as a variant? For c® here agrees with c%,. 

The reading of C is true against all the other MSS. 

(2) Iv. 3. 7. 

te modo uiderunt titeratos Bactra +per ortus, 

[te modo munito Sericus hostis equo.] 

iteratos. All MSS of the NF classes; also c?. 

iterato. ciete®. 
iteratro. c’. 

per ortus. All MSS except Ng. 

[per ortos. g (Gratianopolitanus.) | 

N omits. 
recessu. c‘, in margine pro u. |. 

Apparently C had ‘iterat®’ or ‘iteratto,’ which would 
account for c%. Was ‘iteratos’ in the margin for c® to copy ? 

Perhaps it had ‘per ortus’ in the text; perhaps only as a 
variant. cc‘ gives the gloss which explained the original reading, 

whether it still stood in C or had lost its place or been mutilated 

past recognition. 
What the Bactrians did twice or did doubly concerned their . 

retreat. In this same poem the subject returns, with the 
words 

subdolus et uersis increpat arcus equis. 

In a couplet which concerned the same pair of people 
(111. 12. 11, 12) Propertius wrote, contrasting light and heavy 

cavalry, 

neue tua Medae laetentur caede sagittae, 

ferreus aurato neu cataphractus equo. 

(Sericus Markland.) 

Now the unparalleled ‘recessu’ (c*) is no more likely to be 

a casual emendation than ‘lustrabitur’ (c*) in the passage 
above. It would appear that Propertius used a word not 
unlike ‘perortu’ to describe some crafty action of the enemy 
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for which ‘recessu’ would be a more general term; just as 
‘lustrabitur’ explains the less obvious ‘purgabitur’ above’. 

(3) m1 17. 25—28, 
curuaque Tyrrhenos delphinum corpora nautas 

in uada pampinea desiluisse rate, 

et tibi per mediam bene olentia flumina Naxon, 

unde tuum potant Naxia turba merum. 

Both ‘Naxon’ and ‘ Naxia’ cannot be right: since Palmer 
thought of ‘per Diam’ it has generally been held that the 
correction is needed in the hexameter. Yet, if ‘ Naxia turba’ 
is sound, the poet calls the pirates both Tyrrhene and Naxian 

in one breath; for as the incident took place off Naxos it 

is inconceivable that 27, 28 should refer to some different 

and unrecorded myth. The pirates turned to dolphins because 
of their unbelief drank in the harbour of Naxos the rivers 

turned to wine. Again, if ‘Naxon’ be altered, the balance of 

this section of eight lines (21—28) is destroyed unless it be 
replaced by a substantive agreeing with ‘mediam’ or ‘ Diam’; 
and no such substitute can be found. 

For ‘naxia turba’ c'c*c’ctc? have ‘nowia turba.’ ‘Non 
Naxii (¢.e. Bacchici) sed noxii’ implies the poet by the verbal 

pun; so were Lycurgus Pentheus and the rest “sinners’ 

towards the god. Cp. de Augusti Bello Aegyptiaco Carmen, 36: 

‘quo noxia turba coiret 

praeberetque suae spectacula tristia mortis.’ 

(4) wu. 16. 27, 28. 

barbarus exclusis agitat uestigia lumbis 
et subito felix nunc mea regna tenet. 

<—_ 

1 T suggest that his unusual phrase 
was ‘iterato retortu’. They faced 
about once, and then, still seated on 

their retreating horses, faced about a 
second time and shot back over their 

horses’ tails, in the manner represented 

in various works of art. ‘retortu’ 

would be a most vivid description of 
the action, and, as the substantive 
seems to occur nowhere in literature, 

it might well lead N or its ancestors to 

mistrust it. But ‘argutat’ (1. 6. 7) is 
not the less Propertian because it 

occurs nowhere else. 
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“The outlandish fellow bustles to and fro on the brawny 
legs to which her door.was denied—and the next moment, here 
he is in luck, possessed of my domain!” trans. Phillimore 
(Oxford, 1906). 

But did the poet really admit violation of sense and Latinity 
(and the lowest comedy) into this bitter passage ? 

cic’ (and certain conflated MSS) have ‘limbis,’ [Vossianus 
13, a compilation which often quotes the C tradition, has 
‘lembis’ as a variant. ] 

Thetis dressing Achilles as a girl (Statius, Achill. 1. 330). 

picturato cohibens uestigia limbo 

incessum motusque docet fandique pudorem. 

The ‘limbus’ suited the mincing step of a woman or 

the stately processional walk of a victor in the games; cf. Virg. 
Aen. 5. 250: 

uictori chlamydem auratam quam plurima circum 
purpura. 

Apollo (in Statius, Theb. 6. 345) 

picto discingit pectora limbo. 

[Lactantius, ad loc.] zona ceu fascia, limbus enim proprie 
fascia picta dicitur quae imis assuitur vestibus. ut Virgilius 

[Aen. Iv. 137]: 

Sidoniam picto chlamydem circumdata limbo (of Dido). 

That a coarse ungainly ‘ provincial’ should wear a delicate 
chlamys adorned with more than one purple ‘limbus’ (cf. 

plurima...purpura above) naturally offends Propertius: but it 
pleases Cynthia—‘ ponderat una sinus’,’ 

1 For ‘exclusis’ N has ‘exclusit’: |The sharp juxtaposition of ‘ excultis’ 

I conjecture that Propertius wrote and ‘barbarus’ is quite in the Pro- 

Barbarus excultis agitat uestigialimbis. pertian manner, ‘His only culture 
lay in his coat:’ ‘exclusit’ and ‘ex- . Ou. A. A. 2. 220 (of Hercul 

spin cn aaa 2a 4s clusis’ might then be explained as due 
Inter Ioniacas calathum tenuisse puel- to ‘limbis? being -undersipod uae 

las ; figurative Limbo, 
Creditur et lanas excoluisse rudes. 
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Let us consider the indications as to C’s nature given 
Glossesinc. by the quotations from c'c*cc* so far. 

The first two passages taken together create a strong 
presumption that its tradition was glossed. We will throw 
further light on this single point. 

(5) wu. 16. 7. 

quare, si sapis, oblatas ne desere messes. 

quare codd. 
spolia c'c?; the gloss on ‘ messes’ having crept into the text 

of C. 

(6) u. 28. 51. 

uobiscum est Iope, uobiscum candida Tyro, 

uobiscum Europe nec proba Pasiphae. 

se uobiscum est iope thalamis nec proba pasyphe 
uobiscum europe [omm. cett.]. 

ce. _ uobiscum ethiope thalamis nec proba phasife 
uobiscum europe [omm. cett.]. 

C*. uobiscum est iope nec proba pasiphe. 

[‘iope’ is then erased and ‘europe’ substituted, and 51 

written into the margin in full.] 
ct has the vulgate text, except for ‘iople’ and ‘ pasiphie.’ 
From c'c? it appears that ‘thalamis’ stood in C, probably in 

the text itself. If it is merely the ablative of ‘thalamus’ it is 

a very flat and inaccurate note, which misses the point of 
‘uobiscum.’ 

There was a city of Elis called Thalamae, and Tyro’s 

legend is connected by Strabo (VIII. p. 356) with Elis, not as by 
Propertius with Thessaly. Yet if this note were intended to 

connect Tyro with Thalamae in Elis, it would be the only 

evidence in literature of any such connection. But, as has 

been pointed out to me by a learned friend, Thalamae in 
Laconia was connected especially with the worship of Pasiphae 
[Pausanias 111. 26. 1]', and c'c? which omit ‘uobiscum candida 

1 The passage runs: “ From Oety- is a sanctuary of Ino and an oracle..., 
lum to Thalamae the distance by road Bronze images stand in the open part. 

is about eighty furlongs: on the road of the sanctuary: one is an image of 
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Tyro’ connect the gloss with the second half of the pentameter. 

This, while a much more probable explanation than the 
foregoing, still assumes great antiquity for the note and deep 

scholarship in the annotator. The next. two instances will 
however go some way to confirm the impression that he under- 
stood even the ‘finesse’ of the poet’s meaning. 

(7) 1. 6. 15. 
ut mihi deducta faciat conuicia puppi 

Cynthia et insanis ora notet manibus, 

osculaque opposito dicat sibi debita uento 

et nihil infido durius esse uiro. 

sibi debita codd. 

sibi dedita Voss. 117. 

contraria c'e*c*,c, (et Leidensis Voss. 13). 

These verses must be taken closely with 5, 6 and then 

7—12. Verses 5, 6 run thus 

sed me complexae remorantur uerba puellae 
mutatoque graues saepe colore preces, 

where ‘uerba’ in connection with ‘preces’ means ‘binding 
formulae’: it must be remembered that forms of words were 
cause for superstition. Cf. 1. 8, 21, 22: 

nam me non ullae poterunt corrumpere dirae [dire c?: de te 
codd.] ; , . 

quin ego, uita, tuo limine uerba querar, 

where the force of ‘uerba querar’ is ‘make moan in lovers’ 

phrase,’ ze. lest luck desert the careless speaker. 
Cynthia binds Propertius to her side: and the poet in 

imagination beholds her still binding him with success at the 

launching of the ship, if ever he dared take it. She would 
curse him as the ship struck the water. Who could go to sea 
accursed? She would disfigure herself and thus bring upon 

Pasiphae, the other is of the Sun..,. of the people that Pasiphae was their 
Pasiphae is a surname of the moon local nymph. Plutarch, Agis 9 says 

and not a local divinity of the people the sanctuary and oracle were those of 
of Thalamae.” [Frazer.] So Pausanias Pasiphae. [Cf, Frazer ad loc.] 

knows, but does not accept, the view 
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the faithless lover the evil eye. “She would cry aloud (dicat), 
when the wind proved contrary, that kisses were owing to her 
from me”—and that therefore it was contrary: owed kisses 
caused its contrariety, it was under the beloved’s curse. Cf. 
again the same poem, which should be considered beside this— 

+418. 13,14: 

atque ego non uideam tali sub sidere uentos 

cum tibi productas auferat unda rates. 

[productas c', prouectas codd. at cf. u. 19.] 

If the winds were under the Vergiliae when she started his 
binding curses had been in vain; for under the Vergiliae one 

could safely sail. In the present poem Propertius has no hope 
that Cynthia’s curses would fail. The winds would certainly 
not be under the Vergiliae, when his ship was launched. And 

when she found them contrary, she would cry out to his 
confusion that he was the Jonah, that ‘ his kisses were contrary.’ 

C’s reading ‘contraria’ shows, I believe, that the glossator 

had a most intimate understanding of the nuances of Latin. 

(8) Another instance, II. 3. 25, 26: 

haec tibi contulerint caelestia munera diui, 

haec tibi ne matrem forte dedisse putes. 

[For contulerint (Q), ef. Catull. 67. 20: ‘falsum est. non 
illam uir prior attigerit.’] 

It is at this v. 26 that Pucci, like many compilers of the 

fifteenth century, quotes as a variant for ‘forte’ ‘ stulta.’ 
c' has here 

hee ne matrem forte stulta dedisse putes. 

ce?has. nec ne matrem forte stulta d. p. 

This reading ‘stulta’ is found in no other tradition : it is 

the only reading peculiar to this tradition quoted by Pucci. 
At first sight ‘stulta’ looks extremely plausible: for 

Propertius twice places the vocative of this word in the same 
position in the line: at 1 21. 18: 

experta in primo, stulta, cauere potes, 

y and I. 5. 14: 

nudus at inferna, stulte, uehere rate, 
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At first sight it seems more probable that ‘stulta’ is sound 
than that ‘Haec tibi’.should be repeated from v. 25. But on 

second thoughts it is seen that ‘stulta’ is too heavy, too scornful 

a word for the poet to use of this incomparable lady in such 
a context. ‘Forte’ and ‘stulta’ are too unlike to be variants; 

so ‘stulta’ must be a gloss. And a gloss which indicates 

sympathy and a good understanding : for the force of this ‘forte 
putes’ is that her humility is her one intellectual failing. 

(9) 1. 19. 11—16. 

testis, Cretaei fastus quae passa iuuenci 
induit abiegnae cornua falsa bouis; 

testis Thessalico flagrans Salmonis Enipeo, 

‘quae uoluit liquido tota subire deo: 

[crimen] et. illa fuit patria succensa senecta 

arboris in frondes condita Myrrha nouae. 

If a scholar with an ear for balanced composition heard 

these verses for the first time with ‘crimen’ of 15 omitted, he 

would judge from what precedes and from the et ila following 

that Propertius had written ‘testis et illa fuit.’ ‘Crimen’ 
however stands in all MSS hitherto published. 

ce has ‘ecrimeo’; ct ‘cremeo’; c'c? ‘cinarea. Myrrha’s — 

father was Cinyras, and the gloss ‘cinyrea’ belonged pre- 
sumably to ‘patria.’ From corruptions of this gloss such as 

those in c* and c‘‘crimen’ has appeared in our texts instead of 

‘testis, which I restore. 

2 - aboeisg As a pendant to these passages I add 

(10) 1. 15. 15—22, 
nec sic Aesoniden rapientibus anxia uentis 

Hypsipyle uacuo constitit in thalamo; 

Hypsipyle nullos post illos sensit amores, 

ut semel Haemonio tabuit hospitio. © 
coniugis Euadne miseros delata per ignes 

occidit, Argiuae fama pudicitiae ; 

Alphesiboea suos ulta est pro coniuge fratres, 

sanguinis et cari uincula rupit amor. 
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There are almost as many spellings of Hypsipyle as there 

are MSS, and they differ in each line: thus N has at 16 
hysiphile and at 17 Hypsiphile. 

The new light upon this passage is found only in c*, which 

gives for 16, 

Oethis uacuo constitit in thalamo. 

This extraordinary and unsupported reading is capable, 
I think, of explanation. No one mentioned in this poem 

has any connection with Mt Oeta; it appears too far from 

9 to be a corruption of Aeaeis (= Calypso). Its occurrence in 
@ passage concerning Jason and Thessaly at once suggests that 

it is a corruption rather of Aeetis (= Medea); (cf. Catull. 64. 3: 
et fines Aeetaeos, where the MSS are divided between ‘ oeticos’ 

and ‘ceticos’). Hypsipyle herself, daughter of Thoas and a 
Lemnian, cannot have been explained by any such word as this 

‘ oethis.’ 
At the same time Hypsipyle is certainly sound in 16: 

for Medea never saw Jason sail away. Medea’s troubles only 

began when they left the ship and she found herself Creusa’s 
guest in Thessaly. Haemonio tabuit hospitio. 

I stand under correction and shall welcome any other 

attempt to solve the problem here stated, but at present I hold 

that Propertius wrote 

nec sic Aesoniden rapientibus anxia uentis 
Hypsipyle uacuo constitit in thalamo; 

Aeetis nullos post illos sensit amores, 
ut semel Haemonio tabuit hospitio. 

Alternative spellings of Hypsipyle may have caused the loss 

of the second proper name and its subsequent insertion as 
a variant in the wrong place. Or Hypsipyle may simply have 
been repeated from the line above: repetition of first words is 
a mistake found particularlyin C. By my conjecture ‘Haemonio 
hospitio’ bears its natural sense, instead of having to mean 
‘after the loss of her Thessalian guest.’ Also ‘illos amores’ 

‘those historic loves’ is better applied to Medea than to 
Hypsipyle, who was much less famous, Cf. 

Journal of Philology. vou. xxxi. 13 
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[et modo] Iasonia nota est Medea carina 
et modo seruato sola relicta uiro. 

[11. 24. 45, 46, see above. ] 

Finally, by my conjecture, this section of eight lines falls 
into four couplets, with a heroine to each, and the balance 

is thus improved. It results that, in my view, ‘ Oethis’ is not 

a gloss after all, though it looks like one at first sight. 
But we’ have quoted enough to show the way in which 

glosses have affected and C and its copies. The instance 
from I11. 19, 15 seems to prove conclusively that all the other 

traditions have accepted into the text (in a disguised form, it 

is true) a gloss which still remained undisguised in C. This 

suggests that the period at which the C tradition parted from 

the NF tradition was before the time of the distant common 
- ancestor of the N and F MSS. C was itself probably glossed : 

the presumption from the words of c* discussed above (lustra- 
bitur and recessu) is strong. 

Was C also covered with variants from NF sources? or why 

Fifteenth- do the various copies occasionally desert C and 
century ° . 

copyists. give a reading known already for one unknown ? 

While this question is difficult to answer with certainty, my 

opinion at present is that C was not thus annotated—at least 

when c! was written. The most careful scrutiny of the full 

collation’ of c! reveals no sign of any conscious conflation what- 

ever. There are, it is true, a number of readings taken by c*c* 
and c* from C which c! does not give. But it must be 

remembered that there is a presumption that cl’s owner and 
copier was a scholar; and the ordinary text was perhaps already 
known to him. He may once or twice, being but human, have 

drawn upon his memory or his imagination when the writing of 
C troubled him. At least there is no distinctive reading in c! 

from any other source but C. 
ce’, while it has a certain number of O’s readings not in 

c! and gives no more outward sign of conscious conflation than 

1 I must plead for patience until They will then form their own con- 

all the collations are before the critics. ~ clusions on a perplexing point. 
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c', still does desert C rather often. I should conjecture that 

a MS of the common sort was beside the scribe of c? for 
reference and that he sometimes lazily preferred its reading to 
the less legible C. But what else could one expect of a scribe 
in the second half of the fifteenth century set to do a difficult 
job, without any scientific interest in textual criticism ? 

c* gives outward sign of being a conflation of C with a good 
MS of the NF type, but it contains the great majority of the 

peculiar C readings, and now and again, as I believe, fragments 

from C which the other copies miss. The chief outward sign 
beyond the very occasional variants in the margin is that alone 
of these C MSS it contains illuminated titles to the poems, 
The other three agree with N in giving no titles at all; they 

do not even name the poet nor invariably mark off the books. 

Before the poem ‘Hoc quodcumque uides’ [=Iv. 1] c*c* 
make no sign whatever that another book has begun. But c® 
has 

‘propertii aurelii naute liber iii finit incipit iiii foeliciter.’ 

This ‘fimit’ shows. that it procured its titles and variants from 
a text of northern origin. (See above.) 

(w has here ‘prop. aur. naut, lib. tertius explicit incipit 
quartus.’) aria | 3 

ce, surely one of the meanest instruments of truth, gives 
sign now and again that its C tradition is crossed with a 
debased F tradition, perhaps derived eventually from F itself 

corrected. At 1. 26. 39, where c'c’c® rightly have ‘cum satis 
argo’ for the ‘ratis’ of other MSS, (a reading due to ‘litore 
mille rates’ in the preceding line), ct has ‘cum rudis argus.’ 

/- 

Here F has in the text ‘cum ratis ergo,’ and in the margin 

‘sails argo’ by the same or at least a contemporary hand. 

From this note, I fancy, ‘rudis argus* comes into late MSS 

of the F family. At v. 50 of the same poem c‘ has ‘refundit’ 

for ‘profudit.’ F has ‘profudit’ corrected to ‘refudit’ by a 
fifteenth century hand: c* does not divide m1. 10 [Sed tempus 
lustrare...] from 11. 9: neither does F nor its descendants. 

The evidence as here summarised leads one to suppose that 
13-—2 
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C was not annotated with variants from any other family—that 
most probably it had no variants by conflation or almost none. 
Therefore when the educated fifteenth century copyist was lazy 
or puzzled or dissatisfied he took a reading from whatever MS 

happened to be by him. Therefore the twentieth century 
critic has to take the sum of four copies (and would like more) 
to arrive at a reconstruction of the original. 

Though these copies are not compilations in any sense (like 
V) recourse has been had in two and perhaps three cases to 

a vulgate text for reference. Is not this in itself an indication 

that C was for some reason difficult and tiresome to decipher ? 

Let me take one instance of what occurs. 

1. 9. 48. 

eh ceum defrigreis oromodunta iugis. 

e. celum de flegreis horomodonta iugis.. 
& 

C. ceum de fregreis oromodunta iugis. 

c4, coeum et flegreis oromadunta iugis. 

There are many signs that C was in some cursive hand 

whose words ran together—e.g. U. 14, 7 ‘minois thesea’ is 
in c? minoistea; 11. 27. 7 ‘et obiectum’ is in ¢c iobicetum 

(cp. ‘defrigreis’ above, for ‘et flegreis’). The curves of the 

letters were perplexing, and almost any letter could be mistaken ~ 

for another—r for 1, s for r and for t; n for r, p for f, and 

c, t, r, 1, @ interchangeable as a, o and u. ‘Nisee’ becomes 

‘rasce’ in c!, ‘undas’ becomes ‘ itridas,’ ‘rupit’ is‘ riepit.’ Once 

for ‘omne’ (at Iv. 8. 30) c? has ‘canna’! 

But one could fill pages with such errors, and as many 

more with the various interpretations of compendia, 

N for r, s for r, f for p (and wice versa) are mistakes 
PERO particularly easy for the unpractised eye in copy- 
Irish manu- ing from Jrish writing: particularly in Irish 

satis writing might ‘&’ be mistaken for ‘de. The 
remarkable spellings mentioned above (pp. 176, 177), especially 
those involving ‘ng, are found frequently in Irish Latin, in 

which organic changes in the spoken sound cause the appar- 

ently barbaric contortions. The introduction of an 7 into 
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syllables containing an open a or o is a feature of Irish Latin 
from the end of the 7th to the 12th century. This is particu- 
larly noticeable in C: thus, sartis for satis, portus for potus, 

portat for potat, 
The suggestion that C was an Irish MS came in the 

first instance from Mr J. H. Hessels, of St John’s College, 
- Cambridge, whose book An eighth-century Latin-Anglo-Saxon 

Glossary [Introd. pp. xx—xli] contains tabulated errors or 
changes of spelling, which (to my mind) convincingly establish 

the Irish origin of C. Its date will have been between 750 
and 1150, or earlier than that of any MS of Propertius now 

known. 

I give three more extracts from C, as curious as any that 

Furtherquota- have preceded. 
Eieseas. “8 The first suggests, though it does not incon- 
ported.) testably prove, that nearly one whole line recorded 

by the vulgate is an interpolation. c' is a negative witness. 

(11) um. 17. 5—12. 
uel tu Tantalea moueare ad flumina sorte, 

ut liquor arenti fallat ab ore sitim, 

uel tu Sisyphios licet admirere labores, 
difficile ut toto monte uolutet onus. 

durius in terris nihil est quod uiuat amante, 

nec, modo si sapias, quod minus esse uelis. 
quem modo felicem inuidia admirante ferebant, 

nune decimo admittor uix ego quoque die. 

Two good critics will not admit both ‘admirere’ in 7 and 

» ‘admirante’ in 11, Baehrens therefore gives his conjecture, 
j ‘a! miserere, in 7: Postgate his, ‘adridente’ in 11 (for which 

.. Martial 5. 6. 5, ‘sis inuidia fawente felix,’ is not strong support). 
’ There are two parallels to the caesura of 11, viz. ‘accensae 

Hydriades’ (1. 20. 45), and ‘consimili inpositum’ (m1. 6, 39). 
_; But here there is the further elision before ‘admirante.’ If 

Ss verse is genuine, it is the worst verse in the whole of 

Propertius. 
' F has ‘admirante inuidia.’ 
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c? has ‘ infelicem.’ 

But ¢ has 

quem modo si’ sapies quod minus esse uelis, 

nunc decimo ammictor uix ego quoque die. 

Remembering ‘cinarea’ become ‘crimen’ at mt. 19. 15, 

perhaps we shall not be far wrong in ejecting all the words 
after ‘modo’ in 11 from the new text. They are more in the 

- barbaric style than in Propertian, and might without difficulty 

have been invented by taking 1. 18. 7, 8: 

qui modo felices inter numerabar amantes, 

nunc in amore tuo cogor habere notam, 

and leavening with ‘admirante’ from above. [‘ Modo’ repeated 

at the same point in consecutive lines has in my opinion caused 

the corruption of 1. 24. 45, quoted above. | 

I have quoted already unsupported readings of ce. But in 

order to strengthen the last suggestion I give one of the best 
instances of its integrity. 

(12) 1.16. 29, 30. 

sit licet et saxo patientior illa Sicano, 

sit licet et ferro durior et chalybe, 

{non tamen illa suos poterit compescere ocellos.] 

The apparent balance of the composition is not a true 

balance. The ‘et ferro...et chalybe’ of 30 need two hard stones 
for their ‘contrast in 29. There is the ‘et saxo’ showing that 

one of the two stones lies hid in ‘sit licet.’ 

ce! actually gives that. word (which had occurred to me 

as a conjecture some time before). 

c} has 

sic silice et saxo patientior illa siccano, — 

sit licet et ferro durior et calibe. 

The truth of the reading ‘sit silice et’ (against all other 
MSS) and the manner of the corruption seem to need no 

further demonstration. 
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Now to my last passage, which I choose not because it is in © 

cle’cicttaken © any way more suggestive than a host of others 

peel but because I communicated it some time ago to 
a scholar whose praise I value above all men’s and found that 

he praised my conclusion. I am therefore somewhat less 

diffident about it than about most of my suggestions hitherto. 
It is a familiar crua, 11. 9. 16. 

(13) gloria Lysippo est animosa effingere signa, 
_ exactis Calamis se mihi iactat equis; 
in Veneris tabula summam sibi poscit Apelles, 

Parrhasius parua uindicat arte locum; 
argumenta magis sunt Mentoris addita formae, 

at Muos exiguum flectit acanthus iter; 
Phidiacus signo se Juppiter ornat eburno, 

Praxitelen propria uindicat urbe lapis. 

In this passage Propertius is simply versifying the most 
elementary commonplaces of current art-criticism. He takes 

the list of artists then most admired and touches off in a single 

line the most popular masterpiece or characteristic of each. 

The line upon Pheidias has been most unjustly suspected. It 
puts into verse the well-known view of antiquity that Pheidias 

actually increased the prestige of Zeus by his marvellous 

conception, the view echoed in Quintilian (Inst. orat. x11. 10. 9) 
“ Olympium in Elide Jovem...cuius pulchritudo adiecisse aliquid 
etiam receptae religioni uidetur; adeo maiestas operis deum 
aequauit.” Cf. also “Schol. Gregor. Nazianz. in Catal. manu- 

script. qui a Clarke comparati in Bibl. Bodl. adseruantur p. 36 

[I quote Overbeck] Pedias...7rd wév Aut Eoavov jyecpev ws 
érrovowacOnvar Avds Pevdiaxod. 

But as a pendant to this weighty line on Pheidias and 
his masterpiece we have only, if the text be sound, 

Praxitelen propria uindicat urbe lapis. 

Let us at once accept from Broukhusius the correction 
‘uenditat, which is perhaps confirmed by the ‘ uendicat’ of c?R. 
But that is a side issue. This line is bound to contain a definite 

reference to Praxiteles’ acknowledged masterpiece. The balanced 
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composition of the passage is else destroyed completely. Only 

one statue of the ancient world was ever mentioned in the 
same breath with the Pheidiac Zeus and Athena, and this was 

the Cnidian Aphrodite of Praxiteles. [‘Cnidia’ for ‘ propria’ 

was actually proposed by some Italian humanist.] To an erotic 

“poseur’ this would seem a climax even after Pheidias: but no 
other statue in the world. The emendation that hitherto has 

held the field is ‘ Paria’ for ‘ propria’ (also Broukhusius’). This 

is taken to mean not ‘marble from the Parian city’ but ‘the 
marble statue at Parium on the Propontis’—involving an 

intolerable twist of the brain, for Praxiteles habitually worked 
in Parian, not Pentelic, marble, and the mention of the word 

at once suggests this peculiarity of his. But let us suppose 

that ‘Paria’ could mean this. Propertius will then have 

balanced against Pheidiac Zeus in the climax of the passage 
Praxiteles’ statue (at Parium on the Propontis) of Eros, This 

is not even the most famous Eros made by Praxiteles: that at 

Thespiae with the daring gilt wings was his masterpiece of this 

subject. 

The line as it stands in the vulgate is no less intolerable on 
artistic grounds. No work of world-wide fame by Praxiteles 

existed at Athens, his ‘ propria urbs.’ That his masterpiece was 

mentioned is clear from the contrast of ‘eburno’ and ‘lapis’; 
the Jove was the greatest of all gold and ivory works—the 

greatest work of antiquity in marble was held to be... the 

Cnidian Aphrodite. Therefore this line . 

Praxitelen propria uenditat urbe lapis 

must be emended so as to refer to Cnidos or Aphrodite. 

I do not propose ‘ Cnidia, though it is the only proposal 

hitherto which fulfils the conditions of sense and balance. I am 

satisfied that ‘propria’ hides some qualification of ‘urbe’ which 

will refer us to Cnidos. ‘propria’ is read by all NF MSS. 

Now let us turn to C. c’ct have ‘proprio’: ct is so sure 

that ‘proprio’ is right, that it continues ‘uindicat orbe lapis,’ 
c? has ‘p'us’ (='prorius). 

c! has ‘proprius’ (i.e. pp'us). [It was perhaps from C 
then that the. Italian emenders took ‘parius.] But though 
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‘proprius lapis’ in another context might mean ‘his marble 
masterpiece’ ‘urbe’ here would then be intolerable. Besides, 

cect have ‘proprio. C seems on this evidence to have had 

p'o® (= prorios), with the ‘s’ faint above the line: unless it here 
gave the two variants. Now ‘prorios’ or ‘ proprios’ qualifying 
‘urbe’ must hide a Greek proper name in the genitive case. 

In this same poem (at 37) we have for Thebes ‘arcem Cadmi’; 

Iv. 5. 23: 

Eurypylisque placet Coae textura Mineruae 

cites a much obscurer founder of a city opposite Cnidos. Do 
we know the founder of Cnidos? Certainly: he was Triopas 

or Triops. His city was once called Triopia. Cf. Plin. v. 29, 

Est in promontorio Cnidos libera, Triopia dein Pegusa et Stadia 
appellata. The promontory is called Tpromsoy in Thucydides 

vil. 35 and 60, Scylax (p. 38) says it was dxpwrnp.ov iepor, 
There were games held there at the temple of Apollo Triopius, 

presumably by the tomb of the hero-founder of the city. 

Stephanus of Byzantium says the city was called Tpsdmuop. 

I therefore read, 

Phidiacus signo se Juppiter ornat eburno, 

Praxitelen Triopos uenditat urbe lapis. 

Over the founder’s name someone wrote the name of the city, 

Triopia, and this is the origin of the ‘propria’ of all MSS 
but C. 7 

If my correction is plausible, I can only attribute the credit 
of it to C: for it had not occurred to me until I considered the 
‘o’ and the ‘s’ suggested by the C copies, 

Ill. 

Causa perorata est. I submit that there is good ground for 
believing that the MS I have called C once existed, and that in 

its corrupt but ancient tradition we shall possess one of the 

most weighty witnesses to the Propertian text. 

Where was it found? what was its history ? how was it that 
it made no more stir than it did ? 
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As to the last question, I quote a sentence from A. C. Clark’s 
admirably judicial article mentioned above (C. R. Vol. xxu. 

p. 179), written with reference to the concealment or loss of the 

‘Cena Trimalchionis’ from 1423 till its rediscovery at Trau (in 
Paris. 7989). 

‘It seems strange that such an extraordinary document 
should not have attracted more attention at the time, but 

the Italian scholars judged not as the world judges,’ 
With reference to the second question I give the whole 

passage in Alessandro Alessandri referring to the discovery of 

Propertius. He is describing the scholarly discussion which 

arose at the house of ‘ Accius Syncerus, a Neapolitan humanist 
like himself, upon a certain passage in Propertius. The poet’s 
obscurities and the errors of his text are, says the host, due to 

the circumstances of his discovery. 

“Jovianus Pontanus uir multae eruditionis antiquissimo 

firmabat testimonio Propertii elegias patrum nostrorum aetate 

et se adulescentulo primum in lucem prodiisse cum antea 
inscitia temporum incompertae forent et incognitae, opusque 
obliteratum et longissimo aeuo absumptum corrosis et labentibus 

litteris in cella uinaria sub doliis inuentum apparuisse et, cum 

libelli uetustate uerbis et nominibus absumptis longo situ 

et senio quod in diuturna obscuritate latuerant ueram lectionem — 

assequi nequirent, effectum ut mendosi inde codices prodirent: 

paulatimque discuti errores et corrigi coepti sunt nec tamen 

effici quisse ut posteris omnino integri inoffensique darentur. 

“Ad hunc modum Accius Syncerus noster scite admodum 

apud complusculos qui aderamus sermocinabatur itaque men- 

daces libellos deprehendebat erroresque diiudicabat ac perpenso 

iudicio uitia rimabatur.” [Alexander ab Alexandro, Dierwm 

Genialium libri sex, ed. Francofurti, 1591, p. 52, in fine.] 
Alessandro is reporting the story as another scholar told 

it to him before witnesses: that other is himself telling it 
at second hand, 

The only words he imputes to Pontano which cannot be 

quite accurate are these: primum in lucem prodiisse, cum 
antea inscitia temporum incompertae forent et incognitae. But 
even these are not very wide of the mark. So great a scholar ~ 
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as Coluccio had never seen a Propertius till he procured a copy of 

Petrarch’s after Petrarch’s death (=F). Poggio would seem to 

have had but one copy of Propertius, which he had made for 
him about 1423. If Paris. 7989 be truly connected with his 
circle, as the presence in the same book of the ‘Cena Trimal- 

chionis’ would seem to establish, it is probable enough that his 
Propertius was an F MS, which he emended. But his complaint 
that it was lost (though found again) suggests that copies of 

Propertius were hard to come by in 1423. 

L, connected with Petrarch’s copy, is of date 1421, and was 
written by a scribe from Campofregoso, near Genoa. 

Otherwise there is no indication of Propertian MSS existing 
in Italy before 1440—1450, when c! was written. N by about 
1450 was in Manetti’s library at Naples. The whole mass of 

MSS known to me except NAFL and Paris. 7989 is subsequent 

in date to 1440. In 1446 Pontano was 20 years old (adules- 
centulus). 

Pontano treated truth carelessly enough, and did not deceive 

his contemporaries. ‘Pontanus, ex illo, ut asserebat, codice’ is 

a note one finds in humanistic compilations on Tibullus. I do 

not therefore consider Alessandro! Alessandri’s tale as sound 
evidence in itself.. But if it could be established that a 

dislocated and somewhat illegible Irish MS, older than any 

other known, did actually make its appearance in Italy at about 
1446, then, since Pontano does not offer to quote from it or 

in other ways to acquire merit for himself, it seems at the least 

a conceivable hypothesis that rumours of. C reached him when 
a youth and were exaggerated by him at a later time. It 

does not matter that Bernardino Valla’s codex was held to 

be the ‘uetustissimus?” by Pucci in 1521. A book in Irish 

writing would not be preserved when copies were in circulation. 
‘Hibernici sunt: non leguntur’ says. the St Gallen catalogue 
of a number of such books which we should deem highly 
valuable. And this book was inconvenient to read by reason 
of dislocations also. In 40 years it might have completely 

disappeared again. 

1 Sealiger only quotes from Ales- 2 Poliziano in 1485 ealls it ‘ uetus- 

sandro for the tale. tus’, not ‘ uetustissimus’. 
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Where was C found? I venture no opinion. It might 

have been at Bobbio: it might have been far to the north. 
The notary who found the ‘papyrus’ of Catullus ‘sub modio 
clausa’ in Belgium! may or may not have been a thief, who thus 

disguised his larceny. Pontano’s reported words are ‘in cella 
uinaria sub doliis inuentum.’ He may be recollecting the 

picturesque detail of the Catullus legend ; he may be consciously 
repeating a well-worn euphemism. For the purposes of textual 

criticism and reconstruction the provenance of C is of no 

moment whatever. 

1G. B. Giuliari, La Capitolare latini e greci ne’ secoli xv. e xv. p. 1, 

biblioteca di Verona, p. 95. (Quoted footnote.) 
by Sabbadini, Le Scoperte dei codici 

Stemma codicum optimorum. 

(Q) (codex Hibernicus) 
i 1 ) () “ | (7) (0) on 

(codex Hibernica 
codex Gallica manu seriptus manu scriptus) 

(2) (3) 
(y) (9 A (n) ‘‘cod. Petrarchae” (A) cod. Poggii(?) cauliet Bs 

(8) (cod. Vallae) () B Li?) Paris. 7989 
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Dio Chrys. Or. 33. 397 M.:—rovrav “Opnpos pév oxedov 
mavta évexwpiace... Apyitoxos 8 éri tiv évavtiav HKe, TO 
Weyer. 

#xe looks very like an error for 7#&e, which would be the 
natural word in a context like the present, as the following 

instances will show :— 
Lucian, Demonax 4, 379 R. od pay avimros ye Todt... 

mpos Tadra Hkev. ; 
Theon, Progymn. 1, p. 146, W. drrovow émi ro réyeuw. 
Diog. Laert. 6, 87 d&as éri tHv Kuvikny pirocodiav.— 

10, 2 émi gdirocodiav dakar. 

Galen, In Hippocr. Epidem. t. 17. 1, 613 K. (= Hippocratis 
Opera 1, p. 247 Kuehl.):—ro 8€ II [scil. onpaivew Sovrovrat] 

TAHGos i} WrvENOY 1) TUPOY 7 TUpETOY 7 TvEedpovos TaBos. 
This is part of Galen’s account of the sigla found at the end 

of reports of cases in the MSS. of Hippocrates. upor is 

evidently corrupt ; Littré supposes it to represent ruppov, and 

translates it by rouge. It has occurred to me that the original 
reading may have been 7rvop, ‘ pus, ‘suppuration.’ 

Iamblichus, Protr. 21:—dmodnuav tis oikias pr éme- 

otpépov. 

The text stands thus even in the most recent edition, that 

of Pistelli. For oc«ias one must surely restore ofxetas (comp. 
HSt. 5, 1770 A), when one remembers the form in which the 

same precept appears in Hippolytus, Ref. Haer. 6, 26 é« rijs 

idias eav atrodnuns pr émiotpépov. In Greek, drodnpeir, ‘ to 
go away from home, means to go away from one’s country or 

modus, not from one’s house; if the latter sense seems to be 
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found in Plato, Laws 954 b 4, it is through a mistake of inter- 
pretation, which I am sorry to see sanctioned by L. and S. 
The ellipse of yf in the formula % ofce/a is common enough in 

all Greek ; it is duly recognized by Bos, and has been illustrated 
in our own time with a superabundance of instances by Kontos, 

Athena 3. 321. The same formula is found with a slight 
variation in Herod. 9. 117: dad ths éwutdv arodnpéovtes. 

I may perhaps be permitted to say a word on the reading of 
Aristot. Ath. Pol. 7.20 K.: ds dv é« tis otxeias mow mevta- 
xoo.a pétpa, where I long ago proposed to restore ys oixetas— 

a suggestion which has not been accepted, so far as I know, by 

any one of the many editors of the book. In normal Greek % 
oixeta always means patria, ‘one’s country’; and in the vast 
array of passages collected by Kontos there is: not one clear 
instance of it in the sense of an estate or piece of land of one’s 
own. As to the possibility of the confusion of rs and yijs 

- (ete.), I need hardly say that it is one of the commfonest 
phenomena in all MSS.—there are two instances of it in two 
consecutive lines of the Clarkianus of Plato (Phaedr. 257 a 1—2) 
—and that it is a kind of error one may always expect to 

meet with in a _papyrus text. 

Philostratus, V. Apollonii 6. 11:—ovvéoresre rscil ‘Aioxd- 
Nos] Tods yopous arroTtadny dvTas. 

It is very difficult to see any sense in the last two words. 

I would suggest dmotdénv ddovtas, and explain the loss of the 
° > me . 

missing letters as due to haplographia, aroradéadovras having 
nv 

thus become d7rotadovtas. 

Plato, Rep. 342 b 7 :—xai crores éxeive TH axpiBet Koyo’ 
obtws 7) GAras exer ; 

It would be possible, and perhaps better, to change the 

punctuation here, putting a comma after Aoy@ and removing 

the mark of interrogation at the end, on the supposition that 
motepov may be understood before obras. 

Plato, Rep. 360 b 4 :—ovdeis dv yévouro, a 0 ever, ovTwsS 
ddapaytivos, ds ay peiverey. év TH Stkatoavvyn KTE. 
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Adam’s note on the construction here shows at any rate the 
great difficulty there is in explaining the mood in d0€evev. 
It has occurred to me that the word may possibly have been 

altered from d0fa:, which was taken to be an optative. os 
d0&a:, as an infinitive of limitation, is found later on, in Rep. 

432 b 3, @s ye obdtaal SdFau. 

Plato, Rep. 360 c.1:—rhv 8 xpiow adrnv tod Riou trepi 

ov éyouev, eav Siactnow@peba Tov tre SixatoTratov Kal Tov 

adik@ratov, oloi 7 écoueba Kpivar dpbdas. 
Adam, who formerly preferred to read ad thy, defends 

avTHv as opposing the third division of Glaucon’s speech to the 
other two, and marking it as the most important. My own 
suspicion is that avryv is an error for avtoiv, ‘the two men 

themselves’; and it is to be observed, as some confirmation 

of it, that we have a dual in the parallel in 360 d 5, es thy 

Kpicw...roiv avdpoiv. 

Plato, Rep. 363 a 4:—dcamep Travcov SipdAOev apts, aro 
Tov evdokipeiy dvtTa TE Sixain. 

The recent editors agree in retaining T@ dvxai@, the reading 

of the good MSS., and Adam has a long note in explanation of 
it. But as the reference is to 362 b 2,1 still think that the 

sense requires t@ ddixcm (which is found in certain of the 
corrected copies), or something equivalent. re <p> ducal 
would give the required sense. I need not say that negatives 

are very liable to omission in MSS., and that in the Republic 
a py has been omitted in A in 395 c 7 and in 454 b 4. 

Plato, Rep. 365 a 6:—ri oiduefa dxovovcas véwv Wuyas 
moveiv, door evpuels KTE. 

Perhaps ti <dv> oidue8a, so as to make the words mean, 
‘What effect do we suppose they will have on the minds of the 
young?’ It is to be noted that, in the context that follows, the 

effect is expressed by the potential optative, Xéyou yap av éx 

TaY eiKOT@Y Tpds avTov Kata Ilivdapov éxeivo Kré. 

Plato, Rep. 377 b 1:—pddota yap 8) TOTe TWAATTeTAL, Kal 
evdverat tUT0s bv dy Tis BovrAnTat éevonunvacbat Exdore. 

The worst that can be said of this passage is that Plato has 
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been guilty of a fault of style, which is not absolutely 
unparalleled in the Republic. The youthful mind is first 
conceived as wax to be moulded into shape, and then as wax 

that may receive the impression of a stamp or seal—which is 
not quite the same thing. 

Mr Herbert Richards’ conjecture, évdverat rvrov, accepted 

by Adam, seems to me not only unnecessary but also im- 
probable. I take it that in normal Greek the évdver@ac which 
we represent by our English ‘put on, as said of clothes, 

armour, or the like, means properly to ‘get into’ one’s clothes, 
etc.; and in the various metaphorical applications of the word 

the idea of getting into something that covers you is always 
more or less directly implied. But a stamp or impression 

(rv7ros) is not a garment or anything even remotely analogous 

to a garment; and one cannot be said to get into it. If Plato 
had wished on second thoughts to avoid the change of subject 

in this passage, he would have said, I think, déyerae tuzov 

rather than évévetau tov. 

Plato, Rep. 380 a 5:—adr éav tis troup év ols TadTa Ta 
iawBeta éveotiw, ta THs NudBns abn, } Ta TleXomidav 4 Ta 
Tpwrxa 1} TL GAXO THY ToLOUTwY, 7) Ov Geod Epya éatéov adTa 
Aévyetv, ef Oeod KTE. 

The difficulty here was pointed out by Prof. A. Platt, in the 

Class. Rev. 3, p. 73, who proposed to bracket the whole clause 

év ols Tadra Ta iauBeia eveotiv. It seems to me that we need 
not do more than bracket ra ‘auPeia, as an adscript due to 

a reader who did not see that radra is introductory to the 
enumeration of incidents that follows, ra ths NuoBns maOn 

KTE, 

Plato, Rep. 380 d 5:—#.dmdobv te elvas [scil. oles] Kab 
mavTov HeLaTa THs éavTod idéas éxBaivewv; 

We should perhaps restore #xucr’ <a>, so as to assimilate 
the form of statement to that in the parallel in 381 b 6 tavry 

pev 87) HKioTa ay Todas wophas toyor 6 Geds. The clause will 

then be a sort of corollary to what precedes in the context. 

The particle seems to have dropped out in several places in the 
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Rep., e.g. in 442 e 7, riv’ av ole oin@hvat rodrov abto Spacar— 
where Todrov <av> avro seems to be required by the sense. 

Plato, Rep. 401 e 4:—xal dp0as 8) Sucxepaivey ta pév 
Kana érawot Kal yaipwv Kali Katadexopevos eis THY Wuynv 
tpéport av am avtTav...ta 8 aicypa éyo. Tt av opOas Kal 
picot. 

Though the two recent editors accept the text as it stands 

in the MSS., the reference in Aristotle, Zth. NV. 2. 2, 1102 b 11 

816 Set yx Oai mas edOds ex véwv, ds 0 IIddtav gdyciv, date 

xaipew te cai AvTeicOar ols Sez, is to my mind quite sufficient 
to justify the view of Vermehren that xal yaipwr is out of 

place. I suspect that it came in originally after ducyepaiver, 
_ and was omitted through its resemblance to the last syllables 

of that word. With this emendation of text, Plato begins with 
the negative idea of disapproval (Sueyepaivwr), which is directly 

suggested by the preceding context, and then remembering the 

opposite possibility, that of approval, passes on to that by 
adding «al yaipwv. What follows, works out the two ideas in 
chiastic or inverted order, the second being considered first, and 

the first second. I observe that Adam finds in catadeyduevos 
a suggestion ‘that beauty is an exile coming home again.’ In 
a context like the present (tpégoit’ av am’ avtov) the word 
must surely be regarded as a metaphor from the taking in 

of nutriment—the sense it has in Tim. 84 b 5 érav ootodv... 
bate THY Tpodiy KaTadéynTat. 

Plato, Rep. 405 b 1:—# ov« aicypov Soke? Kal amradevolas 
Héya Texpypiov TO éewdKT@m Tap GddQwD”V...TO Sikaiw avayKa- 
fecOar ypncbar Kai atropia otketwv ; 

kal atopia, though accepted by Prof. Burnet and defended 

by Adam, has been questioned by both Ast and Madvig. 
I suspect that azropiAI represents an older azropwN, i.e. aropeiv 

—the opposite of edzropeiv. 

Plato, Rep. 415 d 6:—«al rodro pév 8 €€es barn av ado 4 

pnun ayaryn. 
é€e. was questioned long ago by Ast, who suggested 7 &ec in 

lieu of it. It is usually taken as an instance of the use of 

Journal of Philology. vou, xxxt. 14 
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éyewv with an adverb in the sense of being in a certain state or 

condition. The context, however, does not seem to imply an 
idea of that kind, but rather one of line or direction. The 
general form of expression in fact is not unlike that in 

Rep. 394 d 8 én dv 6 dOyos bomep Tredpa hépy, TavTy 
éréov, and in Laws 667 a 9 6 Aoyos brn héper, TavTH Topeva- 
peOa. With these parallels before one, one may perhaps 
suppose Plato to have written here not ée but é£eovv, and 
also @yn rather than dydyn. 

Plato, Rep. 436 e 4:—xal drav 5é tiv edOvwpiav 7 eis 
deEvav 7) eis apiorepay H els TO TpdcBev 7 eis TO OmicOeEv 

éyxXivn Gua trepipepdomevor, TOTe ovdauH EaTLVv éErTavat. 
The point under consideration here is how tops and the like 

can be said to stand and to be in motion at one and the same 
time. The subject is throughout regarded as in the plural 
(comp. éavTav, wevovtav, avTa, év avrots) until we come to the 

mepupepopevoy at the end of the sentence. I would suggest 
that zrepepepdpevor is either a corruption of mrepudepdpueva (due 

perhaps to the singular in éy«Aivy), or an ordinary scribal error 
for wepipepopévev, a genitive absolute in lieu of a nominative. 

éoriv, which seems to have been omitted by Galen, is bracketed 

by Prof. Burnet. Iam inclined to think that it may be a mis- _ 
writing of érz. Similarly in Plutarch, Mor. 1081 D, the ov« 

éott of the MSS. was corrected by Wyttenbach into ov«érv. 

Plato, Rep. 439 a 1:—rd 88 81) Sixvos, jv 8 éyo, od TodTor 
Onoes TOV Tivos elvat TodTO brrep éoTiv; 

The long note in Adam’s Appendices (1, p. 270) will give 

some idea not only of the difficulty of this passage but also of 
the hopelessness of the many attempts that have been made to 
correct the text. At the risk of adding one more to the long 

list of failures I venture to suggest that the fault is merely in 

the rév before twos, and that we should restore r@ in place of 
it, so as to make the construction like that in 441 d 8 éxeivn ye 

TO TO éEavTod Exactov <taY> év adTH mpatrew...diKala Hv. 
The rodro érep éotiv, which has been by some regarded as an 

emblema, is sufficiently certified by the very similar account of 

these relational words in Aristotle, Cat. 7, 6 a 36 mpos Te 
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AeyeTa, 7) OTMTODVY AAXwS TpPds ETeEpov, olovy TO peifov TodO 
dmep éotiv érépou NéyeTa* Kal Td duTddovov TODO brep éotly 
étépov déyerau’ Tivos yap SuTAdovov AéyeTar. Compare also 

Metaph. 4. 15, 1021 a 26 ra pév ody Kar’ dpiOmov Kai Siva 
, , , > \ , i ota: 4 > ” 

Aeyoueva pos TL TdvTa éoTi TMpos TL T@ Sep eaTlv addov 

AéyerOar ato 6 éotw, GAA fw) TO GAXO Tpds éExeivo. 

Plato, Rep. 439 e 6:—arn’, Hv 8 eyo, mote adxovcas Tt 
TioTev@ TOUT@, ws apa AeovTios 6 “AyAalwvos arimy KTE. 

I think we should probably read here é7., for te (with 

Madvig), and also rodro instead of tovrm. In Gorg. 524 a 8 

we have tair éotw, © Kaddilkedrels, & éya axnkoas Ticteiw 

arn eivac—where Plato might very well have said & éyo 

Morte akovaoas éTt TicTevwW adnyOH eivas, if he had wished to 
note the time that had elapsed since the story was originally 

told. For the todro one may compare Phaedrus 243 e 2 rodto 
pev mictev@, Ewotrep av as ds ei, and Aristotle, Meteor. 1. 6, 

343 b 10 Kai rodr ov povov Aiyurriows miatedoas Sei, Kaitou 

Kakeivol pac, adda Kal hpeis Epewpaxaper. 

Plato, Rep. 441 b 3:—pos 8€ tovrows Kal 6 dvw tov éxei 
elropev, TO TOD ‘Opnpov paptupynces, TO KTE. 

€xei, Which was perhaps omitted by Galen, is bracketed by 

Prof. Burnet. It has occurred to me that it may be out of 

place, and represent éxefvo ; in which case it may be permissible 

to restore <éxeivo> Td tod ‘Ounpov. We find éxeivo used in 
the same way in a very similar context in 365 b 1, Aéyou yap 

dv é« tov eixoT@y mpos avTov Kata Ilivdapov éxeivo Td 
Tlorepov Sixq tetyos tyuov xKré. 

Plato, Rep. 441 d 8:—éxeivn ye T@ TO éavTod ExacTov év 

auth TpatTew Tpiav dvTwv yevav Sikaia Hv. 
I would suggest <rav> év avrg, and take the rpi@v dvtwv 

yevov which follows as appositional. In the immediate context 
(e 1) Plato uses the same expression, &caotov Tov év avT@. 

Plato, Rep. 581 d 10:—rov &€ Pirocodgov...ti oi@peOa Tas 
Gdras Hdovas vouitew mpdos tTHv Tod eidévar TadnOEs bry ExEL 

14—2 
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Kal €v TovovT@ Tih del evar pavOavovta; THs HdovAs ov mavu 

TOpp® ; ; 
ths Hdovis, which Prof. Burnet brackets, seems to have been 

marked for deletion by the corrector of A. It will be possible 
to keep it by restoring ris ndovs <éxeivns>, on the assumption 

that éxe/vns was lost through the homoeoteleuton. 

Plato, Rep. 615 d 2:—épn ody tov épwrapevov eitreip, 

“Ovr~x jee,” hava, “ovd’ av Heer Sedpo. eOcacapela yap 

ovv” KTE. 
The construction in ové’ dv n&ev has long been recognized 

as a difficulty, though the two most recent editors of the 

Republic agree in allowing the words to stand in the text, It 
seems to me that av 7£e originated in a simple misreading of 

avnfec—a suggestion which has been anticipated by Professor 

Henry Jackson! (J. of Phil. tv. 148), and also by Herwerden, 

The change is so slight and also so obvious that I suppose 

it must have occurred to many, and have been rejected for some 

reason which I have not been able to divine. The context 

swarms with compounds of this kind—verbs implying ascent 

from or descent to a lower region (dvévac...cataBaive, 
614 d 6, 7; dveévas 615 d 5; dvaBynoecOar 615 e 1; avvévar 

615 e 4; avaBaivor...avaBjvar 616 a 7). 

Plato, Laws 817 b 2 :—ijpeis éopev tpaywdias avrol roumrtal 
Kata Svvapmw OTL KaANIoTHS Gua Kal apioTns: Taca oY Hpi 
 TWoNLTELAa GUvETTHKE Pipnots TOD KaAXNioTOU Kal apiotou Biov, 

0 6 paper hpeis ye 6vTws elvar Tpay@diav THY adrnOeotarnp. 
One would expect rather raéca yodv—which would make 

the second clause a modest confirmation of the truth of the 
first statement. 

Plutarch, Mor. 165 D:—o &€ Oeods Sedies wavra Sédve, yhv 
Oaratrav aépa ovpavov oxdtos pas KAndova ciwTny OvEetpov. — 

Read <émap> dverpov, to complete the pairs of opposites in 
the enumeration. 

1 Tam sorry to say that in a note correction had been already proposed 
in Vol. xxvii. 344 correcting the text by my old friend in an early volume 
of Aristot. Metaph. A. 1, 981 a5 1 (v1. 206) of this Journal. 
overlooked the fact that the same 
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- Plutarch, Mor. 169 A:—Seuvov 16 ris SevorSarpovias cKdTos 

éumecovtos avOpwrov cvyxéat Kai TUPA@cat NoyLopOV KTE. 
Bernardakis, the most recent editor of the Moralia, has 

altered éwrecovtos into éxmecdvtos. The right word is surely 
éumreaov, the -TO> having been added through the influence of 
the termination of the oxéros that precedes it. 

Plutarch, Mor. 359 B:—rods fepets SvaBaivovras évaryifew 
kai xataotépew 7d ohua wnOidns gute TepicKiafopevor 
Umepaipovte waons édalas péyeOos. 

pnGidns is clearly corrupt, but it is very difficult to imagine 
what it represents. I have thought of juptivns as a not 

unlikely word. jvptivy is explained both by Hesychius and 

the Scholiast on Nicander Alex. 88 as meaning a kind of 

olive. 

Plutarch, Mor. 657 A:—opoiws (Sos av «al Tov oivoyv, drav 

opddpa tapakn cal rapokivn TO axpatov Kal Ovpoerdés, adOis 
Kkatadvvovta Kal Kkabiotavta thy Sidvotay ws TroppwTépw 

péOns tpoiodcay jovyater. 
Perhaps xatadvovta or catarpaivovta, with a comma after 

it to show that its object is TO dxpaiov Kal Oupoerdés. 

Plutarch, Mor. 747 £:—év opynoe: TO pdv oY wa prpnTiKoY 

éoTe wopdys Kal idéas, kal madi 7 hopa tadous Tivos éudav- 
\ nN , a ‘ a % / ‘4 > TiKov ) Tpakews 7) Suvapews: tats Sé Sei~ecr Kupiws avdTa 

dnrovot TA TpayuaTa, THY YY, TOV ovpavoy, avTOvS TodS 
mAnoiov. 

Perhaps rather, avtovs, Tods wAnaiov. 

Quintilian, Jnst. 1. 5. 7:—barbarismum plurimis modis 

accipimus. - unum gente, quale est si quis afrum vel hispanum 

latinae orationi nomen inserat . . . alterum genus barbarismi 
accipimus, quod fit animi natura, 

Read genus for gente. The est after quale is Halm’s 
correction of the reading of the good MSS. sit—which surely 
represents fit, as one of the 15th century correctors saw. 

Pseudo-Sergius, in Keil’s Gram. Lat. 4. 531 :—Ammonius 
- Alexandrius, qui Aristarchi scholae successit, 6&¥Sapuy vocat, 
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Ephorus autem Cymaeus tepioracw, Dionysius Olympius 
dirovov. 

This is part of a survey of the various names given to the 

circumflex accent in antiquity. It is not easy to explain the 
appellative Olympius attached to this particular Dionysius, 

It has occurred to me that it may be a mistake for Olynthius— 

more especially as there was a certain Avovicros "Odvv O08, 
who is mentioned by Tatian, Or. ad Gr. c. 31, as one of the 
early writers on Homer. 

I. BYWATER. 



DICTYS OF CRETE AND HOMER. 

Wuat went before Homer? What preceded the Iliad and 
Odyssey ? That Homer made them ‘out of his head,’ as Keats 
made ‘Endymion’ no one supposes. The nature of the contents 

of the poems, fabulous and historical, mythological and geo- 
graphical, shows beyond doubt that the two poems (and in a 

less degree the poems of the Cycle also) are the result of the 
treatment of materials. I wish to ask what these materials 

were; for until we obtain a more or less definite conception of 

them, it is hopeless to conjecture in what Homer's treatment 
of them consisted, and more hopeless still to distinguish 
Homer’s work from that of persons who may have succeeded 
him. 

The data are: a parte posteriori, the two poems as we have 
them of 15,693 and 12,110 lines; a parte priori the picture 

given in the Odyssey of the recitations in vogue in the heroic 
age. The problem consists in bridging this gap, and discovering 

the process by which two episodes in the story which we see 

being sung at Ithaca or Phaeacia were selected and developed 

to form the Iliad and the Odyssey. 
I propose first to set out, as of most importance, the evidence 

for the heroic period ; then the view taken by the Greeks them- 

' selves; thirdly to bring the evidence of Dictys of Crete to bear 
upon the question’. 

1 This article at an earlier stage benefited. I think it proper however to 
had the advantage of being read by state that even as it now stands it does 
Mr Andrew Lang, and has materially not meet with Mr Lang’s approval. 
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I. 

The Iliad, a poem of camps, has no place for the bard. 
Agamemnon who had one, and likewise Ulysses, left him at 
home. The accomplished Achilles soothed his acheing heart 
by singing tales of bygone men, dewde 8 dpa kréa avdpav; and 
his taste for history he derived from his father Peleus, who 

knew everyone’s descent (H 128 wdvtwv ’Apyeiwv épéwv yevenv 

Te Toxov Te) and was the first known genealogist. This was one 

of the graces of this preux chevalier ; the ordinary diotrephes, 

like the average medieval baron, did not touch the harp; his 

music was provided for him by his servant the dovdos. The 

Odyssey, a poem which deals with people at their ease at home, 

supplies many instances of the professional bard at work. Thus 

a 325, in Ulysses’ house in Ithaca, a bard sang the return of 

the Achaeans from Troy: 

toiat & doidos deide TepikAuTOs, ot S€ ciwTy 
v > > 4 e 1 he) n / »” 

elar axovovtes, 0 8 “Ayady voorov dede 

Avypdr, dv €x« Tpoins éreteinato Lladdas ’AOnvy. 

The audience listen in silence, and Penelope hearing the 
sound comes down into the hall and begs Phemius not to 

choose this particular theme ; 
\ a 

337 Dye, TOAAAG yap ara BpoTtav OerxTHpia oidas, 
» Di ss fal a W. 4 > , 
épy avdpav te Seay Te, Ta TE KAELoVaLW aoLdoi, 

cal 4 / + / ¢ \ a 

tov & yé ow adevde Tapyuevos, of Sé cvwT7 
3 / UA > > 22. > nm olvoy TuvovTwv* TavTns O amomave doLdis. 

Telemachus takes up the minstrel’s defence, and says if he. 

sings the Achaeans’ return it is to Sage: his public which 
likes the newest song ; 

350 rovt@ 8 ov véweois Aavady Kakodv oitoy aeidew 
\ ‘ > \ a > / ‘tay > 

THY yap dolbdiyv wadrov érixrelove’ avOpwrror 

HT akovovtetot vewTaTn aphirérytat. 

Phemius therefore had a stock of history human and divine 

and his profession entailed continual addition to his répertoire. 
We see further how quickly events become history ; before the 
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vootos “Ayvaiay was complete and within ten years after the 
fall of Troy, it was so to speak in circulation. The bards had 
it, and it was demanded as the latest thing. The nostoi of all 

the heroes, says Telemachus y 86 were now known, except his 

father’s. 
When the poet takes us to Scheria and the court of 

Alcinous, we find Phemius’ colleague the blind Demodocus. 
During the entertainment, whether in ordinary course or 

specially for Ulysses’ honour Demodocus performs the follow- 

ing ‘ pieces’ : 
@ 73 the quarrel of Ulysses and Achilles ; 

Moda’ dp’ aoddov avicev devdéuevar Kréa avdpav 

oiuns THs TOT dpa KréEos ovpavoy evdpdy txaver, 

veixos "Odvaocios cat IInreidew “Axcr*os. 

The Muse inspired him to take the theme (oiun) then so 
much in vogue, a circumstance of the later Tale of Troy, not 

included in our extant Iliad. Next in the dyév 0 256 sq. we 

find as one number a sort of ‘hymn’ as it would have been 
called in later times, that is a hundred lines upon the loves of 

Ares and Aphrodite. At the next banquet 487 sq. Demodocus 
returns to history. The stranger Ulysses suggests a topic: 

/ ’ an 

487 Anyuodor’, ova 54 ce Bpotav aivifow’ aravtar, 

) aéye Modo’ édidake Ads mais, ) oéy “Aroddovr. 

inv yap Kata Kdopov ’Ayaav oiToy aeideis, 
¢ > »” " ’ v / \ av > > / ” > / 

doo éptav Tt érabov Te Kal doc éwoynoav “Ayacoi, 
ef x t een \ ee > ‘ 
@S TE TOU 7) AUTOS TrapewY 7 ANAOV akovaas. 
> > ” \ U Ss / ” 

arr aye 87 petaBnOs Kal immov Koopov decor 
/ ‘ , \ 3 / \ ? / Sovpatéov, Tov ’Emrevds érroinaey adv ’AOnvn. 

He pays him a gracious compliment upon the exactitude of 
his previous recitation and begs him to take another moment 

in the tale. Evidently Demodocus could ‘have obliged’ wher- 

ever he was put on in the subject, for 

499 ds pal 6 & opunbeis Oeod Hpyero, haive S aovdiy 

évOev EX@v ws of pev evocéApov eri vndY 
Bavres amémdevov— 

He had only to collect himself and start at any point. And 
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the company, not only Ulysses, repeatedly called upon him, 

@ 90,91. So by the time that Ulysses was nearing his home 
the olros "Ayardy was common knowledge and the best 
incidents in it were demanded at dinners and known by heart 

by the bards. The general idea of the poet as a story-teller 
is given X 368, where Alcinous praises Ulysses because 

pv0ov & ws 6 7 aowdds erictapévas KxatéreEas. 

He produces the same effect upon a smaller audience, 

Eumaeus and his men p 318; the object of public curiosity is 

represented by Aeolus’ question « 15 

"Ikvov ’“Apyeiwy te véas kal vootov ’Ayaidv. 

On the same ground the Sirens, whom we think of as sweet 
singers, ask Ulysses to stop, that they have the news, 

#189 tduev yap tor wav? bo’ évi Tpoin evpein 
’Apyetou Tp@és re Oedv idrnte poynoar. 

According then to the statements of the Odyssey, bards 

performed professionally at kings’ boards, and to entrance and 
inform the banqueters when their hunger was satisfied. In 
later days adAnrpides and sword-swallowers facilitated digestion, 

or the company sang catches, asked each other conundrums or 

subjected their children to oral examination. In the heroic 
age they liked to be told the news, and failing that would put 

up with ancient history. At the moment of the Odyssey the 

subjects asked for and listened to were the last great events of 

contemporary history, the siege of Troy and the return of the 

Greek sovereigns. The audience could ask the bard to begin 
this tale at any moment, the whole series was in the bardic 

memory. In other words a body of verse was extant, deposited 

in the heads of a professional class (Snusoepyol p 333), who 
invoke, as they well may, Mnemosyne (dpyadéov 5é we Tadra 
Gedv ds mavt dyopedoar). They were perhaps assisted - by 
books, but Homer does not divulge these professional secrets. 

When also we see that Achilles, himself an actor in the Tale of 
Troy, possessed ‘stories of men,’ we conclude that the stock of 

heroic poetry consisted (besides theology) of past history, and 
vice versa that the salient and greater feats of past history - 
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were extant in verse and remained till aftertimes. No one will 

object to see such verse-chronicle in the various rapexBaces 
of the Iliad—the wars between the Pylians and Arcadians, 

Pylians and Eleans, the clearing of the hairy men out of Pelion 
by the Lapithae, the story of Meleager. 

This picture, which it should be observed, comes from a pro- 
fessional source, represents the heroic bards as sources of past 
and present information ; and information about the past and 
present as in their hands. When accidentally a portion of it is 
sung to an actor in the tale, he is made to praise its accuracy 
and vividness. We draw what seems to me an unforced and 
natural conclusion that the bards, children of Memory, had in 
their hands a chronicle, to give it no more questionable name. 
This chronicle will have contained the feats (military, for an 

early people has no other) of the nation in the foreground,—in 

the case of the Achaean period the two joint wars—one internal, 

against Thebes; the other, oversea, against Asiatic Troy. It 
contained also recollections, on the way to fading of earlier 
feats and events. 

A general confirmation of this statement is to be found in 

the character of the Iiad. Among much that is romantic and 
divine, the political and geographical setting is remarkably 

historical. While this is true of the poem generally it is 
especially so of the Catalogue. I hope to treat this document 
at length in a future number of the Journal of Hellenic Studies, 
and will anticipate my conclusion here. The dvaxocpos is the 

oldest Greek document; its outlook is entirely prae-Dorian. 
Its details of place and race, from Dulichium (Leucas) to the 

Halizones or Hittites are historical, and an accurate picture of 

the state of Greece, and of Greek knowledge of Asia, in the 
heroic age. Much, if not all of my statement will I think be 

generally admitted. This document is a specimen—a specimen 
preserved owing to its importance with peculiar care—of the 
Aheroic chronicle at large. It is a survival from the whole story 
which told the War and its Nostoi from the beginning to the 
end. Personal anecdotes have been added to it, but the details 

are those of the vanished prae-Dorian age, and suit no other. 
The deeds of the army of which it is the list were narrated in 
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the same way and by the same means. They lie before us 
however in episodes and’ poems, not in chronicle. 

IT. 

In the Greek view of Homer he was the successor of a 

considerable line of poets. Polybius (x11. 25. i.) took him for a 

type of history 8’ Jzrouynparwy, As Timaeus settled at Athens 

for fifty years mpds Tols Tév mpoyeyovoTwy tropyypace yevo- 

pevos (25 d.), so apparently Homer collected the works of his 

predecessors and built his poems out of them, and that without 

much addition (XXxIV. 2. 9=Strabo 23). If Polybius had 
been asked what Homer's materials were, he would presumably 

have mentioned some of the many earlier poets whose names 

may be collected from the anecdotists: Corinnus of Ilium, 

Dares of Phrygia, Eumolpus, Helen daughter of Musaeus, 
Melesandrus of Miletus, Oeagrus, Oroebantius of Troezen, 

Phantasia, Phemonoe who invented the hexameter, and more’. 

Demetrius of Phalerum exhibits a catalogue of bards from the 
heroic age downwards: those whom he does not draw from 
Homer (eg. Phemius) are Automedes of Mycenae, Perimedes 

of Argos, Licymnius of Bouprasus, Sinis, Dorieus, Pharidas, 

Probolos of Sparta’. They are all Peloponnesian. (These anti- 

quarians do not, as we should expect, regard Helicon and Pieria 
as homes of the heroic Muse. In so far they were right. Awpvov 

in the south of Nestor’s kingdom of Pylos is the only known 

heroic ‘centre.’) The later writers, whether Pausanias or the 

Fathers, insist with one accord that Homer ‘followed’ or ‘copied’ 

Orpheus or Musaeus*. Herodotus’ well-known remark (11. 53 of 

1 Corinnus, Eumolpus: Suidas in 
vv. Dares, Helen, Phantasia the Mem- 

phite: Ptol. Heph. 147 sq. Dares, 

Melesandrus, Oeagrus, Oroebantius: 

Aelian V, H. x1. 2, x1v.21. Phemonoe: 

Paus. x. 7, Clem. Alex. strom. 1. 21, 

Proclus Chrestom. init. Linus, Phil- 

ammon, Thamyris, Musaeus, Orpheus, 

Demodocus, Phemius, the Sibyl, Epi- 
menides, Aristaeus, Asbolusthecentaur, 

Isatis, Drymon, Euclus, Horus, Pro- 

- 

napides: Tatian adv. graecos 41 (several 
of this series occur elsewhere). Dares: 
Antipater of Acanthus ap. Ptol. Heph. 
147 a 26. Hesiod, Orpheus, Musaeus, 
Pamphos: Philostr. Heroicus 301. 

2 Schol. y 267 with Timolaus ibid. 
The latter is no doubt Suidas’ man in 

y., a Larissean disciple of Anaximenes, 

who ronrixas €xwv, doubled the Iliad 
kal éréypaye 70 civraypya Tparkdr. 

3 E.g. Clem. Alex. strom. mu. 173, 
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8é mpotepov total reyowevor TovTwy Tav avdpav [Homer 
and Hesiod] terepov Ewouye Soxéeww éyévovto) is vague in its 

bearing, but appears to show that the logographers of the fifth 

‘century held that the two great epic poets had predecessors, 

an opinion clearly held by Hippias, the sophist (ap. Clem. 

Alex. II. 228). 
This expression the ancients gave to their belief that 

Homer was not original (other simpler critics, it should be said 
made him an eyewitness of the Trojan and even of the Theban 

war). They thought he came at the end of a considerable line 
of poets and reciters who treated the Tale of Troy. We have 
no evidence whereby to test these traditions. The fragments 

or poems extant under these old names, Orpheus and Musaeus, 
are in late Epic Greek, and can of course make no claim to 

antiquity. In many cases the ancients mistook this pinchbeck 
for gold: the plainness of the later poems even gave them an 

air of venerability. Pausanias who had the Homeric and the 

Orphic hymns before him thinks the latter the more genuine. 
Style shews the lateness of the actual verses by Orpheus and 
Musaeus?, but it does not prevent the existence at a much 

212, 213, 241. A view that heroic 

poetry started from oracles, or copied — 

them, is given in Diod, rv. 66, Athenag. 
184, Justin m1. 62, Philostr. Heroic. 

287. 
1 This consideration I may say tells 

against Professor Murray’s adroit utili- 
sation (Rise of the Greek Epic p. 276) 

of the Berlin Orphic papyrus (Ber- 
liner Klassikertexte v. 1) as a support 

of his general thesis that heroic epos 
was purified from century to century 
to suit changes in manners. I said in 
my review (C. R. xxi. 99) ‘the original 

legend was filtered and chastened by the 
Homeric writer,’ as I believe the Trojan 
chronicle was chastened by Homer. 
Mr Murray will have it that the actual 
extant hymn underwent expurgation. 
The verses quoted in the papyrus are 
all but identical with the Homeric 
hymn, and where they differ are in the 
same style; the contrast is all the 

clearer between the hymn and the 
verses quoted, by Clement and other 
late authorities (Orphica ed. Abel fr. 

209 sq.), from a poem with which the 
papyrus-verses according to the editors 

were one. These fragments are clearly 
not in seventh-century Greek, and no 

one will suppose that the hymn once 
began pfu dede, Oed, Anunrépos dydao- 
xdprov. The Orphic poem, whether its 
title was Képns dpraryy or another, will 
have contained the primitive esoteric 
legend couched in hymnological Greek 

of the period, together with suitable 
bits plundered from the Homeric poet— 
and here reproduced for their sonorous 

value by the papyrus-author. The dif- 
ference in style between Homer and 

Orpheus is noted by Pausanias rx. 30. 
12 and Philostratus Heroic. 300, but 

they do not draw the inference. 
If the papyrus-verses do not belong 

to the Képns apra-yi, the evidence from 
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earlier period of poems going under these and other names 

which stood as sources-to Homer and the Cyele. 

So far we see that the evidence of the Homeric poems 
suggests a verse-chronicle covering the Trojan war in existence 
in the heroic age; Greek tradition believed in a series of poems, 
and a long line of poets. The two views are of course not 
incompatible ; in fact, arguing on generalities, we are inclined 

to ask whether it is more probable that the supposed verse- 

chronicle should have survived as such till Homer took it im 

hand, or that a number of poets should have done so before him 

on a smaller scale and with less talent. All we can say for 

‘certain is, that something, verse-chronicle or separate poems, 

was in existence and served as the basis of the Cycle during 
the period of Cycle-composition from 744 down to 600, when 

Eugammon closed the series with his Telegonia, which accord- 
ing to Clement was drawn as to the Thesprotian part from 
Musaeus. ; 

ITI. 

Whatever Homer used he obliterated it. Like Zeus he put 

away his predecessors. As far back as we can trace the Iliad, it 

makes law and is Greek history. For the events contained in 
the Quarrel of Agamemnon and Achilles, and for all the events 

which it pleased him to mention, Homer’s authority is unique 

and final. There is only one exception to this rule, the account 

of the Trojan war which we find in Dictys of Crete. 
Dictys has been brought inte notice of late by Messrs Grenfell 

and Hunt’s discovery of a fragment of the Greek original (Teb- 
tunis Papyri 1907 vol. 11. 9 sqq., ef. W. Ihm Hermes 1909, 

in verses of its own cru, appropriating 
Homer’s lines where they were com- 
patible (which gives us much the same 

the language of the Orphic fragments 

falls, and we are left with a new set of 

data. The verses quoted by the papy- 
rus-writer coincide absolutely or nearly 
with those of the Homeric hymn; they 
relate to non-esoteric matters; the 
esoteric or gross parts of the story are 
given in prose. These facts suggest 

either of two conclusions: first, the 

Orphic poem contained esoteric doctrine 

situation): or there was no Orphic 

poem at all, and the prose writer con- 
veyed lines that suited his purpose 
from the Hymn and marked them 
with the sacred names. That this in 
general was the procedure of the 
religious cannot be denied. 
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1 sqq.). Otherwise Dictys exists in a Latin version (ed. Meister 
1872) faithful as far as book 5, the last four books are epitomised 

into one. Those who denied a Greek Dictys are somewhat in 

the position of Timaeus, who having doubted the historicity of 
Phalaris’ bull iw adrijs tHs Tiyns NrACyXOn (it was found at 
Carthage by Scipio Diod. x1. 90) The story of the discovery 
of Dictys, told in Latin in the extant work and in Greek pre- 

sumably from the original, by Suidas in v. (Ai«rus: 6re éri 
_ Kiaviiou tis Kpyrns id cescpod xatevexdeions Kal jwodd@v 
tapov avepyOévtar, etpéOn ev Evi TovTwY TO oivTaypa Tis 
istopias Aixrvos tov Tpwixdy tepiéxov méodepov, Orrep KaBov 
Knravduos €£édaxe ypadeoOar) belongs at all points to the cate- 
gory of literary romance. Acusilaus’ genealogies were taken 

from brass plates which his father found dpvfas twa torov ris 

oixias (Suid. in v.): the story of the Peripatetic corpus in the 
cellar at Scepsis is wellknown ; copies of Origen’s hexapla were 
found at Jericho év 7i@@ (Suid. in v.). The washing open of a 
tomb provided Galen (11. 221 K.) with a dead human subject, 

a change from bis ordinary of drowned monkey; Philostratus 

often uses the expedient (Heroicus 288 sqq.). Documents in 
unusual alphabets which require transcription appear at different 
points in Greek history—the inscription at Haliartus, Plut. 

de gen. Socr. 5; that found at Hypata which was taken to the 

priests at the Ismenion in Thebes to be read, Ar. Mir. Ausc. 
133. That the oldest literature was written in an obsolete 
alphabet was an idea current with the late historians (e.g. 

Diod. tv. 66, Linus used TleXacyixd ypappara; the so-called 
Phrygian poetry, apyaixots 77 Te Suadéxt Kal Tois ypaupacwy). 

No one therefore will take the Dictyan story au pied de la 

lettre ; but the connection with Crete is remarkable. It is not 
confined to the discovery ; the narrator is a Cretan, brother of 
Idomeneus; the Cretan dynasty is given the pas over the 
Mycenaean by Atreus becoming son of Minos and marrying his 
daughter to the fathers of the Greek princes ; Odysseus tells his 

1 N. E. Griffin ‘Dictys and Dares’ _ held down to 1886 or 1887) isa singular 
Baltimore 1907 gives a bibliography. example of the precariousness of me- 
The long list of writers who denied the _ thodical criticism. 
existence of a Greek origin (an opinion 
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adventures not to Alcinous but to Idomeneus in Crete’, This 
may be local patriotism, like the attempts of the Dorian states 

to get into the Catalogue. The Megarian case in this matter 
was pushed by Hereas and Dieuchidas; the Cretan colouring in 

Dictys (and the character Dictys itself) may be due to the 
Cretan Antenor (F. H. G. 1v. 305, Susemihl 11. 399 n.) whose 
Kpytixot Aoyo. are quoted by Plutarch and Aelian. His 

patriotism is attested by Ptolemy Hephaestion 151 b 15 (he 

owed to it his name $Séd7a). This suggestion gains if we | 
consider the very prominent part given to the Trojan Antenor 

in the diary. He is law-abiding, hospitable and the friend of 
the Greeks. The surrender of Troy is due to him; it is he and 

not Aeneas who remains at Troy and refounds the city. v. 17 
ceterum apud Trovam postquam fama est Antenorem regno 

potitum, cunctt qui bello residui nocturnam civitatis cladem 
evaserant ad eum confluunt, brevique ingens coalitur multitudo : 

tantus amor erga Antenorem atque opinio sapientiae incesserat. 
Aeneas had levied war against him, and failing emigrated to 
the Adriatic. The coincidence between the hero and the 

chronicler need not be casual; as Epicharmus descended from 
Achilles, and Andocides from Odysseus, Antenor may have 

glorified his namesake and ancestor*. Did Antenor draw on 

any echo of the Minoian clay-literature which has been restored 
to our world? or is the version accounted for by the Cretan 

national character ? 
Dictys of Crete, whoever he was, provides a prose account 

of the Trojan war, from the rape of Helen to the death of 

Ulysses. In much of his narrative there is nothing exception- 

ally novel or characteristic, allowance being made for a positive 
tone and an omission of the supernatural. The events, as is 
natural in a chronicle or soi-disant diary are treated on an 
uniform scale. The Wrath of Achilles and Death of Hector 

1A similar inclination towards 

Crete is found in Zenodotus’ readings 

a 93, 285, when he substitutes Crete 

for Sparta in Telemachus’ journey; 
and in the addition a 93 a. 

2 Other Cretans were Rhianus and 

Philemon (rév Kpyrixov schol. B 258), 

but as grammarians they seem less 
likely. Down to Plato’s day (Laws 

680 8) Homer was not popular in Crete, 
as he was notin Megara, Antenor gave 
the real version of the Tale of Troy, 

as the Megarian antiquaries falsified 
Hesiod and assaulted the Iliad. 
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are allowed 33 out of 113 pages in the Teubner edition. The 
account however of these events, those namely covered by our 

Iliad—and also those covered by our Odyssey— is most surpris- 
ing and quite unlike the Homeric. For the heroic tradition it 
is in this that the interest of Dictys consists. To appreciate 

the difference it will be advisable to compare briefly his 
narrative with the rest of the Tale of Troy, of which the oldest 

version is the Epic Cycle. A detailed comparison would mean 

a commentary on Dictys. 

About the date of the handbook nothing is known. The 
story itself ascribes the discovery of the original and its tran- 

seription into Greek to the reign of Claudius, but there are 
no quotations in the classical period, and the papyrus itself 

(s. III A.D.) is so far the oldest first-hand evidence. Of Antenor, 

who I suggest had a hand in Dictys’ history we can only say he 
is older than Plutarch. 

Books 1 and 1 c. 1—27 correspond to the Cypria. Book 1 opens with 
a political change. Atreus, as we noticed above is detached from the 
house of Pelops and becomes son of Minos: the ‘ Atridae,’? Agamemnon, 

Menelaus and Anaxibia are the children of his daughter Aerope who 
married Plisthenes. Agamemnon and Menelaus are alluded to with 

contempt as ‘sons of Plisthenes,’ v.16. Atreus’ death calls for Menelaus’ 
presence in Crete ; in his absence Helen leaves Sparta. The rendezvous 

of Greek princes is at Argz, Diomedis regnum not Aegium (as Paus. vir. 24), 
Agamemnon is elected chief. The fleet meets at Aulis, and the catalogue 

is given of it as there. There are four additions to Homer’s list: the 

Thebans under Thersander son of Polynices, the Acarnanians under 
Calchas, Colophon under Mopsus, the Cyclades under Epius. (These 
additions are easily explicable. The Thebans, in Homer one among many 

Boeotian communities, with the curious name ‘Yro678a, assert their 

independence; Acarnania, unnamed in Homer, but Mycenaean and 

perhaps part of Dulichium, and the uncolonised Cyclades and Colophon 

commit anachronism. Colophon somewhat similarly was favoured by 
the author of the Néoro, who made Leonteus, Calchas and Polypoetes 

return that way and found the place. The Cyclic writer, to avoid com- 

petition with Homer!, omitted the Greek catalogue altogether. On the 

other hand he had made Helen and Paris return directly to Troy, while 

1 The dependent position of the érovrac rg ‘Ounpy és dcov eli dSuvarol. 
Cyclics was noticed in antiquity: cai Suidas in NécTos. 

ol ronal 5é of robs Nécrous buvhoavres 

Journal of Philology. vou. xxx, 15 
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Homer (and Dictys) take them to Cyprus and Sidon. The Cypria could 
not resist the pressure of Homer, and Proclus found the Homeric version 
in it.) The divine element in the story of Iphigenia is weakened down 
to vox quaedam luco emissa with as it were a reminiscence of Jehovah. 
She is handed over by general consent regi Scytharum, qui eo tempore 
aderat. Agamemnon was deposed in consequence of the dao, but 
reappointed. (He is deposed also in Ptol. Heph. 150 b 38.) Chryseis 
and Briseis are given names. Palamedes is killed by Ulysses and 
Diomede, as in the Cypria: the circumstances are varied. 

The remainder of book 11, and book 11, correspond to our Iliad. In 
book Iv (=Aethiopis) the successive arrival and death of Penthesilea and 
Memnon are narrated much as in the Cycle. Penthesilea is thrown still 
alive into the Scamander, but Memnon is killed in battle, not, as in the 

‘ Assyrian’ version of Diod. 11. 22 in an ambush, though Dictys uses 
ambuscades to dispose of both Hector and Achilles, Dictys omits the 
death of Thersites and the subsequent purification of Achilles. The death 

of Achilles himself constitutes the first real break between Dictys and the 
Cycle. This was earmarked by Homer by way of prophecy to take place 
in the Scaean gate, at the hands of Paris and Apollo (X 360), and Arctinus 
obediently made it so. The question of the correct version is discussed by. 
Ptolemy Hephaestion 146 b 17: we are not told to which Ptolemy 
inclined, but probably to the latter: the Homeric passage admitted of 
interpretation. Both versions are recognised also by Philostratus Heroic. 
323. In Dictys Achilles is lured to the temple of the Thymbraean Apollo 
by the bait of Polyxena, and there knifed by Paris and Deiphobus. Two 
Dictyan characteristics are visible in this version: the extirpation of rd 
Oeiov, and the introduction of the feminine or love-interest. Polyxena 
appeared in the Cycle, both in the Cypria (as Férster Hermes 18. 475 
shows), and in the Iliupersis ; but only as a victim, another Astyanax. 

Who first contrived a Corneille situation between her and Achilles is not 
known; not Euripides, nor Hellanicus (his spelling of the ethnic of 
Thymbra fr. 135 proves nothing), nor Lycophron (the scholiast mistook 

Alex. 323, 324 when he ‘saw in them a reference to the death of Achilles 
in the Thymbraean temple); Hyginus appears to be the earliest extant 

source. The ambush itself may very well, in all three cases—Heetor, - 
Memnon, Achilles—be original. The divine accompaniments of Achilles’ 
funeral are omitted (Thetis later on is a daughter of Chiron !), and there 
is no érA@v xpiows. There were in fact no yparérevxra 67a to quarrel 
over, and, a further consequence, Ajax lives on to the end of the siege. 

The rest of the events of the siege, narrated in the Mixpa “Duds and 
T\iov mépors are materially identical, but a different tone is given to them. 
Prolonged negotiations take place on both sides ; the betrayal is arranged 

through Antenor, who, and not Aeneas, eventually remains at Troy. 

1 See C.Q, 1908, 82. 
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Ulysses and Diomede go to Troy as commissioners not as spies. The 

Palladium is handed to Ulysses by Antenor ; the Horse does not contain 

anyone ; it is allowed to break the wall'. The quarrel of Ulysses and 
_ Ajax comes here, over the Palladium. Aeneas after endeavouring to eject 

Antenor from Troy, goes west and colonises Corcyra Nigra?. Book v1 
agrees mostly with the Néoro and the TyAeyovia, though several par- 
ticulars are added not mentioned by Proclus: e.g. the refusal of the 
subjects of Diomede, Teucer and Idomeneus to receive them; the dis- 

agreement (known to us from Tragedy) between Orestes and his uncle ; a 

story told at considerable length of the return of Neoptolemus ; an account 
of the ashes of Memnon ; the marriage of Peleus and Thetis ¢v mapex- 

Baoe: (perhaps from Hesiod fr. 81 or Agamestor). 

On the whole when we compare the account of the Trojan 
war in the Cycle and in Dictys, we find two general charac- 

teristics in the latter: a pragmatizing of causes, whereby the 

divine wholly and the adventurous largely are extirpated; and 
the introduction, to a limited extent and principally in the 

career of Achilles, of the feminine interest. Both these views of 

events are late Greek. The historians from the fourth century 

onwards banished the divine; the woman-interest in itself 
goes back a long way, apparently to Hesiod, who brings Achilles 

into relation with Iphigenia, Helen and Medea; Tragedy is full 
of it as a means of heightening pathos: but intrigue, as we call 
it, is post-epic and post-tragic. Dictys admits these two 

tendencies or mental habits, but his events, in their order and 

effect are substantially the same as in the version made into 

epos between 750 and 600. When we look at the portion of 
the Tale of Troy appropriated ere that period by Homer and 
worked into our Iliad and Odyssey, the relation between Dictys 
and the Epic account of these portions of the war is very 

different. 

1 And therefore if according to bull, and the Lydian horse Philostr. 
Mr Murray’s ingenious idea it origin- 

ally meant a siege-tower full of men 
and artillery (but the medieval siege- 

towers at least are like anything rather 
than a horse), in the Dictyan version 

it typifies a battering-ram. Stil] a 
hollow animal entered by a window is 

an ancient conception; e.g. Phalaris’ 

Her. 288 és yap Kothov tov trrov 

Oupldas év éxarépa wAevpa Exovra vexpds 
dwéxecro. It was buried in the earth 

and an earthquake brought it to light. 

2 Curzola was a Cnidian colony, 
Plin. m1. 152, Strabo 318. Was this 
the gloss Corinthian epic poets put 
upon its Asiatic origin ? 

15—2 
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I give next an abstract of Dictys’ account of the portion of 
the Tale of Troy covered by the Iliad and Odyssey. 

Chryses demands back his daughter Astynome, Agamemnon’s captive. 

She is refused him. A plague invades the Greek army, starting from the 
cattle. Calchas declares this to be due to Apollo’s anger and that 
Astynome must be restored, Agamemnon arms his men to resist this 
demand ; the Trojans seize this moment to attack, but are repulsed. 
Agamemnon yields on condition Hippodamia (Briseis) shall be given to 
him. This is done and Achilles and his friends secede. The Trojans 
receive accession of allies, and a Catalogue of their forces is given. The 
Greeks are marshalled according to tribes, under the direction of the 

Athenian Menestheus. Achilles full of revenge, purposes to attack the 

Greeks. His attempt is foreseen and frustrated. Hector, hearing the 
noise, sends out Dolon to explore; he falls into the hands of Ulysses 
and Diomede. A general engagement follows ; Menelaus and Paris meet 

in a duel ; when Menelaus is on the point of killing Paris he is struck by 

Pandarus with an arrow; Pandarus after wounding several other Greeks 
is killed by Diomede. The Trojans retire inside their walls, the Greeks 
go into winter quarters. Ajax plunders Phrygia. Hector makes a 
surprise attack on the camp and sets light to the ships. Entreaties are 
made to Achilles who rejects them. Ajax lays Hector low with a stone ; 

the Trojans are driven back; Ajax is entertained by Agamemnon. Rhesus 

arrives to reinforce the Trojans; Diomede and Ulysses kill him in his 

sleep and drive off his horses. The Thracians attack the Greeks but 

are worsted. The Trojans obtain a truce. Philoctetes arrives from 
Lemnos, 

An assembly of the Greeks is held and Ajax proposes that overtures be 
made to Achilles nune vel maxime cum secundis rebus Graeci et paulo 
ante victores non ob utilitatem sed honoris merito gratiam eius peterent. 
Agamemnon assents, stating he had previously endeavoured to appease 

Achilles. Agamemnon in the presence of Patroclus offers conditions ; 
Ajax, Ulysses and Diomede proceed to Achilles as a deputation; after 

speeches Achilles yields to them and to Phoenix and Patroclus and is 
entertained by Agamemnon. Patroclus conducts Hippodamia back to 

Achilles’ quarters. The winter passes under a truce; Achilles falls in love ~ 
with Polyxena, Hector demands the betrayal of the Greeks or the murder ~ 
of the Atridae and Ajax as the price of her hand. The war is renewed : 
Hector escapes from Achilles, who is wounded in the hand by Helenus. 
Patroclus kills Sarpedon. The next day Patroclus is killed by Euphorbus 
and Hector, and mutilated. His funeral. Hector on his way to meet 

Penthesilea is ambushed by Achilles and killed. Games are celebrated in 
honour of Patroclus, Priam, together with Andromache and her children 
Astyanax and Laodamas and abundant ransom proceed to the Greek 

camp, where the princes meet them. The party are taken to Achilles. 
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Speeches are exchanged. Polyxena adds her entreaties. Achilles consults 
the other princes, who advise him to accept the ransom. Priam removes 

the body of Hector. Penthesilea arrives. 

The difference between this account of the Quarrel and the 
story in our Iliad can escape no one. Beside the omission of 

the theological interest (this includes the debates in heaven, all 
divine assistance to the heroes, fights between the Gods, Thetis, 
Hephaestus and the arms) we find these main points of variation: 
(1) The quarrel between Agamemnon and Achilles extends to 

their contingents and all but results in civil war. We have a 
state of things similar to the Crusaders’ camp in the Talisman. 
(2) The Greek catalogue is omitted. It stood in the chronicle 
at the Aulis-stage, though by no means a reproduction of the 

anchorage. The Trojan catalogue on the other hand is found 

at about this point in Homer, the Cypria and Dictys: and there- 
fore may be assumed to have been here in the chronicle. Its 
position is accounted for by the increasing number of Asiatic 

reinforcements; or possibly because no general engagement 
was represented as having taken place before. (3) Dolon is 
sent to spy early in the story, and his death has no connection 

with that of Rhesus. (4) After Hector sets fire to the ships 
Agamemnon and the host generally seek to propitiate Achilles, 

territt atque improviso tumultu exsangues, but apparently in- 

formally. (5)-The nocturnal murder of Rhesus by Ulysses and 
Diomede follows Hector’s repulse from the ships by Ajax, and 

takes place, like Hector’s surprise attack in the winter while 
both hosts are in quarters. This attack apparently suggested 
building the wall. (6) The formal atonement by Agamemnon 

and the embassy to Achilles take place when the Greek 

fortunes are at their height, after the massacre of the Thra- 
cians: not, as in Homer, under the pressure of necessity. 

(7) Achilles’ reconciliation is effected upon terms, owing to 

general political considerations, not, as in Homer, when the 

wound to his honour is forgotten in rage at Patroclus’ death. 
Patroclus conducts the negotiation, and is not sent out at the 

head of the Myrmidons till afterwards. (8) Polyxena and the 
romantic feminine interest. Achilles has to choose between 

Polyxena and his honour. (9) Hector’s death is effected by 
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an ambuscade; it is no climax, and occasions no heroism, 
(10) Priam’s embassy ‘is public, known to both Greeks and 
Trojans, and includes women and children’, 

We have therefore in Dictys the same familiar story, the 
episode in the Siege of Troy during which Agamemnon and 

Achilles were at variance, and filled with the same events; but 
the events are not in the same order or connection, and the 

motives leading to them are very different. In Homer they 

may be called personal, in Dictys political. What is the origin 
of the political version? 

No certain answer can be given to this question. The 

usual view, as I gather from the articles in Smith and Pauly- 

Wissowa, is that a late writer—logographer, rhetorician or 

antiquary, rearranged Homer in accordance with the principles 

of historical Greek criticism. He composed a prose version of 
the old theme, adapted to probable truth; he took out the 
-divine, inserted the women’s parts, and altered the order of 

events so as to exhibit their causes in the light of what he 

considered historical probability. This may be the truth, but 
there are objections against it, general and particular: 

(i) It would be an unique feat in antiquity. The account 

given by Homer of the events between the quarrel over 

Chryseis and Briseis and the death of Hector is everywhere 
else sacred. It was respected (a) by the epic poets who 

worked up the rest of the war, Stasinus, Arctinus, Lesches: 

and so far as we can see by ‘Hesiod’ and the Corinthians. 

(b) By the later artists who gave the epic theme a new 

metrical dress and a new psychology to the characters, such as 

Stesichorus, Pindar, and the dramatists. (c) The précis-writers, 

whether amateurs like Plato or the professionals—cyclographi, 
such as Apollodorus, paraphrasts, and anonymi whose work 
survives in fragments on stone and papyrus. (d) The rhe- 

1 Andromache and the children ap- 

pear also in Ptol. Heph. 151 b 37. 
2 Plato Rep. 393 sq. Theognis 

1123-8 has a kind of epitome of the 
Odyssey. Paraphrasts: Tribonian 
paraphrased the Catalogue, Tryphio- 

dorus the wapafodai, Philostratus the 

Shield (Suid. in vv.): Odyssey, C. I. G. 
Sic. Ital. 1291. Of the Byzantines 

Psellus and Moschopoulos remain, 
Demosthenes Thrax whom Eustathius 
used has perished. 

Anonymi: I. G. Sic. Ital. 1284— 

1293 (Tabula Iliaca etc.). The papyrus © 
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toricians who composed on the theme: Gorgias, Alcidamas, 
Choricius'. None of these take liberties with Homer’s facts. 
Even the late ‘ anti-Homeric’ literature is occupied not with 

denying the truth of the Iliad or substituting another version 
for it, but in championing the heroes, Palamedes, Protesilaus, 

Telephus and so forth for whom there was no place in the 
Iliad and who therefore were always in the shade. This is the 
bearing of Dio of Prusa’s oration no. XI, and of Philostratus’ 
strange work the Heroicus. What Ptolemy Hephaestion (or 
Chennos) put in his "Av@dunpos, a poem in 24 books, we do 
not know. The fragments of heroic erudition contained in his 

Ilovxiim iotopia read by Photius again relate to the portion of 

the Tale of Troy outside the fence, or insert’ the feminine 

interest into ©. 
At most we find that late writers, such as Hyginus or 

Philostratus, venture to disregard hints or forecasts given by 
Homer of events which fall outside the Iliad, as the manner of 

the death of Achilles*. 
We may therefore ask, could a late prose writer have 

ventured to rewrite the Iliad? if he had done so, would not 

his attempt have remained a sterile paradox, like the ywpuopos? 
(ii) In particular we notice that where Dictys is dealing 

with events outside the Iliad and Odyssey, he agrees, with 

some few exceptions, with the oldest tradition, that of the 

Cycle. With few exceptions he respects the events and limits 
himself to removing heroic ethos. With the Iliad and Odyssey 

it is quite different. He rewrites them. Why did the sup- 
posed rhetorician choose the more difficult task ? Why, sparing 

the outlines of the Siege and the Return in general did he 
attack exactly the episodes which had become quasi-canonical 

throughout the ancient world? We may fairly ask why, if the 
rhetorician set out to modernise the cause and effect of the 

paraphrase (of the Odyssey) is un- 
published. Periochae: ib. 1286, 7, 8. 

1 Gorgias: Apologia Palamedis, 
Encomium Helenae. Alcidamas: 
"Odveceis kara Iladauhdovs. Choricius 
(late): Patroclus, Polydamas, Priamus. 
The genuineness of these pieces (on 

which for Alcidamas and Choricius I 
may refer to the articles in P-W.) 
does not affect my argument. 

? These variations engaged the 

attention of Tyrannio in a work ér 

Sitagwvotcw of vewrepot momnral mpds 
“Ounpoy, Suid. in vy. 
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Iliad, did he respect the Cycle? He treated, ex hypothesi, the 
whole of the «v«Xos, from the Rape of Helen to the death of 

Ulysses; the only part he remodelled extensively was that 

contained in the Greek national poem. It is plain this is not 

probable. 

The material differences between the version of Dictys and 
of the Cycle are the death of Achilles and the quarrel of 
Ulysses and Ajax, and both show the working of two general 
modernising principles, not peculiar to Dictys: the feminine 

interest, in the case of Achilles, and the objection to the 
divine, which forbade the )¢ascroreveta dada to exist and 

therefore required a new motive for Ajax’ death. 

Next I give Dictys’ version of the Odyssey : 

Ulysses, after the Palladium had been adjudged to him and Diomede, 
left Troy secretly and went to Ismarus, His ships, men and Trojan spoils 

had been taken from him, apparently at Troy by Telamon in revenge for 

Ajax’s death. From Ismarus, in hired Phoenician ships, he went to the 

Lotophagi, and Sicily, where he fell in with the brothers Cyclops and 

Laestrygon and their sons Antiphates and Polyphemus: Polyphemus 
pitied him and made terms. Ulysses endeavoured to carry off Arene who 

had fallen in love with his friend Alphenor, was expelled, passed by the 
Aeolian islands, Circe, and Calypso, to hell, past the Sirens, lost most of 
his ships and crews between Scylla and Charybdis, fell into the hands of 
Phoenician pirates, and with his Phoenician ships arrived at Crete, where 

he told his dwéAoyos to Idomeneus. Idomeneus sent him on to Alcinous 
king of the Phaeacians. Here he hears that Penelope is beset by thirty 
suitors. He induces Alcinous to go with him to Ithaca; they surprise 
the suitors multo vino atque epulis repletos and put them to death. 
‘Nausica’ marries Telemachus; three years later Laertes dies; Tele- 
machus’ son is called Ptoliporthus. 

The difference between this account and the Homeric 

Odyssey is even clearer. Dictys gives us the same framework 
of events; it does not appear that he invented a single one. 

The differences are in ‘tone and motive. Ulysses leaves Troy 
under a cloud, his quarrel with Ajax, postponed till the end of 
Troy, accounted for his departure, some action of Telamon’s 

for his evil plight. The giants are pragmatised; evidently 
Polyphemus does not live in a cave, and is not blinded. Scylla 

and Charybdis are tides and rocks. That the hero came to 
Crete and told his dmddoyos to Idomeneus reads like a 
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deliberate invention on the part of Dictys, since Alcinous and 
the Phaeacians remain in the story. The woman-interest is 

seen in Arene. The great difference however between Homer 
and Dictys is in the latter half of the story. Instead of the 
hero landing alone in Ithaca, his adventures as a beggar, the 

slowly mounting insolence of the suitors, he is accompanied in 

force by Alcinous and surprises the suitors over their wine. 

With this framework we understand Polybius, who (ap. 

Strab..23) od« éa@ tov Aiddov év mvOov ocxnpate axovecBar 
ovd bArnv tiv Oduvccéws wrdvynv, TO & Orov repli YeKediav Kal 

TO ToinTH wemronoOar Kai Tois addows cuyypadedow boot Ta 

Tepix@pia Aéyover Ta Tepl THv “Itadiay Kal Xuxediav. The 

chart of the wanderings was according to him unaltered, the 
wonders, tépata, about Polyphemus and Charybdis were the 
work of Homer and the local historians. 

If then it is improbable that any late historian could have 
_so far disregarded the authority of Homer as to rearrange the 

events of the Iliad and Odyssey, and if such an enterprise 

seems inconsistent with the respect paid by Dictys to the rest 

of the Cycle, what other explanation can be offered? None, 
that I can see, but this that Dictys follows in his cv«Xos a real 

tradition, a tradition coinciding with the Cycle, but non- 
Homeric for the Iliad and Odyssey. In other words the 

disappearance of the heroic chronicle was not complete: it 
remains to us in Dictys and the Cycle, and, for the episodes of 

the Wrath of Achilles and the Return of Ulysses, in Dictys. 

Our Iliad and Odyssey are these two episodes as arranged by 

Homer out of chronicle. The reason why Dictys is faithful to 
the Cyclic poets in the Tale of Troy at large, but deserts 
Homer in these two episodes, is that the Cycle and Dictys alike 
represent the original chronicle; the chronicle-version of the 

Wrath and the ’Odveoceia no longer exist in epos because 
these two episodes were seized for treatment by a master- 
mind. 

If it is necessary to offer a reconstruction of the steps by 

which the heroic lays descend to the «v«dos of Dictys, the 
indications available suggest the following. The heroic lays 

fell into lengths—portions dealing with important events—as 
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it were of themselves’: the portion, or separate poem, dealing 

with the Ira Achillis, seized and treated by Homer in epos, 
remained in obscurity with the rest of the heroic chronicle 
which the Cyclici in due time found and treated. Its con- 
tinued existence caused and justified the abundant though 

vague tradition (hailing perhaps in the first instance from the 
Homeridae, like the other legends about Homer) which gave 

Homer predecessors and made him an ‘imitator.” When prose 

came, this poem was put into prose (as Eumelus and Acusilaus 
were held to have treated Hesiod, Clem. Alex. 11. 241), with the 

alterations, immediate or subsequent, in tone and taste which 

the age demanded, and christened Dictys. I have suggested 

as a candidate for this office Antenor the Cretan historian. 
In the classical age the prose work remained as obscure as 

its poetical original. The heroic logographers, Pherecydes, 
Hellanicus, Damastes, overshadowed it, and it had rivals in the 

multitude of «v«dor. When these severer works faded, the 

simplicity of Dictys recommended him to the infant modern 
world ; the Eastern Empire found him congenial, and the Latin 

version had an almost incredible vogue in Western Europe. 

Ly, 

I could wish the proof that Dictys’ diary represents the’ 

original Troy-chronicle were more cogent. But any other 

account of the genesis of Dictys seems as I have said less 
probable, and his narrative of the events is more in harmony 
with what must have actually happened at a siege of a city 

towards the end of the second millennium B.c. than the dramatic 

presentation given us by Homer. Dictys gives the operations 

their natural time*. After Pandarus’ death both sides go into 
winter quarters and begin to plough: wbi hiems adventare et 
imbribus crebris compleri coepere campi, burbari intra muros 

abeunt. at nostri nullo palam hoste digressi ad naves munia 

hiemis disponunt, moawquée bipertito campo qui reliquus non 
pugnae opportunus erat, utraque pars aratui insistere. The ~ 

1 That is, without the intervention 2 Dares exaggerates, on the other 

of an innovator or genius whose name hand, the leisureliness of both sides. 

survived. 
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panic owing to which the Greeks first applied to Achilles was 

caused by an attack made by Hector nostris per conditionem 
hiemis quietis nihilque suspicantibus, and the discovery of their 
liability to this sort of raiding seems to have induced the 
Greeks to protect the ships by a wall. Homer took the wall, 
and at the same point in the story, but without an adequate 

reason, merely to heighten the distress of the Greeks. During 

the same winter the Thracians arrived and were attacked at 
night by Ulysses and Diomede. The advantage given to the 
Greeks by the destruction of this reinforcement put them in 

such a position of superiority that they judged the time come 

to formally propitiate Achilles. This is a probable sequence of 
events. When the winter is over the Greeks, now assisted by 

Achilles and the Myrmidons, take the field again. Achilles 

had suffered his wounded honour—wounded by the loss of the 

girl his yépas—to be consoled by the appropriate amends, émi 

depeav; this is how such offences were actually condoned, and 
how public opinion even in Homer expects him, to allow con- 

donation to be made. A leading case of refusal to show this 

civic spirit was that of Meleager, of whom the Homeric’ 

Achilles is reminded. Further Priam’s embassy must, as in 
Dictys, have been public and above-board; such an enjew as 

the body of Hector could not have been at the discretion of any 
one captain. Homer's conception of aitia is like that of 

Shakespeare in his historical plays, individualist. Whims and 
passions determine events; he is drama, not history. Ambushes 

again, of which Homer does not avail himself for first-class 

-business, are natural; and the ambushing of Hector and the 

trapping of Achilles are supported by the similar fate of 

Memnon in the eastern or Ctesian version. In short Dictys’ 

narrative is so like what one might expect to find on a Hittite 
monument or in the IleXaoyixa ypaypara of Crete, that we 

may be sure the actual events were like it, and the chronicle 
too (plus no doubt the divine and less the feminine). 

I will now venture to use Dictys’ narrative to illustrate 

the difference between chronicle and epos. (A mere sketch of 
course is all I intend: to treat the subject fully a book would 
be required.) I have long been convinced that the explanation 
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of the genesis of the Iliad and Odyssey consists in the postula- 

tion of two elements, an original chronicle, and a single genius 
working upon it. The idea may be developed a priori by 

contemplating the Iliad and Odyssey as they stand, but it 
gains in substantiality if we may add a representation of what 
the chronicle was like. Still my view rests in the last resort 

upon the nature of the poems, and the evidence derivable from 

the Odyssey of the character of Greek heroic poetry, not on my 

theory of the origin of Dictys, which pending new evidence 
must remain uncertain. 

It is also (as we said above) uncertain, if, supposing Dictys 
to represent in substance the actual course of events, the Diary 

is a direct adaptation of the ‘chronicle, or a transcription of 

some annalistic poem, some work of ‘Musaeus’ which survived 
Homer. Perhaps we should allow enough weight to Greek 
tradition to incline us in the latter direction. The essential 
fact to bear in mind is the existence till 600 B.c. or thereabouts 
of some kind of poem, out of which the Cyclic poets made their 

epe. Analogically, in 900 or 950, the same thing served Homer 
as his groundwork. 

The chronicle covered the whole tale, from the Rape of 

Helen to the last Nostos. Homer chose two episodes in it, the 

Quarrel between Agamemnon and Achilles, and the return of 

Ulysses. The episodes existed, Homer did not invent them; 
the narrative poet does not invent. He chose them however, 

and .this of itself postulates an individual. Chronicle may 

accrue as it were automatically, but chronicle cannot select. 

Homer chose two episodes, neither of historical importance. 
The death of Hector, which came immediately after the termi- 

nation of the Menis (though not a consequence of it) was less 

important than the defeats of Penthesilea, Memnon and even 

the massacre of Rhesus and the Thracians; the return of 
Ulysses produced no political change, and therefore was less 
important than those of Teucer and Diomede, which led to 

colonisation, or even that of Idomeneus, who according to 

Dictys was not received by his people. The first difference 
then between chronicle and Homer is choice; Homer chose as 

A: 

Mure said his subject for its moral value. Ancient criticism — 
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_ saw this clearly. The second is the treatment of the subject 

chosen. In Dictys the Menis-episode is allotted 33 pages out 

of 113; the Nostos of Ulysses (in epitome) 2. They lie before 

us as the Iliad of 24 books and 15693 verses, and the Odyssey 
of 24 books and 12110 lines. The Wrath of Achilles is longer 

than the First and the Second Siege of Thebes added together. 
Expansion also was recognised by Aristotle; roAXois érreta08iots 

Kéxypntat is how he puts it. With the help of Dictys we may 
follow the poet’s processes more closely. 

The ground of offence is the same. The King of Men gives 
up on public grounds his bedfellow and takes that of Achilles 
by way of compensation. (This is natural; on such grounds do 

quarrels arise between single men in barracks. Mr Murray has 

not persuaded us that the Achaeans let their hair grow and 
kept themselves from women.) The pros and cons are debated 
in ethical rhetoric of the real Homeric cru. Achilles retires, as 

in the chronicle; the host is mustered, as in the chronicle. 
Homer leads up to the mustering by the cumbrous machinery 

of Agamemnon’s dream’, many flowers of style, and the Cata- 

logue of Ships and Trojans. The Greek catalogue belongs to 
the Aulis-period of the war; the Trojan catalogue, on the 

evidence, always stood hereabouts*. Regular fighting follows, 
as in the chronicle, but Homer huddles the action up, and 
eager to glorify his hero allows the Greeks without Achilles to 

hold out only a matter of a day or two. The reader is given a 
glimpse of Troy by the te:yooxoria, and a forecast of the end 
of the war in Hector’s unmotived and useless visit to the city. 

These episodes are inventions or transpositions from elsewhere. 
The duel, the treachery of Pandarus and the dpioteia of 

1 The explanation offered to Mr 
Lang C. R. 1907. 18 is I find ancient. 

Dion. Hal. rexv. pyr. vit. 15 gives the 
passage as an example rév 74 évayria 
Bovdopévww ols Né-yourw. 

2 That the Greek catalogue has no 
proper reference to our Iliad appears 
from the prophecy that the Achaeans 
will have need of Philoctetes (B 

725), which Homer allows to stand 

though there is no other mention 
of Philoctetes in his poem. Dictys 

and the Cypria offer their Trojan 
catalogue at this point or nearly: 
since the latter waived its right to the 
Greek catalogue but retained the 
Trojan, it probably gave the latter in 
a fuller form, eked out by colonial 
knowledge. 
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Diomede all end very quickly (in time if not in verse) in the 

discomfiture of the Greeks, and by the end of Book 8 we find 

the Trojans bivouacking close to the ships. Here Homer 

broke definitely with chronicle—and sure enough © strikes 
ancients and moderns as patchwork. It is machinery of the 
same kind as Agamemnon’s dream. To heighten the value of 
his hero Homer anticipated events. He emphasised the first, 
and unsuccessful, Greek appeal, not the second. @ leads to I. 

Thus the hero, his wound still raw, is able to pour out the 

romantic rhetoric which Homer invented in I. However he 

followed on the whole the chronicle-sequence and therefore 

found Rhesus and his Thracians here. (They arrived according 
to Dictys during the midwinter truce.) With the raid on them 
he combined a previous exploit of the same pair, and produced 

the admirable book K (implied in © 517—522, A 13, 14), 

strangely misapprehended by critics. It was neither intended 

to produce nor does it produce comedy; it is in fact remarkably 

grim, but it exhibits the destruction of one of the successive 
Trojan reinforcements as a night’s work. In A the chronicle 

continues, with much assistance from Nestor’s trapexBaces 
(filched from other bardic chronicles): the heroes are incapaci- 

tated with exactitude and the path is clear for the return of | 

Achilles. The chronicle made him accept terms after debate. © 
Homer had inserted debate and rejection at an earlier period ; 
some new means must be had to bend his hard heart now; and 

here we reach the positive merit of Homer, the touch which 

turned chronicle into romance. The death of Patroclus is 
adapted in order to account for the change. One passion drives 

out another, wild rage obliterates wounded pride. This is 

romance, this makes the episode of the Quarrel a unity, not the 

sermonising of Athena, or the small beer of Andromache-—We 

continue: the hero appears and carries on the war single- 
handed: every obstacle, divine and human, is put in his way, | 

1 The terms, d@pa, were accepted Ate consisted in not accepting them — 
allthe same: public law demanded it, _ the first time and hoping for still more 

and Homer could only make Achilles complete humiliation of Agamemnon. 
impatient of the delay. They werein His Ate demanded his friend’s life. 
all versions offered twice: Achilles’ This was Homer’s drama-lliad. 
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but it is his moment, he is irresistible. J/ s’agit bien des em- 

biches, poor Hector is brought out and blown up into acting. 
He falls, and Achilles still unaided restores his body—and begs 
forgiveness of Patroclus for doing so. 

If we ask what is the one quality which distinguishes epos 
from chronicle, it is, of course, ethos or motive. The facts are 

the same in each; vested interests and bardic jealousy copy- 

righted them to such an extent. They were made interesting 
to a Chian and Smyrnaean public (no longer princes) by the 
attribution of motive. The events of a long campaign, deter- 
mined like those of all campaigns by public interests mainly 

material, were exhibited as worked by individual motives of 

hate, revenge and love. The events were made so interesting 
that the poem became immediately the national epos of the 
race; the chronicle from which it sprang was extinguished like 

a choked spring. It had, also, yielded all it was capable of: 
the efforts of centuries of later artists to extract new values 
from the chronicle-theme were unavailing. Neither the 

casuisis who developed Ulysses nor the bread-and-milk of 
tragedy could hold up against 

/ /, /, ” 4 pn poe Wdrpoxre oxvdpawvéuev ai xe rvOna 
eiv “Aides tep éwv btu” Extopa Siov édvaa. 

Homer then rearranged the sequence and connection of the 

events of his episode in order to introduce what he thought an 

attractive ethos. The original lays can have had little: blood 

and wounds (what the Greeks knew as za@os), and marvels, 

tépas, were their themes. The individuals held their different 
political positions; Agamemnon the Emperor, Achilles the 

leader of a Sperchean clan, Ulysses the west-Greek pirate ; but 

the psychological distinction cannot have been great. The 
short lay recited to replete squires had not the compass to 

develope character and to allow Ulysses and Achilles to utter 
Suavorat on the shortness of life and the effect of Ate. Even 
in the Iliad Idomeneus has no individuality, and most of the 
Crusaders in the Catalogue are mentioned only when they fall. 
Homer rearranged the chronicle so as to put the quarrel 

between Agamemnon and his first warrior in the most moving 
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light; he also, if we may conjecture, amplified his theme with 
mapexBaces, the feats of bygone generations, reminiscences 

of the earlier years of the war and forecasts of what was to 

come. Thus he made his episode represent the whole war by 
way of selection, and fit. to become as it soon did, a national 
poem. How Homer succeeded in his intention we know, but 
it is equally plain that his technique was not equal to his 

creative power. To-day quality and technique go together; 

but in the post-heroic age, though Homer’s technique was 

doubtless as great an advance as iron after bronze, it was 

behind his invention, language and power. The chronicle was 
there and imposed conditions: the poet accelerated his tempo, 

to show the due working of Ate, but the tradition was still a 

drag. The difficulties, dwelled on by modern critics for a 

century, are in the main real’; they are the result of the partial 

transformation of chronicle. 

The conception of a metrical chronicle existing in heroic 

times, and of Homeric epos made out of this either directly or 
through intermediate compositions, appears to give this kind of 

criterion by which to distinguish the Homeric and non-Homeric 
portions of the Iliad. The Homeric are the later, in which Z. 

Achilles is rehaussé: the older prae-Homeric parts are what is 

said about others than Achilles. The Menis is ancient, the 

expansion and emphasisation of it are Homeric. The books 
which emphasise the Menis and are therefore Homeric are A, I, 

II to the end. Homeric are also the books which introduce 

these, or are involved in the reconstruction of the chronicle 

made necessary by this intention: the first half of B, the 

Tichoscopia, ®, K. The ‘Achilleis’ therefore—there never was 
such a thing—but what the critics call the Achilleis, is not 
the kernel but the shell of the poem. It is the contribution of 

Homer to the chronicle. 
The treatment which the poet gave to his second theme, the 

nostos of Ulysses, is so plain as to require a mere mention. 

1 One, as noted above, is illusory, by public use in Homer’s day as well 
that of the two atonements. Two as in the actual heroic age. 

were always offered and were demanded 
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He did two things in chief: he altered the chronological 
sequence of the narrative (to which he had been faithful in the 

Menis: the Siege of course was of historical importance, 
Ulysses’ nostos was a trivial subject), and he added the ethos 

of the suitor-books. The high comedy and the moral lesson 
are the property of the poet, and were recognised as his by 
the ancient writers. The répata seem to have been in the 

chronicle. Again the ‘Telemacheia’ as the critics with even 

less justification call it, that is the Ithacan interest, is Homeric. 

Homer's aesthetic intuition—his selection of good subject 

matter and expansion of it; and his gift of character-drawing 
and discovery of motive, are the two qualities whereby he was 

distinguished from the chronicle-singers, and which make his 
two poems alive and in print to-day: 

apetalt & aiel peyadar trodvpvOoe 
Baia § év paxpoiot troiidrew 
akoa copois: 6 Sé Katpos opoiws 

mwavTos &yet Kopudar. 

His nearest parallel seems to be Shakespeare in his historical 

plays, which romanticising the real aitias give us such person- 

ages as Falstaff and Lear. His technique was not sufficient to - 
conceal from the northern critic, armed with the glass of ~ 

analogy, the truth that the Iliad is not the Tale of Troy in ‘its 
original shape. The critic has perceived the seams, but has not 
known how to assign the portions of the web. 

T. W. ALLEN, 

Journal of Philology. vou. xxx, 16 



“OPAN IN AESCHYLUS, &c. 

There are two passages in tragedy (Aesch. Hum. 109, Eur. 

Bac. 723) where the use of ®pay in the accusative to denote a 

point of time has caused some searchings of heart. Some 
time ago I began noting down instances of this use from 

various authors; perhaps I should have spared myself the 

trouble had I first read in Blass on Hum. 109, @pav ovdevds 
xownv Gear, the following note : 

“"Opav (und aepiav) in der Zeitbestimmung immer so im 
Akkusativ, Eurip. Bacch. 723 tiv rerayuévnv Spay, Aristot. 

TIor. "AG. 30 Ende tiv épav rhv mpoppnGeicar.” 

And he refers to his Grammar of New Testament Greek § 34, 8, 

where several passages from the LXX and the New Testament 

are quoted also, and Demosthenes 54, 4, Sevmvoroeio%ar 
@pav =at the right time. ) 

Liddell and Scott refer to Hesiod Se. 401, tv dpyv pap- 
vavto, “in that season,” Aeschines Timarch..9, hv dpav, “at 
what age,” and to Herodotus and Xenophon for tiv dpay “at 
the right time.” 

These passages fall into three groups. (A) dpay with a 
pronoun, for t7v in Hesiod is a pronoun, (B) @pay with or 
without a participle added, meaning “at the right or appointed 

time,” (C) the poetical extension of the use in Aeschylus. 
My further instances bear out this grouping very strongly. 

(A) . Hippocrates vol. 1 p. 358 (Kiihn), XNevedrata yiverat 
pddicta TavTny THY @pav, and avTomaToe Ta’THY THY wpav 
xorny éugover; cf. rod #pos Kal tod Oépeos on the same page, 
shewing clearly that there is no question of duration of time, 
Xen. Cyn. V 6, cuvdudferar pev del wdduota dé radtny Ti 
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@payv, ix. 1, ravtnv yap tiv @pav yiyvovtar. Aristot. Hist. An. 
VI xvii, tods 5€ toxous ote mavTes of iyOves TrovodyTaL Thy 
avtnv dpav. Apoll. Rhod. m1 899, ror’ erect’ adryv (= Thy 
avtiv) aroviccope? @pnv. (Compare a similar use of yuépav. 
Demosth. Cor. 180, cal riva éwavtov éxeivny Thy juépav elvar 

04; Lucian Amores 10, Kaxeivny pév Thy hyépav eiotidpyouv 

éy@ TH 8 émiovon Kaddtxpartidas.) Closely akin to this use 
with a pronoun are the following. Xen. Mem. 111 viii 10, daros 
macas wpas avtos te av Hdicta Katadevyou.. Aristot. apud 

Athenaeum 394, tinrovor 5é wacayv wpayv Tod érovs. Meteoro- 

logica 111 ii 3, wacav wpav yiryvetat THs juépas (7 Ipis). Xen. 
Oyn. vi 13, ras 5¢ GAXas @pas. 

- (B) Lucian Navigium 22, Noveduevoy Heew Kerevow Tv 
@®pay émt To Seimrvov. 

(C) Apoll. Rhod. 1n 417, Seiehov Spnv mavopar apnroro. 

It is clear that A and B are correct uses in all sorts and 
kinds of Greek. In the New Testament we have roiay dpav; 

and @pav éBSdounr, a very slight extension (see Blass loc. cit.). 
That poets should go further still as Aeschylus and Apollonius 

do, is only what might be expected. It is much more astonish- 

ing to find such a thing as mpds #pav to express duration of 

time in late Greek: mip dazreireis TO pds @pay Katopevov Kal 
per orALyov oBevvipevov (Martyrium S. Polycarpi 11), which 

however is after all only a slight change from Plutarch’s pds 
oréyov &ec. (Liddell and Scott, s. v. wpds, ©, IL) 

ARTHUR PLATT. 

16—2 



GREEK NOUNS IN LATIN POETRY 

FROM LUCRETIUS TO JUVENAL’, 

Within the last twelve years there have appeared no fewer 
than five editions of the siluae of Statius; and every one of 
this rather excessive number exhibits, at the beginning of the 

first poem, the following verses: 

_ caelone peractum 

fluxit opus? Siculis an conformata caminis 
effigies lassum Steropem Brontemque reliquit? 4 

And who, pray, are Sterops and Bron, or Brons, if that is his 
name? for they are not to be found in any dictionary Greek or 

Latin. And, whoever they may be, what are they doing here 

at the forges of Aetna in place of our old friends Steropes and 

Brontes, whom we find at work again in 1 1 131 ‘non tam 

grande sonat motis incudibus Aetne | cum Brontes Steropesque 

ferit’? To which of the Greek declensions these two names 

belong, and what their accusatives are, is known to anyone who 

has read Hes. theog. 140 Bpovtny re Xrepomnv te: what 

authority assures us that it was unknown to Statius? A single 
MS of the 15th century. 

Scaliger, who, alas, was capable of anything, once translated 
a verse of Aratus by this verse of his own, 

post Helicem instanti similis de more iuuencis. 

The name of the Great Bear is not Helix but Helice; so 
Huetius takes him to task as follows: ‘dicat Scaliger, cuius 

Grammatici auctoritate fretus hunc uersum nobis panxit. 
equidem scio Orbilium tam atrocem soloecismum ferula fuisse 

1 Read to the Oxford Philological Society on the 26th Nov. 1909. 
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ulturum.’ The critic’s syntax is irregular, but his accidence is 
correct and his rebuke, as everyone admits, is merited: an ace, 

Helicem trom a nom. Helice is scouted on all hands as barbarous. 
Now the same 15th century MS which is our sole authority for 
the text of Statius’ siluae is one of our three authorities for the 

text of Manilius’ astronomica; and at Iv 792 in that poem it 

presents Helicem instead of Helicen as the acc. of Helice. 
Helicem therefore has exactly the same authority as Steropem 
and Brontem. Nay it has more, for the cod. Lipsiensis of 

Manilius, which belongs to the 11th century, presents the same 

form at the same place. And many a time do far older and 
better Mss present similar forms: even the Palatinus of Virgil, 

written perhaps in the 4th century and possessing a fair claim 
to be called the best existing Ms of any Latin poet, has 

Euhadnem at Aen. Vi 447 as the accusative of Huhadne. 

Most modern editors, so far as their thoughts can be inferred 
from their actions, divide into three classes the very numerous 

accusatives in -em which the mss of the Latin poets bestow 

upon Greek nouns of the Ist declension. Accusatives in -em 
from feminine nouns like Helice they not only believe but 
spontaneously feel to be barbarous, and expel them from their 

texts as a matter of course. Accusatives in -em from masculine 
patronymics like Pelides they regard in theory as barbarous, 

but have no instinctive sense of their barbarism: they expel 
them from their texts when they are broad awake, but retain 

them when they are dozing; so that Korn prints Sperchionidem 
in Ouid. met. v 86, Baehrens Alcidem in Prop. Iv 9 38 and 

Aeacidem in Il. Lat. 967, Peiper and Richter and Leo Atridem 
in [Sen.] Oct. 816, Bechert and Breiter T'ydidem in Manil. 1 763, 
Bauer Amphitryoniadem in Sil. Ital. xv 79. Accusatives in 

-em from masculine nouns in -es which are not patronymics 
they accept from the Mss with little or no demur: cometem is 
printed by Buecheler at Iuu. vi 407, by Baehrens and Schenk] 
at Calp. buc. 1 78, and by Bauer and Summers at Sil. 1x 444; 

Niphatem by Buecheler at Iuu. vi 409; Huphratem by ali 
editors at Prop. 1 11 25 and by Heitland (and Hosius in his 
Ist though not in his 2nd edition) at Luc. 11 633; Orontem by 

all editors at Stat. silu. 1v 7 46; Xerwem by all at Manil, Iv 65; 
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Tigranem by all at Luc. 11 637; Simonidem by all at Phaedr. 
Iv 26 25 and 28, though Bentley read -en; Aristidem by Riese 
and Owen at Ouid. trist. 11 443; Orestem by all editors at Ouid. 
remed. 589 and trist. 11 395 and by Baehrens at Prop. m 14 5; 
Lycophontem by all editors at Stat. Theb. 11 610; Bellerophontem 
by all at Manil. v 97 and by almost all at Hor. carm. tv 11 28, 
though Bentley in both places has the right form. And if they 

were asked to justify their action they would probably reply 
that these nouns are heteroclite. 

For this triple classification there is no ground. If we look 

to the general practice of Mss, and especially of Mss which are 
old and good, then in all three classes we find the termination 
-en very greatly predominating. If on the other hand we look 

to the exceptions, to places where all or most MSs offer the 

termination -em, there we find them offering it in all three 

classes. And whether in our texts we constantly maintain 

their general practice, or suffer it to be varied by their excep- 
tions, in either case we shall be trusting to guidance in which 
no sure trust can be reposed. On the question whether an 
accusative ends with n or m the authority of a Ms is so slight a 

thing that it can barely be reckoned as existing. 

In demonstrating this, I will not condescena*to any such 
texts as Statius’ siluae, preserved in one late Ms. The examples 

which follow are taken from Mss of good or even excellent 

character, and of high or at least respectable antiquity; and 

these lections are presented, some of them by all, some by a 

majority, none by less than an important minority, of the 

witnesses on which the text depends. 

Verg. buc. v 52 Daphnim ad astra feremus, amauit nos quoque 

Daphnis P yac. 

, Aen. Iv 214 reppulit ac dominum Acneam in regna 

recepit Re. 

1x 702 tum Meropen atque Erymanta manu, tum 

sternit Aphidnum R. 

1x 762 principio Phalarin et succiso poplite Gygen 
P < 

XI 243. uidimus, o ciues, Diomeden Argiuaque 

castra MPR v. 
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Hor. carm. 1 6 15 nigrum Merionem aut ope Palladis D 8Alza. 

» serm. I 7 12 Hectora Priamidem animosum atque inter 

3 Achillem R vw. 

scsi met. VI 98 qui superest solus Cinyram' habet angulus 

orbum M, 
vi 470 ulterius iusto, Prognem ita uelle ferebat M. 

» » VI 707 Orithyiam amans fuluis amplectitur alis MN. 
a » X 169 dum deus Huropam inmunitamque frequentat 

(i.e. Hurotam) MN... 
fast. 1 147 en etiam si quis Boream horrere solebat A 

(= R). 
hoy » 1 582 paruus ager, Camerem incola turba uocat A. 

. » Iv 475 Himeraque et Didymaem ranean 
Tauromenumque A. 

ex Pont. 1 1 35 fert liber Aeneadem et non iter omne 
patebit A. 

Manil. 11 32 Hrigonem ictuque Nepam spolioque Leonem GLM. 

» Iv 646 namque inter Boream ortwmque aestate niten- 

tem L. 
Sen. Tro. 11 tepidum rubenti Tigrim inmiscet freto E. 
Val. Fl. vi 207 Tyndaridem incendit amor, simul obuius 

hastam V. 
Stat. Theb. m1 392 excipite Oenidem animosaque pectora 

laxet PC. 

x 917 Inarimem Aetnamue putes. pudet ista 
timere P ante corr. 

XI 666 Ocedipoden extimuit paulum seseque mino- 
rem P. 

Mart. vi 11 9 ut praestem Pyladem aliquis mihi praestet 
Oresten TX. 

In all these verses the metre commanded the scribes to 
write the true form, and.they disobeyed it and wrote the false. 
What do we suppose they did in verses where the metre gave 

them up to their own hearts’ lusts and let them follow their 

own imaginations? How will the mice play when the cat is 
away, if they sport like this under her very whiskers ? 

a ” 

” 

tS gy 

+ tad ap? 

"Tsay » 

1 M in fact has cyniram, but here and elsewhere I disregard irrelevant errors. 
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If therefore we depended on the spelling of Mss for our 

knowledge of the form assumed in Latin by the Greek ace, 
termination -yv in masculine words of the Ist declension, we 

should be condemned to much uncertainty. But the same 

agency which reveals our plight will mend it; and truth can 

be established, as falsehood is exposed, by the hitherto neglected 

evidence of metre’. 

A good many years ago I drew up for my own instruction 

and guidance a list of those places in classical Latin poetry, 

from Lucretius to Juvenal, where the inflexions of Greek proper 

names are disclosed and. certified by the verse. Since that 
time the witness of metre has been adduced for some forms, 

though not for these accusatives, in the 3rd edition, published in 

1902, of the 1st volume of Neue’s Formenlehre, and it has also 

been noted in the instalments of the thesaurus linguae Latinae 
from 1900 onward. Moreover there have appeared three special 

treatises upon Greek nouns in Latin poetry: one in 1903 by 

Mr L. Sniehotta, ‘de uocum Graecarum apud poetas Latinos 
dactylicos ab Enni usque ad Ouidi tempora usu’ (Breslauer 

philologische Abhandlungen 1x 2); one in 1908 by Mr H. 

Leimeister, ‘die griechischen Deklinationsformen bei den Dich- 

tern Persius, Martialis und Juvenalis’ (Inaugural-Dissertation, 

Munich); and one in 1909 by Mr C. A. Zwiener, ‘de uocum 
Graecarum apud poetas Latinos ab Ouidi temporibus usque ad 

primi p. Chr. n. saeculi finem usu’ (Bresl. philol. Abh. 1x 6). 

Of these three, Mr Leimeister has chosen the narrowest 

field and consequently the easiest task; but that is not the 

only reason why his work is so much the best done. He under- 
stands, and the other two do not understand, the importance 
of the testimony of metre; and he has sorted his examples into 

1 The union of negligence and ig- 

norance with which the question is 

treated may be seen at the foot of p. 
ccxxi in Mr Birt’s Claudian. He cites, 

without a word upon the metrical 

evidence, many such accusatives as 
Euphraten and as Phoeben, and then 

adds ‘contra sunt: Orontem, Nipha- 
tem, Achillem, Orestem, Adonidem ; 

quibus exemplis etiam Syenem defendi 
possit’. With such forms as Orontem, 
acc. of ’Opdvrns, gen. -ov, he mixes up 

Adonidem, acc. of “Adwris, gen. -tdos, 

and Achillem, ace. of Achilles, which 

corresponds to ’AxiA\ev’s, gen. -éws5 

and with this mixture he defends 
Syenem, acc. of Luin, gen. -7s. 
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two classes, those which are metrically certain and those which 

are not. But he has hardly attempted to draw conclusions 
from the facts thus collected and arranged, and his lists are not 
always complete nor his classification accurate. Thus on p. 18, 

under the heading ‘Griech. -@ zu lat. -& gekiirzt, he gives 
Scyllaé and Stheneboecd, which have -& in Greek, and Pontid 
from Mart. 11 34 6 (he omits Iuu. vi 638), which is a Roman 

gentile name of Italian origin; on the next page he adds 
Mani, by which he means Manneia, and mistakes the Nastam 

of Mart. 1x 87 5 for a feminine; he gives Amphion and Echion 
under ‘griechisch -wv, -wvos,’ Oedipoden under nouns of the 
3rd declension and Archigene under nouns of the Ist. 

Mr Sniehotta’s dissertation is an imposture. The title 

promises a treatise on Greek words in Latin dactylic poetry 
from Ennius to Ovid; but as early as p. 2 we discover that he 

‘has forgotten to include the appendix Vergiliana and the elegies 
on Maecenas. Then on p. 5 he casually remarks that he means 

to ignore all Ovid except the metamorphoses, whence it in- 
evitably follows that his account of Ovid’s usage is falsified 

throughout: on p. 71, for instance, he represents that Ovid 

never uses the Greek dat. plur. in -ovv, whereas the fact is that 
Ovid uses it three times, if not four. But even the meta- 
morphoses are too much for Mr Sniehotta’s industry, as indeed 
are the works of most other authors. On p. 35 he professes to 
enumerate Ovid’s plural accusatives in -ds, and (while including 

Cecropidds) omits not only all which do not occur in the 
metamorphoses but more than a dozen which do, Corycidas, 
Curetas, Cycladas, Cythereiadas, Echinadas, Hesperidas, Lelegas, 

Mnemonidas, Paeonas, Peneidas, Phorcidas, Pleiadas, Proetidas, 

and Sicelidas ; just as he omits the Jampadas of Lucretius, the 

Arabas of Catullus, the delphinas of Virgil, the Seras of Horace, 

the Cilicas of Tibullus, and the Hamadryadas of Propertius. 

It is the same everywhere: he says on p. 7 that the only 

examples later than Lucilius of the nom. -a for Greek -ns or -as 
are Horace’s Marsya and Propertius’ Atrida; on p. 53, without 

correcting this statement, he contradicts it, and cites Marsya 

from Ovid; but he never discovers that Ovid also used Aeeta, 
and used it in the metamorphoses. He says on p. 18 that the 
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nom. plur. -es, answering to the Greek -es, is always short before 
a vowel: Lucilius in that position has clamidés and Lucretius 

panacés. He pretends on p. 19 to record the examples of -&s 
before a vowel in. Virgil, and omits delphinés, Gorgonts, Oreadés, 

and Oceanitidés, not to mention aclydés; in Horace, and omits 

Serés; in Propertius, and omits Nereidés; in Ovid, and omits 
Belidés, Cadmeidés, delphinés, lampadés, Naidés, Nereidés, and 

Propoetidés from the metamorphoses alone. On the same page 

he says ‘illius generis genetiuis quod Graeci per -ov terminant, 
poetae Romani -¢ terminationem uel -ae dederunt. itaque 
Aeneae Anchisae Olympi Tityri dixerunt. Of the poets ‘ab 
Enni usque ad Ouidi tempora’ one certainly said Geryonai, 
another certainly said Xerxzis and Aramis, and a third is 

generally and with good reason believed to have said Alyattei. 

One turns therefore to the chapter ‘de nominibus incertis’ on 
p. 36 to see if these forms are mentioned there. No, nor 

anywhere else. 

I will not pursue Mr Sniehotta through his whole treatise, 

but from p. 22 I will take one diverting sample of the temper 
in which it is composed. Lachmann at Lucr. Iv 602, collecting 

from the mss of Catullus examples of the old Latin spelling -e¢ 
for -t, includes 64 278 ‘e uertice Pele.’ If you learn nothing 
else at Breslau, you learn to differ from Lachmann ; so Mr Snie- 

hotta remarks ‘ Lachmannus falso hunc genetiuum Pele: cum 

illo ueterum Romulet adaequare mihi uidetur. nam nomina 

quae exeunt in -eus, -e uocalem terminationis -e: iam im 
nominatiuo habent.’ That is to say, Pele: is the genitive of 

Peleus. The verses of Catullus are these: 

quorum post abitum princeps e uertice Pelei 

aduenit Chiron portans siluestria dona. 

Chiron and his nosegay, according to Mr Sniehotta, came canter- 

ing down to the wedding from the top of the bridegroom’s head. 
Mr Sniehotta’s work is therefore thoroughly untrustworthy ; 

but on the other hand he makes several just remarks and holds 
many correct opinions: in particular he recognises and declares 
that the accusatives Achillen and Vien are barbarisms which 
ought to disappear from the texts of the classics. 
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Mr Zwiener’s task is so much the heaviest of the three, and 
his treatise is so much the most laborious and elaborate, that 
I am loth to say, as say I must, that all his work wants doing 
over again. Mr Zwiener possesses those good qualities which 
we look to find in the German race, a race to which Mr Snie- 

hotta belongs neither by name nor by nature: he is zealous, 
industrious, and enduring; but he is unpractised in the business 
to which he has set his hand, and uninstructed in the art of 
thinking. I will mention, as shortly as may be, the principal 
causes of his failure. 

In the first place, he has not always resorted to the right 
editors,—in Valerius Flaccus, for instance, he has neglected 

the only adequate apparatus, Thilo’s; in Manilius, instead of 

Bechert, who can generally be trusted, he has used the 

treacherous editions of Jacob and Breiter,—and he has not 

always mastered the notation of the editors to whom he resorts. 

For example on p. 111 he cites ‘Hermogenem (Sen. epigr. 38 2: 
V -en), as if all Mss but one gave -em: he does not know that 

V is the only Ms which contains this poem, and that Hermo- 

genem is nothing but the conjecture of a single editor. 
Secondly, he often commits the much graver fault of quoting 

a text without looking at the notes. On p. 90 he cites Zeuwidem 

from Phaedr. v prol. 7: turn to the Mss and you find exaudiant. 
On p. 72 he cites Scorpion from Manil. 1 552. It is true that 
the words twm Scorpion acrem are to be found in Jacob’s text; 
but they are not to be found anywhere else, for the Ms reading 

is geminumque sub arcu. 
Thirdly,—and in one who undertakes to write about Greek 

forms this third defect is no less strange than fatal,—he does 
not know Greek. Among nouns ‘quorum nominatiuus in -7s, 

genetiuus in -ov excurrit’ he quotes Demosthenes, Hippomenes, 

Archigenes, Menogenes, Hermocrates, Menecrates, and Aristoteles. 

Among those ‘quorum nominatiuus Graecus in -ys, genetiuus 

in -ovs exit’ he quotes Alcibiades, Euclides, Ewripides, Simonides, 
Herodes, Brontes, Orontes, Mithridates, Xerwes, and the Latin 

adjective Hispellatem. 
Fourthly there is the question of metre, upon which he has 

spent much pains, and brought them all to naught by an 
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amazing piece of perversity. In making his collections he has 
noted for himself, not always accurately, which forms are 

certified,—or, as he prefers to say, ‘ postulatae,—by the metre 
and which are not; and on. pp. 180—8 he has drawn up a table 

(in which appellatives are vexatiously ignored and only proper 

- names regarded) to show how many times each termination is 
so certified in each author. But the table does not inform us 

what the words are to which these terminations belong, nor in 

what verse of the author they are to be found. It states for 

instance that the places in the Ilias Latina where the ace. plur. 

-ds is required by metre are three in number. The statement 
is not true, and if it were true it would leave us ignorant of 
what we want to know. 

Mr Zwiener’s phrase ‘formae metri necessitate postulatae’ 
is the key to his attitude. His interest in the subject is 
humanitarian rather than scientific, and he looks upon metre, 

not as a source of enlightenment to us, but as a source of 

embarrassment to the poets. A poet, to his apprehension, is 

the slave, and the reluctant slave, of the measure in which he 

has imprudently chosen .to write; and the practice of versifica- 

tion much resembles the old age prophesied to St Peter: thou 
shalt stretch forth thy hands, and another shall gird thee, and 
carry thee whither thou wouldest not. If the metre assures us 

that a poet used one form, Mr Zwiener infers that he would. 

rather have used another. Martial, who is fond of Greek 

inflexions, and cannot be proved to have used the ending -vm 

at any place, writes Baetin amat at Ix 61 2; Juvenal, who like 

the other satirists shows some preference for Latin forms, and 
cannot be proved to have anywhere used the ending -in, writes 

Alcestim et at vi 653. But that is not how Mr Zwiener puts 

it: he says on p. 167 that Martial ‘Graece flexit Baetin ut 

elisionem euitaret, and that Juvenal ‘Latina forma Alcestim 
usus est, quod uersus ratio elisionem postulabat’; as if Juvenal 

or anyone else were unable to bring Alcestin into hexameters, 
and as if Martial, approaching the end of his pentameter, 
suddenly bethought himself that Baetim was an awkward word 
for the place. Of the poet as thus conceived one may well say 

with Horace ‘non satis apparet cur uersus factitet’; and 
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Mr Zwiener, absorbed in pity and concern, has no attention to 
spare for the lessons which metre all the while is trying to 
teach him. Accordingly, when the Mss present this form of a 

word or that, he solicitously begins to enquire why the poet 
used it, without first enquiring whether he used it; and he can 

generally find a reason. Thus in the verse of the siluae from 
which this disquisition started he says on p. 147 that Statius 

(for he is sure it was Statius and not the scribe) first wrote 
Steropem for Steropen because the next word began with a 
labial, and then wrote Brontem for Bronten because—in for a 

penny, in for a pound. 
These three treatises therefore leave not only the question 

of these accusatives, but most other questions touching the 

Greek forms used by the Latin poets, very much as they were. 
Mr Zwiener has provided a large and untrustworthy collection 
of examples, Mr Leimeister a smaller and more accurate collec- 

tion, Mr Sniehotta not even so much as this, And yet several 
of these questions, and the present among them, can be settled 
once for all, so soon as ever the weapon of metre is put into the 

hands of reason. < 
In Latin poetry from Lucretius to Juvenal the accusative 

termination of nouns of the 1st declension having their nomi- 

native in -es is revealed by metre in the following passages. 
Verg. Aen. 111 82 Anchisen agnoscit, 295 Priamiden Helenum, 

710 Anchisen hic, V 372 Buten immani, 456 Daren ardens, 

vi 123 Alciden et, viii 677 Leucaten! auro, 1x 647 Buten hic, 

696 Antiphaten is, 774 Aeoliden et, x1 691 Buten auersum, 

XII 290 Aulesten auidus. 
Hor. carm. 1 6 15 Merionen aut, 15 21 Laertiaden exitium, 

16 17 Thyesten exitio, 28 10 Panthoiden iterum, 11 9 10 Mysten 

ademptum, 11 '7 5 Gygen ille, Iv 15 31 Anchisen et, serm. 17 12 

Priamiden animosum. 

Prop. 11 1 38 Iaioniden ille, 1v 6 84 Euphraten ad. 
Ouid. her. 1 113 Laerten ut, amor. 11 1 12 Gygen et, 111 9 25 

Maeoniden a, art. 11 407 Thyestiaden animo, ut 17 Phylaciden 
et, rem. 589 Pyladen aliquem, met. V 79 Actoriden Erytum, 

vil 77 Aesoniden eatincta, 672 Aeoliden ignota, 1x 140 Amphi- 

tryoniaden Toles, x11 433 Oleniden a, 600 Peliden arcus, x111 257 

1 Mr Sniehotta, p. 27, mistakes this for a feminine. 
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Iphitiden et, xtv 161 Achaemeniden improuwiso, fast. 1 318 

Alciden instruit, 1v 76 Oeniden Apule, v 307 Tantaliden eadem, 

565 Iliaden wmeris, vi 465 Euphraten aquilas, trist. 1 1 47 
Maeoniden et, 9 28 Pyladen ipse, v 4 26 Aegiden Euryalumque, 

Vv 6 26 Pyladen improba, ex Pont. 1 1 35 Aeneaden et. 
Sen. Phaed. 58 Arawen et, Ag. 931 Oresten ac. 
Lue. vit 214 Huphraten et, X 33 Euphraten Indorum. 

- Val. Flace. 1 286 Aeoliden aeuwm, 11 65 Alciden et, 152 

Broten Abarimque, 662 Alciden ad, tv 62 Alciden in, 738 

Aesoniden omnem, V 366 Ampyciden astro, 529 Persen illine, 

574 Alciden infando, 685 Aeeten inopis, vi 207 Tyndariden 

incendit, 638 Arinen Olbumque. 

Il. Lat. 74 Atriden et. 
Sil. 1 60 Macen et, 161 Sacen a, vit 598 Buten et, xv 468 

Dracen eatrema. 
Stat. Theb. 1 686 facie aut, 111 392 Oentden animosa, 

Iv 113 Oeniden hilarem, 387 Gangen aut, 571 Aeoliden wmero, 

v 407 Tyndariden iterans, vi 312 Amphitryoniaden alto, 

Vill 242 Oedipoden exisse, 438 TIasiden arcu, 1x 253 Astyagen 

euasurum, 270 Tagen ingenti, 293 Thespiaden eadem, X 647 
Amphitryoniaden exutum, 748 Oceniden dut, Ach. 1 157 Aleiden 

et, silu. 1 1 112 Oebaliden illo, 1 1 83 Alciden humili, 2 136 

Euphraten et, 1v 2 49 Gangen Indis, v 3 130. Maeoniden aliae, 
194 Aeaciden alio. 

Mart. vi. 11 9 Pyladen aliquis, vil 24 3 Pyladen odisset. 

C. I. L. 11 1293 (Buech. carm. epigr. 1103) 1 Pyladen haee.- 
Ninety-one examples of -en attested by metre, forty-seven 

of which are patronymics: how many examples of -em? None. 

Chance will not account for this: the metrical properties of 

such forms do not unfit them for employment in elision: 

Italiam and Europam and Creontem are elided freely, and if 
Aesonidem and Euphratem and Thyestem were available there 
was nothing to hinder their appearance in such connexions as 

1 IT have no doubt that the Ilias awrato: so at 368 two mss have the 
Latina once contained a second ex- gloss Aiacem where the rest have 
ample. At 628 ‘et prior diacemaurato Aeaciden, and in Stat. Theb. v 781 
munerat ense’ one ms of little weight _the first hand of P wrote amfiaraus for ; 

offers deaurato to mend the metre,  Oeclides, 

and another falcato. Write Aeaciden 
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Aesonidem agnoscunt or Euphratem et Tigridos arua or Phoebus 
Thyestem et impias mensas fugit. If, in so many tens of 
thousands of verses, not one of them ever appears, that means 

that they were not in currency. Contrast the state of affairs 

in the old scenic poetry, where the acc. in -em, belonging rather 
to the 5th than to the 3rd declension, was normal: there, 

though Greek nouns are so much fewer than in the classical 
poets, its existence is disclosed by metre, Plaut. pseud. 991 

Polymachaeroplagidem elocutus, Ter. hee. 432 COallidemidem 
hospitem, Acc. incert. ap. schol, Bern. georg. 1 502 (frag. trag. 

Ribb. ed. 3 p. 255) Anchisem edidit. 
It is further to be considered that the esis of MSS, 

though insufficient to establish this conclusion, tends neverthe- 

less to confirm it; for in the greater number of the better 
witnesses the termination -en is much the commoner. In 

Virgil the only instance where -em has more MS authority is 

the acc. of Orontes, Aen. 1 118 -en R, -em Myb, vi 334 -en P, 

-em MRybe; and here the scale is turned by the express 
testimony of Charisius that Virgil wrote Oronten. To many 

places in other authors the true forms have gradually been 

restored, not by any exercise of observation or reason on the 

part of editors, but simply in obedience to better Mss as they 
are one after another discovered and collated. 

Lastly the proof is clinched, not indeed by the Slide 

but by the eloquent silence of grammarians. Charisius G. L. K. 
I p. 41, discussing Greek nouns of the 1st decl. which take in 

Latin the genitive of the 3rd, has nothing to say about their 

accusatives; Priscian, treating of the same subject G. L. K. 11 
pp. 245—8, mentions one accusative only, and that is the 

Callidemidem of Terence; the anon. Bern. G, L. K. suppl. p. 97 
has ‘hune Anchisem uel Anchisen) but we have found his 

Anchisem in Accius. More significant still are the words of 
Charisius G. L. K. 1 p. 20: ‘hie Oronta, cum Latine reformatur, 
et hunc Orontam dicimus. nam, si non ‘reformetur, Oronten 

poterimus dicere, ut Vergilius fidwmque wehebat Oronten.’ He 
knows two accusatives, Orontam from the Latin Oronta and 

Oronten from the Greek Orontes, but of any third contempora- 
neous form he shows no knowledge whatsoever. 
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Out of the many other cases in which metre reveals the 
usage of the poets I propose now to consider only three or four. 

I pass over most of those in which their usage is revealed as 
varying; where different poets prefer different forms, or the 
same poet employs now one and now another; such cases as 
the acc. and neut. nom. -dn or -wm in the 2nd declension, the 

aec. -in (-yn) or -im (-ym), the acc. -a or -em, and the nom. -0n 

or -o in the 38rd. I shall deal rather with cases where there is 

a right way and a wrong; where, although two forms are 
admitted into modern texts, the evidence of-the verse shows ~ 

more or less decisively that ancient poets used only one. But 
before I quit the declension of those nouns whose accusatives 

I have been discussing I must say a word or two on their 
genitives. The witness of metre is not here decisive nor even 
in any large measure available; but the subject requires a 

more minute examination than it has yet received. 

This question differs in more than one respect from the 

question of the accusative. Firstly, we are here dealing with 

two forms which are both attested as correct by ancient gram- 
marians: I say two, not three, because the old gen. in -t, though 

certainly sometimes employed, is metrically indistinguishable 

from the form in -ae, and is seldom presented by our MSS . 
except in Virgil, so that the choice lies mainly between the 
terminations -ae and -is. Secondly, the substitution by a 

scribe of ae for is or of is for ae is by no means so common 

and easy an occurrence as the confusion of en with em; and 

therefore the spelling of the Mss can no longer be treated as 

negligible. 
Apart from the archaic Geryonai of Lucr. v 28 and the 

Alyattei restored by conjecture to Hor. carm, 111 16 41, there 

are eight places where the inflexion is made known by the 

metre. 

Verg. Aen. v 664 Anchisae ad, Val. Flace. vit 464 Aesoni- 

dae et}, Sil. xv 302 Leucatae et’. 

1 Horace serm. 1 172 has Scipi- and not Aevxdras is clear from the acc. 

adae et, but that is rather from Scipi- Leucaten Verg. Aen. viii 677 and Sen. 

adas or possibly Scipiada. Phaed, 1014, 

2 That this belongs to Aevxdrns 
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Prop. 1 1 22 Xerais et, 11 12 8 Arawis aquam, Manil. rv 51 

Mithridatis opes, Luc. 11 637 Pharnacis arma, x 476 Pharnacis et. 

; Aesonidae is a patronymic, and in patronymies it is clear 
that -is was barbarous: in the Mss, so far as I have observed, it 
has no existence; for Aeacidis at Sen. Tro. 46 is a conjecture 
of Scaliger’s, and the Belidis of Cinna’s verse ‘iam inde a 

Belidis natalique urbis ab anno,’ which Charisius G. L. K. 1 

p. 124 mistakes for gen. sing., is abl. plur.’. 
The five examples of -zs belong also to a single class: they 

are not native Greek words, but eastern words which travelled 
through Greece on their way to Rome. And this is one of the 
two classes in which, according to Priscian G. L. K. 1 p. 246, 
the gen. of the 3rd decl. was especially frequent: ‘in barbaris’ 
he says, and Mithridatis is one of his instances. In other 

places too our MSS give the gen. -ts to nouns of this class: 
Herodis (this is a Greek name, but not the name of a Greek) 

Hor. epist. 1 2 184 and Pers. v 180, Hydaspis Petron. 123 
239, to which may be added the Drancis of Verg. Aen. xl 

644, though that is not an eastern but a western name. But 

the gen. -ae is also found, Cambysae Prop. m 26 23, Huphratae 
Stat. Theb, vii 290, silu. 11 2 122, and is likewise attested by . 

Priscian, who gives Mithridatae and Tigranae beside Mithri- 

datis and Tigranis. 
Of the other class in which Priscian tells us that the gen. -cs 

was commonest, proper names like Thucydides which have the 
form of patronymics, the poets contain very few examples, since 
these are the names of persons whom they seldom have occasion 

to mention. The only genitive of the class which I have any- 

where observed is Simonidis in Phaedr. tv 23 20. This is not 
certified by metre, nor can the practice of other poets be safely 
inferred from Phaedrus, who is nearer to prose than any of them, 

and shows a clear preference for vernacular forms. Therefore 
in Ouid. Ib. 415, where the nom. Achaemenides is given by the 

Mss but the gen. seems to be required by the sense, it is 
impossible to say for certain whether the form of that gen. 
should be Achaemenidis or Achaemenidae ; for both Aristidis and 

1 The late date of anth. Lat. Ries. well proved by the Alcidis of u. 1 as by 
184 (P. L. M. Baehr. rv p. 156) is as the salibrem of u. 8. 

Journal of Philology. vow. xxx!. 17 
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Aristidae are attested by Charisius G. L. K. 1 p, 41 as occurring 

‘apud ueteres auctores, and on pp. 67 sq. he gives Miltiadis 
and Alcibiadis on the one hand, but Dioscwridae on the other, 

as the regular forms. If, in quest of analogy, we look round for 

datives, there is a similar dearth of examples, for I have found 

none except Pyladi in Mart. X 11 2 and 3; and in datives it is 
obvious that the metre can bear no witness to the form. — 

Thus we have passed in review three classes : patronymics, 

whose gen. seems to have been always -ae; barbarous names, 

whose gen. was either -ae or -is; and proper names of 

patronymic form, as to which there is no sufficient evidence. 

Now we come to a fourth class, the main body of proper names 
in this declension; and here the vast preponderance of MS 

testimony is in favour of -ae. To take the five nouns of this ~ 

class which occur oftenest, Aeetes Anchises Bootes Orestes 

Thyestes, the following list may not be exhaustive, but it is long 

enough. Aeetae gen. Ouid. her. vi 50, ex Pont. m1 1 120, 

Phaedr. tv 7 12, Sen. Med. 179, 468, Val. Fl. rv 14, vi 22, Sil. 

vu 498; dat. (I add the dative because of its analogy) Sen. 

Med. 571, Val. Fl. v 289, 401. Anchisae gen. Verg. Aen. 11 300, 

Iv 351, 427, v 31, 99, 535, 664, 723, vim 156, x 534, Hor. carm. 
saec. 50, Ouid. her. vil 162, met. 1X 425, x11 679, Luc. 1x 971, | 

Tuu. vil 234; dat. Verg. Aen. 1 617, v 652, Ix 647, Sil. xv 59. 

Bootae gen. Ouid. art. 11 55, Luc. 11 722, Mart. iv 3 5, vuoi 21 3, 

Tuu. v 23. Orestae gen. Ouid. trist. 1 9 27; dat. Ouid. amor, II 

6 15, ex Pont. 1 3 45, Mart. v1 113. Thyestae gen. Hor. art. 

91, Ouid. Ib. 545, Pers. v 8, Sen. Tro, 341, Ag. 293, Mart. 1m 

45 1, x 35 6, x1 31 2, Iuu. vir 228; dat. Luc. vir 451. To set 

against these forty genitives in -ae I find only two genitives in 
-is, Ouid. her. vil 7 ‘surdior ille freto clamantem nomen Orestis 

(-es P originally) | traxit’ and 113 ‘saepe Neoptolemi pro 

nomine nomen Orestis | exit.’ ' 
Now except Verg. Aen. v 664 and Sil. xv 302 there is not a 

single place where the form can be determined by the positive 

evidence of metre. But this very lack of positive evidence has 
itself a certain amount of negative force. If the poets thought 
themselves at liberty to use Orestis and Thyestis and Bootis, 
why, in dactylic poetry, are the genitives of these names con-— 
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fined to the end of the hexameter? Arawes is a far less 

common name than any of the three, yet its genitive Araais, 
the metrical counterpart of Orestis, is used, as you might 

expect, in a position where an amphibrachys is useful, Prop. 11 
12 8 ‘potabis galea fessus Arawis aquam.’ The Latin names 
Achilles and Vlixes (for Latin they are, not Greek) possess 

genitives of this form among others, and those genitives are 
utilised: Ouid. her. 1 84 ‘ Penelope coniunx semper V/iis ero,’ 

ex Pont. 13 74 ‘Thessalicamque adiit hospes Achillis humum,’ 

Stat. Ach. 1474 ‘nomen Achillis amant.’ Nay in post-classical 
verse Bootis and Orestis themselves appear in such positions : 
anth. Lat. Ries. 761 44 (P. L. M. Baehr. v p. 381) ‘laeua Bootis 
inest,’ Dracont. Or. trag. 948 ‘ posset Orestis opus legali tramite 
quaeri’; but the poet who uses Bootis uses Arctophyldca, and 

the poet who uses Orestis uses Orestés. Still, one must not 

allow undue weight to such considerations, and 17 examples 

are perhaps too small a number on which to base an inference : 
it is worth noticing that in Auienus, where the gen. of Bootes 

occurs ten times and is always spelt Bootis, it yet stands only 
at the end of the verse. 

But on the other hand it is impossible to put much trust in 

the scribes at the two places in Ovid where they write Orestis : 
we know them to be capable of writing this form where the 

poet wrote the other, for we sometimes catch them in the act. 

At Mart. m1 45°1 the best of the Mss give Thyestae but the 
most of them Thyestis, and at Ouid. Ib. 545 Thyestae is found 

in the four best but Thyestis in the three next best. If the 

scribes neglect the office of corruption the modern editor has 
been known to step forward in their stead; and at Ouid. trist. 
1 9 27, where most Mss have ‘de comite Argolici postquam 

cognouit Orestae’ and L by a very natural error Orestes, 

Mr Ehwald proposes Orestis. Heinsius with much better 

judgment altered Orestis to Orestae in her. vil 7 and 113, at 
the former of which places the best Ms offers Orestes. But it 
deserves notice that these two lonely examples of the ending 
-is occur in the epistle of Hermione, which is not Ovid’s; and 

its author, if he was capable of the elision Castori Amyclaeo, 

unparalleled except in Lucilius, Catullus, the satires of Horace, 

17—2 
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and Priap. Verg. 3 7, may also be thought capable of noncon- 
formity in the declension of nouns. 

For a dative in -7 there is a little more evidence. Against 

the ten examples of -ae already cited there stand three of the 
other form: Oresti Ouid. her. v1 57 (Hermione again) and Ib. 

527, Thyesti Ib. 359. Here metre can have nothing to say, 

and the only objection to -i is the analogy of the genitive and 

the other cases, which all follow the Ist declension. But just 

as the attack has here less force, so also has the defence. ae, 

written ¢, is more easily corrupted to 7 than to is, and Oresti in 

a MS is less of an obstacle than Orestis to believing that the 
author wrote Orestae. And here again we can watch the 
scribes at work: Ouid. ex Pont. 11 3 45 Orestae codd. meliores, 

Oresti codd. plures, Mart. vi 11 3 ditto, Hor. carm. mm 7 15 
Bellerophontae meliores, Bellerophonti plures. Nay they are 

are prepared for bolder enterprises than this, and even metre 

will not restrain their warfare upon the Ist declension: they 
reform the vocative also to suit their own taste, Ouid. met. Vv 

242 ‘rector, Polydecta, Seriphi, Polidecte codd., trist. 1 5 22 

‘furiae, tristis Oresta, tuae? Oreste.codd., Mart. Iv 49 4 ‘ cenam, 

crude Thyesta, tuam,’ Thyeste codd. (Mr Lindsay, being a child 
of the age, says ‘fortasse recte’). In the Ibis therefore Heinsius - 
judiciously overrode the Mss and wrote Thyestae at 359 and 

Orestae at 527; and at her. vit 57 the dative in -ae, like the 

genitive at 7 and 113, was rightly restored by him, unless the. 
forms in -i and -ts are part of the spuriousness of the epistle. 

In Juvenal on the other hand Bellerophonti: at x 325 

may be defended as the dat. not of Bellerophontes but of 
Bellerophon; for although this nom. does not appear in Latin 
till long after Juvenal, in Greek it is at any rate as old as 

Theocritus. This defence, by the way, will not protect the ace. 
Bellerophontem in Hor. carm. Iv 11 28 and Manil. v 97; for the 
acc. of Bellerophon in Manilius and in Horace’s odes would be 

Bellerophonta unless metre forced the poets to use the Latinised 

form. Still less can Lycophontem be thus maintained at Stat. 
Theb. 11 610; for Lycophon, whose acc. in Statius would be 
Lycophonta, is a mere invention of Statius’ editors: the name 

Lycophontes we know from Homer. | 
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Before I leave these nouns in -es there is one more on which 
a word wants saying. The son of Chrysaor and Callirhoe had 
three heads, three bodies, and three names. The oldest, In- 

pvoveus, the Latin poets did not borrow, but they borrowed the 

other two, I'ypvovns of the Ist decl. and I'npuwyr of the 3rd. 
In the only five places where metre lets us know which form 
was used, we find Geryones at Ouid. her. 1x 92 and Sil. xm 201 

and Geryonai at Lucr. v 28, but Geryon at Sen. H. f. 487 and 

H.O. 26. There remain thirteen places where the metre tells 

no tales, and in three of them the declension cannot even be 

discovered from the spelling, the abl. Geryone extincto in Verg. 
Aen. vil 662 and Sil. 1 277, and the ace. plur. Geryonas in 

Sen. epigr. 38 2 (anth. Lat. Ries. 428, P. L. M. Baehr. Iv p. 72); 
so that ten are left in which it becomes a question which 
form was used. To take Seneca first, the only poet whom 

we know to have used Geryon, he, if we believe his best Ms, 

adhered to the 1st decl. except when metre drove him to the 

3rd‘; for E has the gen. Geryonae at H. f. 1170 and Ag. 841 

and the dat. Geryonae at H. O. 1900: the other Mss give the 
variant Geryonis in the first place, Geryonet in the second, none 

in the last. In the dactylic poets, who cannot be proved to 

have used Geryon at all, we shall also expect to find the oblique 
eases of Geryones; and the gen. Geryonae is attested by the 

mss at Sil. 111 422 and by M and P and Seruius at Verg. Aen. 
vill 202, while R. has Geryont. In Prop. 1 22 9 on the other 

hand the Mss have Geryonis stabula ; and this, if correct, is the 

gen. of Geryon and not, as some editors suppose, of Geryones. 

But when one observes that this same form has been foisted 
by a late hand into Virgil’s Medicean at Aen. vill 202, that in 

Seneca the inferior copies, as I said above, have introduced it 
at H. f. 1170, and that in Propertius the next word begins with 
s, it is impossible to be sure that Propertius’ late Mss are right 
and that what he wrote was not Geryonae. The still later Mss 
of Calpurnius offer Geryonis (with the variant germani) at 

buc. Iv 41. The accusative occurs thrice: in Hor. carm. 11 
148 the form Geryonen is best supported, though many Mss 

‘1 He similarly declines Oedipus podam, gen. and dat, Oedipodae, abl. 
as follows: nom. Oedipus, acc. Oedi- O¢edipoda. 
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have -em ; but all the important mss of Martial have Geryonem 
at v 49 11 and most of them at v 65 12, where however the 

oldest offers Geryonen. Now if Martial used the ace. of Geryon 
he would prefer to use it in the form Geryona, for he loves 

Greek endings and does not Latinise the ace. of the Greek 3rd 
decl. except now and then in the names of familiar things 
and persons like trigonem and Hermerotem, or under metrical 
constraint as at UI 25 3 rhetorem Sabineiwm: where such 
constraint is absent, as at the end of verses, he writes endro- 

mida (twice) and sardonycha. Here he could easily avoid what 
he disliked: in v 49 11 he could use, as we see that most 

poets did, the 1st declension, ‘talem Geryonen fuisse credo, 
and in v 65 12 he could end his pentameter with Geryonen or 
Geryona, whichever he preferred. It is clear enough that 
Geryonen ought to be restored in both places’, | 

Pass now to the acc. of nouns of the Ist decl. whose nom. 

ends in -as. 

The Greek termination -an is established by metre in the 
following places. 

Verg. Aen, I 631 Aenean i, Iv 214 Aenean in, V 223 Gyan 

ipsamque, VI 685 Aenean alacris, VII 73 Aenean et, 1X 192 - 

Aenean acciri, 204 Aenean et, 241 Aenean et, 703 Bitian arden- 

tem, X 65 Aenean hominum, 165 Aenean armet, 647 Aenean 
auersum, XI 910 Aenean agnoutt. 

Hor. serm. I 43 Pythagoran Anyti. 

Ouid. her. vir 26 Aenean animo, amor. 11 11 10 Borean 

egelidum, art. 111 86 Aenean Harmomanque, 337 Aenean altae, 
met. VI 98 Cinyran habet, Ix 229 Lichan at, x 169 Eurotan 

inmunitamque, XI 162 Midan aderat, xt1 262 Brotean et, XIV 

78 Aenean illic, xv 471 Borean ouis, fast. 11 147 Borean horrere, 
v 179 Hyan et, 563 Aenean oneratum. 

Manil. Iv 646 Borean ortumque. 

Sen. Tro. 841 Borean Enispe, H. O. 113 Borean expulit. 
Calp. buc. 111 8 Lycidan ingrata, 91 Lycidan habet. 

1 Mr Lindsay prints Geryonen, and Geryonem should be substituted at v 
then in his corrigenda directs that 4911 but not at 65 12. 
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Luc. vi 341 Borean habitator, v1 364 Borean hominum, 
vul 183 Borean illa, tx 695 Borean aut, x 289 Borean is. 

Val. Flacc. 11 4 Pelian et, 193 Phlegyan et, 11 596 Hylan et, 

vil 92 Pelian alia. 
Il. Lat. 509 Aenean inmisso. 
Sil. x1v 389 Borean et?. 
Stat. Theb. 1 610 Gyan et, Vv 15 Borean imbresque, 346 

Borean iter, vit 6 Borean inlabere, 1x 291 Lichan Anthedonium, 

X 589 Tiresian alii, silu. 111 2 45 Borean Eurumque. 
Mart. v1 71 3 Pelian Hecubae, x1 28 2 Hylan hic. 
Over against these fifty-three examples of -an there are 

only two examples of -am similarly certified, Hor. serm. 1 1 

17 Scipiadam ut and Sil. 1 111 Bagam indignum; and it is 

significant that neither of the two is a pure Greek word: Scipi- 
adam is half Roman and Bagam half Punic. The distinction 
thus established by metre is on the whole maintained, even 
where metre is silent, by the spelling of Mss in those authors 

whose Mss are good. I will review the different poets separately. 

In Virgil there is no dispute: the best Mss spell Aenean, 
Bitian, Borean, Gyan, Hylan, Iarban, Idan, Iollan, Lichan, 

Menalcan, though the Romanus often offers -am, once even 

where the metre forbids it, at Aen. tv 214. Lucam and Numam 

in Aen. X 561-2 are Italian names. 

Horace’s best Mss are not so good as Virgil’s, so only two of 
them (DR) give Lycidan at carm.1 4 19, the remainder -am; 

but most editors choose the Greek form. Menam epist. 17 55 

is the ace. of Mena. 
The mss of Propertius, being late and bad, have no example 

of -an, but vary between -am and -a. Baehrens retains -am 

everywhere, 1 20 52 Hylam, 1 26 51 Boream, U1 34 31 Philetam, 
Iv 1 2 Aeneam, Lachmann everywhere restored -an; but most 

editors (Hertzberg, Haupt, Vahlen, Palmer, Rothstein) find both 
courses too monotonous, and either follow the Mss twice and 

desert them twice, or else retain -am in one place and alter it 
in three. 

1 Mr Zwiener, p. 184, says that Lucan and none in Manilius I am not 
there are two examples in Silius, but much disturbed by his disagreement. 
as he also says that there are none in 
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Ovid’s Mss have Aenean not only five times before a vowel 

but three times before a consonant, her. VII 29, amor, 11 14 17, 

met. xIV 170; yet when they once, at trist. 1 2 7, present 
Aeneam, they find two editors to follow them. They have 
Hyan fast. v 179, Idan met. v 90, Midan met. X1 92, and Tha- 
myran amor, Il 7 62, but Zhamyram art. 11 399, which the 

modern editors, unlike Heinsius, accept; as they also accept 

Cinyram at met. X 343 and 438, though at vi 98, where the 
best MSs offers the same form, the metre refutes it. At met. V 

87 on the other hand, where the mss are for Phlegyam, the 
editors are taken with a fit of disobedience or of ratiocination, 

and most of them write Phlegyan; but at x11 726, where the 
Mss give Boream, they come to heel again. At met. 1x 211 the 

best MS has Jdan but the next best IJdam; at Ib. 517 most 

MSs, including the best, have the ambiguous Broted. 
The Mss of Germanicus twice give Borean, phaen. 380 and 

413, and twice Boream, 242 and 459: once, 325, they are 

divided. : 

In Manilius the Mss give Boream at 1 314 and 566, and 

vary between Boream and Borean at 1 372 and between Aeneam 

and Aenean at Iv 24: Jacob and Breiter print -am everywhere ; 
Mr Bechert, as usual, is a reed shaken by the codex Gembla- 

censis. Since Borean is assured by metre at IV 646, in my 

edition of the first book I have given the same form at I 314: 

the verses 372 and 566 are spurious, so their spelling does not 
matter. 

Seneca’s MSS have Hurotan at Ag. 281 and 319, and at 

H. O. 815 the best Ms has Lichan though the rest have -am. 
At Phoen. 127 the mss have Hurotam and at H. O, 809 and 
978 LIicham, but the editors have corrected them. 

In Calpurnius the editors accept from the Mss not only 

Boream bue. 1 75° but also Lycidam vi 81, though Lycidan, as 

I have said, is twice attested by the metre. 
Mss and editors alike give Midam in Petron. frag. 28 9, but 

Aenean in Il. Lat. 472. 

The mss of Lucan have Lycidan at 111 636 and Borean at 

Iv 61 and v 543, and most of them Borean again at Vv 705; but 
neither that fact nor the five verses where Borean is required 
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by the metre prevent Messrs Hosius and Heitland from printing 
Boream in this one place, because it is found in their favourite 
codex Montepessulanus. The Achillam of x 350 may be de- 

fended, since ’AycAdGs is a servile name and here belongs to 

an Egyptian. 
In Valerius Flaccus the prime authority, the Vaticanus, 

preserves with great constancy the termination -an: I 604 

Borean, 430 Eurotan, 11 569 (571, 596, 725, Iv 18) Hylan, 

I 849 (vil 316) Pelian, v1 700 tiaran: at 1 849 some inferior 

Mss substitute Peliam. The Idam of the corrupt passage 

VI 382 is probably a feminine. 
In Silius all the chief mss have Gyan at 1 439 and Aenean 

at VIII 87, and most of them Aenean (as Heinsius conjectured) 

at 11 413, Hurotan at iv 364, and Borean at xv 713, though at 

XIV 231 only one has Pantagian. Acherram and Bagam, like 

Lubam and Micipsam, are the names of Africans, and Luwcam of 

an Umbrian. 

The mss of Statius’ Thebais have Gyan v 223 and vit 715, 

Phlegyan 1 713, vu 711, vit 688, and Pterelan vil 632. Else- 

where the best Ms has retained the Greek form and the others 

have corrupted it: 11 288 Borean P, -am o, Vv 405 (vit 588, 

1x 755) Idan P, -am o, vit 227 Tiresian P, -am w. Mithram, 

presented by all at 1 720, is defensible as the name of an 
oriental god. In the siluae the Ms gives Hylan at 1 1 113 and 
Aenean at Iv 2 2. 

In Martial the weight of tradition is strongly on the side of 

-am: Iv 19 8 Athan, VI 68 8 (Ix 25 7, 65 14, x1 43 5) Hylan, 

x1 60 4 Pelian. At 11 86 8 the family whose Mss are older 
gives Ladan, the other Ladam; at vit 57 1 all is confusion, 

Achillas, -G, -am, -an. In a servile name the form Damam is 

rightly given at vi 39 11 and xu 17 10°. | 

Juvenal’s Mss have Aenean 1 162 and Teresian x11 249: 
the Baream of ut 116 and vit 91 is not a Greek name. 

From all this evidence I infer that the poets, except in 

servile or barbarous names, did not use an acc. in -am from 

Greek nouns in -as. The Latin ace. in -am would in fact imply 
a Latin nom. in -%; and such nominatives are only here and 

1 Nastam 1x 87 5 is the ace. of Nasta=Ndeorys. 
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there employed for metre’s sake, as Marsya in hexameters and 
Pelia and Tiresia in iambics. 

Proper names of the 3rd decl. with nom. in -ns are seen 
in Greek inscriptions to have borrowed from the 1st deel. the 

ace. termination -yv so early as the 4th century before Christ. 
In Latin poetry three forms of the acc., the pure Greek -ea, the 
pure Latin -em, and the base Greek -en, are certified by metre, 

but not in the same names nor in names of the same type. 
The examples are the following. 

ea: Eteocléa followed by a spondee at the end of a verse in 

Stat. Theb. 1 384, vil 539, 688, vitl 353, 687, x1 186, 268, 388. 
This is unique, but we may presume it to be the proper ace. of 

a noun in -«Afjs. In the gen., Hteocleos occurs at XII 91 and 

421, but Eteoclis at 111 214, vir 227, 1x 86, x11 57. 
em: Verg. Aen. XI 243 Diomedem Argiua (Diomeden Mss), 

‘Stat. Ach. 1 217 Lycomedem adfatur. Together with these 

should be considered the ablatizes Hor. carm. Iv 4 4 Ganymedé 

flauo, Ouid. met. x11 100 Diomedé remoto, 242 Diomedé legi, 

xIv 492 Diomedé uiros, fast. vi 43 Ganymedé dolebam, Luc. 
x 520 Ganymede dolis, Il. Lat. 554 Diomedé parat, Sil. 1x 63 

Diomedé ferentur, Stat. Ach. 1 286 Lycomedé sorores, 1 27 

Diomedé petit, Mart. 11 43 14 Ganymedé manus, Vv 55 4 Gany- 

medé loquor, Vil 74 4 Ganymede cales, x 22 12 Ganymedé uelis, 

25 8 Ganymedé licet, 73 6 Ganymedé tut, 103 8 Ganymede 
Paris, X 66 8 Ganymedé coquo, XI 22 2 Ganymedé iaces, 26 6 
Ganymedé Tout, x111 108 2 Ganymedé merum. It appears that 

these words are simply nouns of the Latin 3rd declension. 

en: Ouid. met. x 651 Hippomenen adi, 690 Hippomenen a, 

Mart. x11 82 2 Menogenen omnt, Iuu. v1 236 Archigenen onerosa. 

To these belong also the ablatives Ouid. met. x 608 Hippomene 

uicto, Luu. x1 98 Archigene quid. 
We have thus, apart from nouns in -xAjs, two classes: 

compound words in -médes’ with acc. in -em and abl. in -@, and 
compound words in -mé&nes and -génes with acc. in -en and abl. 

in @ This distinction, established by metre, is on the whole 

1 Perhaps Polynices, whose ace. strength of its abl. Stat. Theb. xm 348 

does not occur, may be added on the Polynicé fouebo. 
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borne out by the spelling of the Mss. In the first class, it is 
true, they are undecided: Palameden appears in Ouid. met. 
xt 808 and Ganymeden or -@ in Germ. phaen. 318. But when 
one finds the much superior Mss of Juvenal giving Ganymedem 

at v 59 and rx 22, and remembers that not even metre restrained 

the scribes from introducing Diomeden at Verg. Aen. x1 243, 

one need not scruple to write Palamedem in Ovid and Gany- 
medem in Germanicus. In the second class the Mss are less at 
variance: compound words whose last element has a short 
penultimate, -menes, -genes, -teles, -crates, and whose form or 

ending is choriambic, mostly have their accusatives spelt with 

an n: Prop. 111 9 16 and Phaedr. v prol. 6 Prasitelen, catalept. 

9 26 and Stat. silu.1 2 86 Hippomenen, Mart. vi 53 4 Hermo- 
craten, luu. 1 6 Aristotelen, are the readings either of all Mss 

or of those Mss whose orthography is the best; and in Sen. 
epigr. 38 2 (anth. Lat. Ries. 428, P. L. M. Baehr. Iv p. 72), 

where editors persistently print Herogenem, the heto genen of 
the MSs gives the true inflexion. Accordingly at Iuu. xtv 252 

the Archigenen of most MSS should be preferred to the Archi- 

genem of P; and when the late Mss of Catullus twice give 
Harpocratem at the end of a pentameter, 74 4 and 102 4, that 

would not deter me from writing Harpocraten. But outside 

these two classes I see nothing to guide us. The best Ms 
authority is for Antorem at Verg. Aen. X 778 and 779 and 

Plisthenem at Sen. Thy. 726, but for Dioren at Verg. Aen. 
xm 509, Euanthen x 702, and Nebroden Gratt. 528, while at 
Stat. Theb. vi 466 P has Podarcen and the rest Podarcem. 

This is the place to speak of the anomalous accusatives 
Achillen and Vliwen. The objection to these Greek termina- 

tions is that Achilles and Vliwes are not Greek words: at least 

I have met them in no Greek author and can find them in no 
Greek dictionary. They are Latin words, which first. belonged 
to the 5th decl. and then passed into the 3rd, and the classical 

poets use the forms of both: Achillea at Luc. x 523 is the ace, 
not of Achilles but of ’AxiAXevs, though the name of the person 
whom Lucan means was neither the one nor the other, but 

*AyAdGs. The declension of Achilles and Vliwes, so far as 
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metre reveals it, is the following: gen. Achiliz Hor. carm, 
1 15 34, epod. 17 14, Viiwet Hor. carm. I 6 7, epod. 16 60, 17 16; 
Achillts Ouid. ex Pont. 1 3 74, Sen. Tro. 940, Stat. Ach. 1 474, 

Viiats Ouid. her. 1 84: abl. Achillé Ouid. ex Pont. 1m 3 43; 

Achillé Hor, serm. 11 3 193 (I purposely omit Prop. rv 11 40), 

Viiwé Ouid. her. xrx 148. On the form of the acc. metre has 

nothing to say, for wherever the words occur both -em and -en 

are admissible’. To turn then to the spelling of the Mss, in 
Virgil, where the acc. of Achzlles is three times found, the best 

are unanimous for Achillem, and in most other poets this form 

has by far the most authority. The acc. of Viizes does not 

occur in Virgil, and in other poets the Mss are about equally 

divided between Viiwem and Viiwen*, In defence of the latter 
form it may be said that this acc. is no more anomalous than 

the vocatives Vliwé and Achillé, which, though never certified 

by metre (for it always admits Vliwes and Achilles), are attested 
(or rather Achille is) by Priscian G. L. K. 1 277 and 288 and 

are well supported by mss. St, the vocative does not suffice 
to commend the accusative, for in Terence, who has the voe. 

Chremé, the acc. Chremem is established by metre at eun. 909 
Chremem intro. Among the grammarians there seems to be 
no mention of Viiwen, though Achillen is mentioned once, 
apparently as the usual form, by the so-called Probus, inst. art. 
G. L. K. Iv p. 95, writing in the fourth century. 

Still less to be tolerated is the monstrous form Palen which 
figures in the texts of Calp. buc. Iv 106 as the acc. of the pure 
Latin name Pales. This is not given by the Mss, nor even by 

half of them, but only by half of the interpolated Mss: the best 
have the corruption Panem and the residue the true form 

Palem. Palen in Merkel’s text of Ouid. fast. tv 746 has no 
better authority: the best Ms has palam and the next best — 
rightly Palem. Even in the late and wretched hexameters 

anth. Lat. Ries. 720* (P. L. M. Baehr. Iv p. 177) the Palen of 

1 In dactylic metres this is natural 
and almost inevitable ; in the iambics 

and trochaics of the old scenic poets 
the inflexion is often detected: Plaut. 
merc, 488 Achillem orabo, Poen. 1 

Achillem Aristarchi, Bacch. 21 and 949° 

Vlixem audiui, 962 Vlixem ut, Ace. 

Nyct. ap. Non. p. 500 (frag. trag. Ribb. 

ed. 3 p. 231) Vlixem obliscar, 
2 Mr Sniehotta, p. 40, overlooks the 

Vlizem of pan. Mess. 49 and of Varr. 
Eumen. ap. Non. p. 272. 
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u. 4 is the editors’: the palé of the chief Ms, though et follows, 

may well mean Palem, for the hiatus prolem et occurs in u. 3 
and Latium Italas in u.12. The palen which Neue I p. 477 
absurdly quotes from Stat. Ach, 11 441 is the acc, of the Greek 
common noun 7raXn. 

There is no denying that the Latin poets created bastard 
forms by attaching Greek elements to native stems: the 
patronymics Scipiadas, Memmiadas, Apulidae, Tusculidae, 

Romulidae, are well known and authenticated, and Ovid thrice, 
art. I 82, 111 452, rem..660, employs Appias, and once, fast. 

it 597, Tiberinides. But it is not the same thing to impose a 

Greek case-ending upon a word otherwise Latin. In Ouid. 

met. XIV 847 sq. the reading ‘a cuius lumine flagrans | Hersilie 

(al. Hersiliae) crinis cum sidere cessit in auras’ is neither 
certain nor satisfactory; and the Hecube, nom. and voc., which 

appears in so many editions at Ouid. met. xIIl 422, 548, 555, 
Sen. Tro. 859, Ag. 648, Il. Lat. 551, 1017, has not even the mss 

in its favour: the best of them everywhere except at Sen. 
Ag. 648 give Hecuba, and Bothe or Lucian Mueller has every- 
where restored Hecabe, which the scribes changed to the more 
familiar Latin form because they, like Korn and Riese and 
Peiper and Richter and Leo, did not know that Hecuba is 

necessarily a tribrach. To come back to accusatives, Lucan 
would hardly have ventured to give the Italian name Awaimum 
a Greek inflexion and call it Auaimon at 11 466, if he had not 

been emboldened by the existence of the Greek adjective 

av&imos; and I cannot bring myself to believe that at fast. 
Iv 174 Ovid wrote 

Maian et Electran Taygetenque Ioui. 

This juxtaposition, in one disyllabic word, of the characteristic 
Latin diphthong aj and the characteristic Greek inflexion -ay 
was easily avoidable and is therefore a wanton outrage. If the 
inflexion is Greek the diphthong should be Greek, and the word 

should be written Maean. Maea is so spelt in the mss at Cic. 
phaen. 36. 

Those Greek nouns of the 3rd decl. whose nom, plur. ends 

in -es and whose acc, in -as are found to retain these termina- 

¥ 
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tions in classical Latin poetry wherever we can detect the 

quantity of the last syllable; for both nom. and ace. are short. 
There is only one true exception: at the beginning of the age 

Lucretius, in the name of a common drug, uses the Latin form 

of the nom., Iv 124 ‘ panacés, absinthia taetra’: elsewhere at a 

few places the Greek ending is lengthened in caesura by poets 
who practise this artifice, as Verg. georg. I 138 ‘ Pleiadds, 

Hyadas, claramque Lycaonis Arcton’ or II. Lat. 790 (if the text 
is sound) ‘acrius adsurgunt T’roés: at Achaica bella.’ But in 

the acc. the Mss not. uncommonly offer the Latin termination 

-es; and though few editors are so ignorant of metre as to 
adopt this where it destroys the verse, as in Luc. 1 398 Lingones 

armis, many accept it where the metre does not say them nay, 
and especially in the acc. plur. of gigas. In many editions of 

Ovid, perhaps in most, the acc. gigantes is printed at trist, 
11 333 and Iv 7 17 and at ex Pont. Iv 8 59 merely because the 
Mss offer it, and at fast. 111 439 merely because the best part of © 
the Mss offer it. This acc. itselt is never so placed that the metre 

reveals its scansion; but the nom. at Sen, Thy. 1084 gigantés 
haec is found to have the Greek and not the Latin ending, and 
the acc. sing. at Sil. x11 529 and Mart. 1x 50 6 is found to be 

gigantd, not gigantem. As for analogous accusatives, I have 

already said that there is not a single instance where metre 

testifies to the Latin form; and the following is a list, possibly 

incomplete, of instances where metre testifies to the Greek. 

Lucr. lampadds. Catull. Thyiadds. Verg. Aonds, Arcadds 
(4 times), craterds, Cycladds (2), Cyclopds, delphinds, Gara- 

mantis, thoracds, Trods (2). Ciris Cycladds. Culex heroidds, 

Hor. (lyrics) Cycladds, lyncds, Serds, Titands, Trods. Tibull. 
Laestrygonds, lampadds. Prop. heroidis. Ouid. Achaidds (3), 
Amazonis, Arcadds, Arethusidds, Cards (2), Cephisidds, Cretds, 

Curetis, Cycladds (3), Echinadds, Erymanthidds, Erytheidds, 

Hectords, heroidds (3), lampadds, Leucippidds, Maenadds (2), 

Magnetdis, Minyeidis, Naidds (3), Nereidds, Paeonds (2), Pelo- 

peidds, Peneidis, Persidis, Phorcidis, Pirendas, Pliadds (2), 

Proetidis, Propoetidds, pyxidds (2), Sirends, Sithonds, Symple- 

gadis (2), Thybridds, Titands, Trods (2). Gratt. Serds, Manil. — 

elephantds, herods, lampadds. Priap. Naidds. Sen. Arcadds 
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Titanits (2), tripodds, Colum. Acheloidés, achradds. Pers. 
Phyllidis. Petr. lampadds, Phrygds, Stymphalidds. Luc. 
aspidds, Bistondés, Echinadds, Garamantidds, lampadds (2), 
Lingonds, typhonds. Aetn. Phrygds. Val. Fil. Bebrycis, 
Bistonds, Centords, Iazygds, Paeonts, Phrygds, Pliadiés. Il. 

Lat. Nereidds, Phrygds (2), Thracds. Sil. Cycladds, dipsadds, 
Garamantds, Nasamonds, Serds. Stat. Arcadds (3), Bistonds (2), 

Calydonidds, Colchidds, craterds, Curetds, Cycladds (4), Cyclopds, 

delphinds, Echinadds, Erinyds, gymnadds, Hecateidds, Heli- 

caonds, herods, heroidis, Homoloidds (2), Maenadds, Naidds (3), 

nebridds (2), Nereidds, Pliaddés (2), Serds, thoracds, Thracds. 
Mart. adamantis, Colchiddis, Gorgonds, iaspidis, Machaonds, 

Maenadds, platanonds, Sirends, Stymphalidds, Zenonds. Luu. 

Laestrygonds, Orcadds. 
This list enables anyone to judge whether Ovid was likely 

in three or four places to write gigantes instead of gigantas. 

Whether his scribes were likely to do so may be judged from 

what follows. Elsewhere in Ovid the same editors who in these 
places print gigantes accept the true form on the authority of 

the best Mss, but everywhere some Mss present the false. Most 
of them present it at fast. v 35, though the Vrsinianus has 
kept gigantas. In three verses of the metamorphoses we can 

study three stages of depravation: at x 150 the best Ms, the 

Marcianus, retains gigantas though the next best has -es; at 
v 319 the Marcianus has gigantas with e written above the a; 
at I 152 it has gigantes with the e written in an erasure. Nor 

will even metre protect these Greek forms from Latinisation. 
The following examples, for which I have made no anxious 

search, are all of them places where the whole or at least 
the better part of the Mss present the unmetrical inflexion: 

Priap. 33 1 Naidés antiqui (or, worse still, Naiades), Luc. 1 398 

Ting&nés armis, Il. Lat. 342 pulsds Phrigés increpat, 670 hinc 

Phrijges Atacis, 734 Thracés équos, Ouid. met. tv 425 Minyetdes 
alis, 1x 657 Naides his, x 221 Propoetidés abnuat. Add that 

in the tristia itself, the home and stronghold of gigantes, the 

best Ms offers Symplégidés ire at 1 10 47. 

Outside Ovid gigantds is everywhere preserved in some or 
even in half of the Mss, and is generally adopted by the editors, 
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but the false form is always to be found in some Ms or other: 

Manil. 1 421 gigantas M, -es GL, Sen. Oed. 91 gigantas E, -es A, 
Lue. Iv 593 gigantas MZG, -es VUP, vir 145 gigantas MG, 
-es VUPZ, 1x 656 gigantas PGO, -es MZUV, Sil. 1x 309 
gigantas LF, -es OV, xu 143 gigantas L, -es FOV, Mart. 
XI 52 17 gigantas B, -es y. 

From gigantes I pass to other similar accusatives which 

have not been extirpated from current editions of the poets’. 

In the Ilias Latina, as I said above, the scribes have 

imported Phrygés at 342 and 670 and Thracés at 734 to the 
ruin of the verse. And from these scribes the editors accept 
the accusatives phalanges at 392 and T'ritones at 874 instead of - 
altering them into phalangas and T'ritonas. 

Manilius is proved by metre to have used elephantds, herods, 

and lampadds, and his mss further give Zitanas at 11 15 and 
Pleiadas at v 710. At v 142 they disagree in spelling this 
word, one family having -as* and the other -es, and since the 

latter is Mr Bechert’s favourite family he also must give 

Pleiades. At 1v 637 all Mss have Cyclades (ciclades). Wher- 
ever this case of this word is followed by a vowel in Latin 

poetry, and that is twelve times, its last syllable is short and 
is therefore -as; and as for the authority of Mss, even before a 

vowel an unmetrical C7clddés is offered by Ovid’s Laurentianus 

at met. 11 264 and by other Mss at fast. rv 565, while before a 

consonant the Romanus of Virgil, so vastly older and better 

than any MS of Manilius, has Dryades at buc. Vv 59 where the 

Palatinus has Dryadas. No matter; Manilius’ modern editors 

obediently print the false form. Not Bentley though, and not 
Scaliger: in the 18th and the 16th century there was more 

knowledge abroad, or more intelligence. 
The mss of Martial present the Greek inflexion, not only 

before a vowel in the ten instances quoted above, but also 

before a consonant or at the end of. a verse in caryotidas, 

Chalybas, daphnonas, epidipnidas, halteras, Laconas, Olym- 

piadas, Pieridas, pityonas, Platonas, rhetoras, sardonychas. 

1 In Catull. 115, where Ellis and ively Arabas and Arabaes, and the 
Vahlen and others persist in printing tradition merely wants obeying, not 

Arabes, the two chief mss have respect- correcting. 
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There is one exception, paropsides in XI 31 18, and the editors 
all retain it. Now if I am asked why the scribes in this single 
instance altered -as to -es I can easily give a plausible answer: 
the oblique cases of paropsis are almost identical in their three 
last syllables with the oblique cases of the Latin noun opses or 

obses, and the confusion hence arising has here introduced the 
Latin form -opsides or, as the best Ms spells it, -obsides. But if 

the editors are asked why Martial in this single instance wrote 

-es instead of -as, what plausible answer can they give? It 
will not do to say that paropsis is the name of a common object 
and takes the inflexion used in everyday talk, for that would 
apply equally to epidipnidas in u. 7 and caryotidas in u. 10 of 
this same epigram. 

A much better case might be made out for chlamydes in 
Hor. epist. 1 6 40. Horace in his hexameters, like the other 

satirists, shows no great fondness for Greek forms, though his 

Mss present Arabas epist. 1 6 6 and heroas serm. 11 2 93. 
Moreover the Latin nom. clamidés is attested by metre in 

Lucil. 1x ap. Non. p. 67 clamides ac barbula, and nearer to 

Horace’s time Lucretius, as I have said already, uses the Latin 

nom. panaces Iv 124. Varro |. L. x 71 approves Bacchidés 
rather than Bacchidds, which he calls new-fangled (though 
eraterds is as old as Ennius), and Pliny is quoted by Charisius 
G. L. K. 1 p. 145 as disapproving paeanas and therefore approv- 
ing paeanés; so there can be no doubt that chlamydés was 

often in Horace’s ears, if not upon his lips. An editor therefore 
who retains chlamydes, as all editors do, cannot justly be 
blamed, and it will be impossible to prove that he is wrong; 

but if he is an observant and logical editor he will feel no 

assurance that he is right. The fact that the acc. sing. is 
always chlamydem and not chlamyda is due to the metrical 
inconvenience of the latter form, and will not help to decide 

the plural inflexion'; and confidence in chlamydeés is especially 
undermined by two examples which at first sight may seem to 
strengthen it. 

Firstly, in Horace’s own imitator Persius we find this same 
ace. chlamydes at v1 46. Secondly, in another satirist, Juvenal, 

* Juvenal has endromidem 11 103 but endromidas v1 246, 

Journal of Philology. vot. XXxt. 18 
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we find at vii 11 the acc. tripodés confirmed by metre, tripodes 

armaria, These three examples, it might be said, defend one 

another, and show that the satirists,in the names of common 

objects, sometimes at any rate employed the Latin inflexion. 

What dissolves this pretty combination is the existence of the 
single MS Montepessulanus 125, the best, upon the whole, of 

Persius’ Mss, and by very far the best of Juvenal’s. In Pers. 

vi 46 it gives, instead of chlamydes, the Greek acc. chlamydas 

(clamidas), and in Iuu. vit 11, instead of tripodes, the native 

Latin word tripedes, the acc. of tripes. Horace’s chlamydes is 

thus left to stand on its own legs, and after this experience 
they are not a stout pair to stand on, 

The verse Priap. 36 5, where the Mss have ‘fronte crinitos 

Arcades uides Faunos,’ is too corrupt to be worth discussing, 
and the form of the acc. deserves no more attention than the 

unmetrical ‘NVa@tdés antiqui Dryadesque habuere Priapi, or the 
still more unmetrical Naiaves, of the same MSS at 33 1. 

This, unless I have made some oversight, concludes the list 

of passages where -és, unrefuted by metre, appears in lieu of 
the Greek termination -ds. 

A. E. HOUSMAN. — 

Note on p. 259 ll. 20—22. In anth. Lat. Ries. 159 6 
(P. L. M. Baehr. rv p. 310), where Catull. 74 4 is parodied, the 
cod. Salmasianus, fully six centuries older than the Mss of 

Catullus, gives ‘puerum rededit gi acti 



CLEMENS ALEXANDRINUS, STROMATEIS IV vy 23. 

Stromateis Iv v 23. 207 Sylburg = 574 Potter. 

éumradiy Sé “Avtipdvys 0 Kwpixds “6 TAodTOS” gHyai, 
“tarhéov Oatepov Brérovtas waparaBoyv Tudrovs Trove.” 

So reads Stihlin in his excellent edition. His critical note 
runs thus: “21 @atepov] Oarépov Sylburg <ru> Oarépou Meineke 
tatpov Elter [7éov] iatpod <tpémov> Mayor.” In the Classical 

Quarterly, July, 1909, pp. 216, 217, Professor Cook Wilson 

proposes 0 mAodTos, dyol, mavtas Kabarep iatpds KaKos 

Brérrovras trapadaBov tudrods troei. According to Stobaeus, 

Flor. 93, 20, Antiphanes’ lines were—o 8Sé mdodTos pas, 
xalatrep iatpos Kakos, Tuprodvs, BrErrovTas TapadraBov, Tavtas 
moet: and, if, as is generally supposed, Clement’s text is cor- 
rupt, it is obvious to look to Stobaeus’ quotation for help. But 
I venture to think that Clement’s text is perfectly sound, and 

that the only change necessary is to remove the modern 

inverted commas which now precede mAéov Odrepov and place 
them before Bré7rovtas. Having quoted Theognis’ censure of 

mevia, he now quotes Antiphanes’ censure of wXovTos. The 

word éwradiwv marks the change of standpoint: but, to 
emphasize it the more, Clement adds, in apposition to Anti- 

phanes’ 6 wAodtos, the idiomatic mréov Oartepov, “which is not 
a good but an evil.” For mdéov Oatepov amepyatecOai or 

moveiy “to do more harm than good,” wdéov Oarepor civas 
“to be more mischievous than useful,” see Plato Phaedo 114k, 

Euthydemus 280 £, 297 D, and other passages cited by 
Wyttenbach in his excellent note on the passage from the 

Phaedo. 1 would write then éuradu 8 “Avtipavns 6 Kwpxds 
“6 mdodtos,” dnoi, wréov Oatepor, “ Br€érrovtas TapadkaBov 
_tudprovs trovet”: and I would translate—*“Contrariwise, Anti- 
phanes the comic poet says, ‘Wealth’—an evil and not a good 
—‘finds men possessed of sight and makes them blind.’” 

HENRY JACKSON. 
18 January 1910. 
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WERE THE LEX THORIA OF 1183.0. AND THE LEX 

AGRARIA OF 111 pc. REACTIONARY LAWS? 

THIS question can of course be most satisfactorily answered 
in the case of the latter law because such considerable fragments 
of it are extant. But the two can hardly be discussed out of 

relation to one another, and almost certainly the same verdict 

whatever it may be will have to be given on both. 

The Lex Agraria is written on the reverse side of the same 

tablet on which the Lex Acilia is engraved. This fact points 

to extreme economy on the part of the quaestor of the aerarium, 
for the inference is unmistakable, that the latter law had 

become obsolete, and that the tablet instead of being wasted 
was put to this new use. There is good reason for supposing 

that the Lex Acilia was superseded about 111 B.c. by the Lex 

Servilia of Servilius Glaucia, and internal evidence makes it 

practically certain that the present Lex Agraria was passed in 

that year. In the first place, the censors of 115 B.c. are more 

than once mentioned (line 21 etc.) in a way suggesting that 

theirs was the last censorship before the passing of the law, 

and therefore that it is to be dated before 109 B.c. In the 
second place, the consuls of 113, 112, and 111, are mentioned, 

while it is implied in 1. 95 that the vintage in the year of the 

last named consuls was not yet gathered. There seems every 
reason therefore to identify this law with the third of the three 

laws referred to by Appian in i, 27. As Appian represents 

these three laws as successive steps in the cancelling of the 

agrarian legislation of the Gracchi, and as modern historians 
usually describe them as reactionary laws, it will be as well, 
briefly to recall the main points about that legislation. 
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The three important categories of ager publicus, existing 

when Tib. Gracchus became tribune, were :— 

1. Land let on definite leases by the censors to tenants 

paying an annual rent to the state, while we may perhaps 
include roughly under the same head the land held in trienta- 

bulis (1. 22) by state creditors. All this land was left un- 
touched by the Gracchan legislation, except so far as the 
projected colony of Capua would have affected portions of the 

Ager Campanus. 
2. The land occupied on the tenure called possessio by 

individual possessores. These possessors were not legally the 
owners of the land, the dominium still belonging to the state ; 

but for generations their occupancy had been uninterfered with, 
and though theoretically, according to Appian (i. 7), they were 
subject to a rent of 10°/, on crops, and 20 °/, on fruits, this 

seems to have been very irregularly exacted, and the land had 
. come to be regarded and in many cases treated as private 

property. 
3. <A portion of the ager publicus, probably a very con- 

siderable portion, had been granted on the same tenure of 

possessio, i.e. on terms of usufruct, to corporate colonies or 

municipia, consisting either of Roman citizens or Latins. We 
can hardly doubt that the rent of this land was exacted by the 
state from the municipalities, its distribution among individual 

possessors being the affair of the corporations. The dominiwm 

however belonged to the state, and the land might, like the 
former category, be resumed’. There seems no doubt that these 

coloniae et moinicipia are intended by Appian’s phrase év tats 
atroixous Toro Kai icoroNiticw. (Confer App. i. 10 with the 
Lex Agr. ], 31.) I have ventured on this and one or two other 
points to differ from Mr Strachan-Davidson, whom I gladly 
recognise as our best English authority on the whole subject. 
He supposes that the méXeus icomoXirides are not municipia, 

1 It is sometimes urged that this the permanence of a foedus are wholly 
land could not be resumed because it incompatible. Besides, in Lex Agr. 
was granted to these communities by _line 31, the land is said to be given 
a foedus. It seems to me that the poplice deve senati sententia, and both 
precarious character of possessio and these expressions preclude a foedus. 
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but civitates foederatae, because Appian implies that their 

inhabitants or the inhabitants of some of them were not 
Roman citizens. But surely the words of the Lex Agr. civiwm 

Romanorum nominisve Latini quoted by Mr Strachan-Davidson 

himself, prove that the term municipia was not restricted to — 

municipia civium Romanorum, Or perhaps it would be better 
to say that Appian’s phrase corresponds to the colonies and 

municipia, and includes implicitly the pro colonits and pro 

mowmicipiers of the lex. It is possible, though I hardly think 
probable, that. the words of Appian, 7) dAAws éxowedver may 

cover, as Mr Strachan-Davidson suggests, a fourth category, 

land belonging to Italian communities, confiscated by the state, 

but like that of Volaterrae after Sulla, left to those communities 

on sufferance. . 

Now putting on one side, as too uncertain and shadowy, 

this possible fourth category, it was the two previous classes 

of public land, which were directly or prospectively affected by 

the Lex Sempronia of 133 B.c. 

It is not my object to discuss or criticise the aims of Tib. 

Gracchus. I am concerned with his law, only as the first 

step towards the settlement arrived at by the law.of 111 B.c. 
Tiberius saw of course the growing depopulation of rustic Italy, 

_ the decay of the small farmer class, and the increasingly pauper 

proletariate of Rome. He saw too that the usufruct of the 
public land was almost exclusively in the hands not of the 
poor but of the rich; and that the latifundia or wédva paxpa 
which were both cause and effect of the increasing slave 

population, in most cases included large portions of public 
land, the restrictions and limitations of the Licinian law of 

367 B.c. being disregarded. Appian states that his object was 
ovK eis evropiay add’ eis evavdpiar, but this is of course a false 
antithesis. The repopulation of Italy and its economic improve- 
ment were bound to go hand in hand. Augustus realised this 

when he declared that the Italian colonies revived or founded 
by him were in his lifetime florentissimae et celeberrimae. At 

any rate, the law of Tiberius revived the Licinian law, restrict- 
ing the amount of land occupied by individual possessors to — 
500 jugera, though allowing two sons to occupy 250 jugera 
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apiece. All public land in excess of these limits was to be 

resumed by the state. It seems clear to me from the words 
of Appian, and the point is very pertinent in deciding on the 
character of the law before us, that the first intention of 

Tiberius was, with a view of compensation to the possessors, 
that these 500 jugera should become their private property. 

I do not see how the expression in cap. 11, ry é€aiperoy dvev 

Tins KTHoWw és del BéBavov éxaoTw Tevtaxociwy TrEOpwr is 
capable of any other interpretation. A possessio és aei surely 
involves as much contradiction as dictator perpetuus. But from 
Plutarch’s account (cap. 10) it seems that this intention was 
not actually embodied in the law, and that owing to the 

obstinate resistance of the possessors, they were simply allowed 
to retain their precarious possessio of the 500 jugera. Whether 

for this amount, any rent, or if so, whether a quit rent or a rent 
pro rata, had to be paid to the state, is uncertam. In any case, 

the arrangement was hardly an instance of dianemetic justice. 

since with or without the compensation in the form suggested, 
the large holders suffered far more than the smaller. The land 

in excess of these limits, resumed by the state, was to be dis- 

tributed in small allotments probably not exceeding 30 jugera 
to the poor. It is a matter of uncertainty and some difference 
of opinion, whether these allotments were to be only for Roman 
citizens, or also for Latins and possibly other Italians. No 

doubt citizens would come first, and probably the distribution 

never reached the Italians, but according to Appian, the policy 

of Tiberius was an Italian policy (i. 9, etc.) and personally I 
have little doubt that ultimately Italians would have benefited 
by the scheme, especially when the resumption came to affect 
the lands held corporately by Italian communities’. 

Three points are known about these small allotments. In 
the first place, they were to be inalienable (App. i. 10). How- 

ever necessary this restriction may have seemed at the moment, 
it was, as we shall see, an extremely questionable provision, and 
not unlikely to wreck the whole scheme. 

1 I may notice here that I do not denote in any passage others than 
agree with Mr Strachan-Davidson in Italians, as opposed to Roman citi- 
taking Appian’s term “Iradi@ra to zens. 
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In the second place, the allottees were according to Plutarch, 
(G. Grac. xi.) to pay a quit rent to the state. This was of 
course equitable enough, always supposing that the possessors 

had also to pay rent for the land left in their hands. It how- 

ever somewhat complicated land titles, and either created or 

perpetuated that anomalous category of land, called ager 

privatus vectigalisque. 

In the third place, the work of distribution, and of course 

also of resumption was to be performed by tresvirt agris dandis — 
adsignandis, elected, perhaps annually by the people, but re- 
eligible each year. It had been the want of such a commission, 

which had made the Licinian law inoperative. Owing to the 

reasons carefully given by Appian, the work of resumption 
threatened to be difficult and contentious, and accordingly, 

as Livy’s epitomator states by a second law, the tresviri were 

invested with extraordinary judicial competence. It does not 

seem to me at all certain that the ordinary judicial authorities 

were wholly superseded. If they were, it seems hard to explain 
the statement of Popilius Laenas on his tomb, almost certainly 

referring to his consulship in 132, primus fecei ut de agro poplico 
aratoribus cederent pastores. 

How fast the work of adjudication and distribution went on, 
we do not know, but it was not interrupted by the death of 

Tib. Gracchus. It seems probable however that in spite of 

difficulties, so much progress was made with the first category 
of land that by 129 B.c., the Italian communities found their 

tenure of public land threatened, if not actually interfered with, 
It is at this time that we have the appeal made by the Italians 

to Scipio Aemilianus (App. i. 19) and the transference of judicial 
powers from the tresvivi to the consuls. The statement of 
Appian that this transference was by decree of the Senate is 

a difficulty, since, if judicial powers were conferred on the 

triumvirs by a law, they could only be taken away by a second 
law. I am inclined to suggest that the judicial power trans- 
ferred by the Senate to the consuls only had relation to the 

Italian communities and that the inactivity, to which Appian 

says the triumvirs were reduced, is to be narrowed to these 
relations. Questions affecting the Latin communities had — 
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quasi-international character, which the Senate might perhaps 

claim as its province. 
The particular consul in Italy at the time shirked his new 

duty, but it is not necessary to assume that the consuls of the 
following years did the same, or that the triumvirs had dis- 
continued their work of assignation in undisputed cases. With 
regard to the Italians, it is clear from Appian’s account of how 

and why the enfranchisement proposal of Fulvius Flaccus in 
125 was brought on, that the danger threatening them had 

not diminished but increased. Appian i. 21, says that the 
Italians arepi Tis ys wadiota avtédeyor. I think the phrase 

may be explained in two ways. In the first place, what I 

should call the quasi-international complications would be 
almost more in evidence even than the opposition of the 

individual possessors. In the second place, I imagine that 
the individual Latins, as deriving their occupation not directly 
from the Roman Government, but from their own communities, 

would have been unable to profit by the 500 jugera maximum, 
and would be wholly dispossessed in consequence of the re- 

sumption. 
It seems to me that Mr Ferrero’s explanation of the 

Italian opposition “the simplicity of which helps to confirm it ” 
is based upon a misinterpretation of Appian i. 18. Appian 

says that as the land to be resumed in some cases adjoined 
other land, either sold to private owners or apportioned to the 
allies—that is, I imagine, allowed on usufruct to Italian com- 

munities—it was found necessary, with a view to accurate 
measurement of the public land, to institute enquiries about 

this other land and to demand the production of title deeds 
and other documents. This surely implies that on the pro- 

duction of such documents the land would be left alone. But 
Mr Ferrero strangely conjectures from the passage, that “the 
Latins and Italians were to be deprived of all public land that 
had not been formally assigned to them, whether they held it 

by purchase or merely by occupation,” Such a conjecture 

seems wholly out of relation to what Appian really says. 
Mr Ferrero goes on to find in the following sentences of 

_Appian, a proof that the dispossessed Italians were compensated 
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by being included together with the poor citizens of Rome in 
the new distribution of estates (vol. i pp. 51, 52). It is 
possible, as I have already suggested, that the Italians were 

ultimately to have been among the small holders, but this 

passage does not prove it. Appian is, in fact, not talking 
about the Italians at all in the rest of the chapter; he is 

merely describing the difficulties of the commission, their 
reckless mode of procedure, the compulsory exchange of land 
sometimes effected and the natural complaints well or ill 
founded, that the land received was inferior to the land given 
up. There is no indication in Appian that it was the Italians 
on whom this exchange of land was forced. It was merely the 
exchange ‘alluded to in the Lex Agraria, 1.4. I am convinced 
that the strong opposition of the Italians can only be explained 

by remembering that their interest in the public land was 
involved in the corporate possessio of large parts of it by the 
Latin municipia’. 

We get no further light on the situation, till the tribuneship 

of G. Gracchus in 123 B.c. Then the law of Tiberius seems to 
have been superseded by a new Lex Sempronia (Lex Agr. 1. 1, 

etc.) virtually a re-enactment of the former, certainly exempting 
from division the Campanian and other leased lands (see the . 

recurring clause in the Lex Agr.) and as certainly restoring 
full judicial powers to the triumvirs in all matters affecting 
public land. Undoubtedly a fresh impulse must have been 

given to the work of assignation, and by the end of his second 
tribuneship, I suspect that few of the old possessors had much 
more than their 500 jugera left. On the other hand, I infer 

from 1. 31 of the Lex Agraria that little or no progress was yet 

made with the resumption of land in the occupation of colonies 
or Latin towns. Probably Gaius recognised that to carry out 

this part of the original agrarian programme without first 

1 IT have thought it worth while to actual misinterpretation, often on mere 
go into Mr Ferrero’s argument,because shadowy probability, which make his 
it is a good illustration of the many book, in spite of its obvious attrac- 
rash conjectures sometimes based on tions, an unreliable and often danger- 
isolated passages apart from theircon- ous guide. 
text, sometimes as in this case on 
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dealing with the franchise question would be to provoke 

revolution or. even intestine war. 
Two other points belonging to the purely agrarian question 

may be mentioned in connection with G. Gracchus, It was 
probably due to his initiative that portions of the public land, 
lying along the public roads were assigned by the triumvirs 
to small tenants called wiasiet vicani, in return for some services 

in repairing or maintaining the roads'. A more important point 

is the statement of Plutarch (G. Grac. xi.) that Livius Drusus 

abolished the quit rent so far exacted from the Gracchan 
allottees, thereby making their holdings private property 
optimo jure. If Gaius had thought this measure fatal to his 

agrarian scheme, he would surely have opposed it, and as there 
is no record of such opposition, we may assume that he 
acquiesced in it. He was a practical statesman, and it must 
have become apparent during the past eleven years that the 

farming career of these small holders, taken largely we may 
assume from the city population, was bound to be a hard if 

not hopeless struggle, and that the relief afforded by this 
law was a virtual necessity. 

Into the motives of Drusus we need not enter. They may 

have been wider than Plutarch represents them. That his 
concession to the Italians was more than a mere party move 
is perhaps indicated by the fact that as consul in 112, when 

there was no such immediate motive, he seems to have given 

the Latins certain advantages in reference to the public land. 
(Lex Agr. |. 29.) 

It remains to notice as part of the Gracchan scheme the 
projected establishment of colonies in Italy and beyond the 
sea. In the former, several colonies were to have been founded, 
but Plutarch mentions only two, at Capua and Tarentum?. 
There is no evidence that a colony was established at Capua, 

or any colonists settled there. Any such settlement would 

1 The Lex Agraria confirms this senatorial control. 

arrangement. It appears from the lex * Whether Lex Agr. 1. 43 refers to 
that these persons were selected by additional colonists sent to an older 
decree of the Senate, no doubt because colony at Sipontum, is uncertain. 

Italian roads were generally under 
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have been a violation of the agrarian law, by which the ager 
Campanus was specially exempted from division. Some steps 
however were taken to colonise Tarentum, which was to have 

been called Neptunia, and some colonists were established 

there by the triumvirs. Plutarch implies that they belonged 

to a more well-to-do class than the small allotment holders. 
(Cap. 9; they were yapséoraro: not mévyntes.) According to 
Plutarch, Livius Drusus, acting on instructions from the Senate, 

passed a law for the establishment of 12 colonies in Italy, 

exclusively for the poor, and 3000 were to be sent to each, 
It is clear from Appian (i. 35) that the scheme was not carried 
out as a whole, but it is quite possible that a certain number 
of colonists may have been sent out. How the land required 

for these 12 colonies was to be forthcoming is by no means 

clear. Quite possibly there was no serious intention of carrying 

out the scheme. But if it had been carried out, it must almost 

certainly have involved interference with the public land held 
on terms of possessio by the Italian communities already alluded 

to. This is implied, I think, by Appian in his account of the 
younger Livius Drusus who had the design of carrying out his 
father’s colonisation scheme. Appian says in chap, 36 that the 

Italians were alarmed at this scheme, fearing that they would — 
be deprived of the ager publicus which they still retained. This 

ager publicus must have been that which we find in Lex. 

‘Agraria, line 31, secured in usufruct to the coloniae et moini- 

cipia civium Romanorum nominisve Latin. 
Of extra-Italian colonies, only one was attempted, that of 

Junonia on the site of Carthage. This was established by a 
Lex. Rubria in 122, and G. Gracchus and Fulvius Flaccus 

went out early in the year as two of the triumvirs, and marked 

out lots, apparently of 200 jugera each, for 6000 colonists, 
a number in excess of that allowed by the law. On their 
return, they proceeded to collect the 6000 é& GAs “Iradias. 
(App. i. 22.) How many were actually sent out, we cannot 

say; probably not the whole number, since the Lex Rubria 

was repealed either just before or just after the death of Gaius 
in 121. I have no doubt that Appian’s phrase é£ 6Ans “Iradias © 
means that the colonists were taken both from Roman citizens 
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and Italians, the latter presumably thereby acquiring the 
civitas. 

The repeal of the Lex Rubria (notice the phrase in the 
Lex Agr. “lex Rubria quae fuit”) marked the end of the 
Gracchan legislation and in effect its failure. In design it 
had been a great and noble scheme. But the realisation of 
its essential aims, the repopulation of Italy, the revival - of 
agriculture and the fairer apportionment of the public land 

required economic insight even more than political daring and 

honesty. As long as the system of slavery remained unchecked, 
it was useless from an economical point of view to attack the 

latifundia system, while even from a political point of view the 
sudden and arbitrary resumption from the old possessors and 

the threatened interests of Italian communities introduced 

fatal complications. The great socialistic measure, the corn 
law, made the situation more difficult both politically and 

economically ; politically, because it must have disinclined the 

poor citizens to leave Rome for the hard and uncertain struggle 

on the smal] allotments (it was perhaps owing to this that 

the colonies of Drusus were not carried out, and that Gracchus 

was compelled to make up his 6000 colonists for Junonia from 
Italy); economically, because the lowered price of corn in the 

capital, though only affecting Rome directly, must have reacted 
on the rest of Italy, though no doubt Ferrero is right in insist- 

ing that in no case could the Italian farmers at a distance have 
sent their corn to Rome. 

After the death of G. Gracchus therefore the agrarian 
situation was one of hopeless confusion. The small holders, 

probably very numerous, in most cases quite unfitted for farm 

work, were in spite of the alleviation granted by Drusus 
disillusioned, and anxious to get out of their false position ; 
and yet forbidden to sell their holdings. 

The possessors were angry and restless. Large portions of 

ager publicus were still in their possession, and the uncertainty 
of their tenure had: been brought home to them. The triumvirs 

were still in existence, still retained judicial powers, and might 
still continue the useless, and even mischievous work of as- 

signation. Mr Strachan-Davidson assumes that many of the 
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possessors had still more than the 500 jugera allowed them by 
Gracchus, and complains that the Lex Agr. does not inform 
us what was done with this surplus.' He believes himself that, 

like the 500 jugera, it became the private property of the 
possessors. I do not think this is possible. Line 2 of the 

Lex Agraria, while making the land left to the old possessor 
private, expressly stipulates that it shall not exceed the amount 
fixed by law. When we remember that the triumvirs had been ~ 
in existence for 15 years, with powers of assignation all the 
time, and with judicial powers for nine of those years, we can 

hardly imagine that the work of resumption was not practically 
completed. Above all, the position of the Italian communities 
interested in the public land was still uncertain. G. Gracchus 

had apparently held his hand, but as long as the triumvirs 
retained their powers, there was no knowing what might 
happen. 

Something therefore had to be done, whether from the 

senatorial or the popular side. The Gracchan scheme had 
failed, and the continuance of the restrictions imposed by it, 

the insecurities of tenure revealed by it, and above all, the 
maintenance of the machinery by which it was to have been 

worked, were simply impediments in the way of anything like | 
political and economical stability. 

It is from this point of view that we should ouamnih the 

three laws recorded by Appian alone in cap. 27. Were they 

reactionary laws? Were they necessarily the work of the 
political opponents of the Gracchi? It was usually the 

characteristic of the Roman Government to accept. /aits 
accomplis. There was admittedly no reactionary upsetting 

of the corn law, of equestrian juries, of the arrangement as 

to consular provinces, of the provisions with regard to vectt- 
galia in Asia and Africa and of other laws certainly questionable 

from the senatorial point of view. Must we regard these 

agrarian laws as exceptions to this moderate attitude’? 

1 We have a reference in 1, 88 of the so-called Lex de vectigalibus Asiae. 

the Lex Agr. to a Lex Sempronia May not the law really have been one 

regulating vectigalia from land in either dealing with provincial veeti-_ 

Africa. Weare of course familiar with  galia generally, or at least with those 
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The first law need not detain us. It was probably passed 
in 121, and removed the restriction placed by Tib. Gracchus 

upon the sale of the small holdings assigned by the triumvirs. 
The restriction had been in the 

first instance thoroughly uneconomic, though it may have 
seemed necessary to give the scheme a fair trial. But it was 

now obviously and purely mischievous, Economic conditions, 

against which laws are futile, made not only the success of 
many of these small farmers but their existence quite im- 
possible. No doubt the effects of the repeal were in some 
ways deplorable. A natural retribution attends bad laws; 
even their repeal may do harm for the moment. The value 
of the lots must have been depreciated ; the large owners got 

cheap bargains, and perhaps some, as Appian suggests, were 
induced to sell, who might have held on. At any rate it 
was the less of two evils. 

But this could not possibly be the final step. There was 
clearly no further useful work for the triumvirs to do. It 

would be absurd to assign fresh lots merely to be bought up 

by the large owners; the work of resumption from the possessors 

was probably done, or if not, was no longer called for; the 
Italian colonisation was at a stand-still, while the continued 

existence of the commission was a dangerous menace to the 

Italian possessors. Accordingly in 118, a second law was 

passed! abolishing the land commission. At the same time, 
with a view of giving some greater security than the precarious 
position they had occupied since Tib. Gracchus to the old 
possessors, both individual and corporate, the author of this 
law in some way secured them their possessio—elvac trav 

éxovrwyv—. I agree with Mr Strachan-Davidson that this refers 
to the possessors and not to the small holders, but it must have 
included the Italian communities with their corporate possessio; 

in certain provinces, including Asia 
and Africa? The law may have had 
the object of meeting the financial 
burdens involved by the corn law. 

1 The date is fixed by Appian’s 
phrase at the end of the chapter, “ 15 

years after the Gracchan legislation ” ; 
which cannot refer to the third law, 
since that was demonstrably in 111, 

and must therefore refer to the second, 

which was in a modified sense the 

undoing of the Gracchan law. 
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since their case was far more urgent than that of the individuals. 
Finally, as was only equitable, so long as the land was public, 
both classes of possessors were to pay a vectigal to the state. — 

This last point, I imagine was only a legal enforcement of 

existing custom, which had perhaps tended of late to become 
obsolete. The proceeds of this vectigal were apparently to be 

used for meeting some of the public expenditure involved by the 
corn law. There can hardly be any doubt that no vectigal was 

imposed on the small holders. They were certainly not in a 
position to pay it, and if the law emanated from the popular 

party, it would surely have recognised this, while if, as usually 
supposed, it came from the senatorial side, so had the law of 
Drusus, and the party could hardly contradict itself within four 

years. The law seems to have been a judicious one, and to 
have done something for all sections, but of course there was 

a sense in which’ by abolishing the commission, it had ended 
the Gracchan scheme. In a very intelligible sense this law 

might be described as having relieved the public land from the 
irregular and useless legislation of the Gracchi by abolishing 

the commission and imposing a vectigal. As will appear 
below, I believe this was how Cicero intended to describe 

the law. : 

I now come to the question as to the proposer of this law. 

The MSS. of Appian attribute it to Xzropios Bopios, the last 
name being usually emended to @opios. This emendation is 

made practically certain by the fact that Cicero (Brut, 36) 
speaks of a Spurius Thorius in connection with a vectigal on 
the public land. But Cicero’s statement about him has some 
appearance of being inconsistent with Appian’s account of his 

law. I seem compelled to discuss this point under the second 
law, but the force of my argument will, I think, appear greater 
when the third law has been explained. Cicero says: agrwm 
publicum vitiosa et inutili lege vectigali levavit. Is vectigali 

privative or instrumental? Apart from subject matter, most 

readers would take the former sense. In that case, Cicero 

states one of two things, either he relieved the public land 
from an irregular and useless law which imposed a vectigal ; 
or he relieved the public land from a vectigal by an irregular 
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and useless law. Whichever translation we take, there is a 

prima facie reason for making Thorius the author of the third 
law, which according to Appian abolished the vectigal’. But 

when we turn to the third law itself, we find that it did not 

relieve any public land from vectigal. Every category of public 

land went on paying vectigal as before. It is true that the 
500 jugera of the old possessors no longer paid vectigal, but 
that was because it became ager privatus. To describe such 

a conversion of public into private land as a freeing of public 
land from vectigal is surely a mode of expression of which 

Cicero would never have been guilty. Besides, this mode of 
translating the passage implies that Cicero regarded either the 
law of 118 or that of 111 as a vitiosa et inutilis lex. Cicero no 

doubt was not always very discriminative, even in his study, in 

his use of condemnatory epithets, but if we assume him to have 
known anything of these two laws, it is impossible to believe 
that he would have called either of them inutilis, and Appian 
gives no indication that either was vitiosa, i.e. passed in an 

irregular manner. It seems necessary therefore to take 

vectigali as the instrument. He relieved the public land from 
an irregular and ‘useless law by imposing a vectigal. The law 

of Tib. Gracchus was vitiosa, because it ignored the intercessio 

of Octavius, and inutilis, because it had failed. Cicero was 
aware that this law of Thorius practically repealed the Gracchan 

measure, which, like Appian, he identifies with the law of 
Tiberius. He was also aware that Thorius imposed or insisted 

on a vectigal from public land. Not quite accurately he makes 
the latter the instrument of the former. He would have been 

more accurate, if he had said he relieved the public land of 
a useless law by abolishing the land commission. Of course 

it does not matter whether Thorius, of whom we know nothing, 

_ was the author of the second or third law, but as the argument 

against the latter view amounts almost to demonstration, I 
thought it best to thresh the matter out. 

We now come to the third law, the so-called Lex Agraria of 

111, which can in no sense be described as a relief of the public 

1 Mr Strachan-Davidson, Dr Greenidge and Mr Ferrero all seem inclined to 
take this view. 

Journal of Philology. vow. xxx. 19 
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land from the effects of the former law of Thorius, but was 

rather a supplement to, a continuation of and in some parts 
probably a re-enactment of that law. 

So far from being reactionary, the whole object and design 

of the law would seem to have been to acknowledge, sanction 

and give precision to the faits accomplis since 133, Among 
these faits accomplis was undoubtedly the failure of the 

Gracchan plan as a working and living scheme for the re- 

generation of Italy on agrarian lines. The legal recognition 
of that failure had been embodied in the Lex Thoria, and I 

imagine that the series of clauses (lines 33, 34 foll.) specifying 

the various magistrates, who were to exercise judicial authority 
in cases of disputed land, and the legal proceedings to be taken 
were either repetitions or modifications of enactments in that 

law. At any rate, after the disappearance of the land com- 
mission, some such regulations were the only means to prevent 
hopeless confusion. But further than this, within the general 

failure of the Gracchan scheme, certain parts of it had been 

carried out. These might be confirmed or modified or cancelled; 

but at any rate they must be put upon a regular legal basis, 
especially if the phrase lea vitiosa represented the views of any 
considerable section, Again, I suggest that the Lex Thoria 

had done this to a certain extent, but perhaps more by not 

cancelling than by actually confirming. Thus to a large 

number of persons, lots of 30 jugera had been assigned by 
the triumvirs. Till 122, these lots had been ager privatus 
vectigalisque. Since the law of Drusus, it had been private 

land in the full sense. But as the titles to this land depended 
upon the commission, and the commission had not only been 

abolished, but had perhaps itself depended upon a lew witiosa, 
this law definitely confirms the private character of all such 
lots (lines 5, 6). Again, a number of colonists had evidently 

been settled on land in different parts of Italy, and yet the 
colonies were not formally established. The position of these 
persons was very ambiguous; they were rather pro colonis than 

colonit. Their complete private ownership also the law confirms 
(line 3). In both cases however, if the holders had taken 

advantage of the law of 121, and sold their land, they were 
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not allowed to appeal to the law of Tiberius which forbade 

such sale. 
Once more, the triumvirs had resumed from. the old pos- 

sessors practically all public land exceeding 500 jugera. So 
far from cancelling this resumption, as a reactionary law might 
have done, this law confirms the limit, but with a view of 

putting an end once for all to this system of individual 
possessio in Italy, it converted the 500 jugera into private 
property and therefore abolished the vectigal imposed by 
Thorius (line 2). This is the only provision of the law which 

Appian mentions, and the only result of it in his eyes was that 

the people by losing the vectigal lost its last advantage from 

the public land. This was of course not true even in the 
_ matter of Italian land. The people was largely benefited in 
the persons of the small holders and colonists, whose land was 

also free from vectigal. It was benefited by several important 
categories of land, still remaining public, and paying vectigal 

as before. In any case, if the state lost a precarious revenue, 
to get rid once for all, as far as Italy was concerned, of the 
unsatisfactory tenure of possessio was probably worth the price. 
Nor must it be forgotten that this “reactionary” provision 

was simply going back to what had originally seemed to 
Tib. Gracchus the most equitable arrangement. 

Another question still required final settlement, a question 

probably affecting more land, and a greater revenue from it 

to the people, than the residue left to the individual possessors. 
We have seen how the Gracchan scheme had been complicated 
by the attitude and fears of the Italian communities, to whom 

public land had been given in possessio, and how in all 
probability the Lex Thoria had guaranteed the tenure, and 

insisted on the vectigal. If there was still any doubt about 
the position of these communities, it was settled by ll. 31 and 32 

of this law, by which the usufruct and possession of the land 
was secured to them on the conditions existing prior to the law. 

Of the later history of this category of public land the usufruct 

. of which was thus confirmed to the Italian communities, we 

have no definite knowledge. It would be mere conjecture to 
suggest that any agrarian scheme of Saturninus touched it, and 

19—2 
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I have already pointed out that there are indications of its 
continued retention by these communities in the time of Livius 

Drusus (App. chap. 36). It seems most probable, though it 
cannot I think be proved, that either as a result of the Social 

War or in the course of Sulla’s dealings with the question of 

Italian land, this last trace of the possessio system in Italy 

finally disappeared. In some cases possibly the land may 

have been definitely added to the territories of the now full 

burgess communities. In others perhaps it may have been 
resumed or forfeited and used for purposes of colonisation. 
At any rate there is no evidence in the Ciceronian period of — 
its continued existence as ager publicus held in accordance 
with this law on conditions of usufruct. 

Compared with these important settlements, the ratification 

of the exempting clause in the Lex Sempronia, excluding the 

ager Campanus from division, the confirmation of the viasier 
vicani on strips of public land, the recognition of the claims 
of those holding public land i trientabulis, and even the con- 

version of land, perhaps illegally occupied by possessors since 

the abolition of the commission, into private property, up to 

the limit of 30 jugera, are all instances in which faits accomplis 

are recognised and accepted. 
Lastly, it must not be forgotten that at least one half of the 

law, as we possess it, deals with the land in the province of 

Africa, and that the settlement here is as little reactionary as 
for Italy. The main reason for dealing with the African land 
was to raise money by the public sale of considerable portions . 

of the public land in the province. Presumably this was 

intended to compensate for the loss of the vectigalia, hitherto 
paid by the possessors in Italy. Of course it may be said that 

this was a short-sighted policy, to put so much valuable land 

into the market at the same time, and we are entirely without 
information as to whether or how far the sale was carried out. 

The land sold was not to become private land in the full sense; 

it was to be ager privatus vectigalisque (1. 49), and though this 
category of land seems to have been got rid of in Italy, it may 

have been an improvement on the use to which this African 

land had been put before. At any rate, the greatest care was 
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- taken to exclude from this saleable land all land whether publie 

- or private in which vested interests were involved. In the first 

place, and no more decisive proof could be required that the 
law was not reactionary, the allotments of 200 jugera, assigned 
to the colonists under the Lex Rubria, were confirmed as their 

private property, although the Lex Rubria itself had been 
cancelled. How many of these colonists there were to take 
advantage of this equitable recognition of a fait accompli, we 
do not know, but the number was not to exceed that specified 

in the colonial law, and so must have been less than 6000 

(Il. 61). 
Again, the various concessions made and obligations entered 

_ into after the third Punic war were loyally recognised. Not 
only were the seven faithful cities to retain their territories 

(I. 79), together with any additions made to them (1. 81), and 

the Carthaginian deserters to retain the lands assigned to them, 
but the hostile communities were confirmed, of course on pay- 
ment of a vectigal, in the usufruct of the public land allowed 

them, and compensated, if any part of that land had been sold 
in error (II. 80,81). Lines 79 to 82 are not less important in 

showing the loyalty and good faith of Rome as illustrated by 
this great law, than in throwing light upon the various tenures 
of land in Africa. 

The law was reactionary in no single point. It did not 
undo, or cancel or overthrow the Gracchan legislation. On the 
contrary, in a large number of details it confirmed it. But it 

recognised that the Gracchan scheme as a whole had failed, 
and it did what was possible to prevent that failure from 
causing worse complications in the future. The agrarian 

question was of course not settled, but at any rate, that 

particular form of it, which for two centuries before the 

Gracchi had caused the rich to oust the poor and the poor 
to hate the rich, the question of possessio, was finally settled 

by this statesmanlike law. Its author unfortunately we do 

not know. That it was some popular tribune, who sympathised . 
with the Graecchan movement, I have no doubt. As there is 

no indication in the law of senatorial as opposed to popular 

leanings, we may at once dismiss the suggestion that it was 
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G. Baebius. The facts that he opposed Memmius, and allowed 
himself to be bribed by the Senate to prevent Jugurtha from 
giving evidence, are arguments against rather than for such - 
a view. Indeed, the senatorial reaction, which in political 

matters had followed the death of G. Gracchus, had practically 

spent itself by the year 111. We have only to remember the 

part played by Memmius in this year, the support he received 
both from the populace and the equestrian order, and the 

Mamilian commission which soon followed, in order to realise 

that this was not the moment when a great reactionary measure, 
as it is often assumed to be, was likely to be proposed or passed. 

As there is absolutely no evidence as to the authorship, hypo- 
theses are futile, but I. would suggest that Memmius or even . 

Servilius Glaucia, if he was tribune this year, might either of 
them, as far as internal evidence is concerned, have passed this 

great and weighty law, which shows that even in the revolu- 
tionary period, amid all the corruption and strife of the time, 
great questions could still be dealt with in a spirit of equity, 

compromise and statesmanship. 

E. G. HARDY. 
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NOTES ON QUINTUS SMYRNAEUS. 

Professor Zimmermann’s Neue Kritische Beitrdge on Quintus 

Smyrnaeus (Teubner, 1908) have sent me back to the study of 
a deservedly neglected poet. He has convinced me that a good 
few of my former suggestions (J. P. No. 53) were mistaken, 

though I still feel pretty positive about some which he rejects, 
but he has accepted so many that I really feel ashamed to go 

back to more than one or two of the others in the following 
notes. I most gladly acknowledge the debt which I owe to 

him, jhis criticism is fair and reasonable, and I hope he will 

accept the following criticism of himself on my part as well as 
it is meant. I think, then, that there are two weaknesses 
visible in his treatment of the text. In several passages where - 

Kéchly marks a lacuna (and it cannot be denied that there 
are many lacunae in our text) Z. makes violent and capricious 
changes of words in order to avoid marking the loss of a line 

or two. I venture to hope that he will carefully reconsider 
these passages before making the new text which I trust to 

see some day. 

Secondly, his faith in Kéchly in other respects seems to me 

too great. Kéochly knew more, I suppose, of post-Homeric epic 
poetry than any other modern has ever known, but I cannot 

but think that he was often inclined to emend in an arbitrary 
and unnecessary way. Especially it appears to me that he 

tried to foree too much uniformity upon Quintus. A poet 
cannot be treated as if he were a chemical substance which 

would always react in the same way to the same agent. And 

even so little inspired a poet as this may have his momentary 

eaprices. What should we think of any one who said that, 
because Byron everywhere else uses the verb to lie correctly, 
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therefore the only two lines in which hé uses to lay instead 

must be altered? Yet the case against those two lines would 
be stronger than it is against many of those emended in 
Quintus. 

Perhaps however these remarks do not come very well from — 

one who is going to propose emendations in a whole series of 
_ “passages, ; 

1 37—39. In Kochly’s text'these three lines run thus :— 

as 8 67 av ovpavoy evpdy év aotpaat Sia cednvn 

éxtrpémes ev TavTecow apitnrn yeyavia 
aifépos audipayévros ind vehéwy épovravr. 

This is palpably absurd, take it how you will. Kiéchly says 

vo means “from under.” Z. adds a comma after yeyavia and 

so I can only imagine that he would interpret the last line to 

mean that the ether is broken up by or under or from under 
the clouds. Unable to swallow any of these camels I proposed 
vrép for bd, brép vepbéwy meaning only “high up in air.” To 

this Z. objects that Quintus was thinking of Jliad II 300 (he 

should have said @ 558 as the whole context shews) where we 

have vmeppayn. As if Homer had said the sky was broken 
up by or under the clouds! Without having a high opinion 
of Quintus as a poet, we may admit that he was capable 

of writing sense and of altering Homer’s language; indeed his 
regular method is to adopt Homeric phrases while altering 

them to outward view. So here he has paraphrased the whole 

passage from @, changing gaeviv to dia, év ovpavd to av 

ovpavov, UTeppayn to audipayévtos and so on, ruining indeed 
irremediably the famous and magnificent original, but not 
making absolute nonsense of it, not at least if you will accept 

so small a change as dzép for iad. And imép vedéov is his 
variation upon ovpavdGev, which does not mean “from under 

heaven,” 

I 384. ovdé of aixpn 
paridin mot i@uver. 

The best correction would be rote Oetvev. 

lt 168, GAN apa tavTes 
tiaete aivov ddeOpov “Epuviow nuetépnor. 
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The ordinary remedy of transposing aivoy and ticerte is not 
very probable; transposition of words within a line is seldom 
the way to truth in the Epic poets at any rate. The best 
change seems to me to be cowdr for aivov. The destruction of 

all the Trojans is to be a joint stock contribution to the Manes 
of Achilles. 

Ii 258, 259. The emphatic contrast between the speaker 

and the son of Tydeus surely requires us to read éwed for peu 

and ov éué for ovdé we. 

m1 400. 

xappa pépwv Tpwecot, yoov § adiactov ’Ayaois 
Aady pupopévav: trepi 8 EBpeue BévOca rovtov. 

This passage has naturally caused suspicion, but two very 
serious objections seem to have escaped notice; in the first 
place the end of 401 is pointless; Achilles has fallen at last, 

“giving joy to the Trojans, woe to the Greeks, and the depths 
of the sea roared around, and the heart was broken,” the poet 

continues, “in all of them.” Why in the world should the sea 

deeps be thus sandwiched in? Secondly, AXa@y pupopévor is a 
phrase appropriate at a funeral or the like, but quite wrong 

of an army suddenly stricken with grief on the battle-field. 

Compare v 568: audi dé Aaol'| ofxtpdv avertovayneayr, érriaye 
8 “EdAjerortos | pvpouévwv, where the Greeks are lamenting 

over Ajax and puupouéver is really appropriate. Observe too 
that here the Hellespont naturally echoes their lamentation. 
And so again U1 512, pupopévwv GAAnKTOV atapBéa IInreiwva. 
And in 603 we actually have Xa@y pupopévor together again. 

In short m1 401 has got misplaced; it is a line which 
describes mourning over a corpse by the sea-shore, and has 
nothing to do in a battle out in the plain. It originally 
followed 111 507 where it will fit in beautifully :— 

tois 5 dp’ émeBpopeov vijes tepimuvpomévorovr, 
nxn 8S dometos apto bv aiPépos axaparo.o 

<Aadv puponévov: mepi & EBpeue BévOca movtov.> 

Indeed one wonders that one did not feel before that in this 

passage the sea was missing. We also gain an elegance affected 
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by these late epics in the echo of the compound Trepiuupo- 
pévorow by the simple pupopeveny ; cf. X11 489, mrepymvperar— 
MUpeTat—pupopmévn, Il 103, érnjvev—aev, Coluthus 376, mpoo- 

évvere—évverrev, Theocr. 1 18 and 21, 59 and 62, Soph. 
0.T. 133, ete. 

I also think that*Z. is right in proposing éBpaye for éBpeue 

(€Bpexe P). 
it 475, 

Kal wev vnTriénow adnv évi onot Sinvas 

oTnOed tT dé yiT@vas: éxov Sé ce yepolv éuror. 

Phoenix wore only one chiton at a time, nor can we say that 

xeT@vas means different garments worn on different occasions 
for that will not suit or7Oea, besides being in itself tasteless. 

Surely Quintus said yitova, for he frequently admits hiatus in 
the weak caesura of the third foot. Cf. Zliad 1 490. 

IV 66. amwcéwevac here and arwoéuev in XIV 99 both 

appear to me to be right; they are mixed aorists. Cf. X 298, 

xr 20, mepoéuev, 393 éeumrpnoéuer, all clearly aorists. At 

XIV 519 dracéuevav might be future, but it probably is aorist 

there too. 

Iv 434. 
4Bns dpxowevov rodvynbéos, ommdte hares 

Oapoaréor teréOovaw, bt ovKéte Severar Hop. 

If od«érs could mean “not yet” this would do very well, and it 

is just possible to say in defence of ov«ére that children are not 
so brave as young men. But surely a poet would never drag 

in such an idea. One thinks of #8 as contrasted with age, 

not with childhood. Did not Quintus therefore say ov« 
émideverar? Cf. 1 815, od yap én’ écOrod Sever adeAgecoio, 
ér’ or ér MSS. é@ Kéchly. As for the construction, I think 

the words mean “spirit is not lacking,” not “the heart lacks 

(bravery),” though Quintus was hardly justified by Homer in so 
= > / using émdeveras. 

~ 2 \ L , La v 53. adrpamitol Oapéeoor Sveipyopevar oKoTrénotow. 

The reading of P is cxodowecow and I incline to think that — 
this should be adopted. The epithet @ayéeoou suits it much 
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better than it suits oxomédoocrv, and the paths would be 
naturally enough marked off by palisades or fences, or better 
“thorns.” Compare Lucian, Vera Historia 11 30, dxavOadous 

Kai oKodoT@y pects atpatov. Quintus is describing the 
strait and narrow ways which lead up the Stoic hill of Virtue, 
and these might well be fringed by hedges of thorn. 

v 154. I still think that éo6a should be altered to de@da. 
The passages referred to by Kéchly prove what nobody but 
Pauw ever denied, that éo@\d@ can be used as a noun. They 

do not prove that Quintus would have employed so violent a 

zeugma as écO\a Kal adyea TOAAG poynea, nor yet that éoOra 
is a decent antithesis to @\yea. The epic phrase is éo@\d Te 

kal Ta xépna or the like. Such passages as XII 292: 

Gdyea péev Tapa tocol Beoi Oécav dvOpwroow, 
écOra dé moAdOv arwbe, 

or XIV 202: : 

pnt emi mypate mayyu Saifeo Ovpov avin, 

par’ ecO—X@ peya xaipe— 
such passages, I say, produce a totally different effect as anybody 

must feel at once, and are no justification for éoO\a cal addyea 
side by side. It is significant too that Kéchly can find no 
better excuse for the zeugma than to refer to wada pupia olde 
just afterwards! He knew well enough that Quintus never 

uses anything like it. 

v 299. ev wediov. If Quintus meant “grassy” by yuder, 
as Liddell and Scott say, he was using the word wrongly, for 

nuoev means “reedy.” See an interesting and to my mind con- 
clusive note by the late Henry Malden in this Journal, No. 15, 
p. 112. But I think Quintus probably took the phrase joev 
mediov bodily from some lost epic. Tennyson’s “reedy Simois” 
in Oenone looks as if he had divined by instinct the Homeric 
sense of nudevta XKdpavdpor. 

v 379. I do not see why Z. wants to change wérapv 8€ of 

éteev nrop. If Homer calls the dpéves black, when a man is in 
a rage, why should not Quintus call his heart black in a similar 
context? And only six lines further on he has &fee @upos. 
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Aristotle Problems 1 26: 6 Oupods Sécrs tod Oeppod éott Tod 
mept THY Kapdiav. 

v 495. If Z. is right in reading edrv«rous for é« Texéwv 
we should also change ynpwGévtas to ynpwbeicas. 

He is right, I now think, in defending ocxaipovor against 
me; only it does not mean either spring or hop or anything else 

recognised in the dictionary. It means scrape with their feet; 
see Aristotle Problems 11 31: Acad ti of ayoridvtes (“men 

preparing for a struggle,” as the context shews) (podou tods 
mooas; The answer is “ Because they xivodvtas kal cxaipovort 
tois troaiv, move and shift about with their feet, cal rpiBover 
5€ Tas yeipas Tr.” The author there describes the involuntary 
nervous movements of anxiety. (I suppose Bob Acres was 
ispav tas yetipas when he felt his valour “oozing out of the 

palms of his hands.”) Cf. Iliad N 281. 

V1 319. payn eve tTrAHvaL Gptrov. 

Quintus several times uses such phrases as TAjvar adyos or 

TAnvat aicav. These do not seem to justify such a curiosity 
as TAvat Gutrov. Did he write wayns evi TAAVaL opiro ? 

VI 324. @s el TE weAXLocawy KAUTA ddra 

Hryemoveraw éoice. 

There is no difficulty in the masculine éofov. See e.g. Aristotle 

de Gen. An. UI x passim. 

vi 444. We should certainly read pnd elxete €ooupévoror 
ducpevéow now that the reading of P is known. At least six 

examples of bucolic hiatus are to be found in the fourteenth 
book alone; often no doubt the hiatus would be protected by a 

digamma in Homer, but Quintus knew little enough about 
that; often also the vowel left open is iota; but x1 63, Badetv 

dé te eis Ada Stay is just like this. Of course that has been 
altered too; Kéchly (Prolegomena, Lib. 1, cap. I § 11) calls 

dé re “particulas alibi Quinto non usitatas,”’ but if he uses 

them ever, as he certainly does (11 231 for instance), why should 
he not use them again? At 1x 431, 469 also the Mss, reading 

should be restored. At x1 66 Diels perpetrates a violation of 
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an elementary metrical rule in his desire to escape this hiatus, 

which Quintus must have known to be common in Homer. 

vi 511. Was not Rhodomann right in reading d\Ans for 

orons? Cf. tx 157. 

vil 215. On the evidence of the Mss. it seems that we are 
bound here to read jv x é0éinoGa Such is the reading of A 

in Iliad A 353, and who will venture to say that this was not , 

the reading known to Quintus? And if so, why should he not 

have repeated it ? 

vil 217. 
4 / , ’ , / , 

KTHMaATAa TE YKpUTOV TE eT HuUKOMOLO OuyaTpos, 
a > > / 7 > ‘ fel 

boo éréotxev Errec Oat éuxteavo Bacirgje. 

In all the Homeric passages of which this is a reminiscence 
the gifts are said to go with the bride, not with the husband. 
Surely it is unreasonable to say that they Grovtas Baowhu. 
Should we not read Bacirein ? 

vil 239. The reading of P, repwarerderxov, ought to be 
preferred. In the verb vaverdw the Homeric tradition keeps 

the original vowel regularly and rejects the absurd varetaacxov 
&c. Accordingly the later epics follow suit, e.g. vaverdover in 
Apoll. Rhod. 11 377. They are very slavish in such matters ; 
thus they know that iteratives are not augmented, and so they 

do not augment them, but it so happens that. the Homeric 
tradition gives corruptly wapéSacke at A 104, and so we find 
mapéBacxe in Apollonius Iv 210! 

So at vill 79, 103, x 126 the Mss. (or the best of them) 

give the correct form, which should be restored. If we were to 

compel Quintus to be consistent on this point, x 89 and x1 92 
should be emended accordingly. 

vil 382. I do not know what Z. means by saying that the 

first foot of tod 8 iaivero Oupos is a “schwacher Spondeus.” 
The augmented z is as long as any vowel in the Greek language. 
Why does he not emend the still “ weaker spondee” répz7rec|xov 
four lines back? Besides Quintus actually has daivero with 
long first syllable in several other places. 
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vill 107. Quintus was intimately acquainted with the 

country round Smyrna, and may very well have known of some 
place called Bwpos Xipaipns. Indeed we know that there was 

and still is a place there where a jet of fire issues from the 

ground; altars and fires naturally go together, e.g. Aesch. 
frag. 370, and the spot might naturally be called the “ altar of 

Chimaera.” There were both a mountain and a valley of 
Chimaera. If Pwpos must be altered, Bovvds, the oldest 

correction, is also the best. 

VI 337. étivuto & aAXAobev adAXov 

ANaovs erraiccovtas 6Tws avéuoro Ovédras 

pipver errecoupévas Opeos peyadoww KoAwYN, 
@s dpa piuvey &TpeoTos. 

The ordinary correction, Aaod éraiccovTos, dws 8... does not 
seem to me very satisfactory. Xaod has to mean “the enemy,” 

which though it may be defended seems here very awkward. 
It is not necessary to have a connecting particle at the beginning 
of a simile, at any rate if that beginning coincides with the 

opening of a line; see e.g. IX 451; and ds need not stand 

first (cf. 11 402). Hence I incline to think that Quintus may 

have written 

AaBpov éraiccovTos bTrws avéuoio OvédXas, KTA. 

of course with a full stop at the end of 337. He frequently 

applies the epithet AaBpos to the wind. 

Ix 104. 

ov Tw TOE oldaT ava Ppévas, Os Areyewvois 

avopacw é€x Kkapatovo mwéXer Garin Te Kai dXBos; 

The context shews that we have to do here with general 
reflexions on the variety of human life; there is no point in 

calling men adeyewvot here; directly afterwards we have pepo- 

meoot With no epithet, but dvéuav, yetwatos and vodeoio with ~ 

them. So here I should expect dreyesvood. 

IX 368. adixerac is found as a present in Byzantine writers 

according to the lexica, but is it ever found in so respectable an 

author as this? Did he not say adixero, in which case the 

bucolic hiatus will. have helped to cause the corruption? 
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adixveir or adixvéer would be better than adixetar. Dindorf 

(in Stephanus) denies even the Byzantine use, and says that 

here it is for addixntav! 

1X.431. Soprov édy tevEavto pemacti- ovv dé Kal adroit. 

The masculine Sép7ros is not found in any narrative poet; 
perhaps he said deprov ouvtevEavto. This compound is not 
found elsewhere, but Quintus invents many other compounds. 

In this line év (mss.) should be restored for cvv (Tychsen) ; it 
is astonishing to see what a truceless war the editors wage 

upon this innocent hiatus. Certainly évd0@ vyds in the next 
line is no objection to év here, for év 8€ only means “ besides,” 

and Quintus does not mind even repeating the same preposition 
in a single sentence. 

I confess that I should prefer dopmrov érevtivayto, and it 
would not be more licentious than many of the corrections 

commonly made in our text. 

1x 527. I see no reason against the imperfect évt’vovro 

with aia. Cf. Odyssey w 175, Quintus himself vir 561. 

x 92. The punctuation of the editions spoils the sense. 
It would be made clearest by printing thus: 

és Tpoinv (uara yap oi iméoyeTo Toda Kai écOra 
_ Aapdavidns Ipiapos Secew repixadréa Sdpa) 

VHTLOS, 

x 97. The Mss. érréypaer is perhaps defensible, for Apol- 

lonius plainly uses it to govern an accusative (111 431), 

Hh pe nai évOade veicOar éréxpaev éx Bacidéjos, 

“which drove me to come hither, under compulsion from the 
king.” Surely we cannot suppose that Apollonius meant “fell 
upon me.” And ypdw, éyxpav are also transitive occasionally. 

X1 28. mépnae 8 ava otopa yYarKos 
; yAdocav ér avdjeccay. 

So the best Mss. Kéchiy alters & dva to 8€ of and é7’ to 7’, 
arguing that avdjecoav means not loquentem but loquendi 
facultate praeditam. Of course that is true, but just consider 
what Quintus is made to say: “the spear pierced his tongue 
which. was endowed with the faculty of speech”! Who ever 
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heard of a poet saying such a thing? Besides Pindar uses the 

word in a much vaguer way than Kéchly allows. And that 

Quintus meant loguentem here, whether he was justified or no, 

is clear from 31, ¢eyyouévov. Hermann conjectured avdéwoar, 
unnecessarily I think, but it is on every ground superior to 
Koéchly’s. 

In like manner Maximus Tyrius uses ®0eymaruxds very 
loosely, Or. XLI 1, } ef mov adXo Te pavtetoy Hv POeypaTtiKor. 
“Able to speak” is what P0eyuaTixov ought to mean, but Maximus 
cannot mean merely that; he uses it for “ vocal” generally. 

In defence of érz, cf.-72, 195 of this book and xm 244, 

x1 111. In confirmation of my conjecture é’ dpovpy for 
érropoven, which I am glad to find accepted by Z., see 1 69, 

émiatevayovtes apovpas. Cf. Tryphiodorus 352—5. 

x1 137. Evptpay’ Aiveta te. 

Quintus ought to have said Adveias re, but by his time aes 
idiom was probably entirely lost. 

x1 308. If we put a comma after xeivro, we may keep wap’ 
aiytadoiow. The repetition of aiysadds in 313 is no objection ; 
cf. e.g. V 141 doyerov and 144 adoyerov, VIII 62 ddeyewwov and 

65 ddevyeuvy, XU 471, 472 and any number of other places. 

xl 107. #AvOe wapOevixh adrarxadpovw avr eixvia. 

Kiéchly alters to dzraddypoi. His first objection to the text is — 

simply frivolous, that young men and maidens are not described 

as ataradpoves but atada dpovéovtes! His second is at first 

sight more serious; “neque corporis comparationi convenit 

epitheton ab animo ductum.” Yet Homer (H. Ven, 82) says 
rrapbévp adurtn méyeBos Kal eidos owoin. Athena is thrice 

likened in the Odyssey to a woman “fair and tall, skilled in 

needle work.” Quintus himself compares the bones of Achilles 

to those of Tiyavros dreupéos (111 725) which is surely equally 

“ab animo ductum.” Cf. vil 687, icov érrovpaviowww aretpéct. 
If it be said that you can see that a giant or a god is areupys _ 
by his outward appearance, I answer that you see that a young 

lady is dtaddgdpov by her outward appearance—at least in 

poetry. Very likely an attentive scrutiny of the poet on this 

point would give still better instances against Kéochly. 
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Xl 314. mpdros pév xatéBawev és troy xnTwevta. 

The objections to this line are twofold; first that it violates 
Wernicke’s law (see Leaf’s Zliad, 2nd ed., appendix N), secondly 

that it ends with three spondees. Z. does not therefore mend 
matters much by pytievta. But it seems impossible to say 
what can be done with it. Perhaps we should read izzouv, sup- 

posing «nt@evta to conceal some noun. 

XI 526. 
Kaccavdpn, tis ob tot ros yéveT axpaaytor, 

-GXN dp érntupov Exxev, axoveto 8 Ex Tivos aions 
@s ave~odor aiév. 

No doubt this can be construed, but it is awkward to supply 
the nominative to éoxey and @s seems to me pointless; we 

should naturally expect also that Cassandra would be the 

subject of the whole sentence. Did Quintus write foxev and 

eis aveww@rcov (like the Homeric eis ayaOov)? He does not use 
ioxev elsewhere that I remember, but must have known the 

word. 

x 546. 
GAXa por ov TeiOecP ovd Ef para TOAN ayopevoo. 

Of the two obvious corrections Pauw’s teiceo@ is on every 
ground superior to Spitzner’s ayopeiw. Kéchly abuses it 
without giving any reason; the real reason, I suspect, was its 

author. But the extreme badness of most of Pauw’s observa- 

tions is no valid argument against any good thing he may have 
lighted on. 

In Nonnus’ Paraphrase of the fourth Gospel, tv 220, we 

must read meiceoOe again for re(OeoOe (ov ur) miotevonTe in 
the original, Iv 48). 

xu 326. Kuapis 8 oddv sjyepovever. 

I am convinced that ducente deo is the right reading in Aeneid 
11 632, but this looks a little as if Quintus there read dea. 

xu 380. The best restoration of this passage, compounded 
out of Rhodomann, Kéchly, Zimmermann and myself, seems to 

me to be: 

Journal of Philology. vou. xxxt. 20 
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, aA , mn \ / ,* e ‘ 

oXETALOL, OF TOTE KElvo TapéeK pédav alwa Kal ipa 

aGavatwv aXtTovTo. 

xm 396. 76 pév. Cf. Iliad A 234. 

XIV 7, 
Todra Sé dévdpea paxpa Kal ommoca pier dpecduv 
avTois adv Tpwverow Ecw hopéover Padacons. 

Mountain torrents carry away whole promontories! The poet 

said avtois ody mpéuvorow, a variant on Homer's avrijos pl&yor 
(I 542). 

x1v 55. How in the name of Decency could Quintus talk 
about the axnpatov aid of Aphrodite caught in the net and 
Helen recovered from Troy? He must have said émyparor, 

nor does the occurrence of «adXos érjparov in 59 debar this in 

a poet so fond of repeating words at short intervals. 

xIv 195. Z. proposes ixavev for ‘xavev, as an imperfect in 
a gnomic sentence is most improbable. Is it certain however 

that Ycavey was not used by Quintus as if it was an aorist ? 

Cf. xill 367, dA o pev <Hdn> txavev = heer. Or should we 

there also read ixaver? This seems the most probable alterna- 
tive. 

A gnomic pluperfect and imperfect occur in Nonnus Dion. 
XXII 176, 177, and there are at least three such imperfects in 

Manetho. 

XIV 293. wap avayKaiov 7) SovrALov codd. opt. ti dé vel e 

dé dovdAvov dett. cai Rhodomann, Hermann, objecting to two 

epitheta ornantia joined by a copula, conjectured dovAror, 
though one may fairly say that they are not “ornantia” here 
at all, the phrase being equivalent to “ the day of constraint and 

slavery.” But the copula is not wanted, the inferior Mss, have 

sometimes preserved the truth, and here they point to jap 

avaykaiov Tobe SovAvov which exactly suits the context. «al 

SovAvov at I 430 is in no way parallel. 

XIv 617. Read éwé for aia, Nauplius had been waiting 
for his vengeance for years. 

ARTHUR PLATT. 
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FRENCH GLOSSES IN THE LEIPSIC MS. NO. 102 (131H cent.) 
FROM ,THE COMMENTARY ON JOB 

_ The following notes were made by me in the year 1876. I have 

given the punctuation of the Hebrew, however incorrect, as it stands 

in the MS. The transliteration of the French words may not in all 
cases be consistent but will not be found to be misleading. The 
notes ‘Gl.’ refer to the Glossaire Hébreu-Francais du xiit® sitcle by 

Lambert and Brandin, Paris, 1905. 

18. 

25. 

Ap NY son chef W'S 

BADIN garlos (= gar- 

loups) ‘98 
PVP INO’N ¢ transirai 

maboxy 
MYPTN é rekyerai 

DIT N é douterai 

yw. IW seront | 
rétraiz nad» 

DIATE NTE & 
prouvera éprouvant 

Pow Ai 
NWO terme NAY 

8) DIDIIDN'N é émove- 

mant 77D) 

NIN ¢ bélita 

wi) See Cotgrave 

s.v. blete (Gl. gléte) | 

vii. 5 
cont. 

15. 

vii. 8. 

ll. 

14, 

ix, 4, 

NDID'N é mota (= motte) 

DIDO SN'N i éprém- 

mant 

NDOVNI ai de navéte 

aT ee 
NYPINNT NYINDDIN 

en feillanze déperanze 

Mmpn DSS3 

pips étrangéle- 

mant pant 

NSN TTI ND NB pour 
la gendrazion sy 

sabyimew si orgoyle- 

ra FINI 

NYDN apetizera typ? 

NW NIV tanzonera 

NODE NNN y épeizibla 
pow) 

20—2 



xii. 20. 

xii. 27. 

xv, 13. 

29. 

31. 

32. 

xvi. 5. 

15. 
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NTH desodera AINM 

N99 ravinera 

xin sa vérge JODY 

DIV SN aborisant 

mops 

TWNEN NYDN ¢ fasse 

amaasér Grapn 

POINDIS anparliz 3733 
pyr décoreygiéz 

an 
NN torne DS 

BYSIN en zef 1D 

pabp pip ton talent Jn 
NTI tendra FY’ 

pIDWEW lur fenisse- 

mant chin 

maribpne ob lor an- 
ploiemant 

TPDWNBIN an faseté JWI 

(faseté Wallon) 

spedinny an volor 

bia N NWN é son érbol 

mnb>} 
DID IDIN é lo move- 

mant “J‘5) 

yp we) mon cuir mb) 

xv divs é solyai snbbyy 

(Gl. suyléy) 

xvi. 15 
cont, 

16, 

18. 

xvii, 2. 

PS é decovrai 

ODN SN 6 amontai 

PON DINE furent 
regrézeléz \>ON 

wii as e non soiet 

a Sy 
In the Masseceth Sopherim 

GN) = wT IN © des 

YUN faasés YIN 
pipip changemant 

FONINY gage & moi 

yay 

pip Sax MIS a épleine- 

mant pond 

NTN anozera “39}° 

spr tranchera 

SMODIWN My A ésonplér 

bwnd 
DIES AN a apotér 

"330 S é tanbor nahn} 

See Gl. s.v. tabour 

Pos? yO'sS é masse 

PRrp WIN a mes criéz 

=e) 
wre) WINK e mes 

peintures 

mvbian NY sera rebolyé 
yr’. ‘See Gl. sv. 

reabéylont 



xvii. 8 
cont. 

11. 

16. 

xviii. 2. 

10. 

FRENCH GLOSSES 

YY DN NW sera a- 

et ee 

WIDIN wd les antains 

is ententes) wD (Gl. 

més ponsées) 

PION éritemanz 

whi sols 3 
yw forts 

wy tines 

wpINI branches 

bind posemant FM) 

DID NIWN asoudigemant 

weisy dezandroms 

we fins 2p 

spin roche \¥ 

to fort 

saben tresaldera 

Wr 
NVYDON éteindera (Gl. 

atéyndra) 

Pros asaivéz D°X 

yu jonanz (GI. yones) 

pxyd laziéz SY 

NID NWN ¢ sa prinze 

nny) 

301 

xviii, LL. 9b DIWYIEMDN 6 de- 

xix. 12. 

17. 

18. 

26. 

xx. bo 

pizyorent lui J7YY"Sr) 

(GI. é dépezera luy) 

bin pie son tolt IIS 

NDID NWN a sa cote 

woxd 
DINIIDN'N i aponyi- 

pet bb") 

PEIN OT des anfans 

soa t9a5 

IBIS anfanz pony 

PIMP ND tort fenéanz 

DVD WD & més 
parlirent * 9" 

YwIT HPS furent 

débatuz 1BpP3 

43 voie INN | 

NPD} jutize pbx 

DIDONIT degaatemant 

wwe GL. dégastemont) 

afedtothy que droit 

= of 8 

ment pan 

DIDYNT } VD mon hate- 
ment 

DNA lo chatié 9D) 

(Gl. chatiemont) 
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xx. 10, 

Ti. 

18. 
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DIWVII7 — débrizeront 

yy 
PIN SDN apaieront 

NDOWID NY sa toste 13)N 

OD)) NW sa vanité 

5 Ww son fiz 

PIOYN] ww ses force- 

manz porby 

YI5IN wy ses anfanz 

seoew traveilyer 393° 

BID }Ww son change- 
ment SFN 

NT tarzera by 

WNIT du cors MID 

sobs rolera by 

sh ha) abel) 4 sufrés moi 

RY 

yoy déportez 

PINON WMS ¢ soyés 

atéyuz YOY 
sori dorable })33 

NWHUIN avorira boyya 

SDs jétera 

NUN NDIP'N é come ure 

youn) 

xxi. 13 
cont, 

17. 

19. 

BIE NDIP'N © come 
répos 

DIY dézandront 

nn 

DIME DITNWN e se 
ront défraint 

NTTW"O'N dtaindera 

pr 
widit dolors pam 

WN IO partics 

sbi sa dolor \J)N 

NDIONY saatote (see 

xviii, 12, xx. 10) 

tO) NE sa vanité 

NYOMANY sa afreite "9 

xovyo ny sa étancéle 

ned) YIN e, do aie 

nn} , 

yrs pos furent 

atiréz YEN 

win ww sés teins 

PDD (CNY seins) 
"> vw ses miz 

WO. W/L ses tetins 

THNDIN NW sora abi 
voré np (Gl. abuvré) 



29. 

30. 

xxiii. 2. 

FRENCH GLOSSES. 

: pensipeny descovreres 

\OSAN 

NIN anozera 4°}' 

NTIS éprandera }>0" 

soa valdera 

or Ta] SIN'ONDN i cha- 

tiera toi IMD)" 

: yRS apran j20n (G1. 

épron) 

NOI MENON i épaizibla 

pow 
NPM NBIP'N & come 

roche “)¥5) 

eosin Wtd tes fort- 

rézés 72 

VNU AN WD SN an tes 
aguisors (Gl. tés onguy- 

sors) 

byirain orgoy] m3 

a) 3 non net 3 N 

NON eile 

pyehermsipi 1d San: 
tralimant 

a>) We) “jv” sor mon 

sopir ‘AMIN SY 
OID" SN hw son afaite- 

mant JAIN 

NDI son conte 

xxii. 3 
cont. 

6. 

ol 

12. 

10. 

it 

13, 

17. 

393 

ow pe son siege 

NWN WD 3 non férure 

JN 8D 
“\5 for or por 

wy droituir A5)3 

NIN pamera Fy" (see 

Gl. on Is. lvii. 16) 

“yj covri 

NDP NJ de ma co- 

tume ‘pn 

HN on TIANA 
DIMND taarzeront 

wpb (GI. tarziveront) 

a) nah) moiteront 

207 
xoynn xs de la ma- 

méle SW 

piiniy sortoyeront 

ybam 
soy a) a>) férént alyer 

Bon 
al ab lur tires 

ani 

psmidin oloyeront 

yurmy 

MND pluie Tix 
pabahons partroble- 

manz FYI 
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xxiv. 18, pby NW sera maldit 

19. 

20. 

24. 

KV 2: 

Xxvi. 3. 

Loan 
aN NW sera en- 

vilyé 

wey sesors $°975 

wey) vinyés (= vignes) 

DOIDVNIT degitement 

rs 

ND pitera DM 

1 NOD pitie 

NWIN vantre 

JUTRIEN DREN 6 fo 
rent épovréz (27) 

Pprw'N bin seront 

étranchéz P¥Ep 

panidp cloeront 

prot pnw seront 

detailyéz sp 

pave pin seront 

froyéz ee 

MINDS TMOWIND posté 

é paour “P5) pyr 

NOIN ota TY) 

xrrbp clarzira brags 

prODNn i éplét MIN) 
(see Gl. on Prov. ii. 7) 

bow SDN e conseil 

Xxvi. 4. 

10. 

lh, 

N28 DIY NBIP come 
grant aleine 5 

wand wh es laches 
DNB (Gi. lés alachéz) 

yD wb les morts 

PUSES binw seront 

apeoréz bon (G1. on 

Ps, xxiz, 879) -# 

mal) LIM seront chevéz 

Pap pnw seront 

criéz 

DIN pt de non 

crieront 

abi) sopandant a-5 

a ap de néent nya 

DIN’ liant Sy GL 
Jéont) 

IIb tenant JANDS 

NO'DID'N écovéeta TY" 

DIDN ODN aploiément 

mdon 
prada trenbleront 

BB 
Ny fronza. 39% 

aby repos 



, 
’ 

xxvi. 13. 

xxvii. 2. 

11. 

19. 

xxviii. 1. 

FRENCH GLOSSES. 

NIPONND'N épaavilyona 

MMEY (GI. apavilone) 

mrSraaN anbélit ” 

DINMD fayant MI 

py) wd les fins myp 

S07 detorna ")D 

NDIN ota 

NTONT haatera lay 

sions lédangera 

stbin toldera yxa 

(Gl. todra) 

x0} jétera bys 

NIN DN épaiziblera 

M9} jéterai MAN 

YIN enseinyerai 

MUNDN Sag sera a- 

masé DN” 

b2947)) vérseront pr 

DIT ITD NS émerriront 

NYE dépéza POD 

NETIDIN'N é anforza 

DBS apovrirent 

4 

XXvili. 4 
cont, 

7. 

8. 

1]. 

16, 

18, 

xxix, 4, 

395 

pydinns é holsirent 

smipind lo votoeir "YN 

yb DI YDIND marchi- 

rent lui Tae talet 

yh LON atainyi- 

rent lui 

Ne" Kon yn 

NYVDN forza 

NUND pasa FY 

DID WIN] de ansay- 

remant °55$ 

pipdry ty e rizélemant 

mpySym) 
NDOVSN afaita WSN 

LIYE ND forzaient 

mi NW sera lod 

nbon 
MP7] NW sera prizé 

DION'S e traye- 

mant ye) 

xx} NDT de ma joniza 

nN (G1. joynose) 

papntind J& an lajote- 

mant 7D 
NVIIN an bure Man 



el 

18. 

21. 

xxx. 3. 

or 
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DIDS é fort YX} 

NPIN'S é roche 

vy) versera pis’ 

. STW fondera 

OY cité np 

DIN traavant 

WIRY NDIP'N ° 
come sabilion Sym) 

NSTAND [N en ma forze 

sal-7) 
xp changera pyonn 

NIST NN i dforzera 

BI TI0'N é tandirent | 

a 
DID NN é éperirent | 

O73 'N ¢ tandirent 

wT 

}WIN arsoeir WON 

ENN écurté 

NINN bruine WNW 

yn dedanz 4} 19 

NTDIN [NT Pan anpre 

(Godefroy, en empres) 

IIS au debrize- 
mant PA 

xxx. f. 

11. 

12. 

He 

18. 

19, 

a) ANP crieront pn ny 

PWS bin seront 

amaséz PD" 

prone ab lur_ parlés 

ony | 
PI'S e fraine jou 

(Gi. é bride) aA 

ype deschevé- 

tréz (see Cotgrave s.v. 

deschevestré) 

“bp flor MAME 
DIDIN anfant 

DDI TN é démar- 

chirent sb" 

DIM frizirent 2 

Tyg TBAB fu forgé 9p3 

THB IMD ODN 
é més faisanz fuyer 

ae 
ID DON était dé- 

moé EMM (GL. de- 
mua) | 

xine tn é depolyé 

(see Gl. s.v. despuyler) 

Th ba) YOWIN ansinya moi 

yh (GI. anséynes 
moy) 



™~ 

xxx. 19 
cont. 

20. 

22. 

24, 

FRENCH GLOSSES. 

wD NO} jéta moi 

TONDN a morteyr 

aghb 
"PD toi (=tais) *M IY 

92 WILT TDN © denises 

moi ‘DM (Gl. é 

dénis moi) 

woinprn’n é écrolas 

mnie ploye (= plaie) 

7 

DrtaenibaIw an baloye- 
mant [y3] 

NWIDIN an fose 

DIT YS am 
son debrizemant }"9J°59 

“ow tritor 

DIDN"IIIN anbanoye- 

‘mant yy 

NN} prayere 

pxspxd lichemant 
WIS a dur mw 

sendin doloza PI) 

y BOP Ib forent 

échalféz AN (G1. furt 

' échaféz) 

xxx. 27 
cont. 

30. 

xxxi. 3. 

10. 

re) bo 

397 

pyysd senyirent 17 

(Gl. séynért) 

DITION étandirent 

ND IWS ésarta mn (G1. 

ésarti) 

NOMEN é fraite 93) 

papaidpawn é ancloe- 

mant 

medi milvite 
DIND 

DIN‘) niant 

[IBIS LDN ¢ mes an- 

fanz *NENY) 

PIS Iw se- 
ront daisrazinéz (Gl. 

seront dérazinéz) 

NPI cochera HON 
sey servira 

sbi molera 

NPDUNT de jutize 

pvoyhp (al. yutis) 
NOY IW daisrazinera 

wnwn (GI. arazineras) 

pS WIN |S an vantre 

on SAN OFA 

besos delépaleron 

MID (see GI. éspa- 

leron) 



30. 

34. 

39. 
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PNP 19 do chinon 7339 

(see Cotgrave—Chinon 
du col. The nape of 

the neck) 

wd ws e de son 

fais JNNWD) 

payrorw pie ¢ de 
son parlivemant 

op clér 7" 

py aip covert 

p chier 

DIDVWIN an sermant 

1 
Hyon 1S an malizon 

HNMIIT debrizerai 
PS 

sal) toe: catzaant 

moi on (see Gi. dé- 

fréynt) 

NNN é étuie DAN) 

(see Godefroy, s.v. es- 

tuier = taire) 

“TION'N ¢ atandi 

a Ww) mon merk 1m 

SIDE pL son avoyr 
mrs 

NYTDNY sa forze 

OF PHILOLOGY. 

XXXi. 40. 

Xxxii. 4. 

6. 

16. 

19. 

~T 

15. 

XXxill. 2. 

xyminad lanbroyse 

(a lambruche) TWN 

"708 atandi mon 

1D} dotay smbmt (Gl. 

doutéy) : 

DIP ONY]  desaté. 
chirent jnyn 

DI NINT déjétirent 

DIYS anfoyrzi- 

yerent 

DN turent py 

when Nip come 

bozayls niains (Gl. 

kome butéyl) — 

chin!) in| renomerai AJ5N 

iD NONST deportera 

moi *NW 
4D NTTIN ardera moi 

wridp pid J en mon 
paloyés ‘373 

sop clér N73 
O°) nét 

yD} fINN émon 
détrainemant *5358 

NPD ND “AB por ma 
boche 



a 

FRENCH GLOSSES. 

xxxili, 10, DIDN"37 devoiement 

11. 

16. 

19. 

20. 

23. 

25. 

mewn (see Gl. on 

Num. xiv. 34) 

bap x ékoyzant (Gl. 

akuyzon) 

NDS JN an zep. IDI 

(Gl. an zépe) 

: yop {8 an chalz 

ame owt See 

i an lur Peeincniant 

DIDID3} 

win ae) JN an sés os 

Posy 

LNB fort jms 

9995 DONIN'N é aboret 

ii IT 
TAN NY saa vie nn 

NDID fenira b> 

m9 NBT dejote lui 
yoy (GL. on Gen. xviii. 

2) 

spind “5 por l’ome 

pwnd 
yb NON reainte lui 

ys (GI. réyns luy) 

PWNS 1B fa an- 
graissé van 

xxxili, 25 bID21P's7 

cont. 

26. 

XXxiv. 3. 

16, 

17, 

31. 

399 

découve- 

mant Wy5% 

NYIDINGI d’anfanze 

DIDNy Sa an mali 
nyemant MYyyW3 

NTVON atirera =" 

NIM adrézera 

NIAWAIN regardera 

BONN) vaalt hey 
wr yrds é paloyes 70 

(GL. é palays) 

"DID demanterai 

DN 

Nb falderai 

ANY SEND maa _plaic 
‘yn (Gi. ma pluye) 

NNYIND ma sayete 
NIN ¢ dina PWN) 

NEP & cheminera 

NTMNS aaizera }3D? 

OLD WIN avértiset 

9° (Gl. avértis) 

sy si gére NT 

sod liera YOM’ 

DN5IN au fort by by 
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xxxiv. 31 
cont. 

36. 

37. 

10. 

14, 

15. 

XxXXvi. 2. 

14. 

THE JOURNAL OF PHILOLOGY. 

xxxvi, 14 pisbinps j8 an écrole- sory si dite “JONM- 

NPD Ji mon pere 38 

sia 1 mon voloyr 

(Gl. vodréy) 

NTWAN avondera 

ipo’ 

TOWYNID ma yuste 

Pa 

Pp chants AYWDT 

DID" OND detalyemant | 

NIT deraina 79 

wDIT N é 

bbinm 
{Is é non ps 

DID IPIN an croise- 

mant YDS 

JON atan WFD (GI. aton) 

NWN anvironera 

wrmnipis an  cordes 

bana 
widine an dolores 

doteras 

IND 

nwa 
DID NANIN an avoie- 

mant 

N¥IBIN JN an enfunze 

7y32 

js an épée 

cont, 

16. 

18. 

19. 

mant 

proany (2 peryonIn 

an palyardéz) owas 

“ID NYO JS NTS'S 
i eire antiza toi FN) 

bie 

Npia N71 de ma boche 

Fy) 
NOMMON éttoite Iy 

DON 113 KIND large 
non étroit xb pa | bs 

psi 

poniiwds é lesoége- 

mant Fy) 

rormwd iy é1o layse- 
mant nny) 

DID TIIN J an abon- 
demant paw3 

NO'DIY JN an sofaite 

DIDVATIN an debate- 

mant (Gl. on batemont) 

"/? 2) ton cri pw 

48 2) ton avoir 



=" ™ 

cont. 

27. 

28. 

30. 

31. 

: STOMNTPN acroitera 

FRENCH GLOSSES. 

xxxvi.19 DIINO ji ton torne- 

mant pie 

NTNMIEND ta pricre 
(Giiton prion) 

MONON MN a amontér 

mbyo 
DINAN ansinyant 

sn (Gl. anséynont) 

to3td'} jétant 

prop chantirént 

mw | 
oa a regardirént | 

NTP 
yu’ 

amenuizera 

NV tere DON 

NDO}I gota 35 

oy NDIN ome grant 

35 oN 

vibe NY saa ploie 

yN (G1. sa pluye) 

MON sa clarté 

NWA jutizera ps 

DIDMHODN AN a 6 
ploizemant son) 

(GL. a le épluzé) 

311 

xxxvi. 31 DiD53pN mis a écri- 
cont, 

32. 

33. 

xxxvil. 1. 

3. 

lh. 

13. 

18. 

bélmant 

UN} nues DD5 

wrndrp paalmés 

PPEINp ng son con- 

paynyon jy 

35913 NY son juble- 
mant 

Dip 34 pe son de- 
brizemant 

NTNT DIDPN éche- 
temant d’ire AIS Mp 

NYNID pegonye 7399 

wry} jéyrés DI AN 
99h NTU regardera 

lui me 

DID5370 trenpemant 

TIDES SVN & des 
aipandants Dp) 

par d weyy jdyrds 
élézemant 7a ay 

SMDBNY 5a pluic TN 
manbpaw saa clarté 

NINN @ verge awd 
WTION dtandis YAH 

yay I terjété psv (Gl 

trejété) 
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xxxvii. 18 
cont. 

20. 

xxxviii. 1. 

THE JOURNAL 

NIN miroér [9X9] 

py sip sw sera 

décovért yor 

marae NW sera 
engloté 

ANY ND teicheye 

75 (GI. tache, mis-— 

printed /dche) 

FIN}} noe 

whan delétor- 

beilyon FAYDM jd 

wrrsrid w/'td tes longes 

bn 
wins ww de ses 

mesores 

wryTais toy nb fu- 

renk sey oe apn 

Ray aia) >) furent 

monayéz 

Neonp DINP quant 

chanta 3 

mrs rib les angeris 

(MII anges) 193 
DIpoN 

Dwi Spann é anclost 

0" (Gl. é klot) 

OF PHILOLOGY. 

Xxxvili, 8 Daa" Ww js an son 
cont. 

28. 

10. 

23. 

24. 

25, 

traimant M32 

DIBA NIE TY son an 
Jélopeniaal indinn | 

TNE NS 6 fosoyai — 

"Ys | 
AMIN & debrizal 
N19 métra Py? 

}3Y WIND fis savoir 

Pomp pywN ¢ 
seront écroléz }9Y3") 

Y2P'S ow ¢ 
seront écovéz (Gl. é 
seront éskos) 

ANY INT Vangoy- 
seur 3¥ 

xdb pluie Thx 

mp clarté 

NLD fose abyn 

mh by & la noe 

mind | 
1919"13 |S o voyemant 

NW"D maitre NH 

xy5 pere 

wrod fontaines 

bon 



FRENCH GLOSSES. 

XXXviii. 28 wrsnin monzias=mon- 
cont. 

29, 

31. 

32. 

35. 

36. 

Journal of Philology. 

ceaux b i 

win oudes (? ondes) 

by 
Wd}} gotes (GI. gutes) 

wv bazins "358 

xm de vantre 

esta 

wind wh les lians 

mys 

PION wi les trsi- 
manz niwp 

wIpNo'N élacheras 

nnan (G1. 

roys) 

BYIN'N € ures nin 

YAN ND ménera us 

onan 
wyn13 brandos pypn3 

wridory eluires 

pent WN es dela- 

vemanz FMS 

w3}39 ronyons 

Y NPIS en cors 

nimiwb3 

DIDW'IP? NN a la 
covétement nw 

alache- 

VOL, XXXI, 

XXXViil. 36 
cont. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 

xxxix. I; 

313 

pip IN o kok 

NWP contera BD 

wrrsine 6 

sh35) (GI. 6 boséys) 
‘pip NB fera cocher 

su" 

OI NAD fera dé 

goter 3°3y" 
NOWEND Ia paste 
npy2 

Sv) bap kant versa 

(Gl. kont versera) 

words é  balétés 

D933) (GI. é galétes, 
see vii. 5) 

pide bain seront 

ajotéz pay 

w3)) °& si vaneras 

an 
rN") xy é la vie 

nm 

pain >p clineront 

me 

39" ~bayseront 

a4 YIDIN en manoyres 

myn. 
DIN é criant 

bom 

boziyas 

21 



10. 

11. 

13. 

14, 

17. 

THE JOURNAL OF PHILOLOGY. 

DINO INTON 6 travail- | xxxix. 18. swoon éhalzera 

lant 

WHITE cerges MION 

PPOIIN an blef 933 

WABTIN au defors 

xo DMITIN a bruit 
de vile Ap paMd 

MOY cits AP 

PION bruyamanz 

mewn 

Npyy sérchera “PV 

mIpnSbx  apluzemant 
am 

Hairs o royon bona 

(Gl. on réyon) 

SAN Hey son avoir IND 

NYTWDNY sa force 

{PT de criz p37 

NDIDEANY ¢ plome M¥42) 

wis wy ses us “Wat 

HOWIE'S épreinte lay 

sn (GI. épondras li) 

sop éclora 

PUNY aseorer men 

| 

23. 

24. 

25. 

30. 

Non 

py bruit may 
pid lo cri HA 

DITNNP chaveront 

"Sn" 

DIIPYY sércheront 

meron wba en la valéi 

pays 
pI dare my GL 

deart) | 
MINYEN épéo [TD (Gl. 

éspéy) 
NWS fosoyera N/5)’ 

(GL. fosayra) 

stay goloyzera 

sid JIN anglopera (see } 

Gl. onglupir, Gen. xxiv. 

17) 

NOIN [N an abate 3 

ANN joie MAN 
sonnbnn éloyera 398" 

SIN agp manbroyers 

syinbin [vJoltoier y) 

paintban anglotiront 

aby 



FRENCH 

xxxix. 30 poyani gorgoyeront 
cont. 

¥1 2; 

17, 

19. 

oh) aS humeront 

DINO NP cortoye- 

ront 

YIN Y si aderainér 

a 

poy si tanzonant 

meDnp NW sera chay- 

tiyé “D’ 

TANI NY sera 
prinzoyé 

ab Sip témoinera 

lay 7)’ 

mayne avilyé ‘mop 

Npia NON a ma boche 

Bind 

NV WAIN andurzira 

yen 
BIN UY ses us (= oeufs) 

yw 

PrP Driv sont 

entrochéz 37" 

PPI anbranchéz 

> ETD qui 
destraynt lui Wyn 

GLOSSES. 

xl, 20. 

22. 

23. 

28. 

31. 

xli, 4. 

315 

DIN joont pw 
WAIN onbrés boyy 

NIDIS Ww son onbre 

bby 
Sn!) DINP quaant tré- 

ra my) S 

nvm narile FIN 

yn tréyras win 

PIII ajotanz oan 

N'TWNON'Y si amasera 

N?ONT 
Wi pee an logis MDW 
SUIS JS i an onbre 

bydyn) 
yr wy ses forz 9 

W3NNID LY ses man- 
zonges 

DID WN ¢ meziremant ae 

NTNME'N ¢ prayere 

DIDNEN é pozemant 

‘DIN ovré AND 

BAY SIN? janzives yop 

yaw 



316 

pd ae 

10, 

11. 

13. 

15. 

16. 

lf. 

THE JOURNAL 

[TET de for *pYDN 

why ruiseles- 
PINION LY ses 

éternuemanz MWY 

[IOI ovremanz : 

symopx éclarzira ban 

(Gl. éclarzit) 
wp s éclarziras 

wr Syston NIP come | 

étanzeles ‘9°35 

phys NDP come oles 

*35}3 bolyoné MBI 
Goin i orzayi 138) 

wry maroys 

xr ouy salayne }w53 

ppp wd les chéye- 
manz ban 

mrmaa 2% les manbrés 

xdin NID) come mole 

nop 
DIDI"? pw"T de son léve- 

and inp 

yw forz ord 

word p3)7w —seront 

félyés NOM 

OF PHILOLOGY. 

xli. 17 
cont. 

18. 

20. 

21. 

bo iS) 

24. 

26. 

wiry ODN DIY seront 
aclinzés 

PAST dare FIN 

PNM NY saayét MED J 
MIN BON TANEOUS ésa- 

pée ANIN 

PMR aguizés IM 
porp clartéz 

NTINS parera "57 

N'VIND pavera 

mvbaet telyé pM 
NIDN'D fienge OD 

DIDDID'DY NIIP come 
apimantemant mAnprs> 

OW NVM Colar- 
zira santier 3F\) N° - 

NYP MN a chenize 

nw? 
ab }a))D) hw son potemant 

wn 
ns 15 lo fait wy 

YS yon soyez faiz 

biD" "7 137 de non 

défrainemant pm Yad 

so, DONT halt véra 

ANY ND 



xli. 26 
cont. 

xiii, 2. 

FRENCH GLOSSES. 

swe avilyera ANT 

xoviiet Vorgoyl (NY 

FIN I"T NW sera devoyé 

“x2 

MOVIN NY sera a 
mérmé 

. pox dyyn rézélant py 

SMOKY TIT de non 
savoyér MYT 153 

werbiaasn marvolyés 

mxdpo 
STMT draytore N13 

xlii. 8. 

10. 

Lt 

13. 

14, 

317 

wis “Eb por vos p>*Sy 
MND déporterai 

NUN 
TIBNP jw son com- 

pényon YAY 

DIDTNIWN a segonde- 

mant MIwed 

wvbony mslo MNP 
“37 deneyr 

NIMOY sataine MVP 
bpxia3p charboncle 

yan 

WILLIAM ALDIS WRIGHT. 

CAMBRIDGE: PRINTED BY JOHN CLAY, M.A. AT THE UNIVERSITY PRESS, 
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